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1 Preface

1 PREFACE

Already a few months after the discovery of nuclear fission in 1939, it was evident and clear
to the scientific world that through nuclear fission great quantities of electricity can be
converted or, in other words, with nuclear fission a large amount of energy can be
"produced". Unfortunately, as so often in the history of mankind, Word War II was initially
behind the drive to accelerate the evolution of nuclear fission, in fact, in the form of an atomic
bomb. It was not until phase two in the 50's and then in the 60's as well that the large-scale
"peaceful use" of nuclear energy came. This is incidentally one of the reasons why today
many still have a problem with the acceptance of nuclear energy.

After the Atomic Conference in Geneva, during which the message read "atoms for peace",
Germany had the possibility to concentrate on nuclear energy in general, and in particular on
nuclear engineering. Research centers like Karlsruhe and JM1ich were specifically
established with the goal of catching up with the super powers in this field and further
developing nuclear engineering for medical science and industrial use as well as developing
nuclear power engineering as a new energy source and making it available for our country.

The research center in JM1ich, after its establishment in 1956, had decided to develop the use
of the high-temperature reactor with spherical fuel elements jointly with the industry and in
close coordination and cooperation and open it up for usage. This occurred particularly under
two aspects: First in the realization that this process involves a reactor type with
extraordinarily positive safety features, and second because this reactor type produces not
only electricity, but also heat on a high-temperature level. Besides others, in particular one
scientist's name is linked to the development of the high-temperature reactor, namely
Professor Rudolf Schulten.

As a central facility for demonstration and experimental work the AVR reactor was used,
which was commissioned in 1959 and became critical for the first time in 1966. This 15 MW
reactor was to demonstrate and prove particularly the feasibility and functionality of a gas-
cooled, graphite-moderated high-pressure reactor with spherical fuel elements. The AVR
GmbH has established itself as the operator, which was joined particularly also by smaller
power supply companies and public utility companies in order to safeguard the transfer of
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1 Preface

experience directly from science and technology to the application. Incidentally it is a model
that today should said still have example character, and as well in many ways does. Namely,
to conduct a large-scale experiment with industrial scale on the premises of a big research
center, which also serves to link science and technology with the industry, and therefore
assures the quickest and most direct transfer of "know-how".

During operation of more than twenty years (1967 - 1988) the advantages and positive
characteristics of this reactor type were convincingly demonstrated; many experiments, in
particular such for safety research, were conducted in close interaction between researchers
and plant workers of this test reactor on the premises of the JIlich Nuclear Research Center
(KFA) (that is how today's Research Center in JM1ich was named at that time).

This demonstration, and in a sense research, reactor has fulfilled its task completely. It has
been decommissioned since and is being decontaminated.

Even though the THTR in Schmehausen was a follow-on type, it had only a short operation
period (from 1985 until 1988). With the decommissioning of the THTR, at least for the next
manageable years, this reactor type was ended in Germany. However, in China and Japan a
high-temperature reactor, comparable to the AVR, is being built at this time, mainly against
the background of the above-mentioned convincing safety features of this reactor type.

With the operation of the AVR in JOlich, and with the experiments conducted with it and on it,
without any doubt extraordinary pioneer work was performed. Everybody involved, the plant
workers and the scientists, deserve great appreciation and praise. On this occasion, we may
express hope and the belief that the future of this reactor type, namely the gas-cooled,
graphite-moderated high-temperature reactor with spherical fuel elements, is yet to come.

Prof. Dr.-Ing. R. Theenhaus
Board Member, J01ich Research Center
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2 INTRODUCTION

With the development of a gas-cooled and graphite-moderated high-temperature reactor, a

reactor type was to be created that allows the use of steam conditions as they are common in

the conventional power plant operation. This way the use of high capacity wet steam

turbines was supposed to be avoided and in comparison to the light-water reactor clearly

higher efficiency levels were supposed to be reached. The use of spherical fuel elements

promised a continuous energy metabolism during reactor operation and therefore higher

availability values. Furthermore it was hoped that power plants with high-temperature

reactors with medium output volume (between 100 and 300 MW electrical) can be operated

economically.

The goal of the construction of the AVR Experimental Nuclear Power Station was to prove

the feasibility of this concept and to gather initial experiences with the construction,

commissioning, and the operation of such a facility. For that matter, the rating (46 MW

thermal, 15 MW electrical) was selected such that on one hand the financial expenses and

the financial risk were not too great and on the other hand the extrapolation on assets of

economical size should be possible. Since from the beginning it was clear that this first

experiment with the construction of an HTR would not lead to an economical operation of the

facility, the operating time was only planned to be a few years. The construction of bigger

facilities was then supposed to be used for further developments.

The planning and establishment of the AVR Experimental Nuclear Power Station occurred

during a time when the comprehensive regulations and guidelines for the construction and

operation of nuclear power plants, which had not been prepared yet, were not yet available.

The result was that during the operating period of the plant, which was extended far beyond
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2 Introduction

the originally planned time period, facility components and operational instructions had to be

adapted gradually and continuously to the developing body of legislation.

The operation of the facility over a period of slightly more than 21 years, during which

approximately 1.6 billion kWh were produced and a multitude of experiments were

conducted, has shown that high-temperature reactors can be constructed, commissioned,

and operated successfully. It could be shown that the facility offers excellent safety-related

characteristics, that radiation exposure for the environment and operating personnel can be

kept very low and that occurring malfunctions could be corrected.
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3 Note

3 NOTE

This report about the operation of the AVR Experimental Nuclear Power Station is associated

with the "Final Report about the Construction and Commissioning of the AVR Experimental

Nuclear Power Station" by J. Engelhard, who describes the construction and commissioning

periods, including the test operation period until the facility was handed over to the AVR on

05/28/1969. This report was published in December 1972 as Research Report K 72-23 by

the [German] Federal Ministry of Education and Research with the report number BMWT-FB

K 72-23.
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4 SUMMARY FOR THE RUSHED READER

The experimental nuclear power station of the Arbeitsgemeinschaft Versuchsreaktor (AVR)

(Experimental Reactor) GmbH, a coalition of 15 power supply companies, was the first power

plant with a helium-cooled high-temperature reactor with spherical fuel elements. The goal of

this industrial large-scale experiment was to prove the feasibility and functionality a gas-

cooled, graphite-moderated high-temperature reactor with spherical fuel elements. The

facility had an electrical output of 15 MW.

The construction of the experimental nuclear power station was commissioned by the AVR

GmbH on 08/13/1959 to the ARGE BBC/Krupp. The facility was built in the vicinity of the

nuclear research facility (KFA) in JOlich. The reactor became critical for the first time on

08/26/1966, and on 12/17/1967 it supplied electricity to the public power system for the first

time. On 05/28/1969 the AVR GmbH took the plant over from the constructor. It was

operated until 12/31/1988. Altogether approximately 1.6 billion kWh were produced with this

facility.

The basis for the operation was a contract for the transfer of use with the Julich Nuclear

Research Facility (KFA) GmbH and its updates, which had been preceded by a contract

between the Thorium-Hochtemperaturreaktor-Assoziation, composed of EURATOM, the

J0lich KFA, and the ARGE BBC/Krupp on one hand, and the AVR GmbH on the other (refer

to chapter 6 "Contracts")

The personnel required for the operation of the experimental nuclear power station was

selected carefully by the AVR GmbH and prepared for the assignment through additional

training. During this process the respectively valid regulations were taken into consideration,

which to a large extent were not developed until operation of the AVR plant had already

commenced (e.g. safety regulations of the Nuclear Committee).
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4 Summary for the Rushed Reader

During the first few years of operation the focal point of interest was the verification of good

availability and long-term testing of the plant and its individual components. This applied in

particular to the testing of the fuel elements. Later on, the plant was increasingly utilized for

tests on the plant itself and on the specifically developed experimental devices, which were

installed in the plant.

The utilization of the experimental nuclear power station, i.e. the ratio of the overall operating

time of generators to the overall calendar time, in the time from the beginning of 1969 until

the end of 1988 (the reporting time frame) was 67.2%. The highest percentage of the time

utilization was reached in 1976 with 91.9%. These values are very good for an experimental

facility, where a completely new reactor concept was tested, and are part of the outstanding

positive results of the facility. If the hours of generator operation were to be applied to the

planned time of operation, the availability values would result in numbers noticeably higher

than the time utilization values. However, the exact recording of availability is difficult

because the planned downtimes for experimental preparations, testing, modifications and

repairs were also used to eliminate malfunctions that did not directly lead to a shutdown of

the reactor.

Chapter 9 describes chronologically the course of operation of the individual operating years.

In this sequence it was differentiated between planned shut-down periods (capital letters),

malfunctions (Arabic numerals), and other incidents (small letters). The designations

correspond to the terms requested by the Technical Association of Main Power Station

Operators e.V. (VGB) for reports about the operational sequence of nuclear power plants.

Besides interruptions of operation for planned maintenance, testing, and repairs, as well as

the installation and replacement of experimental devices, the facility also had to be shut down
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frequently for the elimination of malfunctions. These malfunctions, which were not abnormal

for such a complex technical facility and had to be expected in particular for an experimental

facility with many newly developed components, also provided new insights on the

improvement and further development of individual components. Chapter 10 describes

specific prominent malfunctions. In particular the malfunction of the steam generator, during

the course of which approximately 27 tons of water leaked from the steam generator and ran

through the core, only to then accumulate in the lower part of the inner reactor vessel, and

the circulator damage, which resulted in the removal of a blower and the replacement of a

bearing, supplied important information about the behavior of the installation and its

components and influenced the further development of the reactor. For example the

development of the high-temperature reactor with a helium-turbine was stopped, among other

things because of experiences gained during the decontamination of the circulator wheel. On

the other hand the fear that powdered graphite in the coolant gas caused erosions on the

circulator wheel could not be confirmed. Altogether the good-natured behavior of the reactor

and main components could be proven even the under difficult conditions during these

malfunctions.

All of the problems that had occurred during operation and the malfunctions were resolved by

the operating personnel themselves [2-1]. External personnel were basically used for

reinforcement of the workshop crew and for specific jobs (e.g. revision of the turbines).

Physics of the reactor core (chapter 11) created new types of demands due to the continuous

circulation of the pebble bed, due to the often drastic fluctuations in the heavy metal content

of the fuel elements, due to the missing in-core-instrumentation and especially due to the lay-
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out design of the reactors causing very tightly measured shut-down rods. Therefore special

efforts were necessary in order to ensure on one hand that the reactor could be shut down

safely at any time, and on the other hand that also sufficient excess reactivity was always

available to allow the desired power and experimental operation to be run. The basis of

reactivity controls hereby consisted of results gained and verified almost exclusively with

experiments.

Beyond that computers also traced the physical happenings in the reactor core. For that

purpose numerical simulation procedures were developed, which over the years, because of

increasing speed and memory capacity of the computers, could be further perfected. The

hereby possible advance calculations provided important principles for transitional conditions,

as they appeared e.g. during the transition from the initial core with a boron pebble zone to

the balance core, when increasing the mean hot gas temperature from 8500C to 9500 C, when

using larger test batches of the fuel elements and during the transition from high enriched to

low enriched uranium. The calculations also provided information about the flow of neutrons

and temperature distribution in the core, which is hardly accessible for measurement.

The non-radioactive gaseous contaminations in the helium coolant gas (chapter 12.1) had to

be monitored carefully. Particularly corroding gases like oxygen (air), water vapor, and

carbon dioxide corrode the graphite in the fuel elements and therefore had to be kept below

the specified limits. The operation of the AVR showed that with the experiences that were

gained and the appropriate measuring equipment this was possible without any difficulty.

New insight gained is that hydrogen (and therefore tritium as well) from the gaseous phase in

large quantities adsorbs on the graphite surfaces of the fuel elements and the core

installations.
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The radioactive gaseous and solid impurities in the coolant gas (Chapters 12.2 and 12.3) are

an indicator for the behavior of the fuel elements. Therefore great metrological efforts were

made to be able to record them, even though from a safety point of view they never

represented a large problem. Close attention was paid to the dust carried along in the

coolant gas because of the accumulation of large parts of the solid fission products on it. It

could be estimated that during the total operating time approximately 60 kg of dust deposited

in the dead space of the currents. The average particle size is under 1 pm, the activity load

varies drastically depending on the age and place of origin.

In Chapter 13 "Component Testing", the most important components of the plant and their

behavior during operation are described.

The upper side and ceiling reflectors were exposed to high temperature levels and a high flow

of neutrons during operation. In 1984 they were inspected using video cameras. The

inspection took place through the feed pipes of the loading system. The analysis of image

material taken at the inspection did not offer any indications about damage to these

components. Neither material wear through corrosion nor additional cracks were detected.

For the evaluation photos that had been taken during installation of the core fittings were

used for comparison. Characteristic pores and groupings of cracks could be found again.

The focal point of the component testing process was the development and testing of fuel

elements under real operating conditions. The results of these tests can be summarized as

follows:

* The fuel elements with carbide fuel and BISO coating (double coating) showed even at

hot gas temperatures of up to 900 IC good retaining power for all fission products. Up to
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4 Summary for the Rushed Reader

the highest burn-up no damage to the coating occurs.

At hot gas temperatures above 900 °C strontium is released. This complicates

maintenance work on the primary circuit, in particular on the loading system, and raises

the corrosion rate of the fuel elements.

* Fuel elements with oxidic fuel and BISO coating exhibit even at hot gas temperatures

above 950 °C excellent performance. Very sporadically coating damage is observed at

burn-ups >_ 15% fima (fissions per initial metal atoms), but it does not result in a

measurable release of fission products. In particular the fuel elements from the THTR

production, used since 1974, meet all expectations.

* In 1982, the testing of fuel elements with low enriched oxidic fuel with TRISO coating

(triple coating) began. At operation end nearly 50,000 of these fuel elements were

located in the reactor core. Their maximum burn-up is at approximately 11% fima. The

goal for the minimum burn-up was 10% fima. The extremely low release from these fuel

elements at a hot gas temperature of up to 950 °C was confirmed over the last years

because of the particularly low noble gas activity in the coolant gas.

More than 290,000 fuel elements or, in other words, more than 6 billion coated fuel particles

were produced for the AVR and used there. The fuel elements successfully passed testing in

the reactor, even at hot gas temperature above 950 0C. The result confirms a very good fuel

element concept, reliable production and effective quality control. However, it also provides
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the assurance that future high-temperature reactors have a fuel element available that is

based on the experience of an almost 30-year development period.

During the operation of the AVR power plant, the possibilities for the testing and further

development of the HTR fuel element were used as much as possible and successfully (see

Chapter 13.2 Fuel Elements).

The fuel feed system, which introduced new fuel elements into the core, removed burned-up

fuel elements, measured the burn-up, and circulated the spheres in the core, exhibited

defects, as had to be expected of a first plant of its kind. For example the friction behavior,

which is changed under the influence of pure helium, was not taken into consideration at

construction of the system. The increased friction coefficients, which under pure helium

amount to approximately 0.7, were the basic cause for the initial downtimes of the loading

system. For this reason the torque values for driving the individual components had to be

increased considerably over the years. Partly, the increased friction led to several pebbles

becoming stuck or to pebble columns, which had to be moved against the friction. Deposits

of graphite powder in the pipes, which were installed at a slight incline, of the removal line

also led to obstructions and blockages. Another unfavorable effect was also the fact that the

pebble movements and fluid levels in the components of the system could not be monitored

due to non-existent display devices and therefore excess fill levels could not be detected until

obstructions of the components occurred.

Despite these defects, the system exhibited an overall satisfying operation behavior. A total

of 370,595 spheres were conveyed into the core, and 257,055 spheres were removed from

the system, and 2,408,974 spheres were circulated. All malfunctions of the system could be
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eliminated within adequate time and with low radioactive exposure for the staff. To a large

extent, the repairs were performed during operation. This was possible because (except for

the reducer and the dispenser) the components of the feed system can be disconnected from

the primary circuit by repair valves. Only less than 3% of the downtime is due to malfunctions

of the loading system. Due to improvements on the individual components the susceptibility

to malfunctions could be noticeably reduced towards the end of the operating period.

The coolant gas blowers ran, with exception of the above-mentioned malfunction, which was

caused by a leakage of cooling water into the bearing oil system, without failures and

maintenance-free during the entire operating period. Replacement of the direct current motor

and replacement of the rectifier unit with mercury-arc rectifier by one with thyristors

eliminated malfunctions on the frequency converter system for the coolant gas circulators.

The shut-down rods as well as the main and bypass flaps also exhibited an outstanding

operating behavior. In the drives of the four shut-down rods, bellows were replaced in 1980

after their life expectancy had been reached based on endurance numbers. In the drives of

the flaps the rotating wings were pinned together with the drive shafts, in addition to the

shrink connection.

The gas purification system was running well during the entire operating period. The

refrigeration system, which produced the liquid nitrogen needed for the operation of the gas

purification system, was by contrast frequently out of order. The effort for the operation of the

refrigeration system was so great that the operation was discontinued in 1978 and the liquid

nitrogen was purchased.

The diaphragm compressors, which were designated for the transport of gas through the

helium circuits and the gas purification system as well as for the rinsing process, led

frequently to interruptions in the operation due to the short diaphragm life. Particularly the big
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machines, which are using water as hydraulic fluid and had been specifically developed for

the AVR system, were characterized by a short life expectancy. For the support of the

diaphragm compressors, dry-running piston compressors were installed. They exhibited a

very good operating behavior and took over a big part of the pump work.

The steam generator consists of four parallel forced flow-through systems. After

approximately 72,000 hours of operation without malfunctions on the pipe system of the

steam generator, on 05/13/1978 a leak occurred on the final superheater pipe, causing

approximately 27 tons of water to leak into the primary system. The repair of the damage

and the elimination of penetrated water and its consequences (including the repair of one

coolant gas blower after the blower damage) required 15 months. After the restart of the

station, until its final decommissioning, no further malfunctions occurred on the pipe system

of the steam generator.

On the inspection nozzle of the main outlet collector erosions occurred, caused by

condensing steam, which led to a steam leak in the containment shell in 1971. The design of

the inspection pipe was modified. For the internal checks, which are required based on the

checklist for recurring examinations, the nozzle had to be cut off repeatedly and welded back

on. At the end of 1981 the nozzle had become so short due to these procedures that further

welding was impossible. The main outlet collector was replaced. On all other collectors no

defects occurred during the entire operating period.

The drives of the steam generator fittings had to be revised repeatedly. Because of the high

pressure drop on the control valves in the four steam generator systems, which resulted in
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high wear on the valve seats, an additional control valve was built into the main feed water

line so that the pressure drop would be distributed into two stages.

The behavior and operating method of the water steam cycle were essentially determined by

the material and configuration of the steam generator. It was composed of ferric materials,

which are conventionally used in boiler construction, was configured above the core and

exposed to the radiation from the core. Therefore corrosion products were activated and

carried into the secondary cycle. The water steam cycle was alkaline conditioned from

commissioning until 1983, which means that ammonia and hydrazine were added in order to

reach a pH level of 9.1. Starting in 1983, the cycle was run with oxygen conditioning. This

eliminated the feeding of hydrazine.

The operating results of the water steam cycle principally confirm the experiences expected

from a forced through-flow boiler with accurate water treatment. In addition knowledge,

which was interesting for feed water chemistry in general, was gained because of the

radioactivity of the cycle. This applies e.g. to measurement results at combined conditioning,

the hydrogen-/tritium permeation and the behavior of the trace elements zinc and cobalt.

After decommissioning and disassembly of the plant, more interesting results can be

expected from suitable post-examinations.

The cascade-shaped cooling water cycles were connected with each other by heat

exchangers, whose pipe bundles were made of ferric material. Due to corrosion and deposits

in the pipes, leaks occurred between the second and the third cooling water cycles, and heat

transmission deteriorated. In 1983 the ferric pipe bundles were replaced with austenite
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bundles. Contrary to fears that the austenite pipes could be damage quickly by. the chlorine

content of the service water the austenite pipe bundles proven themselves excellently.

In Chapter 14 "Operating Behavior", the behavior of the system for gradient power control,

start-up, shut-down and load change cases is described. Besides the overall good-natured

behavior of the plant it should be mentioned in particular that the most gentle method for

shutting down the reactor was to simply turn off the coolant gas circulators. A procedure that

on other reactor concepts had to be considered as a malfunction.

The basic concept of the safety circuit has proven itself. After the steam generator damage in

1978, two sections were added.

For complete detection of moisture penetrated into the primary cycle additionally humidity

sensors with a preceding catalytic oxidation step were installed. In the oxidation step H2 was

oxidized to H20. Therefore the part of the moisture that had been split previously in the hot

core could be determined as well.

For the purpose of recording the hundred most important measurements and their critical

values a computer was installed, which was able to record the inbound signals with a high

temporal resolution. Therefore it was possible to analyze malfunction procedures and

document them with considerably more accuracy.

The maximum permitted doses for individuals and critical values of release were not

exceeded during the entire operating time.

The mean dose for all individuals exposed to radiation dropped from 6.17 mSv in 1968 to

0.39 mSv in 1988.

In according with the KTA-rule 1503.1 "Measurement and Monitoring of Gaseous and Aerosol

Bound Radioactive Materials", which was passed in 1979, fittings for the balance of the
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exhaust air monitoring were retrofitted. Until 1979 the critical values for the release of

radioactive material to the atmosphere came from the first radiation protection ordinance. In

1979 the critical values for noble gas and tritium were set at 100 Ci each per year and for

C14 to 10 Ci per year. At the beginning of 1988 the critical values were more formulated in a

more differentiated manner (see Chapter 15).

Liquid radioactive materials were sent to the nuclear research facility for treatment.

Solid radioactive radicals were collected and sent to the nuclear research facility for

treatment, where they were compacted by burning or pressing. Metallic waste was sent to

Firma Siempelkamp for fusion. The compacted waste is stored in an old assembly shop on

the AVR premises, which was altered for this purpose. After completion of the operation on

12/31/88, a total of 779 200-liter rolling hoop barrels with radioactive waste were being stored

in this shop.

Already soon after the commissioning of the plant it was noticed that space and installations

for the treatment and repair of contaminated components as well as shower and dressing

facilities were missing at the entrance to the control area. For this reason in 1972 and 1973

in the area in front of the material gate of the ring attachments a warm workshop was built

and equipped with necessary machine tools and workstations. It is part of the control area.

Parallel to that a hygiene section with showers and dressing rooms was built at the same

time at the entrance to the control area.

The "warm workshop" was considerably expanded in 1984 and 1991 and was equipped with

additional ventilation as well as installations for the decontamination of components and small

parts.
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Because of dose measurements taken around the fence of the KFA terrain, which were

conducted by the radiation protection department of the KFA, it was detected in 1972 that in

the area of the AVR Experimental Nuclear Power Station the dose values were elevated

compared to the average of all reading points. The cause for these elevated values was the

fact that the reactor building was more poorly shielded towards the top than in the radial

direction. The radiation escaping through the top was scattered on the atmosphere and

resulted in an elevated radiation level on the AVR terrain (sky-shine effect).

After leaning about this fact, extensive measurements for the determination of y- and neutron

radiation were conducted on the AVR premises. Through additional shieldings on the 38m

platform and on the steam generator frame the y-radiation could be significantly reduced. The

neutron radiation was cut in half. A portion of the state forest outside the AVR terrain was

declared an external inspection area in coordination with the responsible authorities.

In 1985 the decision was made to finally decommission the AVR at the end of 1988. In order

to use the remaining time well, KFA and AVR developed a program with a total of 21 test

projects (Chapter 16) in cooperation with HRB, Interatom, and Nukem. Some parts of this

program took place also with the involvement of foreign companies in the USA, Japan, and

China. With one exception all experiments could be run and provided in part very interesting

results. One project, the most important test series for activity removal at pressure relief on

the primary cycle, could not be executed because the approval of the responsible Ministry

was not available until the end of the operating period. In a particularly spectacular test

series another accident was simulated: a sudden coolant loss and the simultaneous failure of

the coolant gas circulators were simulated repeatedly, and it was thereby proven that during
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this very severe accident decay heat removal process is under good control. These tests

were a consistent continuation of the experiments, which had already begun in 1968, on the

simulation of the failure of both coolant gas blowers with simultaneous failure (jamming) of all

shut down rods. Here as well the reactor displayed its great safety reserves, just as

expected: Due to high negative temperature coefficient, the nuclear chain reaction comes to

a halt on its own. Decay heat is removed without difficulty through the natural convection of

the coolant gas. Even when waiting longer, no impermissible temperatures develop

anywhere.

With respect to the concluding test program in particular the fuel element mass tests with

THTR-elements, with high enriched (U, Th) 02- elements with Triso particles as well as with

low enriched U0 2-elements with Triso particles should be mentioned. Especially the

elements with Triso particles showed even improved fission product retention ability. In

reactor-dynamic experiments, the impact of plutonium, which during the change-over to a low

enriched fuel cycle is more bred, was examined. With the use of temperature monitoring

pebbles, which each contained 20 different metallic melting particles and which are removed

for subsequent examinations after one core cycle, it was detected that the core temperatures

were noticeably higher in some areas than had been determined with the reactor-physical

calculations. This is a result of the "only" two-dimensional calculations, which cannot

completely record the influence of the graphite noses on the shutdown rods.

Although some questions remained unanswered after operation of the AVR had stopped, the

operator can make the final statement that the pebble bed high-temperature reactor is an

excellent and dependable instrument for power generation with a particularly high safety
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standard and as a small unit is very suitable for production close to the customer. Because

of its possible high coolant gas temperatures at undiminished good safety characteristics, it

also offers a heat-source for chemical processes (e.g. coal gasification) and for (small)

helium turbine power stations.

The upcoming demolition phase should absolutely be used to clarify additional questions

during the follow-up examinations.
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5 GOALS OF THE SET-UP AND THE POWER OPERATION

Goals for the establishment of the AVR Experimental Nuclear Power Station consisted of

proving the feasibility and functionality of a power plant with gas-cooled graphite-moderated

reactor with spherical fuel elements and gathering experiences for further development of the

HRT.

Operational goals with higher priority during the first years of operation were the verification

of good availability and therefore the motivation to hope that future plants of this type can be

operated cost-effectively, as well as the testing of fuel elements and components for the

successor plant THTR.

Further goals of the operation were the verification that components of the plant can be

repaired or replaced even after a longer operating period and that occurring malfunctions can

be controlled.
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6 CONTRACTS

6.1 Partnership Agreement

On 2/2/1959 the Arbeitsgemeinschaft Versuchsreaktor (AVR) GmbH (Experimental Reactor)

was established by 15 power supply companies. The basis of the foundation was the

Partnership Agreement. In §3 of this agreement the goal for the foundation is described as

follows:

§3

Subject matter of the company is a large-scale experiment through the construction and operation of an

experimental nuclear power plant with the goal of gathering scientific, technical, and commercial insights

and experiences in reactor construction and operation, in cooperation with research institutes of

universities and the pertinent industry; of analyzing the gained knowledge and experiences and therefore

encouraging the use of nuclear physics for peaceful purposes in the interest of the general public. The

results are to be made available to be public within the framework of the authorization terms of the BMAt.

The Agreement provided for transferring the plant to a public organization after achieving the

goal of the partnership.

§ 32

After reaching the purpose of the partnership according to §3 or in case of elimination of the

partnership's purpose, the facilities of the partnership are to be made available to the public by assigning

them to a public organization. If the intended purpose is not achievable, it can result in liquidation...
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6.2Construction Agreement

On 08/13/1959 the AVR GmbH commissioned the ARGE BBC/Krupp with the construction of

an experimental nuclear power station with gas-cooled, graphite-moderated high-temperature

reactor and spherical fuel elements. Financing occurred from AVR's own resources, grants

from the Federal Government and the land Northrhine-Westphalia as well as contributions

from BBC and Krupp companies.

Apart from construction the order comprised also the execution of "cold" test runs, the filling

of the fuel elements, start-up of the power station and a test operating period.

With the transfer of the power plant by the AVR on 05/28/1969 the construction agreement

was fulfilled.
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6.3 Inheritable Building Rights Agreement

With the agreement dated 08/29/1960 the land Northrhine-Westphalia granted the AVR

(Experimental Reactor) GmbH an inheritable building right for a property the size of about 3.7

hectares (approx. 9.14 acres) at the Hambacher Forst near JMlich, which was owned by the

land Northrhine-Westphalia. With this contract the AVR was entitled and obligated to

construct an experimental nuclear power station on this property within a period of five years

and operate it afterwards. The agreement did not allow for usage of this property and the

buildings erected on it different from that.

The inheritable building right was granted through 12/31/2000. However pursuant to §2 No.

6, §31 of the Inheritable Building.Right Ordinance it can be renewed.

After expiration of the period for the inheritable building right the property is to be returned to

the land Northrhine-Westphalia including the buildings erected on it. The AVR is obligated

before transfer of the property to establish and maintain a risk-free state. With regard to the

removal of the erected facilities, the parties of the agreement shall negotiate this matter in a

timely fashion while taking feasibility and economical aspects into consideration.
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6.4 Usage Agreement

On 01/22/1965 a first contract became effective between the 'THTR-Assoziation', consisting

of EURATOM, the JMilich Nuclear Research Facility and BBC/Krupp on one hand and of the

AVR on the other hand, regarding the use of the power station. This agreement ruled that

the AVR should run the power plant as much as possible in a continuous operation. It

regulated the procurement of fuel elements through the association and established that the

AVR would be reimbursed for the operating costs by the association. Beyond that, this

contract laid down the responsibilities and information obligations.

This agreement with the association was replaced on February 28, 1968 by a Usage

Agreement between the KFA and AVR. It was extended during the time following this date

by contracts dated 01/28/1970, 08/16/1971, 06/30/1977, 07/16/1981, 06/07, 06/14/1983 and

05/28, 06/03/1986 and adapted through modifications until it was replaced by the

Decommissioning Contract dated 11/20, 11/25/1987.
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6.5 Abutting Owners Agreement

The tapping of services and facilities of the KFA by the AVR is regulated between both

parties in the Abutting Owners Agreement dated 07/24/1965. The substantiation and goals of

this cooperation are summarized in the preamble of said agreement as follows:

Preamble

In 1958 the AVR decided upon the request of the land Northrhine-Westphalia to build their high-

temperature reactor in the immediate vicinity of the JMilich Experimental Nuclear Power Station of

Northrhine-Westphalia. The land Northrhine-Westphalia supported this project by granting a building

lease on the required property. The selection of the location is to enable close scientific cooperation in

the development of the high-temperature reactor. At the same time it is intended to make the facilities

already in existence at the KFA to a large degree available also to the AVR in the interest of the

economical use of public funds. To the extent that the cooperation is not already being realized within

the framework of the THTR-Assoziation in the area of high-temperature reactors, the cooperation

between KFA and AVR and the joint usage of KFA facilities by the KFA and AVR is regulated in

accordance with the following principles:

On 08/23/1982 this agreement was supplemented with an Amendment Agreement.

6.6Intermediate Storage Contract

The storage of radioactive AVR fuel elements in the water tank of hot cells in accordance with

the approval issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Authority dated 03/29/1973 was governed by

the Agreement dated 05/01,05/08/1973 between KFA and AVR. In the agreement dated

01/09, 01/31/1978 the intermediate storage of radioactive fuel elements in the water tank

DIDO is governed. After expansion of the storage possibilities, these agreements were

summarized in the Intermediate Storage Contract dated 05/06, 05/26/1983, which was

adapted to the modified boundary conditions on 05/28, 06/03/1986.
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6.7 Power Supply Agreement

The electrical power generated during operation was fed into the 100 kV network of the

power station of Northrhine-Westphalia (RWE) via the switching stations of the KFA. The

electricity required for the plant operation was drawn during generator downtime in the same

fashion. The billing modalities were governed in the Mutuality Contract dated 06/07,

06/24/1968 between AVR and RWE. Later on, several slight modifications were made to this

agreement.
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5.8Memorandum of Understanding

The "Memorandum of Understanding Regarding Cooperation Pertaining to the AVR Reactor"

between the United States Atomic Energy Commission (USAEC), the BBC-Krupp, and the

AVR dated 08/02/1965 regulated the cooperation with the USA in the area of the HRT

development. The Americans supplied the know-how for the production of the spherical fuel

elements with coated particles, including the radiation experiences. The German side

supplied the design data and the operation experiences of the AVR power plant. Additionally

an extensive and fruitful exchange of experiences in the area of further development of

coated particles as well as a temporary staff exchange took place.

The Memorandum of Understanding was at the same time the basis for the Purchase

Contract and the delivery of high-enriched uranium for the AVR operation. This Purchase

Contract was entered into between the USAEC and the Euratom Supply Agency.

The background, which led to the Memorandum of Understanding, is described in detail in the

"Final Report about the Construction and Commissioning of the AVR Nuclear Power Plant" by

J. Engelhard [6-1].
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7STAFF ORGANIZATION

The Arbeitsgemeinschaft Versuchsreaktor GmbH (AVR) (Experimental Reactor) is a limited

liability company according to civil law. Its highest executive body is the general meeting of

members. It appoints one commercial and one technical executive director each, nominates

the members of the supervisory board, appoints authorized representatives for the different

sectors of operation and defines guidelines for management.

The commercial executive director (in charge of the sectors administration and law) and the

technical executive director (in charge of the sectors approval, experiments, operation, and

safety) manage the business according to the rules of the general meeting of members and

represent the company towards the outside. They report to the supervisory board and the

general meeting of members.

The supervisory board supervises management and reports to the general meeting of

members.

The sectors administration and technology are divided in two main divisions, which are each

managed by one authorized representative. These main divisions are divided into sub-

divisions and groups, see organizational chart Fig. 7.1.
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Fig. 7-1 Organizational Chart of the AVR
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8TRAINING OF RESPONSIBLE SHIFT PERSONNEL

§7 Section 2 of the Atomic Law rules that approval for nuclear facilities can only be issued if

the personnel in charge for managing the plant have the expertise. Beyond that the novelty

of the pebble bed reactor required a particularly careful selection and training of the

personnel in charge of the operation. Therefore the first shift directors in charge during the

commissioning of the plant were graduates in engineering with a completed college education

and work experience of several years, who were already employed during the construction of

the AVR Experimental Nuclear Power Plant. Their substitutes were engineers with college

education in the mechanical engineering field who were hired for this job by the AVR. They

also had worked during the construction of the plant for the AVR. During the construction

period they had been prepared, apart from plant-specific education, also with classes and

courses on nuclear physics, practical radiation safety, as well as on nuclear and the radiation

protection regulations. After completion of the start-up phase, the start-up shift directors were

replaced by these engineers. Initially engineers in the electrical engineering field and later on

electrical foreman or electrical technicians were used as first operators (according to the

terminology initiated later on shift director substitute). As second operators (according to the

terminology later initiated reactor operator) foremen and technicians, and later skilled workers

were employed. Besides the plant-specific training, the first and second operators, who

together with the shift directors formed the circle of the shift personnel in charge, also had to

undergo in-depth theoretical training, like the shift directors. Part of the practical training for

shift directors and shift director substitutes was also hands-on training in conventional power

stations. After adequate experience in the operation of the plant was available, the engineers

of the shift personnel in charge were replaced, like in other nuclear
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power stations, by foremen and technicians, whereas the rule that the shift director had to

come from the mechanical engineering field and the shift director substitute from the

electrical engineering field was retained at first.

Then, in the early 1970's, guidelines were developed under the management of the

Association for Reactor Safety (GRS) and published by the Federal Ministry of the Interior,

which established the requirements for the technical knowledge of the individual leadership

functions of a nuclear facility, the testing process and the contents of the technical instruction

exams as well as programs for obtaining related knowledge. These guidelines, "Guideline for

the Certification of Technical Knowledge of Nuclear Power Plant Staff", "Guideline for the

Contents of Technical Instruction Exams for Shift Personnel In Charge in Nuclear Power

Plants, and "Guideline for Programs on Maintaining Technical Knowledge for the Shift

Personnel in Nuclear Power Plants", were later revised and intensified several times. The

guidelines led to a formalization of the training that is required and to a considerable increase

in length of the training time as well as to an increase in requirements of the basic job

training. As a result of these guidelines, a list of questions was developed and introduced as

a basis for the theoretical training, in which the learning goals for the different positions of the

shift personnel were defined. According to the Guideline for the Technical Knowledge

Certification, apart from qualifications to be proven with a technical knowledge examination,

at least 1 ½ years of practical work experience in the operation of a nuclear power plant as

well as 6 months of work experience in the shift operation of the AVR-plant had to be verified

before the assignment of a reactor operator. For shift directors and shift director substitutes

additionally 6 months of practical work experience in reactor operation in the AVR nuclear

testing facility had to be verified. This meant an overall training period for shift directors and
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shift director substitutes of more than two years. Since the legal period of notice applied also

to the shift personnel and since due to operation of the AVR, which was limited in time,

fluctuations had to be anticipated, qualified personnel had to be trained far beyond the actual

need. This trained personnel was then, after the training, assigned to other suitable jobs in

the nuclear power plant operation.

During the operating period a total of 41 shift directors, 23 shift director substitutes, and 23

reactor operators were trained. 50 from those 87 employees resigned from service for the

AVR. Most of them switched over to other nuclear power plant operators or to authorities and

evaluators. In addition to that, from 1978 until 1982, 47 employees from the companies BBC,

HRB, and VEW were trained for 6 months, respectively, for the commissioning and operation

of the 300 MW THTR reactor in Schmehausen.

The minimum requirements on technical training and practical experience for lead personnel,

as ruled by the guidelines for technical knowledge certification, led again to the employment

of engineers with college education as shift directors. Three of the long-term shift directors

with technician training, who had been trained and tested according to the guidelines, were

qualified within the framework of the Special Rules of this guideline in an "examination

interview', in which apart from the AVR-internal examination board also one representative

each of the supervisory board, the evaluators, the reactor safety commission, the GRS, and

the power station school of the VGB participated.

The subject-specific training was complemented through fire prevention and first aid training,

which was attended by a great part of the staff.

For the purpose of obtaining the technical knowledge, internal training programs for the shift

employees took place annually. Within the framework of these programs all physical,
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technical, and safety-related aspects of the plant were presented and then discussed. The

lectures were prepared and presented by the shift employees themselves as well as by the

expert and sub-division managers. As proof of the shift personnel having obtained expertise

knowledge, annual repetition colloquia were conducted, in accordance with the guideline, in

which the level of knowledge of the shift personnel in charge was tested based on the list of

questions by the AVR-internal examination board.
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9 Course of Operation

9.1 Information about Overall Operation

Construction and operation of the AVR experimental nuclear power plant served primarily as proof

that a helium-cooled high-temperature reactor with spherical fuel elements can be

constructed and safely operated. During the first few operating years the main emphasis was

on the proof of a good availability and on the long-term testing of the system and its individual

components. This was particularly true for the testing of the fuel elements. Later the system

was increasingly utilized for tests with the system itself and with specially manufactured

testing equipment that was installed in the system.

The time utilization factor, the ratio of generator operating hours to total calendar time, of the

experimental nuclear power plant in the time from the beginning of 1969 until the end of 1988

(the report timeframe) was 67.2%. This very good value for an experimental system with

which a completely new reactor concept was tested is part of the outstanding, positive results

of the project. If the generator operating hours were to be referred to the scheduled

operating period, the resulting availability values would lie well over the time utilization factor.

An exact ascertainment of the availability, however, is difficult since during the downtimes

scheduled for test preparations, inspections, changes and repairs the causes of malfunctions

were also eliminated, which therefore did not lead directly to a system shutdown.

All problems that occurred during operation could be solved by the operation team itself.

Outside personnel was utilized primarily for reinforcement of the shop personnel and for
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special tasks (i.e. turbine revision). The maximum permissible personal doses and release

limits were not exceeded during the entire operation period.

In the following paragraphs the course of operation for the individual years will be

chronologically depicted. Here the scheduled downtimes will be marked with capitalized

letters, malfunctions with Arabic numerals and miscellaneous incidents with small letters.

This method of marking corresponds with the markings requested by the ABE Committee of

the VGV for annual reports that are to be directed to the committee.

Suminmarize'djr-e'sults of the operating period from .01/011/69 t rough -1 2131188
Operating Hours of the Generator 117,496 h
Thermal Power Generated 5,116,881 MWh
Electrical Energy Generated ,627,025 MWh
Time Utilization 67.2%
Labor Utilization 54.9%
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Fed 290,645 BE*

Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Fed 79,950 GK*
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Removed 180,404 BE*
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Removed 76,651 GK*
Number of Circulated Pebbles (UK) 2,408,974 UK*

Values from the beginning of the core filling process through 12/31/1988.
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9.2 Operating Year 1969

[Diagram of electrical power for the year 1969]

Figure 9.2-1 Course of Operation for the year 1969

Since the emphasis of the first operating year was on conducting physical and safety-related
experiments, the outstanding events of the year 1969 were the takeover of the experimental
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nuclear power plant by the AVR GmbH (Arbeitsgemeinschaft Versuchsreaktor =

Experimental Reactor) on 05/28/69 and a significant increase in the annual availability.

Figure 9.2-1 shows an overview of the course of operation of the year 1969. Altogether 22

operation interruptions were recorded. From the seven shutdown periods (A-G) with a total

duration of approx. three months, five shutdowns were necessary to conduct inspections and

repairs. Two shut-down periods (E and F) were used for experiments and physical

measurements.

In addition 17 malfunctions occurred on equipment that is absolutely necessary for the

operation, such as coolant gas circulators, shut-down rods, diaphragm compressor, fixtures

in the steam and cooling water circuit. These malfunctions resulted in an immediate system

shutdown or made it necessary. Five of these malfunctions occurred in the steam and

cooling water circuit, three in the shut-down rod area, two errors occurred in each of the

following: on the frequency converter for the coolant gas circulators, on the diaphragm

compressors, on the neutron flux measurement device as well as through operating errors.

One error occurred with the gas purifiers. It caused the largest loss of time availability for the

entire system.

To the extent possible the causes of the malfunctions were eliminated. Therefore a dry

running reciprocating compressor was installed, which was utilized in place of the diaphragm

compressors with large diaphragm diameters, which were prone to errors. In the control

system area for the shut-down rods the controls were adapted largely to extra-low voltages to
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prevent voltage breakdowns in the helium. (The electrical puncture strength of helium is

significantly lower than that of air). Additional warning message devices were also installed in

the power plant control room to warn the operating personnel of deviations from operating

variables.

Additional malfunctions occurred on the auxiliary systems like the loading system and the

cooling system. Since they did not directly affect the full power operation they do not show up

in the power diagram (Figure 9.2-1).

Altogether the year 1969 can be divided into three performance periods (see Fig. 9.2-1). In

the first period, which lasted from the beginning of the year until the beginning of the

inspection break on 03/01/69, an average electrical output of 9.5 MW was run. It was

interrupted by seven malfunctions with a total downtime of 88 hours. During the following

inspection break, the last one before turning the power plant over to the operator, in total 280

operations were processed with the appropriate operation safety measures.

In the second performance period, which began with the restart on 04/21/69, a four-week

demonstration operation at an electrical power greater than 12 MW was to be run in

accordance to an agreement between the builder (BBK) and the operator (AVR). Malfunction-

related network downtime of more than 60 hours during this time was to be included.

Afterwards the responsibility for the operation was to be turned over to the operator.

During this four-week demonstration operation five operation interruptions occurred, two of

which lasted more than 60 hours. On 05/28/69 at 3:55 PM the demonstration operation was

concluded and the responsibility was turned over to AVR. The full power operation continued

with three brief interruptions until 07/30/69.
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On 07/30/69 the power plant was shut down for a technical safety experiment. The system

behavior during failure of a shut-down rod was to be examined. For this purpose one of the

four shut-down rods was completely extended and the performance as well as the

temperature characteristics were observed. It was to be expected that the reactor, as a result

of the continuing decay of Xe 135 and the gradual cool-down, would gain so much reactivity

that it would again become critical. However it proved very quickly that due to the residual

heat production the reactor would adequately cool down and again become critical only after a

long time period. It was decided to accelerate the reactor cool-down period to avoid

significant loss of time. After 121 hours it was cooled down to the extent that it again became

critical. The thermal power then reached a value of 50 kW and leveled at 28 kW after a

transient effect. Further physical measurements were conducted with a cooled reactor.

After concluding these experiments the system was restarted on 08/06/69.

On 08/08/69 a malfunction occurred with the gas purifiers. Initially the gas purification was

bypassed. Due to the increase of the coolant gas impurities, particularly the moisture content

in the coolant gas, the system was shut down on 08/09/69. This shut-down operation was

used to optimize the shutdown procedure so that the system can be abandoned 20 minutes

after the start of the shut-down as it could be required due to an outside threat (e.g. a core

melt-down accident in the research reactor Merlin of KFA).

The time following this (phase G in Fig. 9.2-1) was used to dry and regenerate the paths of the

gas purifiers. Afterwards the level of the coolant gas contamination was lowered with a
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thermal power of 4.0 to 5.0 MW and a coolant gas temperature of 5500 C. On 08/25/69 this

warm-up operation had to be aborted because hydraulic fluid was found in the pipes and

valves of the gas purifiers that originated from a diaphragm compressor of the gas purification

system. After cleaning and rinsing the pipes with a solvent the system was restarted on

09/03/69.

In the third performance period from 09/03/69 until the end of the year five malfunctions

occurred totaling 77 hours of downtime. In this phase it was attempted to reach the

electrically specified power of 15 MW through two measures. On 12/02/69 in agreement with

the manufacturer and according to appropriate preliminary experiments the speed of the

coolant gas circulators was increased gradually in eight steps from 4000 rpm to 4400 rpm. On

12/05/69, after fulfilling the appropriate stipulations of the Regulatory Authority, the absolute

coolant gas pressure was increased from 10.2 to 10.8 ata. The generator power could be

increased through these measures by approx. 2 MW.

After restarting the system on 12/11/69, following a malfunction on 12/10/69 due to the low

xenon poisoning, the designed and specified power could be attained for a short period.
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Results in the year 1969:

Operating Hours of the Generator 6,281 h
Thermal Power Generated 242,803 MWh
Electrical Energy Generated 73,269 MWh
Time Utilization 71.7%
Labor Utilization 55.8%
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Fed 44,355 BE*
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) and Boron Pebbles (BK) FeJ' 8,913 GK* and BK*
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Removed 216 BE*
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Removed 16,128 GK*

Number of Circulated Pebbles (UK) 166,086 UK*

. Values from the beginning of the core filling on
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9.3 Operating Year 1970
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Figure 9.3-1 Course of Operation for the Year 1970
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Operation of the year 1970 was interrupted by 17 shutdowns (see performance diagram in

Fig. 9.3-1). Nine of these seventeen interruptions were traced back to malfunctions that

resulted in an immediate shutdown of the system. Five of these malfunctions were caused by

auxiliary equipment for the coolant gas blowers, three were caused by operating errors, and

one was caused by an error on the turbine. Additional malfunctions occurred on auxiliary

systems that with the exception of malfunctions on the fuel feed system had no effect on the

running operation. Malfunctions on the loading system in part led to a decrease in power

since the burn-up could no longer be compensated by the feeding of fresh fuel elements.

Special incidents in the year 1970 were a pebble congestion in the fragment separator of the

fuel feed system, the execution of a technical safety experiment with which the simultaneous

failure of all four shut-down rods was examined, the increase of the reference temperature for

the minimum sub-criticality from 1050 C to 1300 C, and the installation of a continuously

running purifier for the cool water side purification of the condenser pipe (Taprogge system).

Shut-Down Periods

A This shutdown on 01/18/70 was used to determine the effectiveness of the shut-down rods

with the help of the inverse kinetic method. With this method the reactor is shut down by

dropping the shut-down rods (scram). From the time lapse of the neutron flux during the

shut-down the effectiveness of the shut-down rods is calculated as a function of the

immersion time.
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B On 01/20/1970 the power plant was shut down for scheduled repair work, in particular on

valves in the containment shell. After completion of the work the system was restarted on

01/24/1970.

C The system shut-down on 01/27/1970 was the result of an operating error in the 25 kV-

switchboard of the KFA. After identifying the cause the system was immediately restarted.

D During this shut-down period from 03/06/1970 until 03/13/1970 the fragment separator and

the ball valve between the dispenser and fragment separator were repaired. Since this

ball valve forms the end area for the primary gas circuit, the coolant gas had to be pumped

out for the repair. Parallel to this the connectors in the seal gas chamber of the pots for

the circulator oil supply were repaired.

E In the shut-down period from 05/23/1970 until 06/29/1970 planned maintenance and

reconstruction work as well as recurring inspections were conducted. Among other things

a temporary fixture was installed to accelerate regeneration of the gas purifiers. All in all

work safety procedures were conducted for 260 operations.

F In the shut-down period from 08/06 through 08/07/1970 repair and maintenance activities

were conducted and the temporary fixture for the regeneration of the gas purifiers was

removed.

G This shut-down period from 09/23 through 09/26/1970 served to execute a technical safety

experiment. The system behavior was examined during failure of all four shut-down rods.

For this the coolant gas blowers were switched off from full power operation. The shut-

down rods remained in their extended position. As a result the reactor power
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sank to zero and the temperatures in the reflector sank after a short overshoot. After 23.5

hours the reactor again became critical due to the cool-down and the Xe 135 decay. After

an overshoot to a thermal power of 1.8 MW, the thermal power leveled at 300 kW (less

than 1 % of the original power). In the long term, however, a further increase of the power

due to the continuing decay of Xe-1 35 and the build-up of U 233 must be expected.

In addition to this experiment repairs were conducted.

H This system shutdown on 11/25/1970 was like shutdown C the result of an operating error

in the 35 kV-switchboard of the KFA. After identifying the cause the system was

immediately restarted.

Malfunctions

1 On 01/25/1970 the system was disconnected from the network due to strong sparking

on the collector of the frequency converter. The downtime for the generator was 1 hour

39 minutes.

2 On 02/04/1970 the system was shut down because a shut-down rod had slipped in

since the pressure in the clutch gas system was too low. The downtime for the

generator was 53 minutes.

3 On 03/04/1970 a shut-down occurred because during inspection work on the blower

control system an incorrect module was mistakenly pulled. The downtime for the

generator was 33 minutes.
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4 With the restart of the system on 03/06/1970 a shut-down occurred through an excess

current release in the circulator control system. The downtime for the generator was 29

minutes.

5 Likewise with the restart of the system on 03/06/1970 a shut-down occurred by the

turbine emergency shutdown. This was caused because the steam temperature was

too low (operating error). The downtime for the generator was 10 minutes.

6 On 04/24/1970 the system shut down due to a malfunction in the oil supply for the

coolant gas circulators. The downtime for the generator was 5 hours 33 minutes.

7 On 08/08/1970 the power plant shut down due to a spurious release of an overload

release element in the controls for the coolant gas circulators. The cause was

overheating of the overload release element. The downtime for the generator was 22

minutes.

8 On 09/02/1970 a plant shut-down occurred due to a shorted coil in a transducer for a

pressure difference measurement in the circulator oil system. The downtime for the

generator was 9 hours 45 minutes.

9 On 11/19/1970 the power plant had to be shut down because steam escaped from the

low pressure-sided storage of the steam turbine. The downtime for the generator was

80 hours and 40 minutes.

Other Operating Incidents

a During this time the loading system could not be operated due to an error in the area of the

dispenser and fragment separator so that the reactor power sank approx. 1 %/day.
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b Due to the failure of the 110 kV-network, which was caused by a voltage breakdown in the

RWE-network, the power plant automatically disconnected itself from the network and

switched to the auxiliary power supply.

c Due to a defect on the frequency converter of the coolant gas blowers the coolant gas

circulators were switched over to the direct feeding from the 380 V-network. The resulting

decrease in rpm from 4400 rpm in regulated operation to 3000 rpm in unregulated

operation caused a power decrease.

d Power drop due to the failure of a coolant gas circulator. This failure occurred because a

defective transducer simulated a storage temperature that was too high.

e Due to pebble congestion in the funnel under the fragment separator the loading system

was unavailable. Because the burn-up could no longer be balanced by adding fresh fuel

elements, a power decrease occurred. The congestion was caused by the combination of

inaccurate assembly and a design error. The inaccurate assembly caused the ejector pin

to form a burr in the slot before the calibration ring that was supposed to hold back

oversized spheres so that fewer and fewer pebbles passed the calibration ring. The design

error was related to the possibility that per revolution of the ejector pin two pebbles could

be transported in front of the calibration ring. As two spheres were released simultaneously

from their position in front of the calibration ring, congestion occurred in the funnel under

the fragment separator. As there was no possibility to recognize the congestion it was not

noticed until the funnel was filled to the point that the fragment
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separator barrel could no longer rotate. The barrel had to be disassembled and the

pebbles were vacuumed out (approx. 300 pieces). The fragment separator was modified

during the shut-down period D.

f Due to a malfunction in the direct current supply of the frequency converter the circulators

were switched from regulated operation to unregulated operation (see malfunction 4).

g After approval was received to increase the reference temperature for the minimum sub-

criticality from 1050C to 1300C, the fuel loading of the reactor and with it the hot gas

temperature could be increased from 7201C to 7600C. In connection with this the electrical

power was increased by approx. 1 MW.

h Both halves of the steam condenser under the turbine were cleaned on the cooling water

side.

i For the conduction of dynamic experiments the power was slightly lowered.

Due to damage on the elevator of the fuel feed system the pebble loader was not available

for several days. This caused a power decrease of approx. 0.5 MW. The elevator could

be repaired during operation.

k Due to an oil leak on a cooling tower fan this fan had to be temporarily shut down. This

resulted in a small power decrease.

The coolant gas blowers were switched from regulated to unregulated operation to be able

to grind the collector of the frequency converter. Grinding was necessary due to intense

sparking on the collector.
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m Due to intense sparking on the collector of the frequency converter the rpm of the coolant

gas blowers was lowered from 4400 rpm to 3850 rpm and from 4000 rpm to 3900 rpm.

n Due to work on the primary circuit and the resulting conditional air overflow in the primary

circuit during the preceding shut-down period, an increase in coolant gas contamination

appeared after restarting the system. As a result the hot gas temperature decreased and

with it also the power.

o The collector can (for broken spheres) was removed. Because the loading system could

not be operated during the disassembly process, a steady power decrease occurred.

p Due to a defect on the dispenser the loading system could not be operated. This resulted

in a steady power decrease.

q A bearing damage occurred on the main feed water pump. Operation was continued with

both auxiliary feed water pumps. Because the power of both auxiliary water pumps

together is lower than the main feed water pump a power decrease resulted.

r The direct current motor of the frequency converter for the coolant gas circulators was sent

to the manufacturers' plant for inspection. During this time the circulators were operated

unregulated by the 380 V feeder. The rpm was about 3000 with this operation start. The

power was appropriately reduced.

s On 10/15/1970 a minimum capacity experiment was run. It was to be examined at which

minimum power the power plant can be operated without infringing on the stability
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conditions for the steam generator. The start-up and constant maintainability of approx.

33% of the thermal design power was possible without any difficulties.

t The power was reduced for the vibration measurements on the turbine.

u For the installation of the cleaning system on the steam condenser under the steam

turbine (Taprogge system) half of the system was closed off, respectively.

v Start-up of the Taprogge system. After this start-up the terminal temperature difference of

the condenser fell within a few hours from 200 to 100 and the electrical power increased

from 13.4 MW to 14.3 MW.

Results in the year 1970:

Operating Hours of the Generator 7,398 h
Thermal Power Generated 314,581 MWh
Electrical Energy Generated 94,506 MWh
Time Utilization 84.5%
Labor Utilization 71.9%
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Fed 17,320 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Fed 480 GK
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Removed 410 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Removed 17,049 GK
Number of Circulated Pebbles (UK) 172,914 UK
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Fig. 9.4-1 Course of Operation for the Year 1971
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In the year 1971 full operation power was interrupted by 7 reactor shut-downs. In addition due

to a pressure decrease in the turbine oil system a short generator shut-down occurred. The

course of operation is illustrated in the performance diagram, Fig. 9.4-1.

Special events were the oil fire on the turbine in February 1971 that was caused by an oil

pump break, the ingress of hydrochloric acid in the secondary circuit in September 1971, and

the installation of a cryo-generator, with the help of which the nitrogen that back-flowed out of

the gas purifiers and was still cold was again liquefied. The cryo-generator started operation

on 05/20/1971. This measure significantly reduced the effort to produce nitrogen.

In November and December 1971, within the framework of experiments, the feed water

temperature was lowered and through this a hot gas temperature of 8500 C was attained.

However, due to the poorer degassing of the feed water at lower temperatures this method for

increasing the hot gas temperature was not further pursued.

EShut-bo-wn Perio~ds ____

A In this shutdown period from 02/01 through 02/06/1971 the driving motor of the reducer in

the fuel feed system was replaced. The driving motor broke down on 01/23/1971 so that

loading was interrupted and the gas outlet temperature slowly sank. The shut-down on

02/01/1971 was used to determine the reactivity worth of the shut down-rods according to

the inverse kinetic method.

During startup of the power plant on 02/01/1971 a leak occurred at one inspection nozzle

of the superheated steam collector. After opening the flange it was discovered that the
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flange had heavily eroded. The flange was detached and the collector was connected

through welding with a pre-fabricated tube bottom. Previously a tour was conducted

together with the Technical Inspection Agency (TOV).

Since in the past several spools from the magnetic valves had become defect, all valve

spools in the seal gas-i-circuit, in the analysis equipment as well as several spools in the

gas purifiers were replaced with better heat resistant spools.

Due to increasingly poor heat transmissions the heat exchanger between the cooling water

circuits 2 and 3, the plate heat exchanger and the circulation chiller of the air circulation

system of the containment shell were cleaned. After pickling the pipe bundles of the heat

exchangers 2/3 both pipe bundles indicated leaks. One bundle could be sealed through

closing a pipe. The second bundle was replaced with a new one.

In the following short operating phase the power and the gas outlet temperature could only

be raised slowly due to increased inactive coolant gas impurities. Even after the impurities

had decreased, the specified power could not be approached because the feed backlog

from the time from 01/23 up to 01/31/1971 could not be completely compensated.

B On 02/11/71 the power plant had to be shut down due to the breakage of a power oil line in

the control oil system in the turbine resulting in an oil fire (see Chapter 9.1 Turbine Oil

Fire). To remedy the damages, in particular for overhauling the instruments and insulation

of the turbine, a repair period of several weeks was estimated. To better utilize
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the downtime the turbine revision, which was not due until the spring of 1972, was

therefore moved up. At the same time cleaning and painting tasks in the containment shell

as well as further maintenance and repair tasks were conducted.

Parallel to these tasks physical experiments were conducted on the reactor. For

measuring the reactivity drop with a full-power operation without loading the reactor was

operated with a thermal output of approx. 11 MW from 03/24 through 03/29/1971 with the

assistance of the experimental chiller in place of the turbine. In addition the reactivity gain

through the decay of Pa 233 (T1/2 = 27.8 d) and the build-up of U 233, the development of

samarium poisoning and the moderator temperature as well as the sub-criticality with

optimal thermal insulation of the core were measured.

On 04/07/1971, after concluding all repair tasks, the power plant was restarted.

C At the beginning of May the counting device at the neck of the fragment collector can

exhibited constant contact. To test if the fragment collector can was filled or if a short

circuit was the case, the repair valves in the feed pipes and above the fragment separator

were closed on 05/10/1971 and flushed with the compressor TKI. The repair valve

between the fragment separator and fragment collector can was removed. Afterwards an

inspection of the fragment collector can was to occur with the assistance of mirrors. On

the evening of 05/11/1971 the coolant gas analyses showed increasing N2 and CO 2 values.

Based on these values the inspection work was interrupted and the seal gas shrouds of

the repair valve between the fragment separator and the fragment collector can as well as

that of the fragment collector can were again attached. The coolant gas temperature

decreased due to the retraction of the shut-down rods in accordance with the impurities.

Because these precautions did not lead to a quick decline of the impurities,
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the power plant was stopped on 05/12/1971 at 12:49 AM, the contaminated coolant gas

was pumped out and newly delivered pure helium was poured in. The process lasted

approx. 6 days. During this time the fragment collector can (for broken spheres) was

disassembled. On 05/19/1971 the power plant was restarted.

It turned out that the cause of the coolant gas impurities was that approx. 100 m3 air had

been pumped via the rinsing line in the loading system with the TK 1 before the gas

purifiers. These gas quantities exceeded the purifier capacity and therefore could not be

held back. To avoid similar malfunctions a pressure gauge was installed in the intake line

of the compressor, with said suction line allowing a more exact adjustment of the rinse

operation, and in addition an analysis gas line was connected at the pressure side of the

compressor making an immediate indication of air entry during rinsing possible.

D On 08/26/1971 the generator was disconnected from the network through the safety

devices as a result of a voltage collapse in the RWE network, which was caused by the

effects of a thunderstorm. The power plant switched itself into auxiliary power supply. The

reactor was shut down manually because complex conditions had developed in the control

systems through the intense voltage collapse. Due to repeated malfunctions in the RWE

network the power plant could not be restarted in the, following 1.5 hours. Due to reasons

of the increasing xenon build-up afterward it was decided to forego an immediate restart-

up. The shut-down was utilized to perform upcoming repair work. The drainage valves of

the steam generator and the Bopp & Reuther control device for the safety valve of the

steam generator were overhauled, and the heat exchanger between the cooling water

circuits 2 and 3 were replaced.
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E On 11/07/1971 the power plant was shut down as scheduled to conduct maintenance and

repair operations. Focal areas were the sealing the measuring diaphragm for the through-

put measurements in the feed water line and the replacement of the feed water control

valve for the steam generator system 2. In addition the dust filter that had been installed

on 08/04/1971 in the feeding main of the gas pre-purifier was removed. The filter had

operated for 2,230 hours. The coolant gas quantity flow amount was 1,600,000 m3 with an

operating temperature of 123° C. The analysis of the filter resulted in a dust concentration

of 7.10 6 g/m3 (m3 in normal condition). On 11/12/1971 the power plant was re-started.

In this shut-down period the permissible excess reactivity of the reactor core was newly

determined at k/k = 11.21%. With this it was about 0.26% higher than the value that was

valid up until that point at k/k = 10.95%. After the shut-down period the excess reactivity

of the core was raised to the new limit through forced loading. This excess reactivity

allowed operation at a coolant gas outlet temperature of 830° C.

Malfunction-s,

1 On 02/11/1971 a fuel oil line broke on a control accelerator for one of the two main turbine

shut-offs. The leaking oil was ignited by the hot parts of the turbine and led to an oil fire

(see Chapter 10.1 Turbine Oil Fire).

2 While filling an oil cooler for the turbine on 04/08/1971 the pressure in the storage oil

system of the turbine sank significantly. This drop in pressure caused a turbine

emergency shut-down. After 23 minutes, once the oil cooler was refilled, the generator

could again be synchronized with the network.
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3 During flushing of the repair valves in the loading system while replacing the fragment

collector can in the time between 05/10 until 05/12/1971 approx.1OOm 3 air reached the gas

purifier. Since the gas purifier could not hold this gas amount back, the contamination

level in the coolant gas increased significantly. The power plant had to be shut down.

4 On 8/26/1971 strong voltage collapses occurred in the RWE network due to the effects of

a thunderstorm. The generator was disconnected from the network and switched into

auxiliary power supply due to the failure of the 35 kV Switch. Since several low-volt relays

in the controls were activated, the power plant was shut down. An immediate restart was

not possible due to ongoing malfunctions in the RWE-network.

5 Due an operating error on 09/07/1971 hydrochloric acid from the condensate desalination

system reached the secondary circuit. The power plant had to be shut down and the water

from the secondary circuit had to be replaced. (See Chapter 10.2 Ingress of acid).

6 On 10/21/1971 one of the coolant gas circulators failed due to a voltage collapse in the

RWE network. Afterwards the blowers could not restart operation immediately due to an

ongoing defect message from the circulator oil supply. After eliminating -this malfunction

the power plant was restarted and synchronized with the network. The generator

downtime was 1 hour 20 minutes.
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a On 01/23/1971 the driving motor of the reducer in the loading system failed. Due to the

resulting interruption in the fuel loading the reactor power steadily decreased in the time

until the beginning of the shut-down period on 02/01/1971.

b Due to increased coolant gas impurities after restarting the power plant on 02/08/1971 the

coolant gas outlet temperature had to be limited to 6500C. The reactor power was limited

accordingly.

c On 04/30/1971 thermal power was temporarily decreased from 45 MW to 38 MW to

conduct vibration measurements on the turbine. At the same time, the generator was

operated at various active and idle powers. Due to the measurements a vibration

excitation of the turbine by the generator could be excluded.

d Even after the exchange of helium in the primary circuit during the time from 05/12 until

05/19/1971, which had become necessary due to the penetration of air while replacing a

fragment collector can, the coolant gas contamination levels were still so high that the

coolant gas outlet temperature and with it the reactor power were significantly limited. Full

power could be run only after approx. 2 weeks.

e On 06/23, 06/24 and 06/25/1971 one each of the 3 cooling tower water basins were

cleaned. Due to the resulting low cooling of the condenser a minor power decrease

occurred during the cleaning process.
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'qterbj5peratin5g Incidents -

a On 01/23/1971 the driving motor of the reducer in the loading system failed. Due to the

resulting interruption in the fuel loading the reactor power steadily decreased in the time

until the beginning of the shut-down period on 02/01/1971.

b Due to increased coolant gas impurities after restarting the power plant on 02/08/1971 the

coolant gas outlet temperature had to be limited to 6501C. The reactor power was limited

accordingly.

c On 04/30/1971 thermal power was temporarily decreased from 45 MW to 38 MW to

conduct vibration measurements on the turbine. At the same time, the generator was

operated at various active and idle powers. Due to the measurements a vibration

excitation of the turbine by the generator could be excluded.

d Even after the exchange of helium in the primary circuit during the time from 05/12 until

05/19/1971, which had become necessary due to the penetration of air while replacing a

fragment collector can, the coolant gas contamination levels were still so high that the

coolant gas outlet temperature and with it the reactor power were significantly limited. Full

power could be run only after approx. 2 weeks.

e On 06/23, 06/24 and 06/25/1971 one each of the 3 cooling tower water basins were

cleaned. Due to the resulting low cooling of the condenser a minor power decrease

occurred during the cleaning process.
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f On 06/29/1971, approx. 220 I C02 was fed into the coolant gas to measure the effect of

the C02 concentration on the inactive coolant gas impurities as well as the conversions of

C02 in CO. The experiment was to be conducted at the lowest possible contamination

level. Therefore the coolant gas outlet temperature was increased to 8150C on 06/16/1971

to drive out the impurities adsorbed on the graphite surfaces. On 06/25/1971 the coolant

gas temperature was then gradually reduced to 7500C and maintained at a constant

reactor power of 44.4 MW during the experiment period of approx. 5 days. The

temperature decrease was connected with a minor power decrease.

g After conclusion of the CO2 feeding experiment the coolant gas outlet temperature was

increased to 8000C. Through this the power again reached the maximum possible value.

h On 09/19/1971 the loading system failed due to bearing damage at the rotary gate feeder.

The repair and above all the re-installation proved to be quite time consuming. During the

12-day loading system downtime period the mean hot gas temperature fell from approx.

8000C to 6751C and power fell from 14.2 MW to 11.8 MW. After re-starting operation of

the loading system on 09/30/1971 the power loss was regained within one week.

From 11/26/1971 to 11/29/1971 the feed water temperature was gradually reduced from

1160C to 500C to conduct an experiment. The objective of the experiment was to examine

the effects of a reduction in the feed water temperature on the coolant gas temperatures

after the steam generator, on the circulator pressure nozzle and on the core outlet. It was

anticipated that by reducing the feed water temperature the cold gas temperature would

Do NOT REMOVE
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also fall and therefore an increase of power would occur. Therefore the power was

reduced before the experiment by lowering the circulator rpm. The feeding process was

stopped during the experiment. Through the reduction of the feed water temperature from

1160C to 500 C the cold gas temperature fell after the steam generator from 176.50C to

125.20C and on the circulator pressure nozzle from 269.50C to 2380C. The hot gas

temperature increased from 826.50C to 833.50.

To confirm and improve the results the experiment was repeated once again beginning on

12/01/1971. The experiments showed that a reduction in the feed water temperature does

not present a suitable process to attain higher hot gas temperatures. On the one hand the

effect of the temperature increase is relatively low, on the other hand a decrease of the

efficiency and difficulties with degasifying the feed water must be accepted.

The vacuum in the condenser was improved by adding on the second water jet pump and

thus the power was slightly increased.

Apart from the above-mentioned experiments a series of additional feed experiments were

conducted in the year 1971. The objective was the examination of the chemical behavior of

the impurities and the interaction with the graphite surfaces. As a result on 07/13/1971 1,170 1

hydrogen together with 4,000 I helium, on 08/04/1971 4001 methane, on 10/20/1971 4901

C02, on 12/08/1971 1,300 1 hydrogen, on 12/16/1971 490 1 methane and on 12/29/1971 5401

carbon monoxide were fed into the primary circuit.
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Results in the year 1971:

Operating Hours of the Generator 6,883 h
Thermal Power Generated 316,085 MWh
Electrical Energy Generated 97,790 MWh
Time Utilization 78.6%
Labor Utilization 74.4%
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Fed 16,020 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Fed 90 GK
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Removed 201 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Removed 13,323 GK
Number of Circulated Pebbles (UK) 160,200 UK
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Fig. 9.5-1 Course of Operation for the Year 1972
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During the operating year 1972 the nuclear power operation was interrupted by 21 mostly

planned shut-downs. Particular characteristics for the year 1972 were the installation of the

Vampyr I experimental system for hot gas bleeding and usage of the power plant for training

external specialist groups.

By charging the reactor core to the permissible excess reactivity, the mean hot gas

temperature was raised to 8500C around the middle of July 1972. Until then it had been

restricted to 8250C out of consideration for added temperature monitoring spheres.

The course of the operation is shown in the power diagram, Fig. 9.5-1.

Shut-Down periods

On 01/18/1972 the nuclear power plant was shut down and restarted for demonstration

and training purposes for a nuclear power plant master training course of the VGB.

The generator downtime was 2.3 hours.

A On 01/23/1972 the nuclear power plant was brought to a planned shut-down to perform

maintenance and repair work as well as to conduct experiments for a planned power

increase. After the generator had been separated from the network, measurements

were conducted on the high-pressure and the low-pressure by-pass device in the

water-steam circuit in order to determine the reserves of these devices in light of the

planned power increase. Furthermore the shut-down of the power station was utilized

to optimize the shut-down procedure with regard to the temperature gradient in the wall

of the superheated steam collector.

Focal areas of the maintenance work included the repair of several valves in the gas

purification system and improvements of the steam generator fittings, on which in part
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leaks had formed. Furthermore a test electrostatic filter for dust removal was installed

in the primary circuit.

On 01/31/1972 the power station was started up again. Due to a malfunction on a

mercury arc rectifier for the frequency converter in the circulator drive unit, the blowers

were switched to unregulated operation with a speed of 3000 rpm. After the

malfunction was eliminated on 02/01/1972, the reactor power was increased from 37

MW to 46 MW by raising the blower speed and the electrical power was increased from

11 MW to 15 MW.

B In the shut-down period from 01/23 to 01/31/1972, the maximum permissible value for

excess reactivity was newly determined at Ak/k = 11.91 (4.x - 0.5 - limit) on 01/29 and

01/30/1972 after completion of the maintenance work. Determination occurred through

measurements of sub-criticality and the temperature coefficient at 100 and 1300C.

Additionally experiments were conducted with the goal of recognizing possible

bottleneck components in the secondary circuit in light of the planned power increase.

C On 03/15/1972 the electrical power operation was interrupted for about 1 hour in order

to place a marking for vibration measurements on the turbine. This measurement was

performed on the following day. For the time of the vibration measurements, the

electrical power was lowered to 8 MW. On both days the reactor was run at full thermal

power.

D The nuclear power station was shut down on 04/04/1972. In the subsequent, planned

shut-down phase, the Vampyr I test loop for hot gas bleeding was installed, a variety of

maintenance and repair work was performed and recurring examinations together
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with the TUV (German Technical Inspection Authority) were conducted. When shutting

down the station on 04/04/1972, a leak was detected on the superheated steam

collector. The leak was located on the inspection nozzle, which had been newly

welded in during February 1971. The nozzle had eroded from the inside so drastically

that it could no longer be used. A new nozzle with installed vortex breaker was welded

in. Additional important work included the maintenance work on the main components

of the loading system, the replacement of the squirrel-cage motor for the main feed

water pump against the improved slip ring motor, the cleaning of cooling units in the

cooling water circuits and the condenser for the turbine, the change of the control

voltage in the oil supply of the circulators from 220 V to 6 V to avoid voltage

breakdown, and improvements of the transformer for the frequency converter of the

circulators at the manufacturer's plant, BBC-Dortmund.

Apart from this work, physical measurements were conducted to determine the Sm 149

- Pm 149 decay and the Pa 223 - U 233 decay and the effects on the reactivity

development of the core over time. In this context the power station was operated on

05/19/972 for two days. This brief period of operation was also used for a first test of

the Vampyr loop. After this test, the loop had to be removed once for a gasket

replacement. Additionally it had become obvious that the planned hot gas through-put

could not be achieved. On 04/16/1972 the rod lines for the shut-down rods 1 and 3

were recorded with the counter-rod method.

Upon completion of these measurements, the reactor was started up again on

05/27/1972. During this process, 5 partial load points were started up in a stationary

manner at 10 MW, 23 MW, 31 MW, 39 MW and 45 MW and measured for the purpose
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of controlling families of characteristics and to check the dependency of power loss on

steam generator power with respect to a simplified determination of the daily reactor

heat balance. On 05/28/1972 the generator was synchronized with the network.

E On 05/30 and 05/31/1972 and twice on 06/02/1972 the thermal power of the reactor

was lowered to 10 MW and the turbo-generator was separated respectively for 2 hours

from the network to balance the turbine rotor. With the balancing process, the

vibrations in the critical bearing range were lowered from about 25 ýtm to about 7 [im.

X On 06/13, 06/14 and 06/16/1972, the power station was shut down and then started

back up for the training of external specialist groups. The shut-down took place by

retracting the shut-down rods and shutting off the coolant gas blowers. About 15

minutes after shut-down, the reactor was brought back up to the previous power level.

The generator was separated from the network for 2 hours respectively during this

process.

F On 06/21/1972, the power station was shut down as planned at 7:00 am in order to

replace the measuring tube of the Vampyr loop and eliminate the clean helium leak in

the containment shell, which had been observed since 06/16. The reactor was started

back up that same evening to a thermal power of 5 MW. At this partial load point,

additional measurements were conducted to determine a family of characteristics. On

06/22/1972, the power station was brought up to full load, and the generator was

synchronized with the network.

G On 08/14/1972 the power plant was shut down for the installation of a modified cooling

pipe on the Vampyr loop and for performing maintenance work and recurring checks.

After the cooling pipe had been replaced on the Vampyr loop, the temperature

measuring tube was re-installed, however it was damaged during installation and had
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to be removed again. Until the completion of a new measuring tube, a titanium test

pipe was installed and operated after the reactor was started back up. The

electrostatic dust filter, which had been installed in January, was removed again and

given to HRB for subsequent examination. It was not re-installed since the test results

showed insufficient dust removal.

Additionally the following work was performed in the shut-down phase: engine and

clutch of the reducer were replaced, and the bearing part of the dispenser was

improved. On the fragment separator the sharp-edged ribs in the intake area were

replaced with rounded ribs to reduce the risk of pebble damage. The bearing of the

fragment separator was reinforced. To avoid overloads on the rotary gate feeder, a

distance plate was welded into the distinguishing gauging hopper of the rotary gate

feeder. Additional focal areas during this shut-down phase included the replacement of

the scram valves, the inspection of 4 diaphragm compressors and the recurring

examinations of the safety valves for both reactor vessels.

Upon completion of the work, sub-criticality measurements were performed at 1250C,

and subsequently measurements were conducted at a thermal power of 2 MW for the

heat balance as well as dose rate meter reading in the containment shell. On

09/01/1972 the nuclear power station was started back up. Due to increased

contamination, which had been caused by the unavoidable, low inward leakage of air

during work that was performed on the primary system, initially only a hot gas

temperature of 7000C could be run. By 09/05/1972 the hot gas temperature was

increased back to 8500C.
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X On 09/21/1972 the power station was shut down and started back up for the purpose of

training external specialist groups. The shut-down was used to determine the reactivity

worth of the shut-down rods based on the inverse-kinetic method and to measure

contamination in the secondary circuit during shut-down and start-up. The generator

downtime amounted to about 3 hours.

H On 10/24/1972 the power plant was shut down as planned to install the temperature

measuring tube into the Vampyr loop as well as to perform maintenance work that was

due. On 10/26/1972 the power plant was started back up.

On 11/08/1972 the power plant was shut down to check the flow indicator for the

Vampyr loop. This shut-down as well was used to perform some maintenance work.

On 11/09/1972 the power station was started back up.

J For the removal of the temperature measuring tube on the Vampyr loop and for the

installation of a titanium test pipe the power plant was shut down on 12/04/1972 and

started back up on 12/05/1972.

X On 12/12/1972 and on 12/13/1972 shut-downs occurred, respectively, to train students

from the Essen and JM1ich colleges. Both shut-downs were used to measure the

reactivity worth of the shut-down rods. The downtime of the generator was 2.5 hours,

respectively.
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Malfunctions

1 On 05/30/1972 the power station had to be shut down for about 5.5 hours because the

emergency selector valve of the steam generator system 1 had switched to the mixed

cooling unit due to a leak in the control air duct. After a new control air duct was

routed, the station was started back up.

2 On 10/26/1972 the power plant was shut off automatically due to a scram trigger from

the neutron flux measurement. The cause was found to be limit value sensors used to

monitor the maximum neutron flux that were set too close to the operating point. Since

the cause for the scram was recognized promptly, the start-up was begun already 7

minutes after the malfunction. The generator downtime amounted to about 2 hours.

Other Operating Incidents

a, b On 01/31/1972 a malfunction on a mercury arc rectifier for the frequency converter in

the circulator drive unit occurred during start-up. The circulators were switched to

unregulated operation with a speed of 3000 rpm. Upon elimination of the malfunction

on 02/01/1972 the reactor power was raised from 37 MW to 46 MW by increasing the

circulator speed and the electric power was raised from 11 MW to 15 MW.

c On 02/04/1972 the feeding of pebbles into the core with gas from the cold gas storage

unit was tested. During normal operation the difference in pressure of the coolant gas

blowers is used for feeding pebbles. For this experiment the coolant gas pressure was

lowered by 0.9 bar, which led to a slight reduction in power. The functionality of the
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cold gas feed system could be proven. 0.33 m3 cold gas were consumed per fed

pebble.

d On 03/02/1972 the pressure in the condenser of the turbine increased due to the failure

of a jet water pump and thus a slight power drop occurred.

e On 03/16/1972 the power of the generator was lowered briefly to 8 MW to perform

vibration measurements on the turbine.

f Due to the influence of thunderstorms and storms, voltage dips occurred on 03/27/1972

in the RWE network. Due to a voltage dip, the 35 kV switch separated the power

station from the network. The system automatically switched to isolated operation.

g In order to determine the samarium influence on the reactor's reactivity, the system

was started up for two days on 05/19/1972.

h In order to improve the steam generator family of characteristics and to simplify the

reactor heat balance, stop points were included at various power levels while starting

up the power station between 05/27 and 05/30/1972.

On 07/05/1972 the O-ring flap of the main cooling water pump closed. The cause was

the failure of a safety machine in the SB-system. Thereupon the pressure in the

condenser increased, the vacuum breaker was triggered and throttled the nozzle

valves. Electrical power dropped to 6.5 MW. After acknowledging the message for the

machine failure, the main cooling water pump could be brought back into operation,

and the reactor was brought to full power.
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On 08/05/1972 the loading system was taken out of operation because on the

dispenser running noise had been observed. Additionally overload messages occurred

even with an empty dispenser. The drive of the dispenser was removed, however did

not exhibit any problems. It was decided to remove the reducer in the imminent shut-

down phase and improve it. Due to the standstill of the loading system, the reactor

power dropped only slowly.

k On 08/08/1972 the coolant gas circulators were switched from regulated to unregulated

operation because a strong spark formation was observed on the collector of the d.c.

motor for the frequency converter. This switch-over was associated with a decrease in

electrical power to 8.5 MW. Upon installation of a reserve motor, the circulators were

switched back to the frequency converter on 08/10/1972 and brought up to the full

speed of 4400 rpm.

Due to high levels of contamination in the coolant gas, the coolant gas outlet

temperature had to be limited initially to 7000C after re-starting the power plant on

09/01/1972. By 09/05/1972 the gas temperature could be increased to 8500C and thus

the reactor power raised to the full value, due to decreasing contamination. The cause

of the contaminations was work that was performed on the primary system during the

previous shut-down phase and thus unavoidably associated air leakage into the

primary system.

m On 09/06 and 09/07/1972 inspections were performed on the frequency converter for

the coolant gas circulators. For this process, the circulators each had to be switched to

unregulated operation, which was associated with a corresponding power decrease.
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Apart from the above-mentioned work, a series of feed experiments were conducted in the

year 1972. For example on 01/12/1972 40g water, on 03/09/1972 6301 CO together with 5701

N2, on 07/13 100g water, on 07/19/1972 7301 hydrogen and on 08/02/1972 6801 NH4 were fed

to the primary gas.

Results in the Year 1972

Operating Hours of the Generator 6730 h
Thermal Power Generated 310,482 MWh
Electrical Energy Generated 98,648 MWh
Time Utilization 76.6%
Labor Utilization 74.9%
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Fed 17,140 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Fed 27 GK
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Removed 407 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Removed 16,941 GK
Number of Circulated Pebbles (UK) 171,000 UK
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Fig. 9.6-1 Course of Operation for the Year 1973
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During the operating year 1973 11 planned, 2 malfunction-related and 3 shut-downs for the

purpose of training external specialist groups were recorded. The course of the operation is

shown in the performance chart, Fig. 9.6-1.

Additionally in the year 1973 planning for an additional hot gas bleeding unit, the Vampyr II,

began. Since the test pipes of the Vampyr I were installed in the reactor vessel and thus

activated considerably, difficulties occurred in the measuring of the test pipes in relation to

plate-out measurements. The additional Vampyr loop was supposed to be installed outside

the reactor vessels and be connected with the actual bleeding area via a heated line.

On 01/16/1973 the mean coolant gas outlet temperature was requested to be raised from

8500C to 9500C.

Shut-Down periods

A On 01/08/1973 the power plant was shut down for the replacement of a test pipe on the

Vampyr I hot gas bleeding loop. After replacement of the test pipe, the system was

started back up the same day.

X The plant was shut down and started back up for the training of an external group of

specialists.

B In the shut-down period from 02/18/1973 until 02/24/1973 the test pipe of the Vampyr

loop was again replaced, physical measurements were taken, a test dust filter was

installed as well as recurring examinations and some maintenance work were

performed. Among other things, the motor for the main feed water pump was replaced,

and the large elevated tank pump was installed.
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C On 03/16/1973 the plant was shut down as planned in order to eliminate a sphere

blockage in the loading system between the dispenser and the fragment separator. A

pebble blockage had already occurred on 01/18/1973 in this area. However, after

some efforts it could be broken down. On 03/13/1973 another malfunction occurred in

this area. No spheres came out any longer behind the fragment separator, and shortly

thereafter the reducer jammed. The repair valve between reducer and fragment

separator could no longer be closed. This meant that the malfunction area could no

longer be separated from the primary circuit. In order to eliminate the blockage, the

power plant had to be shut down and the primary gas pumped out. After removal of

the fragment separator roller, the blockage between the dispenser and the fragment

separator was broken down with the help of rod tooling and by rotating the repair valve

and the dispenser and subsequently the dispenser funnel was emptied. From the area

between the dispenser and fragment separator 17 pebbles and from the funnel of the

dispenser 62 pebbles were removed. The high number of spheres in the dispenser

funnel was unusual. The fill level during normal operation was a maximum of 25 to 30

pebbles. Overfilling, which had led to jamming of the dispenser, can be traced back to

the uncontrolled settling of pebbles through the slot of the standing reducer. During

attempts to eliminate this blockage, obviously several spheres were fed after each

other onto the standing fragment separator roller, leading to jamming and blockage in

this area. After completion of the work and refilling the primary circuit, the plant was

started back up on 03/25/1973. On 03/26/1973 the generator was synchronized with

the network.
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D On 03/27/1973 the system was shut down for 3 hours in order to perform dose rate

measurements in the secondary circuit.

X On 05/15/1973 the power plant was shut down and started back up for the purpose of

training a group of students from the VGB nuclear power plant master school. The

shut-down was used to determine the reactivity worth of the shut-down rods. The

generator downtime was 2 hours.

E Immediately after the start-up had been demonstrated for the nuclear power plant

master course, the power plant was shut down again for the planned replacement of

the test pipe on the Vampyr loop and to replace the dust filter. Upon completion of this

replacement work, the power station was started back up on 05/16/1973.

F For the installation of a new cooling jacket pipe for pre-cooling on the Vampyr loop, the

power station was shut down on 05/25/1973 and both reactor vessels were pumped

empty. Parallel, the scram valves were equipped with soft packing. On 06/08/1973 all

work was completed and the reactor vessels were filled again so that the power station

could be started back up.

G From 06/25/1973 until 06/26/1973, the system was shut down as planned for the

replacement of a test pipe on the Vampyr loop.

X For the purpose of training external groups of specialists, the plant was first shut down

and then started back up on 07/19/1973. The downtime of the generator was 3 hours.

H On 08/06/1973 the power station was shut down as planned for the replacement of a

Vampyr test pipe and for replacing an electrostatic filter as well as for smaller

maintenance work. During this shut-down period, the entire water of the secondary
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circuit had been replaced in order to create the necessary prerequisites for an

experiment which was meant to examine the temperature dependency of the tritium

diffusion from the primary in the secondary circuit. Upon completion of all work the

plant was started back up on 08/07/1973.

On 09/10/1973 as well the power plant was shut down as planned in order to replace a

Vampyr test pipe and to replace a dust filter as well as for small maintenance work.

The shut-down of the reactor was used to measure the reactivity worth of the shut-

down rods. For tritium measurements, which were conducted after starting the plant

back up, this break as well was used to replace the water of the secondary circuit. On

09/11/1973 the plant was started back up.

On 10/22/1973 the power plant was shut down for another replacement of a Vampyr

test pipe and for replacing a test dust filter. During this brief break as well some

maintenance work was conducted. On 10/23/1973 the station was started back up.

For a CO 2 feeding experiment, thermal power was keep constant for 30 hours at 23

MW during this start-up. After that the station was started up normally.

K For a replacement of the Vampyr test pipe and the test dust filter, the power station

was shut down on 12/10/1973 and started back up on 12/11/1973. The shut-down was

used for a pre-test for the purpose of evaluating the vibration behavior of the coolant

gas blower when closing the main gage flap. The experiment was able to
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show that it is possible to close the coolant gas flaps with running blowers. However it

also showed that the main gage flap of the blower 1 did not close completely.

Malfunctions

During a compressive creep test on the shut-down rod buffer tank on 06/17/1973, the

pressure in this container dropped due to a leak in the area of the shut-down rod

couplings so much that the couplings of the shut-down rods 1 and 2 opened and the

rods slid in. The generator had to be taken off the network due to a sinking live steam

temperature. Since the pressure in the buffer tank was able to be brought up

immediately and the rods were able to be extended, the original live steam temperature

was reached again after only 27 minutes, and the generator was able to be

synchronized with the network.

2 On 07/10/1973 a failure of the coolant gas circulators occurred because due to

considerably worn coals in the generator of the frequency converter the exciting circuit

for the frequency converter had been interrupted. Since a fuse blew during the

experiment on switching the circulators to unregulated operation, the power station had

to be shut down. The coals of the frequency converter generated were replaced, and

the power station was started back up. The downtime of the turbo-generator was 3

hours.

Other Operating Incidents

a On 10/09/1973 physical measurements were performed at a mean coolant gas outlet

temperature of 750'C. The lowered coolant gas outlet temperature led to a slight

decrease in power.
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b On 02/10/1973 the 35 kV power switch failed due to a malfunction in the RWE network.

The power station switched to isolated operation. After 28 minutes the generator could

be synchronized again with the network.

c On 06/22/1973 the circulator speed was lowered briefly in order to examine the

influence of such a measure on temperatures and through-put on the Vampyr loop.

d On 08/10/1973 the main feed water pump had to be taken out of operation due to a

leaking manometer line on the intermediate bleeding unit. Operation was continued

with the two auxiliary feed water pumps. This operation caused a decrease in power to

9 MW. After one hour, the manometer line was sealed and the power station was able

to be started back up.

e For an experiment meant to examine temperature dependency for the tritium diffusion

from the primary in the secondary circuit, the steam temperature was lowered from

5050C to 4500C on 08/15/1973. The lower steam temperature was maintained until

09/10/1973. It caused a reduction in the electrical power by about 0.5 MW.

f After starting up the power plant on 10/23/1973, the thermal power was maintained

constant for 30 hours at 23 MW. In this operating state a CO 2 feeding process into the

coolant gas took place. This feeding experiment at reduced power was to be used to

examine whether the C0 2-graphite reaction depends on the amount of radiation.

g In order to eliminate leaks on the intermediate bleeding unit of the main feed water

pump, a brief switch to the feed water supply with the two auxiliary feed water pumps

was necessary on 11/23/1973 and 12/13/1973, respectively. This lowered the thermal

power to about 31 MW.
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In the year 1973 as well a series of feeding experiments were conducted. In the first quarter 4

C02 feeding tests, one H20 feeding test and one NH3 feeding test were performed. After

feeding 100 g water into the primary circuit, the humidity sensors detected no increase in

coolant gas humidity. By contrast, both after the feeding of water and ammonia a

considerable increase in tritium in the coolant gas could be observed. Ammonia itself could

not be proven in the coolant gas after the feeding test. On 05/17/973 2601 C02 together with

2601 Co and on 06/14/972 again 6601 CO 2 were fed into the coolant gas. From 09/17 until

10/19/1973, 301 H2/h were fed into the primary circuit on a continuous basis. This continuous

feeding process was used to examine the behavior of inactive contaminations and tritium.

The result was essentially that about 80% of the fed hydrogen was absorbed in the primary

circuit.

Results in the Year 1973

Operating Hours of the Generator 7,865 h
Thermal Power Generated 363,988 MWh
Electrical Energy Generated 115,341 MWh
Time Utilization 89.8%
Labor Utilization 87.8%
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Fed 16,920 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Fed 6 GK*
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Removed 12,653 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Removed 4,079 GK
Number of Circulated Pebbles (UK) 174,601 UK

* The 6 graphite pebbles that were added were filled with water for feeding experiments.
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Fig. 9.7-1 Course of Operation for the Year 1974
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With the AVR approval notification No. 13 dated 01/31/1974, the Minister for Employment,

Health and Social Affairs of North-Rhine Westphalia issued the Test Reactor Work Group

(AVR) GmbH the approval for raising the mean coolant gas outlet temperature from 8500C to

9500C and to raise thermal power from 46 MW to 55 MW.

Upon meeting the conditions cited in the approval notification No. 13 for the temperature

increase, the mean hot gas temperature was raised during the time from 02/21 to 02/27/1974.

Initially the core's reactivity was increased by 0.5 Nile through increased supply. The

temperature increase itself then occurred in three steps to 900, 925 and finally to 9500C. The

temperature was raised by lowering the blower speed and subsequently pulling the shut-down

rods. The reactor power remained unchanged during this process. After each step, the

temperature was maintained at a constant for 48 hours in order to achieve stationary

conditions in the reactor internals for reactivity and temperature measurements.

The approval for a power increase was not used during the entire operating period.

Additionally the operating year 1974 was characterized by staffing bottlenecks. Due to an

accumulation of resignations in the area of responsible shift personnel, it was no longer

possible during the first quarter of 1974 to staff all shifts sufficiently so that the power station

had to be shut down a total of 5 times due to lack of personnel.

At the end of January 1974, a can catching device was installed in the pebble removal

chamber, with the help of which dropped pots were able to be placed onto the swivel arm of

the removal device from the 5m platform with auxiliary tools. When the belt line position was
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not approached accurately, it was possible that pots could be pushed out of the belt line

during suspension.

The course of the operating year 1974 is shown in the power diagram, Fig. 9.7-1.

Shut-Down periods

X On 01/10/1974 the power plant was shut down and subsequently started back up for

the training of students from the Aachen College, JM1ich Division. The overall downtime

of the generator was 2 hours.

Y On 01/21/1974, the system was shut down for 10 days for the purpose of intensive

training of new shift personnel. To the extent that the training program allowed, apart

from training sessions also maintenance work and recurring examinations were

performed as well as the test pipe of the Vampyr loop and the test electrostatic filter

were replaced. On 01/31/1974 the power station was started back up.

After this shut-down, the power plant had to be shut down on an additional 4 weekends

due to lack of personnel (on 02/15, 03/02, 03/15 and on 03/29/1974).

A On 04/16/1974 the power plant was shut down for replacing a test pipe on the Vampyr

loop and for replacing the test electrostatic filter. Apart from that smaller maintenance

work was performed. On 04/17/1974 the plant was started back up.

B On 05/27/1974 the plant was shut down, again for replacement of a test pipe on the

Vampyr loop and for replacing the electrostatic filter. During this shut-down period as
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well smaller maintenance work was performed. The station was started back up after

24 hours.

C On 06/10/1974 the power plant was shut down as planned for a shut-down period of 9

weeks. While shutting it down, the reactivity worth of the shut-down rods was

determined. The shut-down was also used for training participants in a power plant

master course of the VGB.

Focal areas of this shut-down period included work for meeting the conditions

associated with the temperature and power increase. Especially the installation of an

excursion safety device for the superheated steam line in the containment shell, the

reinforcement of the air re-circulation guiding wall, the installation of burst foils between

various containment shell chambers to avoid impermissibly high differential pressures

in case the superheated steam line should break as well as the modification and

expansion of the safety circuit. On 08/12/1974 the system was started back up. Due

to elevated coolant gas contamination levels, which were due to work performed on the

primary system during the shut-down period, initially a hot gas temperature of 7000C

was used with an electric power of 13 MW. In accordance with decreasing

contamination levels, the hot gas temperature was raised gradually to 9250C during the

following days.

D On 09/12/1974 the power station was shut down for 4 hours to allow a test stress

analyst to examine the mechanical safety functions on the superheated steam line.

E On 10/07/1974 the power station was shut down to perform improvement work on the

mechanical safety function of the superheated steam line in the containment shell. The

shut-down was connected with an inverse-kinetic measurement of the reactivity
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worth of the shut-down rods. Additionally the shut-down period was used to perform

maintenance work and to replace a Vampyr test pipe as well as to replace a test

electrostatic filter. Upon completion of the work, the station was started back up on

10/11/1974.

X On 12/03/1974 the power plant was shut down and started back up on 12/04/1974

within the framework of a VGB seminar "Advanced Course for Operational Engineers"

for training and demonstration purposes. The shut-down was used to replace the test

electrostatic filter and for maintenance work.

Malfunctions

From 08/28 until 08/29/1974 the power station had to be shut down to eliminate a

larger helium leak. The cause was a leaking helium safety valve in the coolant gas

analysis area.

2 Due to an erroneous actuation of an oil pressure pilot switch, the coolant gas blower 1

was shut down on 09/09/1974. The blower 2 was then shut off manually, and the

power station was shut down. Since oil pressure monitoring of the blower 1 was

ensured by a parallel oil pressure measurement process, the defective pilot switch was

disconnected, and the power station was started back up. The downtime of the

generator was 5.5 hours.

3 On 10/25/1974 the power station had to be shut down for checking the reducer.

Although the reducer was running without error message, no spheres were being fed.

The two reactor vessels were pumped empty and the reducer drive was removed. The

inspection showed that a cam driver in the cyclo-gear of the reducer drive had
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sheared off. Upon completion of the repair, the reactor vessels were filled and the

power station was started back up on 10/30/1974.

4 Due to a stuck dispenser, which could not be loosened by the drive, the power station

had to be shut down on 11/11/1974 and the reactor vessels had to be emptied again.

Upon disassembly of the seal gas cover of the reducer, the stuck condition could be

eliminated by rotating the reducer. During this process, grinding noises were clearly

audible. In the funnel of the dispenser 60 pebbles were located. Upon emptying the

funnel, a pebble bridge was created between the dispenser and the fragment separator

so that the separated had to be removed as well. Since upon removal of the pebble

bridge and emptying of the funnel grinding noises were still audible when rotating the

dispenser, the dispenser was removed. 2 metal pieces were detected in the dispenser.

The metal pieces were removed and the dispenser wheel was reworked. Upon

completion of the work and re-assembly of all components, the reactor vessel was filled

and the power station was started back up in 11/18/1974.

Other Operating Incidents

a Due to a quick removal of 400 spheres from the fuel cycle on 01/07/1974 a drop in the

hot gas temperature from 8000C to 7800C occurred, and consequently a slight power

decrease.

b After the restart on 01/31/1974, 2 accidents were simulated on 02/01/1974 for the

purpose of training and educating the shift personnel. Initially a failure of the RWE

network was simulated, and the power station was recovered in isolated operation.
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After that, the' switch of the coolant gas circulators from regulated to unregulated

operation after a simulated failure of the frequency converter was practiced.

c On 02/28/1974 a failure of a jet water pump occurred and the associated worsening of

the vacuum in the condenser led to a slight decrease in power.

d After starting the power station back up on 08/12/1974, the hot gas temperature had to

be limited to 7000C due to high contamination in the coolant gas. The power of the

reactor at that time was reduced accordingly. The contamination could be attributed to

work performed on the primary system during the previous shut-down period. On

08/19/1974 the hot gas temperature was raised to 8000C in accordance with the

decreased contamination level.

e During the time from 08/22 until 08/26/1974, the hot gas temperature was lowered

again to 7250C in order to extend the life of the RA 4 gas purifier. It had been exposed

to great stress by the previous precipitation phase. The temperature decrease caused

an appropriate power reduction.

f On 12/19/1974 the coolant gas circulators had to be switched to unregulated operation

because a fan in the insert for the rectifier control of the frequency converter had failed.

After the insert was repaired, the circulators were switched back to regulated operation.

The switch to unregulated operation was associated with a drop in power.

During the time from 02/04/1974 until 02/10/1974, an H2 feed experiment was conducted. 401

H2/h was fed continuously into the primary circuit. The hydrogen and tritium concentration in
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the helium circuit thus increased by the factor of 5 - 8. The tritium concentration in the live

steam increased by a factor of 1.3 - 1.7. The largest portion of the hydrogen that was fed was

adsorbed on the pebbles and graphite fittings of the reactor.

In March 1974 a malfunction of the belt line occurred, however it had no effect on the power

operation. Caused by stuck rollers of the roller cart guides, the drag chain had ruptured in

several areas so that the belt line could no longer be moved. Since a few pots filled with fuel

elements were located in the vicinity of the removal chamber, initially complex shields in the

removal chamber had to be attached. After disassembly of the drag chain drive the belt line

was able to be moved manually and the pots were removed from the belt line. After this

incident work was performed on the belt line. Defective parts were replaced and the belt line

guide in the area of the pot suspension position was reinforced. Due to the "tearing" of the

pots from the swivel arm when engaging the fuel element pots in the belt line, the roller cart

guide had become deformed in this area.
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9.7 Operating Year 1974

Results in the Year 1974

Operating Hours of the Generator 6,204 h
Thermal Power Generated 287,535 MWh
Electrical Energy Generated 91,269 MWh
Time Utilization 70.8%
Labor Utilization 69.5%
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Fed 17,430 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Fed 12 GK
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Removed 13,000 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Removed 182 GK
Number of Circulated Pebbles (UK) 163,799 UK
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9.8 Operating Year 1975
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Fig. 9.8-1 Course of Operation for the Year 1975
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The operating year 1975 was characterized on one hand by the good availability of the overall

system and on the other hand by extensive work on the loading system. For example a new

rotary gate feeder was installed, the antimony source of the burn-up measurements was

replaced with a californium source and a variety of repair work was performed in the loading

system, especially in the area of the belt line and the removal device. The course of the

operating year is shown in the power diagram for 1975, as shown in Fig. 9.8-1.

Shut-Down periods

A On 01/12/1975 the power plant was shut down as planned for comprehensive physical

measurements and the execution of smaller maintenance jobs. Focal areas were sub-

criticality measurements in order to determine the permissible excess reactivity of the

core, the determination of the temperature coefficient and the measurement of the

increase of reactivity over time due to the Pa 233 decay. Apart from that experiments

for the determination of natural convection in the core were performed. It was found

that a downward flow is created in the area of the upper reflector noses with closed

main gage flaps.

In order to create sufficient space in the analysis gas buffer container for the

continuously operating coolant gas analysis system, throttle valves were installed in the

analysis device for precision adjustment and pressure converters with high gas outflow

were replaced in the analysis gas buffer container (Samson converter). A few

diaphragm compressors in the gas circuits were improved. In part diaphragms of the

compressors were replaced.
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On 02/17/1975 the power station was started back up in the presence of a group of

assistants of the Chair for Reactor Physics of the Aachen RWTH.

B On 03/03/1975 the power plant was shut down again for physical measurements.

Since the planned measurements were to take 2 1/2 weeks, the partial turbine revision

that was due was performed during this time and the installation of a new rotary gate

feeder was begun. The new rotary gate feeder was supposed to achieve an

improvement of the burn-up and differentiation measurement. For the installation of the

new rotary gate feeder, the rotary gate feeder housing had to be unscrewed. The

preparations for the installation began already on 02/25/1975. Apart from that the test

pipe of the Vampyr loop was removed and a temperature measuring pipe was installed,

and maintenance work as well as recurring examinations were performed. On

03/20/1975 the power plant was started back up. The installation of the rotary gate

feeder had not been completed at that time.

C On 06/02/1975 the station was shut down in order to remove the temperature

measuring pipe on the Vampyr loop and install a test pipe for a long-term experiment.

In the previous operating phase, the measuring pipe had been used to measure the

temperature distribution values along the test stretch at 8500C, 9000C and 9500C.

During this process considerable deviations from earlier measurements were detected.

On 06/03/1975 the power plant was started back up.

D On 09/14/1975 the plant was shut down as planned in order to install additional shields

on the 38m platform in the containment shell. During dosage measurements on the

fencing of the nuclear research station, which were performed regularly by the

Radiation Protection Group of the KFA, elevated values had been detected in the area
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of the AVR experimental power plant, which however were clearly below the values

stipulated in the AVR Safety Report. In order to reduce radiation exposure around the

AVR reactor, which was based on a sky-shine effect, comprehensive shielding

measures were performed on the 38m platform in the containment shell with the

approval of the Nuclear Regulatory Authority. A total of 21t of shielding material in the

form of limestone, boronized concrete bricks, and lead plates was installed. Apart from

these shielding measures, physical measurements, recurring examinations and

maintenance jobs were performed on various components of the power station. The

power plant was started back up on 09/25/1975.

E On 10/08/1975 the power plant was shut down for the replacement of cold gas filters.

The cold gas experiment served the purpose of clarifying the Zn 65 source in the

coolant gas. During the shut-down period, the heat exchanger between the cooling

water circuits 2 and 3 were sealed by welding the defective pipes, a clogged area in the

cooling water circuit of the Vampyr loop was eliminated and additional maintenance

work was performed. On 10/10/1975 the power plant was started back up.

X On 11/10/1975 the power station was shut down and started back up for training and

demonstration purposes. Specialists from the Rhineland TOV, the Essen TOV, the

IRS, Rheinbraun company and the Bonnenberg and Drescher engineering firm

participated in this process. The downtime of the generator was 2 ½ hours.

F On 11/24/1975 the power plant was shut down in order to replace the Vampyr test pipe

and the cold gas filters as well as to perform smaller maintenance work. The
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shut-down of the reactor on 11/24/1975 was used as a pre-experiment within the

framework of an accident simulation (4-rod clamping test). The reactor was shut down

successfully by interrupting the coolant gas flow through the closure of the main gage

flaps. This meant a shut-down via the negative temperature coefficient. The decay

heat was removed to the outside via convection to the steam generator and via heat

removal through the reactor installations. The maximum temperature increase by

2400C was measured in the center of the reflector noses, while on top of the reflector

noses only an increase by 750C was observed. The central temperature of the hottest

fuel elements in the core rose by less than 700C. With continued extended shut-down

rods, the reactor became critical again after 15 hours. After a maximum of 1.7 MW,

thermal power adjusted around 370 kW. On 11/27/1975 the system was started back

up.

G On 12/03/1975 the power plant was shut down to remove the Vampyr test pipe and

install a filter in the Vampyr loop and was started back up after 3 hours on the same

day.

H After the start-up on 12/03/1975 the generator was taken off the network again briefly

to examine the emergency trigger device of the generator switch.

Malfunctions

On 01/08/1975 the power plant had to be shut down due to a leak on a valve in the

minimum quantity line of the main feed water pump. The reactor was shut down by

shutting off the coolant gas circulators for the first time. The defective valve was

replaced. On 01/09/1975 the power plant was started back up, and the generator was

synchronized with the network after a downtime of 24 hours.
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2 On 04/07/1975 the system was shut down to eliminate helium leaks within the

containment shell. The leaks were detected on helium safety valves in the area of the

diaphragm compressors and were eliminated. On 04/09/1975 the power plant was

started back up. Due to an unintended scram, a network failure on the 35 and 10 kV

rail as well as a shut-off rod slippage, the start-up process was delayed.

5 On 04/28/1975 the power plant had to be shut down because a temperature and a fill

level increase had been observed on the mixing coolers. The emergency switch valves

of the steam generator and the steam generator safety valve were examined, and the

control gas pressure was increased from about 6 bar to 6.3 bar. The system was

started back up the same day, and the generator was synchronized with the network

after a downtime of 16 hours.

6 Triggered by a faulty connection in the 110 kV network of the RWE, a shut-down of the

power station occurred on 07/30/1975. Due to the power fluctuations associated with

the faulty connection in the RWE network, the speed control of the coolant gas blower

was affected. The coolant gas blowers ran up to 4200 rpm and then shut off. The

fluctuations in the neutron flux created by this led to a power plant shut-down by scram.

After this malfunction the system was immediately started back up, and the generator

was synchronized with the network after a downtime of 4 hours.

7 On 12/31/1975 the power plant was shut down by a scram. The cause for triggering

the scram could not be clarified. The system was started back up promptly.
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Other Operating Incidents

a Since the installation of the new rotary gate feeder was not complete yet and therefore

the fuel supply was interrupted, the power plant was run at reduced power. This

circumstance was used for dynamic experiments to improve the steam generator family

of characteristics. During the time from 03/27/1975 until 04/03/1975 power was

reduced in 3 stages and then kept constant for 2 days, respectively. On 04/04/1975

the power was brought back up to the stipulated value, but then dropped again slowly.

b Due to the fact that the loading system was not available, the power of the reactor

continued to decrease slowly until 04/12/1975. On 04/12/1975 the installation of the

new rotary gate feeder was complete, and the feed process could be resumed after a

two-month break.

c On 04/29/1975 a brief power drop occurred. Due to too low a clutch gas pressure for

the shut-off rods, one of the shut-off rods had retraced. The clutch gas pressure was

brought back up to the normal value, and the shut-off rod was promptly extended.

After this, operation was continued at full power.

After start-up of the new rotary gate feeder malfunctions occurred that could be attributed to

too large a pressure of the pebble column between the fragment separator and rotary gate

feeder onto the rotary gate feeder. The number of spheres in front of the rotary gate feeder

was limited to a maximum of 5 spheres. When fresh fuel elements were added, which

occurred in columns of ten, the repair valve between dispenser and fragment separator was

closed in order to avoid gas pressure onto the pebble column by the by-pass current from the

loading system.
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In addition to the work already mentioned above, further repair work was conducted on the

feed system, which however had no influence on the operation. For example several repairs

became necessary on ball valves, on pawls, on the belt line and in the removal chamber. The

following events should be mentioned in particular:

In February 1975 the snap ring of the elevator, which was supposed to ensure exact

positioning of the elevator wheel, was replaced with a ring coated with titanium carbide. This

was supposed to avoid a cold-welding process of the ring with the snap ball under pure helium

conditions. The old snap ring had frequently led to sluggishness and blockage of the elevator

in the past.

The sliding bearings of the swivel arm in the removal station were replaced. Due to wear on

the bearings the swivel arm had tilted so far that the limit switches were no longer actuated

properly.

The control cams of the belt line had to be modified because the belt line position could no

longer be approached accurately.

On 05/12/1975 a pebble clog occurred in the areas of dispenser and fragment separator. The

cause was determined to be that the repair valve between dispenser and fragment separator

had not been re-opened after adding fresh fuel elements. After opening the repair valve, the

fragment separator's stuck position could be eliminated with a gas thrust. In order to loosen

the dispenser, the drive of the dispenser had to be disassembled and the dispenser wheel had

to be rotated manually.

One fragment collector can (for broken spheres) each was replaced the middle of May and the

middle of June. During the first replacement it was detected that the cover was not on the
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pot. The cover was pressed onto the pot with auxiliary tools from the 5m platform. The pot

contained only 3 pebbles. The full notice of the pot had been caused by a short circuit

between the counter electrodes, which in turn had been caused by graphite dust. During the

second fragment collector can replacement a pebble bridge was found in the fragment

separator funnel. The pebble bridge could be eliminated with auxiliary tools. During the

installation of a new fragment collector can, traces of water were found in the breakage

container chamber.

While removing a test sphere on 04/17/1975 about 0.51 water entered the removal pipe. The

water had reached the rinsing gas circuit when work was performed during the shut-down

period in March 1975 via an opened rinsing gas valve beneath the mixing cooling unit. The

ingress of water into the gas circuits temporarily led to shorter service lives of the gas

purification systems.

In August 1975 the rotary gate feeder was stuck twice, but could be loosened by shooting the

pebbles back in the direction of the fragment separator. However no metering pulses were

observed by the fragment collector can beneath the fragment separator funnel. By feeding

back pebble columns, a pebble bridge had formed in the fragment separator funnel. In July

1975 a sphere became stuck in the feed pipe 3 and had to be removed with a gas thrust from

the feed gas buffer container. On 10/01/975 work began for eliminating the pebble bridge in

the fragment separator funnel. Initially the attempt was made to eliminate the pebble bridge

from beneath with auxiliary tools. This way 12 fuel elements could be removed from the

fragment separator. Due to increasing contamination in the breakage container chamber, the

work was stopped and the further procedure optimized and practiced on a model. On

10/27/1975 the fragment separator was removed and the bridge loosed with auxiliary tools so

that the pebbles fell individually into the fragment collector can. This way another 18 fuel

RSADVANCED R7ACTOR UBRARI
DO NOT REMOVE
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elements and 2 to 3 breakage pieces found their way into the fragment collector can. The

fragment collector can was replaced at the beginning of November. During this process the

fragment collector can had to be pulled into the shield bell with a sling because the clutch

between gripper and tie rod failed. The clutch was then improved.

In December 1975 a CH4 feed experiment was conducted. The experiment was meant to

examine the decay kinetics of methane and the permeation behavior of tritium from the

primary into the secondary circuit. Although by feeding the CH 4 the tritium content in the

coolant gas had increased by the factor 6, no tritium increase could be observed in the

secondary circuit.

Results in the Year 1975

Operating Hours of the Generator 7,669 h
Thermal Power Generated 353,264 MWh
Electrical Energy Generated 110,894 MWh
Time Utilization 87.6%
Labor Utilization 84.4%
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Fed 20,370 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Fed 106 GK
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Removed 21,185 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Removed 104 GK
Number of Circulated Pebbles (UK) 176,400 UK
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The operating year 1976 was the year with the highest availability during the entire period of

operation. Utilization was 91.9%. Operation during the year 1976 was interrupted by 8

planned shut-downs and 2 malfunctions. Focal areas during this operating year included the

replacement of the mercury arc rectifier in the frequency converter set for the coolant gas

circulators with a thyristor system and the replacement of thermocouples to determine the

mean hot gas temperature. The course of the operating year 1976 is shown in the power

diagram, Fig. 9.9-1.

Shut-Down periods

A On 02/03/1976 the power plant was shut down in order to replace the Vampyr test pipe

and the cold gas filter. Additionally the heat exchangers between the cooling water

circuits 2 and 3 were sealed during the shut-down period by welding a few pipes

together. On 02/05/1976 the system was started back up.

B On 04/05/1976 the power plant was shut down to replace a cold gas filter as well as to

perform some smaller maintenance work and was started back up on 04/06/1976.

After a downtime of 23 hours the generator was synchronized with the network.

C On 05/02/1976 the station was shut down as planned for maintenance work, to perform

some recurring examinations and for physical measurements.

During this shut-down period, the mercury arc rectifier in the frequency converter

system for the coolant gas circulators were replaced with thyristor power converters.

The replacement was required because the mercury arc rectifiers were very prone to
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failure and replacement parts were difficult to obtain. Additionally the repair costs were

unusually high. Planning for the replacement was conducted autonomously with the

cooperation of AEG company.

Since the temperature increase to 9500C in the year 1974, some thermocouples used

to determine the mean hot gas temperature had failed. They were replaced during this

shut-down period. To be able to replace them, the reactor vessels had to be pumped

empty.

The bundles of pipes of the heat exchanger between the cooling water circuits 2 and 3

were replaced with new bundles. In the past they had only be sealed frequently by

bonding the pipes and had started to leak again after repairs were performed in

February 1976.

The shields on the 38m platform in the containment shell against the sky-shine effect

were expanded.

With regard to the imminent pressure tests on the reactor vessels, pre-testing was

conducted on the inner reactor vessel for noise emission analysis purposes together

with the Rhineland TOV. This was supposed to clarify to what extent the sound

measurements would be disrupted by the helium flow and running circulators. These

influencing factors would have permitted sound emission measurements. Due to shield

rings that could not be removed in the area of the planned measuring spots, however,

these measurements had to be foregone during the pressure examinations and then

took place in 1977.

Upon completion of all work and filling the reactor vessels back up, the power plant was

started back up on 05/20/1976 and the generator was synchronized with the network.
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X On 06/14/1976 the power plant was shut down and started back up for the purpose of

training external specialists. Students from the Essen and Aachen Colleges as well as

participants of a VGB Training Course attended this measure. The generator downtime

was 2 hours.

D On 09/07/1976 the power plant was shut down to replace the Vampyr test pipe and

replace the cold gas filter. Additionally, small maintenance work was performed during

the shut-down period. On 09/08/1976 the station was started back up.

E On 10/06/1976 the power plant was shut down to replace the cold gas filter and was

started back up the same day.

F On 10/20/1976 the power station was shut down to replace the Vampyr test pipe and

replace the cold gas filter. During this shut-down period as well smaller maintenance

work was performed. On 10/21/1976 the station was started back up.

G On 11/22/1976 the plant was shut down again to replace the Vampyr test pipe and to

replace the cold gas filter. The shut-down was used to determine the reactivity worth

of the shut-down rods with the inverse-kinetic method. As was the case during the

previous breaks, this break was also used to perform smaller maintenance work.

Malfunctions

1 On 07/06/1976 the power station had to be shut down to eliminate a gland leak on a

gate valve in the secondary circuit. Upon completion of the repair work, the power

station was started back up on 07/07/1976.
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2 Due to engine damage on the reducer of the fuel feed system the power station had to

be shut down on 07/20/1976. The reducer could no longer be rotated. The winding

and earth shots were measured on the driving motor of the reducer. Since the area of

the reducer cannot be separated from the remaining seal gap by fittings, the entire seal

gap had to be pumped empty for the repair work. After removal of the motor it was

detected that a bearing shield had loosened and the armature of the motor was

hanging loosely in the engine stand. Additionally it was found that the overload switch

was not connected so that the slipping clutch was able to migrate uncontrolled. The

vibrations caused by this had apparently led to the loosening of the screw assemblies

on the motor. The motor was replaced. Upon completion of the repair work, the seal

gap was filled again and the power plant was started back up on 07/23/1976. While

cooling the approximately 15 m long pebble removal pipe the different expansion

coefficients of the pipe and pebble column had apparently created such great pressure

on the reducer wheel that it was impossible initially to turn it. It was only after normal

operating temperatures had been reached that the reducer could be taken back into

operation.

Other Operating Incidents

The coolant gas activity had been increasing steadily from about 30 Ci since the middle of

1975 and had reached a peak of 160 Ci at the end of March 1976. Subsequent examinations

of the fuel elements showed that broken fuel particles of a test batch of 2,400 GLE fuel

elements that had been introduced into the vessel in 1975 had been the cause of this increase

in activity. These fuel elements consisted half of particles of natural uranium and half of 15%

enriched uranium. Both the heavy metal content (20g) and the U-235 content
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(1.4g) were very high compared to the normal fuel elements. This led, among other things, to

the fact that the fuel temperatures in these elements were able to rise up to 1280'C

(calculation value). Since during the examination of specific spheres that were removed

particle damage was found on elements of this test batch, a portion of the GLE elements was

removed and the remaining elements were fed back into the cooler central area of the core.

After this the coolant gas activity dropped again slowly. At the end of the year it was about 50

Ci.

After the failure of several thermocouples the middle of 1975, the mean hot gas temperature

was calculated from the reactor power and the helium throughput. During this process, the

helium throughput was deduced from the helium pressure, the helium temperature and the

feed pressure of the coolant gas circulator. Due to changes in the core composition and

presumably also due to an erroneous position of the main gage flaps, this calculation method

provided inaccurate values after the beginning of 1976. Therefore a hot gas temperature that

was about 38°C too high had been run until May 1976. The incident was reported to the

nuclear regulatory authority.

During the first quarter of 1976, two gas feed experiments were conducted. During the first

experiment 20-40 I/h N2 was added continuously during the course of one week, and in the

second experiment a mixture of H2 and N2 was introduced continuously into the primary circuit

for one week. The experiments were supposed to show the behavior of the coolant gas

contamination. Based on the measured concentrations in the coolant gas it was found that H2

was largely adsorbed on the graphite surface, while an adsorption of N2 could not be

measured.
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Results in the Year 1976

Operating Hours of the Generator 8,068 h
Thermal Power Generated 374,426 MWh
Electrical Energy Generated 119,514 MWh
Time Utilization 91.9%
Labor Utilization 91.0%
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Fed 16,920 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Fed 8 GK
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Removed 16,625 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Removed 3 GK
Number of Circulated Pebbles (UK) 169,201 UK
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The course of the operating year 1977 is shown in the power diagram, Fig. 9.10-1. It was

characterized by the recurring pressure testing of the reactor vessels and about an additional

100 vessels in the gas and water circuits as well as by the replacement of an elbow in the

superheated steam line and the modification of the fixed point of the superheated steam line

as well as a repair of the reducer.

Shut-Down periods

A On 01/03/1977 the power station was shut down for the replacement of a cold gas filter

and was started back up on the same day. After a downtime of 4 hours the generator

was synchronized with the network.

B On 01/17/1977 the power station was shut down as planned for about 10 weeks.

During this shut-down period, the gas pressure examinations of the inner and outer

reactor vessels and about an additional 100 vessels were conducted. New

thermocouples were installed to be able to measure the hot gas temperature.

Preparatory work was performed for the installation of the Vampyr II experimental

system. To be able to feed the hot gas for this experiment, a dry-running compressor

was installed in the containment shell. The shields on the 38m platform in the

containment shell for reducing y- and neutron radiation from the core were expanded.

Apart from that, physical measurements and crack examinations were conducted on

the live steam line.

Based on the framework schedule for regularly recurring examinations of the safety

devices, a pressure test of the reactor vessels was required. Due to the defects that

were detected in 1963 during ultrasound examinations on the inner reactor vessel,

initially it was taken into consideration to supplement the pressure tests with sound

emission measurements. Since the areas in which the sound detectors were
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supposed to be installed were not accessible due to shielding rings that could not be

removed, the sound emission measurements had to be foregone. After surface

cracking and ultrasound examinations on the accessible weld seams of the inner

reactor vessel, which had been ordered by the Nuclear Regulatory Authority, and after

a breakage-mechanical examination of the defective areas by the Rhineland TUV, the

responsible Minister issued the approval for performing the pressure tests. On

03/11/1977 the inner reactor vessel was tested with a pressure of 12.4 bar and

subsequently the outer reactor vessel with a pressure of 11.9 bar. The pressure tests

were conducted without any incidents.

During the cracking tests on the live steam line, a 4 cm long partial rupture was found

on an elbow in the area of the fixed point of the line. With the approval of the

Regulatory Authority and the Rhineland TUV as evaluator, the elbow was replaced with

a new one with greater wall thickness. In order to clarify the cause of the crack,

calculations were performed by Mannesmann company and the TUV as were

metallographic examinations of the defective elbow at the Rhineland TUV. The

approval for starting the station back up after this malfunction was associated with the

condition to modify the design of the fixed point for the live steam line in the long run.

During decontamination of the disassembled elbow it was found that the contamination

did not adhere only to the surface. Some of the contamination had diffused into the

elbow material.

On 03/30/1977 the power station was started back up. During this process, it came

unintentionally to a critical situation of the reactor. The cause was too early an
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opening of the main gage flaps. The main gage flaps were opened before the primary

circuit, which was supposed to be heated with the auxiliary vessel, was in thermal

equilibrium. Due to this, the core, which was thermally insulated for maintaining the

heat, had cooled off and become critical. The thermal power of the core reached a

maximum value of 3.7 kW. After closing the main gage flaps, the reactor became

subcritical again. The fittings of the reactor were then warmed up in the by-pass

operation. A subsequent subcriticality measurement showed that the core was

subcritical by 0.6 Nile at a reference temperature of 1300C and retracted rods. The

safety of the system was in no way impaired.

C On 04/07/1977 the station was shut down to replace the cold gas filter. Parallel, the

recirculation cooling unit in the containment shell was cleaned. The power station was

started back up the same day, and the generator was synchronized with the network

after a downtime of 5 hours.

X On 05/16/1977 the power station was shut down and started back up for training and

demonstration purposes. Participants in this process were students of the Aachen

College, Jilich Division. The downtime of the generator was 3 hours.

D On 12/19/1977 the power station was shut down to replace a test pipe on the Vampyr I

loop as well as to replace the cold gas filter and was started back up on 12/20/1977.

Malfunctions

Due to the large quantity of contaminated gases, which had developed during the

vessel pressure tests during the first quarter of 1977, the gas purification paths were

quickly occupied so that a portion of the gas purification system had to be
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circumvented. This "circumvention" had to take place with compressors in the

containment shell. The usage of the dry-running compressors in the ring attachments

was not possible due to the activity of the gas that had to be pumped. After failure of a

diaphragm compressor in the gas purification systems, the power station was shut

down on 05/21/1977. Apart from work on the gas purification system and on the

compressors, recurring examinations were conducted and maintenance work was

performed during the shut-down phase. On 06/02/1977 the power station was started

back up.

2 As of the middle of June a sluggishness of the reducer was observed, which led to ever

lower circulation rates. The associated higher load caused the feather key in the

reducer drive to shear. The power station was shut down on 08/11/1977 to be able to

repair the reducer drive and the seal gap was started to be pumped empty. Upon

completion of the repair work and re-filling the seal gap, the power station was started

back up on 08/11/1977. After this, the reducer exhibited its normal behavior again.

3 On 09/05/1977 the repaired motor of the frequency converter for the coolant gas

blowers was replaced with the spare motor, which had been installed in July 1977. A

switching error caused the power station to be shut down. Due to the low core load at

that time, the station could not be started back up until the xenon poisoning effect had

subsided. The start-up occurred on 09/06/1977.

4 After repairing the reducer drive in August, malfunctions had occurred again on the

reducer after initially normal behavior. On 09/07/1977 the reducer disk was completely

stuck. All attempts to loosen the reducer were unsuccessful so that the power station
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had to be shut down on 09/13/1977 to be able to repair the reducer. The reactor

vessels were pumped empty and the drive of the reducer was removed. As suspected,

the deep groove ball bearings of the reducer disk were contaminated and worn. They

were replaced with new bearings, which had previously been treated with molycote

(MoS 2). Due to the expected high radiation behind the reducer disk, comprehensive

preparatory work was required for this repair.

The shut-down was used to modify the fixed point of the live steam line. In the old

design, the forces were removed into the containment shell wall via consoles, which

had been welded to the manifold of the live steam line. Due to the new design, the

fixed point was moved into the cylindrical part of the line. The forces were introduced

into the biological shield through pipe clamps.

Additional maintenance work and physical measurements were performed. On

11/15/1977 the power station was started back up.

Other Operating Incidents

a On 07/13, 07/18 and 08/24/1977 the power was reduced briefly. Due to the

temperature change of the pebble removal pipe and the change in forces applied onto

the reducer disk associated with this the reducer could be loosened successfully.

b On 07/22/1977 the operation of the coolant gas circulator had to be switched from

regulated to unregulated operation since heavy spark formation was observed on the

commutator of the frequency converter motor. A replacement motor was obtained and

installed. On 07/27/1977 the power station was switched back to regulated operation.

On 09/03/1977 the circulators had to be switched again to unregulated operation due
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to spark formation on the commutator of the frequency converter motor. On

09/05/1977 the repaired motor was re-installed. During this process, a switching error

occurred and led to a shut-down of the power plant.

c Due to the malfunctions on the reducer, the loading system could not be operated part

of the time, causing a decrease in power.

d On 08/13/1977 sparks formed again on the commutator of the frequency converter

motor. In order to avoid the formation of sparks, the speed of the circulators was

lowered from 4400 rpm to 4000 rpm.

e From the middle of November 1977 until the end of 1977, several partial load points

were addressed and measured to improve the steam generator family of

characteristics.

f Within the framework of an experimental program, at the end of December 1977 typical

daily load curves of a communal electricity provider company were duplicated on a total

of 3 days. During this process, the reactor power was varied several times a day

between 50% and 100%. The experiments were able to show the high degree of

elasticity of the system.
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Results in the Year 1977

Operating Hours of the Generator 5,055 h
Thermal Power Generated 210,358 MWh
Electrical Energy Generated 66,176 MWh
Time Utilization 57.7%
Labor Utilization 50.4%
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Fed 9,840 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Fed 0 GK
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Removed 2,319 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Removed 6,529 GK
Number of Circulated Pebbles (UK) 98,099 UK
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Fig. 9.11-1 Course of Operation for the Year 1978
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The operating year 1978 was characterized by a high level of availability during the first 4

months of the year and the steam generator damage on 05/13/1978. Time utilization from

01/01/1978 until 05/13/1978 was 97.5%. The course of the operating year 1978 is shown in

the power diagram, Fig. 9.11-1.

Shut-Down periods

A On 03/28/1978 the power station was shut down to replace a test pipe on the Vampyr I

loop as well as to replace the cold gas filter. The shut-down was associated with a

determination of the reactivity worth of the shut-down rods based on the inverse-kinetic

method. During the shut-down period, diaphragm compressors were repaired and a

small leak on the relief steam cooler was eliminated. On 03/30/1978 the system was

started back up. After the shut-down and especially during start-up, the coolant gas

moisture level rose so that after the start-up initially not the full temperature and power

could be run.

Malfunctions

1 Due to the failure of some diaphragm compressors, the power station was shut

down on 02/14/1978. After repairing the compressors and performing smaller

maintenance work in the area of the E-system, the power station was started back

up on 02/15/1978. After the shut-down an increase in coolant gas moisture was

detected, however its level had dropped largely by the time the station was started

back up.

2 On 05/02/1978 the power station was shut down automatically, caused by a short

circuit in the safety circuit of the neutron flux measurement system. This

malfunction occurred during the preparatory work for a planned shut-down for
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training purposes. After recognizing and eliminating the cause, the power station

was started right back up. After a downtime of 2 hours the generator was

synchronized again with the network.

3 For training and demonstration purposes, the power station was shut down and

started back up on 05/02/1978, shortly after the above-described malfunction. The

shut-down was used to determine the reactivity worth of the shut-down rods. The

process was observed by students of Aachen College, JMlich Division, as well as

experts from VEW, HRB, GHT and GRS companies. The downtime of the

generator was 4 ½ hours. Due to a high level of coolant gas moisture after start-up,

full power could not be run until 3 days later.

4 On 05/13/1978 the power station was shut down because an error had occurred on

the pneumatic control device for the steam generator safety valve, which could not

be eliminated during operation. During this shut-down the coolant gas moisture

level rose drastically. After eliminating the malfunction, the reactor was started up

on 05/16/1978 to a power of 10 MW at a hot gas temperature of 5000C in order to

eliminate moisture that had penetrated and remove it via the gas purification

system. When condensed water was found on 05/19/1978 in the area of the

loading system, the reactor was shut down. For the purpose of cooling the primary

circuit, the steam generator experienced flow until 05/23/1978.

The measures taken for clarifying the cause, for eliminating the penetrated water

and for repairing the system are described in Chapter 10.3 Steam Generator

Damage. The system remained shut down until 08/09/1979. At the end of 1978
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the penetrated water was removed, the steam generator was repaired, the drying

process of the primary circuit through evacuation was largely completed and within

the framework of the turbine revision the exciter and the generator runner were

revised in the BBC Plant, Dortmund.

Other Operating Incidents

a The partial load program started in the 4th quarter of 1977 for newly including and

completing the steam generator family of characteristics was completed on 01/02/1978.

b After the shut-downs at the end of March and beginning of May, the hot gas

temperature and the power of the system had to be limited in accordance with the

values specified in the operating manual due to high moisture levels in the coolant gas.

Results in the Year 1978

Operating Hours of the Generator 3,103 h
Thermal Power Generated 142,973 MWh
Electrical Energy Generated 45,391 MWh
Time Utilization 35.4%
Labor Utilization 34.5%
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Fed 6,840 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Fed 0 GK
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Removed 9,407 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Removed 0 GK
Number of Circulated Pebbles (UK) 72,338 UK
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Fig. 9.12-1 Course of Operation for the Year 1979
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During the year 1979 the power station remained shut down until August 9 for the removal of

consequences that had developed from the steam generator damage. The course of the year

is shown in the power diagram, Fig. 9.12-1.

Upon completion of the primary circuit drying process by evacuation, the primary circuit was

filled with nitrogen. The circulator oil supply system was revised and test runs of the coolant

gas blowers were conducted. While the first test run at 400 rpm on 01/24/1979 took place

without malfunctions, damage occurred during the second test run on 01/29/1979 when

raising the speed from 3,000 to 3,500 rpm on the front supporting bearing of the blower 1,

which made disassembly of the circulator necessary. The damage could be attributed to

cooling water in the bearing oil, which had penetrated into the oil circuit through a leaking

screw assembly. See Chapter 10.4 Circulator Damage. Disassembly, repair and re-assembly

of the circulator took 11 weeks. The subsequent test runs of the blowers were performed

without malfunctions. On 06/12/1979 both circulators were started up. After heating up the

primary circuit through the auxiliary vessel and the steam generator, the nitrogen pressure in

the primary circuit was increased to 4.5 bar. Apart from the work required to eliminate the

consequences of the malfunction, almost all components of the power station were upgraded.

For the intended drying of the primary circuit through nuclear heating, a starting drying section

was installed in front of the gas pre-purification system, which consisted of a cooling section

with condensate collecting device and 6 exchangeable filter containers that were filled with

molecular sieve. Initially a molecular sieve with a pore width of 300 pm (3 Angstrom) was

selected as the filling because it allows largely to adsorb water.

At the beginning of July 1979 the work was completed far enough that the gas exchange in

the primary circuit was able to be performed. The circuit was heated to 130 0C, on 07/10/1979
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the nitrogen was pumped out to an absolute pressure of 10 mbar, and subsequently helium

was filled in to an absolute pressure of 4 bar. Since due to the pump-out of the nitrogen and

filling of the cold helium it had to be expected that the reactor would approach a critical state,

this process was accompanied by subcriticality measurements. After the filling process, the

newly installed drying section was started up. Until the reactor was started up on 08/09/1979

the coolant gas humidity was lowered from 2200 ýtbar to 150 jtbar at 1300C.

Start-up of the power station to its full specified values occurred in three steps. In a first step,

the nuclear drying phase, the coolant gas outlet temperature was increased slowly up to a

maximum value of 6500C as a function of the coolant gas humidity. Humidity was initially

limited to 30 mbar. On 08/09/1979 the responsible Minister for Employment, Health and

Social Affairs of the Land Northrhine-Westphalia issued the approval for this first step. Work

was started the same day to bring the reactor up slowly and in phases. By 08/13/1979 the hot

gas temperature was increased from 1300C to 3250C and thermal power to 9.6 MW. After

changing the filter in the starting drying section twice on 08/15 and 08/27/1979 and continued

gradual increases in the temperature to 6200C and the thermal power to 23 MW, the turbine

was able to be run at nominal speed on 08/29/1979. After smaller repair work on the turbine

and the dry-running compressors, the generator was synchronized with the network on

08/30/1979 after a downtime of about 15 1/2 months. Already on 09/03/1979 the contamination

level had decreased so much that the temperature could be increased to 6500C and power to

24.5 MW. With this, the goal of the first start-up phase, which was continued until 01/04/1980,

had been reached.
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During this time, through the starting drying process 74 kg H20 and 6.1 kg C02 and in the gas

purification system 3.3 kg H20, 47.2 kg CO 2, 14.0 kg CO, 1.2 kg H2 and 0.7 kg CH4 were

removed.

Shut-Down periods

A On 09/11/1979 the power station was shut down to replace the filter mass in the

starting drying section. By weighing the filter, a load of 24.5 kg water was detected.

Thus, since start-up of the starting drying section a total of 74 kg of water had been

removed in this system. Upon completion of the work, the system was started back up

on 09/15/1979 and the generator was synchronized with the network.

B On 10/01/979 the power station was shut down to replace the ferritic bundles of pipes

of the heat exchanger between the cooling water circuits 2 and 3. Parallel, the filters of

the starting drying section were exchanged. The amount of water that had been

precipitated since the last replacement was 4.7 kg. The newly installed molecular sieve

had a pore width of 500 pm (5 Angstrbm), with which apart from water also C02 can be

adsorbed.

On 10/08/1979 subcriticality measurements were performed at a temperature level of

1300C. On 10/09/1979 the power station was started back up.

C On 10/15/1979 the system was shut back down to replace the filter in the starting

drying section. With the replaced filter, apart from a small amount of water also 2.6 kg

of C02 was removed. The installed filter experienced flow at 1300C for 24 hours, still
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during the shut-down period, and was then replaced again. The evaluations showed

that during this time 1.8 kg CO 2 had been adsorbed. On 10/18/1979 the power station

was started back up and the generator was synchronized with the network.

Malfunctions

The malfunction of the steam generator and the circulator 1 as well as the elimination

of the consequences of the malfunction lasted from the beginning of the year until

08/09/1979.

2 On 09/05/1979 the carbon brushes on the generator of the frequency converter were

supposed to be replaced. During the required switchover of the circulators into

unregulated operation an overload current trigger incident caused the circulators to fail

and the associated drop in power caused the turbine to be shut off because the live

steam temperature had dropped below the permissible level. The circulators could be

started back up right away and the power station was started up. The downtime of the

generator was 21 minutes.

3 On 10/26/1979 an automatic shut-off of the power station occurred due to a scram from

the "safety circuit neutron flux measurement". The cause was a shorted coil in a low-

volt relay. Parallel to the elimination of the malfunction, the filters of the starting drying

section were replaced. Apart from small amounts of water, 1kg CO 2 had been

adsorbed in the filters. After this the station was started back up and the generator was

synchronized with the network after a downtime of 14 hours.

4 On 11/26/1979 the power station had to be shut down to eliminate a leak on the

inspection nozzle of the injection collector in the steam generator system 4. After
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sealing it, smaller assembly work was performed in the containment shell. On

11/30/1979 the power station was started back up.

Other Operating Incidents

a On 10/19, 11/22 and 12/4/1979 the hot gas temperature was raised from 600 to 6500C

and thus also the power.

b In order to lower graphite corrosion due to moisture in the coolant gas, the hot gas

temperature was lowered from 650'C to 6000C on 10/29/1979.

c On 12/11/1979 the coolant gas pressure was raised from 7 bar to 9.5 bar, which

caused an increase in power.

d Since for the beginning of 1980 (after completion of the first start-up phase) a shut-

down period was planned, during which among other things the shut-down rod drives

were supposed to be revised, the fuel supply system was largely kept out of operation

during the entire start-up phase 1 to reduce reactivity. It was brought to operation only

occasionally to prove functionality for the circulation of a few spheres. On 12/12/1979

this planned "stretch-out" operation led to a temperature and power drop.
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Results in the Year 1979

Operating Hours of the Generator 2,449 h
Thermal Power Generated 65,641 MWh
Electrical Energy Generated 16,949 MWh
Time Utilization 28.0%
Labor Utilization 12.9%
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Fed 0 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Fed 0 GK
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Removed 1,300 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Removed 0 GK
Number of Circulated Pebbles (UK) 1,425 UK
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Fig. 9.13-1 Course of Operation for the Year 1980
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The operating year 1980, the course of which is shown in the power diagram, Fig. 9.13-1, was

characterized by the shut-down period between the start-up phases 1 and 2, during which

among other things the bellows in the shut-down rod drives were replaced, and by the

beginning of start-up phase 2, during which the hot gas temperature was raised to 8500C.

After the measures ordered in the letter dated 09/28/1978 from the Minister for Employment,

Health and Social Affairs of the Land Northrhine-Westphalia had been fulfilled, the approval

for starting up the reactor all the way to full power at a mean gas outlet temperature of

maximally 850'C was issued with a letter dated 05/09/1980.

The ordered measures comprised, among other things, the summary of the operating and

malfunction guidelines in an operating manual, the installation of a computer, which would

allow the most important variables of the power station operation to be stored with a high time-

related resolution, and changes in the safety circuit of the system.

Shut-Down periods

A On 01/04/1980 the power station was shut down as planned to perform the planned

inspection and maintenance work. For the work on the primary circuit components,

both reactor vessels were pumped empty and filled with nitrogen to atmospheric

pressure.

The shut-down rod drives were disassembled, the pinions newly seated, the cyclo-

gears revised and the seven-layer bellows in the rotational guides were replaced with

new ones. Replacement was necessary because the life expectancy of the bellows
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had been reached. In some layers of the replaced bellows cracks were discovered.

The drive pinions of the shut-down rods as such did not exhibit any wear-related

changes.

During an inspection of the main gage flap II it was detected after dis-assembling the

rotor wing motor that the rotor wing had become offset by 130 on the shaft. The cause

was determined to be a manufacturing defect. The shaft diameter was too small within

the shrink connection. The wing was additionally pinned together with the shaft.

The burn-up measurement of the fuel elements was moved into the elevator. For this a

new elevator with a collimator was installed. Contrary to the old burn-up measurement

process in the rotary gate feeder, which was based on neutron transmission

measurement, a y-beam of the fuel element was blinded with the new measuring

device and measured and evaluated with a germanium detector and a multi-channel

analyzer. In order to determine the burn-up, the Cs 137-line and for the purpose of

differentiating various fuel element types additional y-lines were evaluated.

In the loading system a number of components were revised. Among other things the

reducer was newly seated.

A computer was installed; the installation of additional ionization fire detectors was

initiated. Further maintenance work and a number of recurring examinations were

conducted.

Upon completion of the work, the reactor vessels were evacuated, filled with helium

and subsequently leak tests were conducted. On 05/16/1980 the reactor was initially

started at a thermal power of 7.5 MW and a mean gas outlet temperature of 270°C.

After that, to the extent that the coolant gas contamination level permitted, the gas
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outlet temperature was raised to 5850C and thermal power was raised in stages to 28

MW. On 05/23/1980 the generator was synchronized with the network.

B On 06/04/1980 the power station was shut down to repair a manometer line on the

turbine. At that time, thermal power was 31 MW and the hot gas temperature was

6200C. Upon completion of the repair, the same state was run and the generator was

synchronized with the network on 06/05/1980 after a downtime of 15 hours.

C On 10/31/1980 the power station was shut down for necessary repairs, especially for

the revision of the shut-down rod drives, and for performing a comprehensive physical

measuring program. Due to malfunctions on the shut-down rod drives, which had

occurred after the revision during the shut-down period A in 1980, the removal of one

shut-down rod was taken into consideration. For this reason, the fuel supply to the

core was interrupted in a timely fashion before start of the shut-down period. The

supply was stopped on 10/07/1980. After shutting down the station, both reactor

vessels were pumped down until pressure compensation with the atmosphere

occurred.

After the revision in the first quarter of 1980, the shut-down rod 3 had indicated errors

in the position display. The clutch gas pressure had to be raised by 2 bar for safe

switching. During recurring examinations on the shut-down rods on 10/31/1980, shortly

before the shut-down of the power station, rod 4 did not retract properly during a scram

trigger. After removal of the rods it was found that friction between the clutch spring

and the cladding tube due to dimensions that were too tight were the cause for
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the sluggishness. The play between clutch spring and cladding tube was increased.

Additionally, the shift path of the clutches was increased through design changes, and

defective switch gas lines were replaced.

The connection of contacts from the area of the safety circuit with the computer was

initiated. With regard to meeting the stipulations for the third start-up phase, during

which the mean hot gas temperature was raised to 9500C, the installation of a

continuous H2 and moisture measuring system was started.

Parallel to this work, a variety of maintenance work was conducted in the areas loading

system, gas circuits and secondary circuit.

During the second half of December, the primary circuit was warmed up to 110 0C via

the auxiliary vessel and the steam generator and filled in stages with nitrogen up to a

pressure of 7.5 bar. The blowers and the starting drying section were started up. The

filters in the starting drying system were replaced four times during this time. After that,

the physical measurements were started.

The shut-down period extended into the new year.

Malfunctions

On 09/24/1980 the power station was shut down to eliminate a malfunction on the

control unit for the live steam safety valve in the engine house. Upon completion of the

repair work, the system was started back up on 09/25/1980 at a thermal power of 46

MW and a mean gas outlet temperature of 8500C. The generator was synchronized

with the network after a downtime of 34 hours.
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Other Operating Incidents

a During the time from 05/23 until 07/28/1980, the mean hot gas temperature and

thermal power were increased in stages as a function of decreasing coolant gas

contamination levels. On 07/28/1980 the mean gas outlet temperature reached 8500C

and thermal reactor power reached 46 MW.

b In light of the work during the imminent shut-down period, the supply of the reactor with

fuel elements was stopped on 10/07/1980. This stretch-out operation lead to a drop in

power after 10/11/1980, which was used for physical measurements at various partial

load points.

Results in the Year 1980

Operating Hours of the Generator 3,810 h
Thermal Power Generated 158,868 MWh
Electrical Energy Generated 49,874 MWh
Time Utilization 43.4%
Labor Utilization 37.9%
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Fed 8,640 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Fed 0 GK
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Removed 7,368 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Removed 49 GK
Number of Circulated Pebbles (UK) 87,793 UK
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Fig. 9.14-1 Course of Operation for the Year 1981
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The operating year 1981, the course of which is shown in the power diagram, Fig. 9.14-1, was

characterized by the replacement of the superheated steam collector on the steam generator

and the installation of the main component group I for the Vampyr II Loop. Operation was

interrupted in 1981 by 4 planned shut-downs and 5 malfunctions. Time utilization was 67.4%.

Shut-Down periods

A The shut-down period that was started on 10/31/1980 and during which basically the

shut-down rod drives were revised was continued until 01/26/1981. Upon completion

of the work, the two reactor vessels were evacuated and filled with helium. Together

with the Rhineland TUV subsequently comprehensive examinations were conducted on

the shut-down rods, which occurred without complaints. On 01/27/1981 the power

station was started back up.

Due to increased coolant gas contamination levels, initially a gas outlet temperature of

6500C and a thermal power of 34.5 MW were run.

B On 03/23/1981 the power station was shut down to eliminate a leak on the measuring

diaphragm for the overall feed water throughput. In order to be able to perform the

repair work, the system had to be run in cooling operation for 24 hours. Upon

elimination of the leak, the power station was started back up on 03/25/1981. The

generator was synchronized with the network after a downtime of 54 hours.

C On 04/21/1981 the power station was shut down to eliminate a gland leak on the

manual locking fitting in the steam generator system 4. After a 17-hour long cooling

operation, the feed water line was emptied and subsequently the gland was newly
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packaged. After re-filling the steam generator, the system was started back up on

04/22/1981. After a downtime of 33 hours the generator was synchronized with the

network.

D On 05/15/1981 the power station was shut down to perform planned maintenance

work, recurring examinations and physical measurements. The shut-down occurred by

triggering a manual scream and was used to determine the reactivity worth of the shut-

down rods with the inverse-kinetic method and for determining the shut-down decay

times.

During this shut-down period apart from additional work the low-pressure side

supporting bearing of the turbine and the generator bearing were uncovered and

inspected, the superheated steam gate valve and emergency switch valves of the

steam generator as well as a few additional fittings in the engine house were newly

packaged and address examinations of the safety valve groups for both reactor vessels

and the mixed cooling units were performed.

Apart from the above-mentioned determination of the reactivity worth of the shut-down

rods, the physical measurements during this shut-down period comprised the

calibration of the shut-down rods with the counter-rod method, the determination of the

protactinium inventory, the reference sub-criticality at 1300C and the cold temperature

coefficient. In order to determine the cold temperature coefficient, the core was heated

with the auxiliary vessel - steam generator circuit to 100'C and 1300C, respectively, to

the temperature equilibrium.

Upon completion of all work, the system was brought up to a thermal power of 46 MW

and a hot gas temperature of 8500C on 06/16/1981 and the generator was

synchronized with the network.
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E On 10/23/1981 the power station was shut down for the planned installation of the main

component group I of the Vampyr II experimental system and for the planned

replacement of the main outlet collector of the steam generator as well as for additional

maintenance work and recurring examinations. In preparation for the planned work,

the system was shut down to the cooling operation for a few days and the helium was

pumped out of the reactor vessels. After that, the main outlet collector of the steam

generator was taken out and the new collector was welded in. The replacement had

become necessary because the nozzle for the stipulated interior inspections had

become so short due to multiple separation processes that a renewed welding of a cap

was no longer possible. After welding it in, the weld seams were subjected to an X-ray

examination and the collector was subjected to a pressure test at 100 bar.

The installation of the main component group 1 of the Vampyr II Loop occurred as that

of the Vampyr I into one of the 3 cladding tubes for replaceable thermocouples above

the carbon brick bridge. In order to be able to install the loop, the thermocouples had

to be removed first. The removal turned out to be difficult due to the high activation of

the thermocouples and the tight spatial conditions.

Additional work during this shut-down period included the removal and the revision of

the rotary piston motor of the by-pass flap 1, which had become necessary due to a

sluggishness of the flap drive, and the removal and revision of the elevator, also due to

sluggishness. The cause was found to be a screw, which had loosened and was hitting

the housing. Additionally the ferritic heat exchanger between the cooling water circuits

2 and 3 was replaced, a new dryer was installed in the gas purification system
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4 and additional maintenance work, recurring examinations and physical

measurements were conducted.

Upon completion of the work, the reactor vessels were evacuated, filled with helium

and the system was started back up on 12/06/1981 in stages to a thermal power of 38

MW and a hot gas temperature of 6700C. The generator was synchronized with the

network on 12/07/1981.

Malfunctions

2 On 03/03/1981 the power station had to be shut down due to a failure of an air

circulator in the containment shell. The cause for the malfunction was determined to be

the breakage of a connecting line in the area of the motor connection clamps. Upon

elimination of the malfunction the power station was started back up on 03/04/1981,

and the generator was synchronized with the network after a downtime of 34 hours.

3 On the evening of 03/24/1981, after the station had been started back up on the same

day after a repair of the measuring diaphragm in the feed water line, an automatic shut-

down of the station occurred through the safety circuit. A cause for the shut-down

could not be detected. Upon examining the system the power station was started back

up and the generator was synchronized with the network after a downtime of 5 hours.

4 On 09/15/1981 the power station had to be shut down to eliminate a malfunction on the

frequency converter set for the coolant gas blowers. The cause for the malfunction

was the heavy spark formation on a grinding ring of the synchronous generator. The

carbon brushes were replaced and the grinding ring was ground. After that the system
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was brought to a thermal power of 46 MW and a gas outlet temperature of 8500C on

the same day, and the generator was synchronized with the network after a downtime

of 4 hours.

5 On 09/17/1981 the power station had to be shut down due to a malfunction on the

control unit of the steam generator safety valve, which had led to a decrease in the air

for the full stroke safety valve. Upon elimination of the malfunction, the power station

was started back up on 09/19/1981 to the operating state that had prevailed before the

malfunction, and the generator was synchronized with the network after a downtime of

30 hours.

6 On 12/08/1981 the power station had to be shut down to eliminate a helium leak on the

newly installed component group I of the Vampyr II experimental system, and the

reactor vessels had to be pumped empty again. The pumping process was delayed

because already during the prior shut-down period both vessels had been pumped

empty and therefore not all parts of the gas purification system had been regenerated

yet. The cause of the leak was the failure of an O-ring seal between the seal gap and

the containment shell. The O-ring seal was renewed. Parallel, the drive of the reducer

was repaired, and the molecular sieve in the starting drying section was replaced.

Upon completion of all work the reactor vessels were filled and helium leak tests were

performed in the containment shell. After that, on 12/16/1981, the power station was

started up to a thermal power of 40 MW and a hot gas temperature of 7200C in

accordance with the coolant gas contamination level, and the generator was

synchronized with the network.
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Other Operating Incidents

a During the time from 01/27/1981 until 02/23/1981 the hot gas temperature was brought

up from 6500C to 8500C in stages in accordance with the decreasing coolant gas

contamination level. Thermal power increased accordingly from about 34 MW to 46

MW. The relatively high contamination level had been caused by the preceding shut-

down period, during which extensive work had been performed on the primary system.

b On 02/04/1981 the power was lowered from 40 MW to 22 MW for about three hours

and the main feed water pump was taken out of operation in order to be able to repair a

leaking welding lip seal on the pressure side of the main feed water pump. During this'

time operation was maintained with the two auxiliary feed water pumps. The auxiliary

feed water pumps however only permitted partial load operation.

c On 02/23/1981 the frequency converter for the coolant gas blowers failed. The cause

was the triggering of a 2 A automatic safety device in the controls of the frequency

converter. The coolant gas blowers were switched into unregulated operation. Due to

the associated decrease in speed from 3700 rpm to 3000 rpm, thermal power dropped

from 46 MW to 35 MW. After 11 hours the malfunction had been eliminated. The

circulators were switched back to regulated operation and the power station was

brought back to the operating condition that had prevailed before the malfunction.

d Due to a malfunction on the elevator that occurred on 07/19/1981, the fuel supply was

interrupted so that for reactivity reasons the power had to be lowered on 07/24/1981.

Due to the partial retraction of the shut-down rods at a constant circulator speed of

4000 rpm, a thermal reactor power of 42.5 MW and a hot gas temperature of 7500C
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was adjusted. The elevator was removed. The cause of the malfunction was found to

a sluggishness of the snap ring and the rotary guide. In order to eliminate this

sluggishness, the snap ring was treated with MoS 2, the snap ball and the rotary guide

were replaced and the slipping clutch was newly adjusted. Upon re-installing the

elevator, the feed supply was resumed on 08/05/1981. The reactor power was

increased to 46 MW and the hot gas temperature to 8500C in two stages by

08/12/1981.

e From 09/28/1981 until 10/03/1981 the thermal reactor power was lowered to 42 MW

and kept constant in order to determine the hot temperature coefficient. The hot gas

temperature was lowered from 8500C to 7300C in stages for the measurements.

f In order to examine the dependencies between coolant gas contamination and hot gas

temperature, the hot gas temperature was lowered from 8500C to 7500C and thermal

power from 46 MW to 42 MW in two stages during the time from 10/16/1981 until

10/23/1981.

From 09/22/1981 until 09/24/1981 a C02 feed test for examining the chemical reactivity of the

core was performed for the first time after the steam generator damage. For the duration of

54 hours, 5 I C0 2/hour were fed into the coolant gas at a hot gas temperature of 8500C.
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Results in the Year 1981

Operating Hours of the Generator 5,907 h
Thermal Power Generated 265,942 MWh
Electrical Energy Generated 84,955 MWh
Time Utilization 67.4%
Labor Utilization 64.7%
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Fed 12,510 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Fed 0 GK
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Removed 11,985 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Removed 1 GK
Number of Circulated Pebbles (UK) 123,718 UK
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9.15 Operating Year 1982

[Diagram of electrical power for the year 1982]

Fig. 9.15-1 Course of Operation for the Year 1982
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The course of the operating year 1982 is shown in Fig. 9.15-1. Focal areas of the operation

were three malfunctions in the area of the dispenser of the pebble loading system. Overall

operation was interrupted by five malfunctions and one planned shut-down period. Time

utilization was 65.9%.

Shut-Down periods

A On 04/16/982 the power station was shut down as planned to perform recurring

examinations, physical measurements as well as repair, maintenance and modification

work.

The shut-down of the system was combined with the execution of dynamic experiments

with the reactor core, which was supposed to verify results of HTR calculation models.

Additionally the reactivity worth of the shut-down rods, the cold temperature coefficient

and the Sm value were determined during the shut-down period.

After performing these measurements, the secondary circuit was taken out of operation

and both reactor vessels were pumped empty.

Due to leaks in the area of the Vampyr II experimental device leaks had occurred

between the seal gap and the coolant gas circuit. In order to eliminate these leaks, the

main component group 1 of the Vampyr Loop was removed. Design modifications

were performed on the main component group, the installation nozzle on the reactor

vessel was in part separated and ground with a special fixture. Upon re-installation of

the experimental device the leak was initially eliminated.

In the main feed water line one additional three-stage control valve was installed. This

was supposed to accomplish a decrease in wear on the feed water control valves in
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the four steam generator systems. Due to a great drop in pressure on the steam

generator, which had to be removed during the start-up and shut-down processes

through the control valves, vibrations in the fittings and high wear in the valve seats had

occurred repeatedly.

Apart from this work, a variety of maintenance work was performed in almost all areas

of the system. Upon completion of the work, the reactor vessels were evacuated and

filled with helium. Through subsequent switching actions in the locking gas I system of

the oil supply for the coolant gas circulators apparently oil reached the primary system

via the labyrinth glands of the circulators. After re-starting the power station, the

coolant gas contamination level, especially the H2 and CH4 values, rose considerably

through a cracking of the oil. At a CH 4 quantity of about 5.8 m3 the portion of the gas

purification system located in the adsorption area was exposed heavily.

On 06/09/1982 all work and the stipulated controls were completed, and the power

station was supposed to be started back up. During start-up however a leak was found

on one of the experimental cooling units in the secondary circuit. The start-up process

was interrupted, and the experimental cooling unit was repaired. On 06/10/1982 then

the system was started up at a thermal power of 30 MW and a mean hot gas

temperature of 600'C. The generator was synchronized with the network on the same

day. Limitation of the hot gas temperature to 6000C was necessary due to the high

coolant gas contamination level.
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Malfunctions

On 01/11/1982 the operation of the fuel supply system was interrupted due to a stuck

sphere between the dispenser and the fragment separator. Since this stuck condition

could not be loosened by blowing pure gas back, and since the repair valve between

the dispenser and the fragment separator could also not be closed, the power station

was shut down on 01/15/1982 to eliminate the malfunction. The shut-down was

combined with an inverse-kinetic measurement. After that, both vessels were pumped

empty. The fragment separator and the repair valve between the dispenser and

separated were removed. In the feed line to the fragment separator and beneath the

dispenser wheel pebble bridges had formed, which were loosened with auxiliary tools.

A total of 35 spheres and 23 broken pieces were located in the area between the

reducer and fragment separator funnel. The suspected cause for the malfunction was

a starting of the dispenser with a stopped fragment separator. As a counter-measure

the controls were changed such that during a failure of the engine protection switch for

the fragment separator motor the dispenser cannot start running.

Upon completion of the repair work and after filling the reactor vessels, the power

station was started back up on 02/15/1982.

2 In order to eliminate a helium leak on the Vampyr II Loop, the power station had to be

shut down on 06/14/1982. Shortly after the start-up on 06/10/1982 a helium leak had

developed on the newly installed Vampyr.II experimental device between the seal gap

and the containment shell. The cause of the leak was a failure of an O-ring seal. In

order to be able to replace the O-ring, the reactor vessels had to be pumped down to

atmospheric pressure. On 06/18/1982 the repair work was completed and the
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reactor vessels were filled up again. The system was started back up, and the

generator was synchronized with the network after a downtime of 101 hours.

3 On 06/25/1982 a power drop occurred due to a three-phase short circuit in the RWE

network. Due to this brief period of low tension, the 6-kV power switch of the coolant

gas circulators shut off. The power station was therefore shut down and all controls

were checked. On 06/26/1982 the system was brought back to the previous operating

condition, and the generator was synchronized with the network after a downtime of 29

hours.

4 On 10/22/1982 the power station was shut down to eliminate a malfunction on the fuel

supply system, and the reactor vessels were pumped empty. The malfunction had

started on 10/06/1982 with the sluggishness of the elevator. The elevator was

removed and revised. The bearings of the large bearing plug were replaced, the snap

ring including the snap ball were replaced, and the sealing plates of the elevator wheel

were reworked. On 10/15/1982 this work was completed. On 10/16/1982 the supply

system was supposed to be re-started to check the elevator. During the attempt to

feed pebbles from the dispenser to the rotary gate feeder the fragment separator

became stuck. After disassembling the fragment separator drive, the fragment

separator could be loosened manually on 06/18/1982 and two pebbles could be fed in

front of the rotary gate feeder. Additional pebble feeding attempts failed although the

fragment separator could be turned. During these attempts the dispenser then became

stuck. Although the dispenser could also be loosened on 10/20/1982, it was not

possible to feed the spheres.
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After shutting down the power station and pumping the reactor vessels empty, the

repair valve between the dispenser and separated was removed. During this process a

clogged pebble area was discovered both above and beneath the valve. The clogging

was loosened with auxiliary tools. The cause for the obstruction could not be clarified

completely. It is suspected, however, that the repair valve between the dispenser and

fragment separator had not completely opened.

After re-installing the disassembled parts on 10/30/1982 the reactor vessels were filled

with helium and the power station was started back up on 11/03/1982.

5 On 12/02/1982 the power station was shut down to eliminate a renewed malfunction on

the dispenser. The shut-down had been preceded by the dispenser becoming stuck,

however this condition had been loosened by rotating the part in the opposite direction.

However when no spheres were fed to the fragment separator any longer even with a

running dispenser, the power station was shut down and the reactor vessels were

pumped empty. Due to the expected high radiation level through the pebbles in the

dispenser housing, extensive shielding measures were installed for the removal of the

dispenser wheel. It consisted of a "sliding gate" made of lead stones, into which a lead

window and fittings for guiding tools through were integrated. Upon removal of the

dispenser wheel, a loose guide sheet was found in the dispenser funnel through the

lead window, with said sheet having become arranged in front of the feed wheel and

thus blocking the pebble flow. The sheet and 42 spheres, which had collected in the

housing, were removed. The pebbles were conveyed to the rotary gate feeder with the

fragment separator running. Welding in a new guide plate turned out to be very

difficult. While performing this work, two welding electrodes fell into the
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pebble feed pipe and reached the fragment collector can (for broken spheres) via the

fragment separator. For control purposes, the repair valve between the dispenser and

fragment separator was removed. Upon completion of this repair work and re-installing

all components, the reactor vessels were filled with helium and the power station was

started back up on 12/23/1982.

Parallel to the repair work on the loading system, additional maintenance work was

performed.

Other Operating Incidents

a After the shut-down periods used to remove the malfunctions on the dispenser of the

loading system, during which work was performed on a pressure-free reactor with

opened parts of the primary circuit, elevated coolant gas contamination levels were

measured when starting up the power station. The mean cooling gas temperature and

thermal reactor power were reduced in accordance with the contamination level and

were then increased in stages as the contamination permitted.

b During the time from 08/02/1982 until 08/05/1982, the mean hot gas temperature, the

speed of the coolant gas blowers and the thermal reactor power were varied for

physical measurements. The goal of these experiments was to verify HTR calculation

models and determine the transient behavior, of the reactor before changing fuel

elements with a high enrichment level to fuel elements with a low enrichment level.

c On 10/12/1982 the mean hot gas temperature was supposed to be lowered from 8500C

to 8100C at a constant reactor power of 46 MW. During the change in speed of the

coolant gas blowers required for this process, speed fluctuations were detected on the

frequency converter for the coolant gas circulators. The cause of these
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fluctuations was a contamination of the potentiometer for the speed adjustment. For

the repair work the coolant gas circulators were switched into unregulated operation

during the time from 10/12/1982 until 10/14/1982. The associated drop in speed to

3000 rpm caused a decrease in power from 46 MW to 38 MW. Upon completion of the

repair work, the blowers were switched back into regulated operation at 4000 rpm and

the mean hot gas temperature was lowered to 810 0C.

c Since 10/07/1982 the fuel supply had been interrupted due to repair work on the

elevator. The decrease in reactivity generated by this caused the mean hot

temperature to have to be reduced from 8100C to 7800C and thermal power of the

reactor from 46 MW to 44 MW on 10/17/1982.

A stuck condition in the area of the dispenser and fragment separator after the repair of

the elevator made it necessary to move up the shut-down period planned for November

1982.
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Results in the Year 1982

Operating Hours of the Generator 5,775 h
Thermal Power Generated 261,536 MWh
Electrical Energy Generated 84,171 MWh
Time Utilization 65.9%
Labor Utilization 64.1%
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Fed 12,060 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Fed 0 GK
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Removed 14,529 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Removed 10 GK
Number of Circulated Pebbles (UK) 120,600 UK
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9.16 Operating Year 1983
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[Diagram of electrical power for the year 1983]

Fig. 9.16-1 Course of Operation for the Year 1983
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The course of the operating year 1983 is shown in Fig. 9.16-1. During the operating year

1983 a mean gas outlet temperature of 9500C was run for the first time after the steam

generator malfunction. The Nuclear Regulatory Authority had issued approval to do so in

December 1982. In a first step the mean gas outlet temperature was raised to 9000C on

01/04/1983. In a second step, which occurred after physical measurements and maintenance

work on 03/11/1983, the gas outlet temperature was then raised to 9500C.

Another special characteristic in the year 1983 was the switch-over of the secondary circuit

from alkaline operation to the so-called combined operation on 01/19/1983. The alkaline

operation is characterized by a pH value of 9.1 as well as an N2H4 dose of 0.12 mg/I and an

NH3 dose of 1 mg/l. As low as possible an 02 content is desirable.

The combined operation by contrast is characterized by feeding 02 from 150 to 300 ýtg/l. The

pH value is 8.5 at a considerably lower NH3 supply of 0.08 mg/l. N2H4 is no longer being fed.

The change in operation in the secondary circuit took place without problems.

Shut-Down periods

A On 02/18/1983 the power station was shut down to perform physical measurements, to

replace the Vampyr I experimental device and the cold gas filter as well as to perform

maintenance work. The shut-down of the reactor occurred through a manual scram. It

was used for an inverse-kinetic measurement and for measuring the shut-down rod fall

times.
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In order to be able to perform an O-ring replacement on the Vampyr II experimental

device both reactor vessels were pumped down to atmospheric pressure. After

repairing the Vampyr II device, the reactor vessels were filled immediately and the

primary circuit was heated to 123°C (holding operation) with the auxiliary vessel via the

steam generator for the planned physical measurements.

The goal of the physical measurements was to determine the reactivity development of

the core, to determine the temperature coefficient and the shut-down rod efficiency

after the initiated change of the core from high-enriched uranium (HEU) to low-enriched

uranium fuel elements (LEU).

Apart from that, maintenance work was performed on the loading system and in the

gas and water circuits. Upon completion of all work and the stipulated controls, the

station was started up on 02/28/1983 to a thermal power of 46 MW and a mean gas

outlet temperature of 810'C. Subsequently the mean gas outlet temperature was

raised to 9500C in stages by 03/11/1983.

B On 04/08/1983 the power station was shut down as planned to perform examinations

stipulated within the framework schedule for recurring examinations, physical

measurements and maintenance work. The shut-down was used to determine the

reactivity worth of the shut-down rods with the inverse-kinetic method. For the purpose

of cooling the reactor internals, the secondary circuit and the coolant gas blowers

remained in operation until 04/11/1983.

Apart from recurring examinations and maintenance work, measurements were

performed on 04/20 and 04/21/1983 to determine sub-criticality, the cold temperature
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coefficient and the U233 structure at mean hot gas temperatures of 1000C and 130'C.

For these measurements the secondary circuit and the coolant gas blowers were in

operation during the time from 04/18 until 04/21/1983.

Subsequent to the measurements, the reactor vessels were pumped empty in order to

be able to grind the flange sealing surface on the Vampyr II experimental device. After

that both reactor vessels were evacuated and filled with helium. The secondary circuit

and the coolant gas circulators were started up.

At a mean gas outlet temperature of 1300C, additional measurements were performed

on 05/15/1983 to determine the Pa inventory in the reactor core. Upon conclusion of

the measurements, the power station was started up on the same day and the

generator was synchronized with the network.

C The power station was shut down on 08/14/1983 as planned to replace the Vampyr I

experimental devices and the cold gas filter, to perform physical measurements and to

conduct maintenance work. The shut-down of the reactor occurred with a manual

scram and was used to determine the reactivity worth of the shut-down rods with the

inverse-kinetic method.

While adding about 16,000 LEU fuel elements, the physical measurements were used

to measure sub-criticality and to examine the shut-down situation of the reactor. The

results showed that after a temporary worsening due to the addition of the first few LEU

elements the shut-down situation had normalized again so that even with the further

addition of LEU fuel elements a limitation of the mean gas outlet temperature to values

< 9500C did not have to be expected.
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Parallel to the replacement of the experimental devices and to the physical

measurements, maintenance work was performed. Upon completion of all work, the

station was brought up to a thermal power of 46 MW and a mean gas outlet

temperature of 810'C on 08/18/1983, and the generator was synchronized with the

network.

D On 09/14/1983, upon completion of the preparatory work, the power station was shut

down to replace articulated shafts in the drive of the material gate. On 09/12/1983 one

of the articulated shafts had broken while moving the material gate. As a precaution,

both shafts were replaced. On 09/16/1983 the repair work was completed, and the

power station was started back up.

Malfunctions

On 01/25/1983 an automatic power station shut-down occurred through the neutron

flux safety circuit.

It was preceded by a malfunction in the cooling water circuit 2, causing the reactor

power to have to be lowered briefly in order to be able to eliminate it. After bringing

the power back up, the adjusted limit value for the maximum neutron flux was

exceeded so that an automatic shut-down occurred from the safety circuit. The limit

value had been adjusted too low. Upon recognizing the situation and correcting the

setting, the system was immediately started back up, and the generator was

synchronized with the network after 4 hours 55 minutes.

2 On 07/09/1983 an automatic power station shut-down occurred through the safety

circuit for the steam generator. The limit value sensor for monitoring the maximum

temperature in the injection collector of the steam generator system 4 had been
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triggered. A cause could initially not be detected. The power station was started

back up on 07/10/1983, and the generator was synchronized with the network after

a downtime of 22 hours 18 minutes.

3 On 07/26/1983 the automatic power station shut-down was repeated by a spurious

release of the "temperature on the injection collector system 4 too high" safety

circuit. The cause of both malfunctions was an equipment defect. The power

station was immediately started back up, and the generator was synchronized with

the network after a downtime of 3 hours 39 minutes.

Other Operating Incidents

a During the time from 03/03 until 03/07/1983 and from 04/03 until 04/06/1983, the

thermal power, circulator speed and mean hot gas temperature were varied for physical

measurements. The goal of the experiments was to determine the dynamic reactor

behavior after adding about 9,000 fuel elements with low uranium enrichment (LEU-

BE).

b On 06/09, 06/20 and during the time from 08/31 until 09/06/1983 the coolant gas

pressure was lowered briefly to about 9.2 bar a total of 6 times for gas feed

experiments. Thermal power was lowered to about 43 MW during this process. During

these pressure decreases, desorbate from the RA-2 gas purification system, which had

been accumulated in the vessel 11a, was fed into the primary circuit in batches. This

method was supposed to crack the tritium, which was bonded to methane, into tritiated

hydrogen (HT). The experiments were successful. A total of 8 m3 desorbate with a

tritium portion of about 500 Ci was reintroduced into the coolant
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gas circuit, where the tritium was largely adsorbed on the graphite surface.

c Beginning on 10/12/1983 the reactor power had to be lowered in stages. Due to a tight

obstruction of the elevator, the loading system had been inoperative since the end of

September 1983. The elevator was removed and inspected. A defect could not be

detected. Since the cause of the obstruction was suspected to be in the area of the

snap ring, the snap ring and a new snap ball were etched on and treated with molycote

lubricating varnish. After installing the elevator, the loading system was taken out of

operation again on 10/11/1983. After 11/08/1983 the mean hot gas temperature and

the reactor power were brought back up in stages. Already at the middle of November

1983 obstructions occurred again, on the elevator, which necessitated the renewed

removal of the component. A theoretical observation showed that due to the elevated

friction coefficient caused by clean helium the design involving a snap ring and a snap

ball basically has to lead to obstructions when the molycote lubricating varnish has

been scraped off. Thereupon the snap ring was removed. In order to achieve more

exact positioning of the elevator, a driving motor with magnetic brake was installed.

The elevator was started back up on 12/05/1983. After that no more obstructions

occurred on the elevator. Due to this renewed interruption in the supply, the reactor

power dropped continuously from 46 MW to 43 MW from 12/01 until 12/05/1983. After

starting the loading system up on 12/05/1983, the power increased again continuously.

It reached the specified value of 46 MW on 12/09/1983.
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Results in the Year 1983

Operating Hours of the Generator 7,198 h
Thermal Power Generated 321,926 MWh
Electrical Energy Generated 102,938 MWh
Time Utilization 82.2%
Labor Utilization 78.3%
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Fed 16,560 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Fed 0 GK
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Removed 16,779 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Removed 8 GK
Number of Circulated Pebbles (UK) 165,600 UK
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9.17 Operating Year 1984
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Fig. 9.17-1 Course of Operation for the Year 1984
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The course of the operating year 1984 is shown in Fig. 9.17-1. Operation was interrupted by

5 planned shut-downs and 4 malfunctions. It was characterized by the inspection of the upper

side and the ceiling reflectors during the time from the beginning of April until the end of July

and by turbine revision work, which was performed parallel. Despite this long interruption in

operation time utilization was 58.1%.

In connection with the development of new energy technology types in the KFA JM1ich, the

conversion of the AVR system into a process heat source had been taken into consideration.

These considerations led to the inspection of the upper side and ceiling reflectors, also

because based on theoretical observations damage to the graphite fittings due to neutron-

induced tension could not be excluded. Furthermore it was feared that due to high levels of

coolant gas contamination graphite corrosion could have taken place, which would have

meant material wear and a weakening of the reflector. The inspection was performed through

the feed pipes of the loading system with a video camera, whose picture tube had a diameter

of 12 mm. The length of the feed pipes with multiple bends, through which the video camera

had to be introduced, was about 40 m, the inside diameter was 61 mm. The bends in the

individual feed pipes resulted in an angle of about 9000 when adjoined; the tightest bend had a

radius of 200 mm. Despite these difficulties, the inspection was performed without a great

deal of problems. The inspection showed that the upper side and ceiling reflectors were still in

flawless condition. Neither additional cracks nor any recognizable material wear due to

corrosion were found. In order to be able to evaluate the reflector condition, photographs

from the time of erection were made available.
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Shut-Down periods

A The power station was shut down as planned on 01/05/1984 to replace the Vampyr I

experimental devices and the cold gas filter, to perform physical measurements and to

conduct maintenance work. This shut-down ended the longest uninterrupted operating

phase during the entire period of operation. It amounted to 142 days. The shut-down

of the reactor occurred with a manual scram and was combined with an inverse-kinetic

measurement. Sub-criticality measurements based on the counter-rod method with an

isothermal core showed that the reactivity reserve at 950°C with 230 mN was still

satisfactorily high despite the addition of LEU fuel elements.

Upon completion of the measurements and the maintenance work, the power station

was started back up on 02/09/1984.

B On 04/01/1984 the power station was shut down to observe the ceiling reflector and the

upper side reflector, to perform recurring examination, to install experimental devices,

to perform physical measurements and to conduct maintenance work. Since the

reflector inspection was supposed to be conducted at a core temperature of < 500C,

supply had been stopped on 03/09/1984 in order to be able to control reactivity

problems. Until the reactor was shut down, the mean hot gas temperature had

dropped to 6900C and thermal power to 41.3 MW. The shut-down of the reactor

occurred through a manual scram. During this process, the fall times of the shut-down

rods were measured within the framework of recurring examinations. The secondary

circuit initially remained in operation. Around the middle of April sub-criticality and the

U233 structure were measured at a core temperature of 1300C. Another sub-criticality
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measurement and the determination of the Cold temperature coefficient occurred on

05/06 and 05/07/1984. Parallel to these measurements, the elevator of the loading

system was removed and the assembly of the fittings for the reflector inspection was

started. Upon completion of the measurements, the reactor vessels were evacuated

and then filled with nitrogen to atmospheric pressure. After additional sub-criticality

measurements at 1000C and 370C the reflector inspection occurred as of 05/24/1984.

During inspection, the secondary circuit and coolant gas circulators remained in

operation for core cooling purposes. The inspection provided not indications of

damage on the reflector, neither due to neutron-induced tension nor due to corrosion.

Upon the inspection and removal of the devices required for it, the loading system was

subjected to a thorough inspection. Focal areas for the remaining work included: a

revision of the steam turbine, the installation of the dust experiment and the dry-running

compressor TK4 for the dust experiment, the installation of new cooling water pumps

and a booster pump in the cooling water circuit 1, the replacement of the heat

exchanger bundles between the cooling water circuits 2 and 3, cleaning of the elevated

tank, replacement of the Vampyr I experimental devices and the cold gas filter and

comprehensive recurring examinations.

Upon completion of the work on the primary system, the reactor vessels were

evacuated on 07/11 and 07/12/1984 and subsequently filled with clean helium. During

the time from 07/14 until 07/17/1984 the secondary circuit was in operation for pressure

and leak tests on the steam generator and on various fittings in the engine house. On

07/27 and 07/28/1984 the secondary circuit was started back up for physical

measurements. On 07/30/1984 measurements for the determination of the
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protactinium inventory were conducted in the reactor core at a mean hot gas

temperature of 1240C. The power station was brought up the same day to a thermal

power of 30 MW and a mean hot gas temperature of 6000C. The generator was

synchronized with the network on 07/31/1984 at 0:38 a.m.

The mean hot gas temperature was increased by 08/03/1984 from 6000C to 7500C in

accordance with decreasing coolant gas contamination levels. Thermal power

increased from 30 MW to 43 MW during this process.

C On 09/26/1984 the power station was shut down for a filter change on the dust

experiment. After replacing the filter, the power station was started back up the same

day, and the generator was synchronized with the network after a downtime of about 6

hours.

D On 10/29/1984 the power station was shut down to replace the cold gas filter and to

replace a filter on the dust experiment. Parallel, the heating valve for the HD control

valve in the engine house was replaced. On 10/30/1984 the station was started back

up.

E On 12/03/1984 the power station was shut down to replace the Vampyr I experimental

devices, cold gas filter and dust filter. The shut-down was combined with an inverse-

kinetic measurement for the determination of the reactivity worth of the shut-down rods.

On 12/05/1984 the power station was started back up.

Malfunctions

On 08/09/1984 the power station had to be shut down to eliminate a malfunction in

the loading system. When the loading system had been started back up for the
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first time on 08/02/1984 after a long shut-down period, problems had occurred

shortly thereafter on the fragment separator and dispenser. After shutting the

system down and pumping the reactor vessels empty, the cause of these

malfunctions was found to be a pebble column between the dispenser and the

subsequent repair valve. The repair valve had apparently not opened up

completely. The pebble column was removed, and the repair valve was revised.

Parallel to these repairs, maintenance work was performed on the fittings in the

engine house. On 08/24/1984 the work was completed, and the power station was

started back up. With the existing reactivity load initially a mean hot gas

temperature of 6900C and thermal power of 36 MW could be reached. By

09/02/1984 the mean hot gas temperature was raised in stages to. 8500C and

thermal power to 46 MW in accordance with the progressing supply situation.

2 On 09/28/1984 a faulty connection close to the power station in the RWE network

caused voltage dips and thus a shut-down of the station. After clarifying the

situation, the power station was started back up, and the generator was

synchronized with the network after a downtime of 6 hours 5 minutes.

3 On 10/04/1984 the power station was shut down to eliminate a leak on a flange in

the feed water line of the steam generator system 4. After the defective seal had

been replaced and the pressure test had been performed successfully, the power

station was started back up on 10/05/1984.

4 In order to eliminate a malfunction in the loading system, the power station had to

be shut down on 10/11/1984 and the reactor vessels had to be pumped empty.

Upon re-starting the loading system after the preceding shut-down period the repair
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valve in the feed pipe 3 could no longer be opened. The cause of the malfunction

was a sheared-off clamping sleeve in the drive of the repair valve. It was replaced.

Parallel the superheated steam gate valve in the engine house was replaced. Upon

completion of the work, the reactor vessels were filled and the power station was

started back up on 10/18/1984. The coolant gas contamination had subsided so

much already on the following day that the mean hot temperature could be raised to

8000C and thermal power to 46 MW.

Other Operating Incidents

a On 02/13 and 02/14/1984 reactor-physical experiments were conducted. For this

experiment reactor power was briefly lowered to 50% of the specified power. During

the time from 03/26 until 03/29/1984 power, circulator speed and mean hot gas

temperature were also varied briefly for experiments. The goal of the experiments was

the verification of HTR calculation models as well as the determination of the transient

reactor behavior.

b After re-starting processes on 07/30, 08/24 and 10/18/1984 the coolant gas

contamination levels exhibited elevated values due to preceding work on the primary

system. The mean hot temperature had therefore been limited initially to 6000C and

was subsequently increased in stages in accordance with decreasing contamination

levels.

At the end of February 1984 chemical reactivity was measured while continuously feeding

C02 at 5 I/h into the primary gas and a mean gas outlet temperature of 8500C.
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Results in the Year 1984

Operating Hours of the Generator 5,104 h
Thermal Power Generated 231,593 MWh
Electrical Energy Generated 73,819 MWh
Time Utilization 58.1%
Labor Utilization 56.0%
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Fed 10,780 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Fed 0 GK
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Removed 9,175 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Removed 4 GK
Number of Circulated Pebbles (UK) 81,000 UK
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Fig. 9.18-1 Course of Operation for the Year 1985
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The course of the operating year 1985 is shown in Fig. 9.18-1. The operation of the power

station was interrupted by 10 planned shut-downs and one malfunction. The planned shut-

downs served the purpose of replacing and maintaining the experimental devices. The

malfunction occurred in the area of the loading system. In the year 1985 a time utilization of

74.7% was reached.

Shut-Down periods

A On 01/03/1985 the power station was shut down to replace the inserts for the

experiments Vampyr I, cold gas filter and dust experiment. Upon completion of this

work, the power station was started back up the same day, and the generator was

synchronized with the network after a downtime of 10 hours. The replaced

experiments had been taken out of operation on 01/01/1985.

B Vampyr I and cold gas filter were in operation from 01/08/1985 until 01/20/1985. On

01/22/1985 the power station was shut down and the inserts of these experiments were

replaced. The power station was started back up the same day. The downtime of the

generator was about 12 hours.

C On 02/21/1985 another shut-down of the plant occurred. After an 18-day experiment

duration, the filters of the dust experiment were replaced. After that the station was

started back up. The downtime of the generator was about 7 hours.

D On 03/13/1985 the power station was shut down, and the inserts for the Vampyr I, cold

gas filter and dust experiment were replaced. After that the station was started back

up, and the generator was synchronized with the network after a downtime of 9 hours.
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E On 04/13/1985 the power station was shut down as planned to install the Vampyr II

experimental device and the getter experiment as well as to perform recurring

examinations and maintenance work. The shut-down occurred with a manual scram

and was combined with an inverse-kinetic measurement to determine the reactivity

worth of the shut-down rods. The secondary circuit and the coolant gas circulators

remained in operation until 04/15/1985 for the purpose of cooling the reactor internals.

After that the reactor vessels were pumped empty for the installation of the Vampyr I1.

The installation of the Vampyr II experimental device and the getter experiment was

completed by the end of May. Parallel a variety of recurring examinations and

maintenance jobs were conducted. Among other things the by-pass flap 2 was

inspected and revised, and the condenser of the turbine was inspected. During this

process, erosion damage was detected on the cooling water intake side on the pipe

inlets across a length of 15 cm. In order to prevent the damage from progressing, an

epoxy resin coating was applied on the condenser bottoms and the pipe inlets.

On 05/22/1985 the reactor vessels were evacuated and subsequently filled with helium.

The secondary circuit was started up and on 05/25 and 05/26/1985 measurements

were conducted at core temperatures of 1300C and 1100C to determine sub-criticality.

During these measurements the cold temperature coefficient, the protactinium

inventory of the reactor core and the shut-down rod effectiveness were determined.

After these measurements, the secondary circuit was taken out of operation and the

steam generator was preserved.

While evacuating the reactor vessels, a cooling water leak occurred in the area of the

Vampyr II experimental device on a main component group. Since drying this main
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component group in the installed state would have delayed start-up of the power station

considerably, it was removed again and the remaining parts were closed off towards

the coolant gas chamber with a flange.

On 06/14/1985 the power station was started back up.

F On 08/13/1985 the power station was shut down to inspect the dust filter experiment.

Parallel to that maintenance work was performed in the containment shell. The station

was started back up the same day, and the generator was synchronized with the

network after a downtime of 11 hours.

G On 08/22/1985 the power station was shut down, and the filter of the dust experiment

was replaced. After that the station was started back up immediately, and the

generator was synchronized with the network after a downtime of 7 hours.

H On 09/10/1985 the power station was shut down, and the inserts for the Vampyr I, cold

gas filter and dust experiment were replaced. After that the station was started back

up, and the generator was synchronized with the network after a downtime of 9 hours.

On 10/15/1985 as well the power station was shut down to replace the inserts for the

Vampyr I, cold gas filter and dust experiment. Shut-down of the reactor occurred

through' a manual scram. The inverse-kinetic method was used to determine the

reactivity worth of the shut-down rods. After replacing the experiments, the power

station was started back up and the generator was synchronized with the network after

a downtime of 12 hours.
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As planned the power station was shut down on 11/06/1985 to complete the assembly

work on the Vampyr II experimental device. Apart from this assembly work, a variety of

maintenance work was performed. During the time from 11/17 until 11/19/1985

physical measurements were conducted at a thermal reactor power of 0.5 to 1 MW.

Upon completion of all work and measurements the power station was started back up

on 11/19/1985.

Malfunctions

On 06/22/1985 the power station had to be shut down to eliminate a malfunction in the

loading system and the reactor vessels had to be pumped empty.

When the loading system was supposed to be started back up a few days after the

preceding shut-down period, the repair valve between the dispenser and fragment

separator could no longer be actuated. Upon removal of the fragment separator a

pebble bridge was detected in the pebble supply system to the fragment separator.

The pebbles were removed, the removed parts were re-installed and the power station

was started back up on 07/05/1986.

Other Operating Incidents

a At the beginning of December reactor-physical measurements were conducted, for

which the speed of the coolant gas blowers and thus also reactor power were reduced,

specifically by 50% on 12/02/1985 and by 20% from 12/04 until 12/06/1985. The

experiments were part of dynamic experiments that accompanied the use of LEU fuel

elements in the AVR reactor and served the verification of calculation models.
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Results in the Year 1985

Operating Hours of the Generator 6,543 h
Thermal Power Generated 300,984 MWh
Electrical Energy Generated 96,567 MWh
Time Utilization 74.7%
Labor Utilization 73.5%
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Fed 14,400 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Fed 0 GK
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Removed 15,128 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Removed 2 GK
Number of Circulated Pebbles (UK) 86,400 UK
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Fig. 9.19-1 Course of Operation for the Year 1986
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Operation of the year 1986 was interrupted by 5 planned shut-down periods and 2

malfunctions. Time utilization was 65.5%. The course of the operating year 1986 is shown in

Fig. 9.19-1. The year 1986 was characterized by the installation of a new rotary gate feeder,

concrete renovations on the cooling tower and another obstruction incident of the dispenser,

which could be attributed to a ruptured weld seam.

Shut-Down periods

A For the replacement of the first test pipe on the Vampyr II experiment, the power

station was shut down on 01/14/1986. After replacement of the experimental device,

the power station was started back up on 01/16/1986.

B On 04/06/1986 the power station was shut down to perform recurring examinations

stipulated within the framework schedule, to conduct comprehensive physical

measurements, to replace experiments and to perform maintenance work. The reactor

was shut down with a manual scram. The shut-down was combined with an inverse-

kinetic measurement for determining the reactivity worth of the shut-down rods. After

shut-down, the reactor vessels were pumped down to a pressure of 3 bar. At this

pressure level, operation of the coolant gas circulators was still possible. At lower

pressure there was a risk of voltage breakdown. For the purpose of cooling the reactor

internals, the secondary circuit and the coolant gas blowers remained in operation for

another 2 days.

After sub-criticality measurements at 1300C and 1000C on 04/19 and 04/20/1986, for

which the secondary circuit was brought back into operation again temporarily, the

reactor vessels were pumped down to atmospheric pressure and then filled with helium

to 1.5 bar. After that measurements were started for determining the dependency of

the shut-down rod effectiveness from the retraction path of the shut-
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down rods (inclusion of rod bank curve). The measurements were conducted at a

constant core temperature of 1000C and different vessel fill levels (initially with a helium

nitrogen mixture, later with pure nitrogen). In order to be able to move the rods out far

enough, the inner reactor vessel had to be filled with pure nitrogen to 8.5 bar. After

these measurements the reactor vessels were evacuated and initially filled with helium

to an excess pressure of 0.1 bar in order to conduct a first series of pre-tests at that

pressure level for the planned simulation of the coolant loss accident. After that the

reactor vessels were filled with helium to 7.5 bar and additional experiments were

conducted.

Parallel to that, recurring examinations were conducted as per the framework schedule

(about 60 individual examinations).

The inserts of the Vampyr I experimental devices, cold gas filter and dust experiment

were replaced. The heating system on the dust experiment was replaced, and on the

Vampyr II the main component group 5 (heating system) was replaced and an analysis

gas line was laid.

A series of maintenance jobs were performed in almost all areas of the power station.

The installation of a new rotary gate feeder in the loading system and the installation of

devices for more accurate positioning in the drive of the elevator are particularly worth

mentioning.

C On 07/09/1986 the power station was shut down to check the cooling water line on the

Vampyr II experimental device. Parallel, smaller maintenance work was conducted in

the containment shell. On 07/11/1986 the power station was started back up.
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D On 07/20/1986 the power station was shut down for performing a dust remobilization

experiment with the Vampyr I experimental devices, cold gas filter and dust experiment

at a constant core temperature of 120'C. This experiment was supposed to show to

what extent the dust, which had deposited in the primary circuit, could be re-mobilized

by a quick change in the blower speed. For this project, the blower speed was

increased from 2000 rpm to 4000 rpm during a time frame of 85s. After this

experiment, the inserts of above-mentioned experimental devices were replaced. On

07/24/1986 the power station was started back up.

E The power station was shut down on 11/02/1986 to be able to perform maintenance

work and physical measurements. Focal points of this work consisted of the renovation

of the cooling tower and the inspection of the shut-down rod bottoms. On 11/06/1986

another dust re-mobilization experiment was run at a coolant gas pressure of 7 bar and

a core temperature of 1200C. As with the first experiment the circulator speed was

increased as quickly as possible from 2000 rpm to 4000 rpm, and the dust transport to

the experimental devices of the Vampyr I, coolant gas filter and dust experiment was

evaluated. The filter inserts of these devices were replaced after the experiment.

Subsequent to this experiment, the reactor vessels were pumped empty and the shut-

down rod bottoms as well as a few repair valves in the loading system were inspected

and revised. This was followed by an evacuation of the reactor vessels and a filling

process with helium up to a pressure of 7 bar. The secondary circuit and the coolant

gas circulators were brought back into operation on 12/12/1986 for the DE heat
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maintenance operation. On 12/13/1986 counter-rod measurements were performed to

determine sub-criticality and on 12/15/1986 the power station was started back up.

Malfunctions

In order to eliminate the dispenser from being stuck in the loading system, the

power station had to be shut down on 01/23/1986 and the reactor vessels had to be

pumped empty. Upon removal of the dispenser it was detected that the guide plate,

which had been welded in already once in December 1982 after a similar

malfunction under difficult conditions, had loosened and caused the obstruction.

The guide plate was fastened with a screw assembly this time. After the repair, the

reactor vessels were filled with helium, and the power station was started back up

on 02/05/1986.

2 On 08/09/1986 the power station had to be shut down to eliminate a malfunction on

the dispenser of the loading system, and the reactor vessels had to be pumped

empty. Already on 08/02 the first signs of sluggishness had occurred. They could

not be eliminated with an on-going operation. Upon removal of the dispenser it was

detected that a weld seam on the dispenser housing had ruptured. Due to this, a

metal sheet part of the housing had become stuck in the fins of the dispenser

wheel. The metal sheet was welded back on. In order to avoid a repetition of a

similar malfunction, a ring was welded onto the dispenser wheel, which was

supposed to prevent the metal sheet from interlocking with the fins of the wheel.

Upon completion of the repair and re-assembly of the removed parts, the reactor

vessels were filled with helium. On 09/01/1986 the power station was started back

up.
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Other Operating Incidents

a On 06/05/1986 thermal power was lowered briefly from 46 MW to 37 MW within the

framework of the test of the new rotary gate feeder.

During the examination it was found that the new rotary gate feeder works even when

25 pebbles are located in front of the rotary gate feeder. The limitation to columns of 5

spheres during the feed process was therefore removed. However it also turned out

that in isolated cases pebbles were fed into the core before the elevator control valve

had opened. It was suspected that the by-pass current had increased with the new

rotary gate feeder.

b On 09/29/1986 the thermocouple plug-type connections were attached to the dust

experiment in the containment shell. In order to keep radiation exposure low, the

power of the reactor was cut in half while this work was performed (for 30 minutes).

c As of 12/19/1986 dynamic experiments for verifying calculation models were

conducted. Within the framework of these experiments the reactor power was lowered

temporarily. These experiments extended beyond the end of the year until the

beginning of the shut-down period on 01/13/1987.

From 09/15 until 09/20/1986 an H2 feed experiment was conducted. The goal of the

experiment was to observe the adsorption behavior of H2 in the primary circuit and the

influence on the tritium level, especially in the secondary circuit.

In order to determine the temperature distribution in the AVR core, 190 temperature

measuring pebbles were added on 09/23/1986. The temperature measuring pebbles were

graphite pebbles, which contained several wire pieces welded into quartz ampullae with
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various melting points. Upon removal of these pebbles, the maximum temperature the

pebbles were exposed to while being guided through the core can be deduced from the

melted and non-melted wire pieces.

Results in the Year 1986

Operating Hours of the Generator 5,738 h
Thermal Power Generated 262,294 MWh
Electrical Energy Generated 84,519 MWh
Time Utilization 65.5%
Labor Utilization 64.3%
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Fed 12,300 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Fed 197 GK
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Removed 9,921 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Removed 1,773 GK
Number of Circulated Pebbles (UK) 73,800 UK
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Fig. 9.20-1 Course of Operation for the Year 1987
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The operation of the power station was interrupted in the year 1987 by 5 planned shut-downs

and 3 malfunctions. In the year 1987 experiments were conducted for the simulation of a

coolant loss accident and additional experimental devices were installed within the framework

of the HTR experimental program. The gas pressure tests of the reactor vessels and vessel

pressure examinations on about 300 vessels also required a lot of time. (These vessel

pressure examinations were conducted in part as gas pressure examinations and in part as

water pressure examinations). Bottlenecks in the fuel element disposal situation within the

KFA caused the power station to be run primarily only at half power during the first six months.

The course of the operating year 1987 is reflected in Figure 9.20-1. Time utilization was

48.3%.

Shut-Down periods

A On 01/13/1987 the power station was shut down as planned for physical

measurements and maintenance work. The duration of the shut-down period was

determined by another pre-test for the simulation of the coolant loss accident as well as

by a renovation of the bottom coating in the containment shell on the 34m, 30m, 25m

and 21m platforms.

Furthermore the test pipe of the Vampyr II experiment was replaced, the shut-down rod

bottoms of the rods 1 and 3 as well as the rotary pistons of the main and by-pass flaps

1 were inspected and a variety of maintenance tasks were performed. For the

inspection of the shut-down rod bottoms and the rotary pistons, the reactor vessels had

to be evacuated and filled with helium. The secondary circuit and the coolant gas

circulators were started up and on 02/19/1987 sub-criticality measurements were
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performed at a core temperature of 1280C. On 02/20/1987 the power station was

started back up.

Due to bottlenecks that occurred in the disposal of burned-up fuel elements, the power

station was operated with thermal power of only 24 MW until the end of March. The

mean hot gas temperature was 9300C. During this operation, increased conductivity

was observed in the secondary circuit.

B On 03/30/1987 the power station was shut down as planned in order to replace the

filter inserts of the cold gas filter and the dust experiment and in order to remove the

test pipe of the Vampyr I experimental device. On 04/01/1987 the power station was

started back up.

During this brief shut-down period an NH3 feed experiment was also conducted, which

was supposed to clarify with regard to inspections on the THTR as to whether a

transformation of ammonium into methane occurs when starting up the system. It also

showed that the NH3 that is fed into the reactor decays relatively quickly.

After start-up the station was run at a thermal power of 46 MW for 48 hours. The goal

of this full load operation was to clarify the cause for the increased conductivity in the

secondary circuit. It was confirmed that the conductivity increase could be attributed to

the half-load operation. After that power was lowered again with consideration of the

above-mentioned disposal difficulty.

C On 04/26/1987 the power station was shut down as planned to conduct recurring

examinations, to install and modify experimental devices and to perform maintenance
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work and physical measurements. During this shut-down period among other things

pressure tests, which must be conducted at 10-year intervals, were conducted on about

300 pressure vessels, including the reactor vessels.

In preparation for the planned simulation of the loss of pressure accident, pressure and

temperature measuring points were installed in the mixed cooling unit and a T-piece

was installed into the outlet line of the mixed cooling unit 2. For the simulation of the

coolant loss accident thermocouples, which rested against the inner reactor vessels,

were installed into the seal gap between the reactor vessels to measure the

temperature of the inner reactor vessel. For a selective tritium filter experiment a

tritium permeation filter device was installed in the dust experiment, measuring pipes

were laid and the appropriate control cabinet was installed.

Apart from numerous maintenance tasks, seals were installed into the new rotary gate

feeder to reduce the by-pass current.

Three sub-criticality measurements that were spread out throughout this shut-down

period served the examination of the shut-down situation, the determination of the cold

temperature coefficient and the measurement of the protactinium 233 reactivity worth.

Upon completion of the work, the reactor vessels were filled with helium and the

secondary circuit as well as the coolant gas circulators were started up in order to be

able to perform sub-criticality measurements. For a general helium leak test in the

containment shell the reactor was started up on 07/18/1987 for 2 hours with a thermal

power of 5 MW. On 07/22/1987 the power station was started back up to full power.
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D On 09/14/1987 the power station was shut down in order to inspect the Vampyr II

experimental device. The occasion was the observation that the ball valve for closing

the experiment could not be opened completely. After replacing pre-control fittings in

the pressurized air supply, the cause of the impairment was eliminated. The power

station was started back up on 09/15/1987.

On 09/17/1987 the Vampyr II device was started up. During this process the N2

content in the coolant gas rose drastically and quickly so that the Vampyr II had to be

taken out of operation again on 09/18/1987. The decrease in N2 concentration levels in

the primary circuit occurring thereafter confirmed that nitrogen had reached the primary

circuit via a leak on the ball valves.

E On 11/25/1987 the station was shut down to perform experiments and maintenance

work as well as for the remaining recurring examinations that still had to be conducted

in 1987 and to replace the inserts in the Vampyr I experimental devices, the cold gas

filter and dust experiment.

While checking the pressure of the collecting tanks 3 and 4, a leak occurred in the seal

gas chamber surrounding them. The tanks were then locked so that they could no

longer be filled. (Replacement tanks were installed in the year 1988).

Apart from other maintenance tasks, the collar thrust bearing of the steam turbine was

checked, and the oil scrape rings were replaced.

On 12/18/1987 the power station was started back up.
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Malfunctions

1 On 08/09/1987 a leak was detected in the area of the relief steam cooler on the

turbine. Water was dripping in small quantities from the insulation. Since the leak

rate was increasing, the power station was shut down on 08/11/1987, the leak was

eliminated, and the power station was started back up. The generator was

synchronized with the network after a downtime of 9 hours.

2 On 09/08/1987 another leak occurred on the relief steam cooler of the turbine so

that the power station had to be shut down to eliminate this leak. The casing of the

relief steam cooler was replaced, and the power station was started back up on

09/09/1987.

3 On 12/18/1987, about 3 hours after synchronizing the generator with the network,

smoke development was detected on the turbine collar thrust bearing. Thereupon

the power station was shut down as a precautionary measure. An oil leak on the oil

scraper rings of the collar thrust bearing of the turbine was found to be the cause.

The oil scraper rings were replaced. On 12/22/1987 the power station was started

back up.

Other Operating Incidents

a Due to bottlenecks in the disposal of burned-up fuel elements, the power station had to

be run mostly at half load during the first half of the year.

During the time from 08/03/1987 until 08/07/1987 a four-phase CO 2 feed experiment was

conducted to determine the chemical reactivity of the -core. After a thrust-type feed of 186 I

CO 2 into the coolant gas, a continuous feed process of 5.8 I C0 2/h occurred over about 46
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hours, then another thrust-type feed of 189 I C02 and another continuous feed process of 9.9 I

CO2 h over about 54 hours.

Results in the Year 1987

Operating Hours of the Generator 4,229 h
Thermal Power Generated 157,468 MWh
Electrical Energy Generated 49,374 MWh
Time Utilization 48.3%
Labor Utilization 37.6%
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Fed 10,800 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Fed 0 GK
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Removed 8,183 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Removed 378 GK
Number of Circulated Pebbles (UK) 64,800 UK
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9.21 Operating Year 1988
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[Diagram of electrical power for the year 1988]

Fig. 9.21-1 Course of Operation for the Year 1988
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In the year 1988 the power station had 4 planned shut-downs. Once the station had to be

shut down to eliminate a malfunction in the secondary circuit. Time utilization was 62.6%.

The course of the operation in the year 1988 is reflected in Fig. 9.21-1. The length of the

shut-down periods from the middle of April until the middle of July and in October 1988 had

been determined by the installation of experimental devices and by the execution of 4

experiments on the simulation of a coolant loss accident.

For these experiments, the pressure of the reactor vessels was pumped down to atmospheric

pressure. Then the core was heated with running circulators and a thermal power of about 4

MW until a temperature distribution that corresponded to a normal operation had developed.

After this preparatory phase the circulators were shut down, the power of the core was

controlled with the shut-down rods corresponding to the expected decay heat development

after full load operation, and the temperature curves of the installations were observed.

In order to be able to record also the maximum temperatures occurring in the core during the

experiments on accident simulation planned for October, 110 temperature measuring spheres

were fed into the core via the central pipe on 07/06/1988.

Since the evaluation of the first few temperature measuring pebbles, which had been

introduced on 09/23/1986 and had meanwhile been removed, resulted in unexpectedly high

maximum temperatures, the mean hot gas temperature was limited to 8100C after the end of

February.

On 12/31/1988 at 11:58 pm the power station was shut down a final time. The usage contract

between KFA and AVR had expired effective 12/31/1988 and had not been
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extended. Instead the contracting parties had entered into a contract dated 11/20, 11/25/1987

on the closure of the power station.

Shut-Down periods

A On 02/21/1988 the power station was shut down to conduct a circulator transient

experiment, to replace the Vampyr I and cold gas filter experimental devices, as well as

to repair a cooling tower fan.

The shut-down of the reactor occurred with a manual scram. In order to determine the

reactivity worth of the shut-down rods, the shut-down was combined with an inverse-

kinetic measurement.

The circulator transient experiments were supposed to be used to examine the

behavior of dust in the primary circuit under changing current conditions.

Upon completion of the work and the planned experiments, the power station was

started back up on 02/25/1988.

B On 04/17/1988 the power station was shut down in order to install a circulator in the

seal gap line in preparation for the planned experiments on the simulation of a coolant

loss accident and to conduct two experiments. Apart from that, the inserts of the dust

filter, the cold gas filter and the Vampyr I were replaced and maintenance tasks as well

as recurring examinations were conducted.

After installation of the seal gap circulator, the reactor vessels were evacuated and

subsequently filled with helium to atmospheric pressure. On 05/12/1988 heating of the

core was started with a thermal power of 4 MW. On 05/24/1988 the first experiment
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was initiated by shutting down the blowers and closing the main gage flaps. The power

of the core was adjusted in stages with the shut-down rods in accordance with a decay

heat development. The experiment was ended after 29 hours. After heating the core

and the installations again, the second experiment began on 05/27/1988. Contrary to

the first experiment, the second one was conducted with opened main gage flaps. The

duration of the experiment was 37 hours.

On 06/17/1988 the reactor vessel was evacuated and subsequently filled with helium.

Upon completion of the experiments, the maintenance work and recurring

examinations, the power station was started back up on 07/13/1988.

C In a planned shut-down period from 08/14 until 08/18/1988, the inserts of the Vampyr I

and Vampyr II experimental devices and of the dust experiment were replaced.

D For the repetition of the experiment on the simulation of a coolant loss accident, the

power station was shut down as planned on 10/01/1988 and the reactor vessels were

pumped down to atmospheric pressure. On 10/08/1988 the experiment with closed

main gage flaps began, and on 10/14/1988 the experiment with opened main gage

flaps was started. The temperature curves of both experiments did not exhibit large

differences; this is an indication that the transport of heat through convection did not

play an important role in the experiments. Due to experiences gained in the first

experiments in May, the test duration of these experiments could be extended

considerably so that the temperature maximum could be observed on all measuring

points. Particularly pointed out should be the slow temperature increase of the bottom
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reflector. It had reached its maximum of 500'C only after 65 hours, while the

temperatures in the upper core area dropped very quickly.

During this shut-down period as well maintenance tasks and recurring examinations

were conducted parallel to the experiments, and experimental devices were installed.

For example a neutron flux measuring chamber was installed into the overheat pipe of

the steam generator, which had been closed down after the steam generator damage.

It was tested during the following operating phase at a working temperature of 500'C.

Upon completion of all work, the power station was started back up on 11/08/1988.

FM-affnCtionS

On 07/23/1988 the power station had to be shut down to eliminate a steam leak on the

gland of a gate valve in the steam generator system 4. After allowing the steam

generator to cool down and re-packaging the gland, the power station was started back

up on 07/26/1988, and the generator was synchronized with the network after a

downtime of 75 ½ hours.

Ot her Operati lIncidents . ..

a Due to a sheared-off clutch pin in the drive of a cooling tower fan and the associated

failure of the corresponding cooling tower cell, thermal power of the power station had

to be reduced to 43 MW as of 02/10/1988. The drive was repaired during the planned

shut-down period beginning on 02/21/1988.
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b In order to limit the temperature stress on the shut-down rods during the planned

simulations of a coolant loss accident, the fuel supply was stopped effective

02/11/1988. This caused the reactor power to drop to 31 MW from the beginning of

March until the shut-down period. Due to this measure the shut-down rods had to be

extended far out for decay heat simulation during the experiments, causing them to

remain in relatively cool ranges.

Between the time the power station was started back up on 07/23/1988 and

09/17/1988, the mean hot gas temperature was limited to 7000C and thermal reactor

power to 40 MW; after that temperature and thermal power dropped to 6350C and 36

MW, respectively, until the beginning of the shut-down period due to the planned

"stretch-out operation". The goal of this measure was to maintain the temperature of

the fusible wire inserts in the 110 temperature measuring pebbles, which had been

added on 07/06/1988, below the maximum temperatures expected during the

experiment. The temperature measuring spheres were supposed to be used to record

the maximum temperature of the core during the experiments on the simulation of a

coolant loss accident planned for October 1988. Between the time when the

temperature measuring pebbles had been added and when the loading system was

stopped on 08/24/1988, a total of 21,000 pebbles had been circulated so that the

measuring pebbles were located in the center of the core during the experiment. Even

after start-up on 11/08/1988 the power station was operated at a mean hot gas

temperature of 7000C for the same reason and due to the burned-up core. From 11/24

until 12/07/1988 thermal power was raised temporarily by increasing the coolant gas

blower speed from 4000 rpm to 4400 rpm. On 12/14/1988 the caught-up supply

situation of the core permitted an increase in the mean hot gas temperature to 7400C.
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As of 12/17/1988 the mean hot gas temperature was lowered again from 740 to 7000C

for 4 days in order to feed H20 continuously into the primary system at this

temperature.

On 01/20/1988 two C02 thrust feed experiments were conducted at an interval of 6 hours, and

on 02/28/1988 a CO thrust feed experiment was performed. With these experiments reaction

kinetics was supposed to be measured and described. For the same purpose two additional

C02 thrust feed experiments were conducted on 09/29/1988, however at a gas temperature of

6500C. In each case 300 I C02 were introduced into the coolant gas. On 11/30/1988 the last

two C02 feed experiments followed at a mean hot gas temperature of 7040C. 380 I and 368 I

C02 were introduced.

During the time from 12/19 until 12/23/1988 an H20 feed experiment was-conducted at a

mean gas outlet temperature of 7000C. In order to reach a high moisture value quickly, 43 I/h

humidified helium was introduced during the first 3 ½ hours and 19 I/h humidified helium

during the remainder of the experiment. This experiment was supposed to be used to

examine the interaction between water and the primary system. The result was that at a gas

temperature of 7000C the entire water is cracked. Absorption of H20 was not observed.

Within the framework of the experiments on the simulation of a coolant loss accident an

experiment was planned and prepared with which the activity and dust discharge was

supposed to be examined, which is associated with a pressure relief during such a

malfunction. During this experiment the coolant gas was supposed to be blown out via filters

into the mixed cooling unit. Although all necessary installations had been mounted for this

experiment, the experiment could not be conducted in 1988 because approval was not issued

until the following year.
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Results in the Year 1988

Operating Hours of the Generator 5,487 h
Thermal Power Generated 227,640 MWh
Electrical Energy Generated 71,061 MWh
Time Utilization 62.6%
Labor Utilization 53.9%
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Fed 9,440 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Fed 111 GK
Number of Fuel Elements (BE) Removed 9,613 BE
Number of Graphite Pebbles (GK) Removed 88 GK
Number of Circulated Pebbles (UK) 79,200 UK
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10 Malfunctions and Accidents

10.1 Turbine Oil Fire

Description of Damage

On Thursday, 02/11/1971, around 6:45 PM the fuel oil line broke on one control accelerator

for one of the two main steam turbine shut-offs. The leaking oil was ignited on the hot parts of

the turbine. The fire spread very rapidly. It was no longer possible to shut the breakage area

off from the remaining oil system. The manual wheel for the shut-off valve was located behind

the turbine paneling in the area of the fire.

The turbine was shut off immediately with the "turbine emergency off" switch in the pilot switch

console. Since the gear pump for the turbine oil supply is firmly connected with the turbine

shaft, oil continued to be fed into the burning area during this leak via the ruptured line. The

exact leak time of the turbine could not be determined due to the inaccessibility of the unit

during the fire. However, it must have leaked relatively quickly since due to the pressure drop

in the fuel oil system the vacuum in the condenser was decreased by opening the vacuum

breaker.

The fire station of the KFA, which was alarmed promptly, had the fire extinguished after

approx. 15 minutes.

Cause of Damage

The cause of the fire was the fuel oil line, which had ruptured in a clamped screw assembly of

the control accelerator. Later examination of the clamped screw assembly showed that the

bore of the union nut of this screw assembly had relatively sharp edges and had been
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pushed into the pipe. Under the effects of the line vibrations a crack had formed extending

from this notch and had caused the line to rupture. This crack formation was enhanced by the

rigid routing of the line in this area.

Background

On 01/28/1971 a leak was detected on the above-mentioned clamped screw assembly. The

leaking oil was wiped off. Since after 02/01/1971 a shut-down period was scheduled, a can

was placed under the leaking area until then to collect the leaking oil. For better observation

of the leaking area, the floor panel above the leaking area was removed. In the shut-down

period from 02/01 until 02/06/1971 scheduled for repair work the clamped screw assembly

was opened. It was detected that the end of the pipe in the screw assembly had not been cut

off at a right angle. The pipe end was straightened, and the line was re-installed. After the

start-up on 02/07/1971 the screw assembly was tight. On the afternoon of 02/09/1971

however another leak was detected on the screw assembly. After tightening the union nut by

about ¾ thread, the leak was temporarily eliminated. It re-occurred however on the same

evening. Since the union nut could not be tightened further, it was suspected that the

clamping ring in the screw assembly did not seal tightly any longer. The leaking area was

sealed in a make-shift manner, and the pipe was secured against sliding out. Since the make-

shift seal was not absolutely tight, a collecting device was mounted beneath the leaking area.

The collected oil was reintroduced into a vessel via a pipe and later on directly into the oil

container. The leaking area was checked at regular intervals. Up to the last inspection,

approx. 5 minutes before the malfunction occurred, no increase in the leak had been

observed.
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On 02/10/1971 a device, which was supposed to enable the secure sealing of the leaking area

without interrupting operation, was being produced promptly. In case the seal would remain

unsuccessful with this device, the turbine was to be shut down briefly and a new pipe bend

with an expansion loop was to be installed. An appropriate pipe bend was produced. The

seal and possibly the installation of the new pipe bend was planned for 02/12/1971.

During the sealing work on the evening of 02/09/1971, a smoldering area was created in the

turbine insulation from splattered oil. On the morning of 02/11/1971 leaking oil was splattered

also on hot parts of the turbine while taking measurements for the seal design and was

ignited. Since both cases involved small oil quantities, the available 12 kg fire extinguishers

were used to prevent a fire from developing.

The above-described events, leaks on oil-conducting systems of the turbine and their

temporary acceptance and make-shift sealing measures were generally common in the

practical operation of power plants.
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Scope of Damage

Fig. 10.1-1 Control Stand of the Turbine after the Oil Fire

Essential components of the turbine, such as bearings, coupler, housing and generator, were

not damaged by the fire. The load-bearing capacity of the engine house ceiling, of the engine

house crane and the turbine foundation were not impaired by the fire either.

The following damage was recorded:

* The instruments and electrical installation in the engine console in front of the steam

turbine were destroyed.

* The insulation of the turbine and a portion of the sunken pipe lines had become unusable

due to penetrated oil and the heavy bubble effect of the dry-powder extinguisher during the

extinguishing process.

* The target value adjusting device for the turbine speed was heavily damaged.
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* The motor of the oil exhauster blower was burned.

" In the area of the fire~some cables were scorched.

" Some metal plates of the turbine paneling were bent; the color was partially burned off.

" The entire engine house was heavily contaminated by fire residue, insulation parts, oil and

extinguishing residue. The necessary clean-up and cleaning work was of extensive scope.

* The engine house ceiling was heavily contaminated with oil and soot. The paint had

become unfit for use.

* A large portion of the engine house window was cracked.

* The color on the engine house crane was partially burned off.

Measures to Prevent Similar Malfunctions

To reduce the probability of line ruptures in the oil system and the associated risk of fire, the

following measures were taken and installations were performed:

" The Ermeto couplings located on the control accelerators and control devices of the

turbine were replaced with welded-on cone couplings.

" To reduce stress from engine vibrations, the rigid pipe connections in the control oil system

were replaced with more elastic pipe loops.

* The manual drives of the shut-off valves for the control oil system were laid such by

extending the rods that they can be actuated from outside the turbine paneling.
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" To avoid fire damage on adjacent installations and control cabinets the turbine paneling

was enlarged so that the oil lines run within the paneling. In addition the paneling was

insulated.

* The glass wall with glass door between the control room and the engine house was

replaced with a double glass wall made of fireproof glass and two glass doors (sluice).

" The cables in the area of the turbine were run in ducts with fireproof insulation.

* On the 3m and 9m platform in the engine house movable P50 fire extinguishers were set

up.

* To prevent a lack of feed water, which could arise from the failure of shut-off and by-pass

valves, the feed water container was equipped with a feed device for drinking water.

The use of non-combustible hydraulic fluid as control medium was not possible in the AVR

turbine because on one hand the control and bearing oil systems of the turbine are linked and

on the other hand the non-combustible hydraulic fluids are not suitable for lubrication.
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10.2 Ingress of Acid

Occurrence of Malfunction

After start-up of the condensate desalination system on 09/07/1971 at 10:15 AM conductivity

in the feed water rose drastically. At the same time the 02 content in the feed water also rose,

and the pH value dropped to 3. Water analyses, which were conducted immediately,

confirmed the values.

Cause of Malfunction

While regenerating the cation exchanger of the condensate desalination system, hydrochloric

acid was also introduced into the gravel bed filter when HCI was being added. This was

possible because the two shut-off valves in front of the gravel bed filter were leaking, and the

relief valve between the two shut-off valves was closed due to an operating error.

During start-up of the dealkalization process, the content of the gravel bed filter (about 50 I

diluted hydrochloric acid, corresponding to 10 I concentrated acid) was then introduced into

the secondary circuit.

Measures to Eliminate Malfunction

Immediately after the malfunction occurred, water was increasingly drained from the

secondary circuit and fresh deionized water as well as approx. 10 I NH3 and approx. 10 I N2H4

were metered in. In order to accelerate the exchange of water, 10 m3 deionized water was

obtained from the KFA. Towards noon another 10 I NH3 was metered in. After these

measures the pH value had risen to 9.5 and conductivity had dropped to 120 VtS/cm. Water

analyses conducted 6 hours after start of the malfunction showed Cl concentrations of 128
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mg/I and Fe concentrations of 95 mg/I. To avoid larger corrosion due to these high

concentrations, the power station was shut down at 4:11 PM.

After cooling the plant down, the feed water container, condensate collector and steam

generator were emptied, the feed water container and condensate collector were filled with

fresh deionized water and heated to 1200C. After that the steam generator was rinsed with

this water, and the steam generator and containers were emptied again. This water exchange

and rinse procedure were repeated a total of five times by 09/10/1971. On 09/11/1971 the

power station was re-started.

Measures to Avoid Similar Malfunctions

" In the outlet line between the dealkalization system and the secondary circuit a magnetic

valve was installed, which closes automatically when the conductivity limits in the

dealkalization system are exceeded.

* The relief valves were specially marked and equipped with instruction labels.

* The operating and safety regulations for the dealkalization system were expanded, and the

operating staff was trained accordingly.
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10.3 Steam Generator Damage

Preface

Since the primary circuit and the remaining He-circuits in many areas are separated only by a

wall from the water-filled chambers of other components (heat exchanger, diaphragm

compressors, steam generator, etc.) and are connected with the cooling water circuits via

fittings, it is basically possible that water could enter the gas circuits. For example while

starting up the power plant an elevated coolant gas moisture level was observed from time to

time.

The moisture was then precipitated via the gas purifiers while observing the CO 2 and H20

limits for the respective coolant gas temperature.

Background

Also during the time before the steam generator damage incident elevated moisture levels

were observed in the coolant gas.

From 02/14 until 02/15/1978 the power plant was shut down for repairs of a diaphragm

compressor. After the re-start on 02/14 the H20 partial pressure in the coolant gas rose to

0.45 mbar. Until re-start on 02/15 the moisture level had dropped to 0.03 mbar. After starting

the plant back up, approx. 900 g H20 were precipitated via the gas purifiers.

From 03/28 until 03/30/1978 the power station was shut down to replace the cold gas filter.

After the re-start on 03/28 the H20 partial pressure in the coolant gas rose to 0.1 mbar.

During re-start it reached 10 mbar. The coolant gas temperature was lowered accordingly.

On 03/31 the moisture level had dropped to 1.6 mbar, on 04/01 to 0.5 mbar. By the middle of

April it decreased further to values < 1 ýtbar. During this time approx. 8 kg H20 were
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precipitated via the gas purifiers. This incident was the reason for initiating a defect search

program.

On 05/02/1978 the power plant was shut down for external training purposes (Aachen

Technical College). 1 hour before the scheduled shut-down a scram occurred due to a short

circuit in the neutron flux safety device. After this scram and elimination of its cause, the

power station was re-started immediately. During this process the moisture level rose to 0.5

mbar. After the subsequent shut-down and start-up for demonstration purposes it rose to 7

mbar. By 05/11 it dropped to 5 iibar. Approx. 6 kg water were precipitated.

On 05/11/1978, within the framework of the defect search program (see below), the coolant

gas pressure was lowered by 0.05 bar. This process was to check whether water had

collected in the U-shaped pipes between the reactor vessel and the safety valves. The

coolant gas moisture level rose to 35 tbar during this experiment.

Beginning of the Malfunction

On 05/13/1978 (Saturday before Pentecost) a malfunction occurred on the Bopp and Reuther

control device for the steam generator safety valve. Since elimination of the malfunction was

not possible during operation of the power plant, it was shut down. During this shut-down, the

coolant gas moisture level rose to 40 mbar (0.6 percent by volume). It then dropped to 24

mbar by 05/16/78 (0.32 percent by volume).

On 05/16/1978, upon conclusion of the repair work on the control device for the steam

generator safety valve, the reactor was started up at a thermal power of 10 MW and a coolant

gas temperature of 5000C to dry the primary circuit. After start-up moisture initially rose as

expected to about 100 mbar, but then dropped slowly to about 10 mbar by 05/18/1978. On
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05/18 the coolant gas moisture level rose to about 200 mbar, triggering the fill level monitoring

device of the fragment collector can. After that the repair valve between dispenser and

fragment separator was closed, the repair valve was removed through the fragment collector

can, and the fragment collector can was inspected with a technoscope. Approx. 5 I water

were detected in the fragment collector can. A water sample was taken.

On 05/19/1978 the drying attempt was stopped. The reactor was shut down.

Defect Search Program

The following possibilities were listed as causes for the water penetration into the primary

circuit:

* Leak in the cooling system of a dry-running compressor in the gas circuits.

* Diaphragm rupture of a diaphragm compressor of the gas circuits.

* Water transfer into the gas circuits while emptying the mixed cooling unit.

* Error while transfusing the collecting tank 6 of the gas purification system into containers 3

and 4.

* Water transfer into the gas circuits during the pressure test of the reactor vessel on

03/11/1977 or during other recurring examinations.

* Leak on the steam generator.

* Leak in the gas cooling unit of the gas purification system.

* Leak in the cooling units of the coolant gas blowers.
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* Leak on the Vampyr experimental devices.

" Ingress of water from the seal gap while lowering pressure.

* Transfer of water that was precipitated in the gas purifiers.

* Leaks on valves that separate the water and gas circuits.

* Sabotage.

To locate the cause of the defect a defect search program was set up as of April 1978, which

could be processed only partially by the time the malfunction occurred on 05/13. It contained

the following checks:

* Raise the seal gap pressure to check whether moisture penetrates from the seal gap.

(The increase in the seal gap pressure did not result in any coolant gas moisture level

changes).

" Decrease the coolant gas pressure to check whether water collected in the U-shaped

connecting pipes to the primary circuit. (A decrease in the coolant gas pressure by 0.05

bar on 05/11 caused an increase in the coolant gas moisture level to about 35 ýLbar).

* Drain the measuring devices in the gas purifiers. (During drainage of the measuring

devices water was detected.)

* Decrease power to see whether leaks of the steam generator occur with dynamic changes

by modifying pressure and through-put conditions in the steam generator. (The

experiment was not conducted.)

* Shut down the power plant at constant coolant gas pressure to check whether the moisture

comes from the gas circuits or the steam generator. (The experiment was not conducted.)
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* During the scheduled revision period after the holiday break the reactor vessel was to be

pumped empty and the safety valves as well as the rupture disks in front of the safety

valves were to be checked.

* During this period, all lines with U-shaped routing were to be checked to the extent

possible.

Measures after 05/19/19 78

The water sample from the fragment collector can was analyzed. The analysis' values had

the following results:

tritium 900 mCi/I

NH4  75 mg/I

Sr 90 3 mCi/I

Cs 137, 134, EU 154, 155, 156, 0.08 mCi/I

Co 60, Zn 65, Ag 110m, Fe 59

It was concluded from the high NH4 content that the water came from the cooling water

circuits and not from the steam generator. The hydrazine and ammonia dosages in the

secondary circuit were below 1 mg/l. The cooling water circuits had considerably higher

dosages. In order to cool the core, the blower and the steam generator were therefore kept in

operation. The circulator was shut down on 05/21 and the steam generator on 05/23.

Parallel to the core cooling process, the reactor vessels were pumped empty and the elevator

of the loading system was opened. While pumping out the coolant gas with the TK1

compressor, about 140 I water were precipitated in the compressor due to the compression of

the moist gas at high pressure levels. A total of 4 oil changes had to be performed during
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the pump-out process. During the first 3 oil changes water

When opening the elevator, 60 I water were found. Here

and analyzed. Following are the results:

samples were taken and analyzed.

as well a water sample was taken

tritium

mCi/I

Fragment collector can

Elevator

TK1 1st Sample

TK1 2 nd Sample

TKI 3rd Sample

900

900

900

80

50

NH4

mg/I

75

59

144

225

75

Emptying of the Reactor Vessels

Upon disassembly of the elevator it was attempted to drain the feed pipes of the loading

system by opening the W2.41.13 repair valve. During this process approx. 400 I water ran

into the containment shell and gathered in the spherical collecting cap of the containment

shell. The associated release of tritium into the atmosphere was reported to the Regulatory

Authority. It was below the limits stipulated in the Radiation Protection Ordinance for

malfunctions. The release of this amount of water occurred because the opening and closure

time of the repair valve is about 12 s.

Upon installation of a Plexiglas pane with a water drain valve in front of the housing of the

W2.41.15 valve the drainage process was continued. The water was initially filled into 25 I

glass containers and then into 100 I aluminum tanks. Since after the removal of about 8 m3

water no end was still in sight, the decision was made to replace the Plexiglas pane with an

air-tight closure with a drainage device and a fill level indicator and to then open the repair

valve between the dispenser and fragment separator. After installation it turned out that the
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inner reactor vessel was under water to above the axis of the coolant gas circulators (see Fig.

10.3-1). Approx. another 17 m3 water were still located in the reactor vessel. The cause of

the malfunction had been found. It was only via the steam generator that so much water

could have penetrated into the primary circuit.
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Fig. 10.3-1 Water Level in the Primary Circuit after Water Penetration

The KFA made a suitable container holding 30 m3 available and set it up in the warm

workshop. The water from the reactor vessel, from the spherical containment shell cap and
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10.3 Steam Generator Damage

from the small containers was filled into this container. It was later handed over to the

Decontamination Division of the KFA. On June 16 the reactor vessel was empty.

Removal of Residual Water

After the water had been drained from the reactor vessel, the cladding tubes of the shut-down

rods were drained with the help of the removal dome for the covers of the shut-down rod

cladding tubes. Approx. 5 m3 water were removed. The removed water was also filled into

the 30 m3 container from the KFA.

The oil supply containers for the coolant gas blowers were opened and cleaned. The oil was

changed.

The residual water in the bottom of the inner reactor vessel, in the through-hole of the feed

pipes through the reactor vessel wall, from the coolant gas circulators and from additional

pipes was removed by evacuating the reactor vessel. In order to be able to supply the

necessary evaporation heat for the extensive puddle in the bottom of the reactor vessel, the

seal gap cooling unit was removed and a seal gap heater was installed. For the same reason,

the blowers were heated with direct current via the coils. The evacuation time was about 9

weeks. After that, the insulating resistance of the blowers had increased to several megohm.

Before evacuation it had been a few ohm. During evacuation a total of 1.9 m3 water were

removed. This water as well was filled into the KFA container.

Reactivity Development and Removal of Fuel Elements

The core's reactivity was being monitored from the beginning of the malfunction through

weekly sub-criticality measurements.
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It is remarkable that this was also possible before draining the reactor vessel although a

portion of the shut-down device was under water.

Since the reactor was fully loaded when the malfunction occurred and reactivity continued to

rise due to the decay of Pa 233 in U 233, the possibility existed that the values could drop

below the minimum sub-criticality level of 0.5%, referred to 1300C. The loading system was

therefore initially dried and revised and then 2000 fuel elements were removed. On

01/09/1978, after the evacuation process of the reactor vessels was concluded, additionally 1

bar nitrogen was filled into the reactor vessel to further lower reactivity. Another alternative

was the possibility of adding boron pebbles. Of course further fuel elements could also have

been removed.

During removal of the first 550 spheres, until the middle of July, difficulties occurred on the

loading system. Clogged areas had developed several times due to graphite sludge. The

sludge was removed. The bearings of the fragment separator were replaced. After August 18

the removal process was continued without further problems.

Since about 5000 of the fuel elements in the pebble removal pipe had been under water, 150

of the removed pebbles were subjected to a follow-up examination in the hot cells of the KFA.

The examinations showed only slight changes on the fuel elements so that the remaining

3000 fuel elements, which were under water, could be left in the fuel cycle. On the surface of

some pebbles a rust layer could still be seen, which was mainly located in surface

indentations on one pebble half. This allowed the conclusion that impurities from the water

had deposited and remained in the indentations after the water had been drained.
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Examinations with regard to mechanical stability (drop tests and crushing between steel

plates) did not exhibit any changes over values measured at earlier times. The results of a

heating test as well, during which the release of fission noble gases was measured, were

entirely comparable to values measured earlier. The standard corrosion test at 9000C with 10

mbar water vapor also resulted in values like those obtained before the water penetration

incident. Corrosion tests at 10000C, during which the reaction between graphite and water

takes place mainly in the fuel element layer close to the surface, indicated an increase in the

corrosion rate by 20%, which was attributed to the thin rust layer.

Search for the Defect on the Steam Generator and Repair of the Steam Generator

To search for the cause of the defect on the steam generator initially 4 steam generator

systems were opened and an He leak test was performed. The leak test showed that the leak

had to be in the steam generator system 1. After this the pipes of system 1 were separated

on the system intake and system outlet collectors one after the other, filled with nitrogen and

placed under pressure.

The pressure in the reactor vessel, lowered to atmospheric pressure, was observed during

this process with a U-pipe manometer. When applying pressure from pipe 8 in the end

superheater system 1 the pressure in the reactor vessel clearly increased. The defective pipe

had been found. From the speed of the pressure increase in the reactor vessel the leak size

was calculated to be approx. 3 mm 2. The defective pipe and the corresponding connections

on the collectors were then sealed through welding. All other pipes were welded back to the

collectors. Since the steam generator was designed for a heating surface reserve of 10%, the

loss of one end superheater pipe did not create any power impairment.
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Fig. 10.3-2 System Outlet Collector with Separated Pipes

Fig. 10.3-3 Welding Work on the System Outlet Collector
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Retrofitting

In order to be able to detect the defect sooner in a repeat steam generator damage incident

and remove collected water better, water sensors and drainage devices were installed on the

shut-down rod covers. The covers of the shut-down rod cladding tubes are the lowest and

coldest part of the primary system. With increasing moisture, condensation of water is to be

expected there first.

The device for measuring the H20 partial pressure in the coolant gas was expanded.

Although the moisture sensors had functioned flawlessly during the malfunction, they were

unable to detect the portion of penetrated moisture that had been converted in the core to H2

and CO or C02. The H2, CO and CO2 concentrations in the coolant gas were measured only

discontinuously with gas-phase chromatographs. To achieve continuous H2 monitoring, 3

additional moisture sensors with an added oxidation stage were installed, in which H2 is

oxidized into H20 and can thus be detected. The limit value probes of these devices were

integrated into the safety circuit.

In order to be able to analyze operating processes better after malfunctions or special

incidents, a computer was installed, which detects the measuring values and limit value

violations of approx. the 200 most important variables in the power plant with a time resolution

of about 5 ms.

Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn from the malfunction for the design of future systems:

All containers, particularly the reactor vessels, must be equipped with drainage devices.
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" Dead spaces and lines with U-shaped installation are to be avoided.

* Since the moisture sensors measure only the water content in the gaseous phase and do

not offer any conclusion about water collected in the containers, all containers, particularly

reactor vessels, should be provided with the possibility of determining the fill level.

* The instruments of the secondary circuit must be so complete that a water balance can be

performed. It proved to be disadvantageous that this was not possible with the steam

generator malfunction due to insufficient instruments.

* Components sensitive towards water, such as e.g. the loading system and the coolant gas

circulators, should be arranged in the system such that they cannot be damaged by

penetrating water.

* With consideration of repair work that may become necessary tight spaces are to be

avoided.

* The accessibility of the reactor system and the hygiene facilities should be designed such

that after special incidents plant operation can be continued with more staff.

Further Procedure

The further procedure was initially determined by the occurrence of damage on the coolant

gas circulator 1. See 10.4 Circulator Damage. Upon conclusion of the repair work and re-

installation of the blower, the circulators' test run was conducted successfully. After that a

drying section, consisting of molecular sieves, was installed. Then the primary circuit was

heated with the auxiliary vessel via the steam generator and a first drying process was
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conducted. The plant was then re-started in 3 phases. Details and results of the re-start are

described in the course of operation paragraphs (9.12).
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10.4 Circulator Damage

Preface

The oil supply for the coolant gas circulators consists of two oil containers, in which the oil

tanks, filters, oil cooling units, pumps and valves are arranged, and a filter container for

removing oil vapors from the seal gas circuit of the blowers. A second container surrounds

these containers, respectively. The space between the containers is connected to the seal

gas-2-system. They are located in chambers beneath the 11 m platform. An oil supply

container is located on the 30m platform, an oil drainage container on the 5m platform.

Revision of the Oil Supply System

After the steam generator accident, the oil was drained from the oil supply system, the

containers were opened, and the lines were rinsed with flushing oil. The oil cooling units were

opened and cleaned. The through-holes of the electrical lines through the container walls

were revised. Upon conclusion of this work and a final check, the containers were re-closed.

All work in the very tight chambers had to be performed with full protection. After this fresh oil

was fed into the system. Since it involved oil of special specification, it had to be produced

first.

Test Runs

During a first test run at low speed on 01/24/1979 no problems occurred. Both coolant gas

circulators exhibited their normal behavior.

During a second test run on 01/29/1979 the speeds of the coolant gas circulators were

increased in stages. After 2 hours, while raising the speed from 3000 to 4000 rpm, circulator
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1 exhibited irregularities with the speed, and the temperature in one supporting bearing

increased. The blowers were shut off immediately. While blower 2 was slowing down

normally, the slow-down time of circulator 1 was considerably shorter.

A cause for the changed behavior could initially not be detected. Considered were the

following:

• dirt in the supporting bearing

* water in the supporting bearing

* lack of oil

Since damage on the supporting bearing had to be assumed, it was decided to disassemble

circulator 1.

Disassembly and Opening of Circulator 1

For disassembly of the blower initially the covers on the circulator nozzles of the two reactor

vessels had to be removed, and the sluice with gate valve had to be flanged for disassembly

of the circulator. After that the removal dome was placed on the sluice, the blower was

disassembled with the fixtures of the removal dome, was pulled into the dome and the gate

valves of the sluice and removal dome were closed. Disassembly took place in accordance

with operating instructions, which had been prepared and documented when the power plant

was erected. However, it took place without visual contact of the blower. It was the first time

the removal dome was used after the functional examinations before start-up of the power

plant. After that the dome was transported with the circulator into the warm workshop. The

dome was opened, the circulator was pulled out and disassembled (see Fig. 10.4-1).
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I

- -~

Fig. 10.4-1 Removal Dome with Circulator in the Warm Workshop

Cause of Malfunction

After opening the rear supporting bearing water was detected in the bearing area. The

supporting bearing, a sliding bearing made of white metal, contained start-up traces. After this

the containers for the oil supply were re-opened and revised. In the bearing oil 270 I water

were detected. The analysis of the water showed that this was not water from the steam

generator malfunction, but instead water from the cooling water circuit for the circulators.

Upon examination of the oil cooling units a leaking screw assembly of the water
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connections was detected. Due to the difficult working conditions in the tight containers it had

been overlooked during the first revision.

'~prxv

j

Fig. 10.4-2 Defective Supporting Bearing of the Circulator

Work on the Circulator

The rear supporting bearing was replaced with an available spare bearing. Since the spare

bearing exhibited dimensional errors, extensive adjustments were required.

The front supporting bearing and the thrust bearing were checked and cleaned. They did not

exhibit any damage.
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The coils did not display any defects. The insulation was in good condition although the

circulator had been under water to above the axis during the steam generator accident.

Upon disassembly of the blower impeller, this component was decontaminated. This

decontamination was performed together with the Federal Institute for Reactor Research in

WOrenlingen, Germany (EIR) in order to test decontamination methods for larger metallic

components, which had been developed within the framework of the HHT work [10.4-1].

The 13-radiation level on the surface of the impeller cap could be lowered by the factor 900 and

the y-radiation level by the factor 56. On the impeller itself 1-radiation was reduced by the

factor 5.8 and y-radiation by the factor 5.6.

Concerns expressed occasionally that the impeller could be heavily damaged due to graphite

dust erosion were not confirmed. However, the nickel-plating had largely peeled off. This was

not of significance though for the continued operation.

Overall decontamination was more difficult and less successful than previously expected. The

circulator impeller had been exposed only to temperatures below 3000C. It was therefore

expected that the contamination could be removed easily because at such low temperatures

no diffusion of the fission and activation products into the interior of the material occurred.

The realization that the decontamination process was nevertheless quite complex contributed

to the fact that in the end the work on the HHT project, during which a large helium turbine

was to be operated at high temperatures in the primary circuit, was suspended.
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Reinstallation of the Circulator

Re-assembly of the circulator, its transport to the 11 m platform in the containment shell, re-

installation and the subsequent test run of the circulators occurred as scheduled without

difficulty.
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11 Physics of the Reactor Core

11.1 Reactivity Check

Introduction

Due to the continuous circulation of the pebble bed and the constant addition and removal of

fuel elements with very different heavy metal quantities, paired with various experimental

requirements, high demands were placed on the reactivity control system. Although only a

small control range was available due to the tight layout of the shut-down rods, the reactor

was supposed to be run always within the required power and temperature ranges, and it had

to be possible at all times to shut it down safely.

Nature has it that the attaching of in-core instruments for the purpose of measuring

temperatures and neutron flux causes difficulty with a flowing pebble bed. These variables

are therefore measured only outside the reactor core, as described briefly in the following.

During the planning stage of the power plant this was a fact that the planners tolerated

because originally only a brief, roughly two-year demonstration operation was scheduled.

However when the actual operating time was finally expanded up to 21 years (including the

shut-down periods), other methods were developed where mainly integral measuring

variables were determined, which guarantee safe reactor operation at all times. This includes

above all the procedure employed to adjust the desired load state of the reactor core, which

was largely based on experimentally obtained values and was verified regularly through

reactivity measurements during the shut-down periods.
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Additional efforts were required when the designed value for the mean hot gas temperature

was raised from 850'C to 9500C.

Objective

The thermal reactor power to be run during operation and the mean hot gas temperature of

the coolant gas require a certain reactivity, which is given by the fuel elements in the reactor

core and their configuration. The load of the core can be modified quasi continuously during

operation through the "loading" or "feed" process. Feeding the reactor core represents the

process, which is described in detail by

0 the circulation of the entire pebble bed and thus the recycling of partially burned-

up fuel elements to the interior or exterior zone

* the removal of burned-up fuel elements

* and the addition of fresh fuel elements.

The goal now consists of controlling the reactivity level through the feed process such that the

desired reactor states can be run, however while simultaneously ensuring that the reactor can

be shut down any time and can be kept sub-critically for any amount of time. In order to

guarantee a safe shut-down, sub-criticality of the shut-down reactor must be __ 0.5 N (Nile)

(regulatory stipulation).

Important System Components for Reactivity Control

The system components that are available to adhere to this condition include the shut-down

rods, the neutron flux and temperature instruments and indirectly also the loading system
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including the burn-up measuring device for the fuel elements. The four shut-down rods of the

reactor are located within four graphite noses, which protrude into the reactor core and are

arranged evenly across the circumference.

During operation the four shut-down rods are extended or, as is explained below, slightly

retracted. To shut down the reactor, the shut-down rods retract from the top to the bottom.

The reactivity-binding effect of the shut-down rods as a function of their travel path exists as

the so-called "rod curve", which was metrologically recorded. (see "Temperature Coefficient

with Hot Reactor")

The neutron flux instrument is located roughly half way up the reactor core radially behind

the thermal shield, which contains a graphite window in this area for better neutron

permeability. Neutron flux measurement covers a measuring range from 10' to 101 n/cm2s.

In the lower performance range counters are used, in the upper performance range ionization

chambers are used.

The thermocouples in the hot gas range failed one after the other during operation. The

mean outlet temperature of the coolant gas is therefore calculated from the measured

variables steam generator power, coolant gas intake temperature, speed and differential

pressure of the coolant gas circulators.

Direct temperature measurement is not possible in the reactor core. However temperatures

are measured in the bottom reflector, the side reflector and on the graphite noses protruding

into the reactor core. These temperatures are important for adjusting the isothermal reactor

core, which is required for reactivity measurements in shut-down periods.
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With the help of the loading system, the spheres of the reactor core are pulled gradually via

the pebble removal pipe at a rate of 300-500 pebbles/day and finally reach the burn-up

measuring device in the elevator.

In the burn-up measuring device the Cs 137 activity of each sphere is measured. Cs 137 is

created in high yield during nuclear fission and due to its long half-life value of 30 years is a

suitable measure of the fission that occurred in the fuel element.

Fuel elements with high Cs 137 activity contain only a very low amount of fissile material and

are transferred outward via the removal path. The remaining fuel elements are fed back onto

the reactor core, wherein optionally the four marginal pipes in the exterior area or the central

pipe are selected.

Fresh fuel elements reach the elevator via the feed path and are conveyed from there onto

the exterior zone of the reactor core.

Reactivity Measurement in the Shut-Down Periods

The core issue of the method for reactivity adjustment and control is the reactivity

measurement in the shut-down periods.

The reactivity demand of the reactor core is described by the reactivity worth, which starting

from the reference state must be provided in order to achieve the required thermal power and

mean coolant gas outlet temperature. The reference state here is represented by the critical

reactor at zero power and a temperature of 1300C. For the transition from the "cold" (1300C)

reactor to the "hot" reactor at full load the following reactivity worth values are required:
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P. for the temperature increase from 1300C to 9500C

Pxe for compensation of the neutron absorber Xe 135 created as a function of
reactor power

Additionally the following reactivity worth values, which are build up during a shut-down

period, must be taken into consideration:

PSm The Sm 149 generated from the decay of Pm 149 additionally binds
reactivity in a shut-down period. This contribution disappears during the
first few days of operation under load.

PPa/U The Pa 233 - intermediate product during the fertile process of the Th 232
- available during operation decays during a shut-down period into the
fissile material U 233 at a half-life value of 27.4 d. The reactivity
contribution generated by this is compensated again after re-start by a
lower - albeit hardly noticeable - feed requirement.

This reactivity need must, as shown in Fig. 1, be countered by a sufficiently high shut-down

reactivity level, which with regard to the amount must be at least 0.5 N greater than the

reactivity need. The shut-down reactivity is described with the following reactivity worth

values:

PAS Shut-down effectiveness of the four retracted shut-down rods

PAbs Shut-down effectiveness of special absorber pebbles (boron pebbles),
which can be introduced into circulation to secure sub-criticality in the
long-term during a longer shut-down period, however only so many that
the reactivity contribution, which is released by the complete conversion
of Pa 233 available during fission into U 233, is being compensated for,
but no more than 1 Nile.

Thus the following applies to the sub-criticality Pu of the reactor during the shut-down period:

(P, + PXe - Psm + PPa/U) - (PAS + PAbs) = - PU

The sub-criticality measurement is therefore important for the evaluation of the reactivity

situation (Fig. 11.1-1).
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It is measured with the help of the shut-down rods. For the measurement, some of the shut-

down rods (e.g. rods 1 and 3) are extended far enough that the reactor is just barely critical.

The amount of reactivity released due to this extension is the same as that of the sub-

criticality. The release of reactivity is determined with the so-called period measuring process

with reactivity compensation. The retracted rods (2 and 4) are pulled into a slightly super-

critical position. The exponential increase in flow is recorded, the doubling time is determined

and by solving the Inhour equation with consideration of data from the operation-

accompanying calculation the appropriate reactivity is calculated.

By adding measuring steps one after the other, the entire travel path that is to be measured is

covered with such period measuring procedures.
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Fig. 11.1-1 Reactivity Balance
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Important for the sub-criticality measurement is the exact knowledge of the respective reactor

temperature. For the measurement the reactor core is therefore adjusted isothermally

through a coolant gas blower operation at 3000 min' and through steam generator heating via

the auxiliary vessel (better than ± 1 K). The core temperature can be read on various

temperature measuring points in the circuit.

Measurement of sub-criticality Pu occurs only when the relatively short-lived neutron toxins Xe

135 and Sm 149 have subsided or are in balance. Thus, the measured sub-criticality is

dependent only on the reactor state at the time of the shut-down, on the temperature of the

reactor core at the time of the measurement and on the conversion of Pa in U 233 completed

by the time the measurement is conducted.

In order to be independent from the measuring time, the measured sub-criticality Pu is

converted into the reference value 1300C and an extremely long time after the shut-down,

when all nuclides are in balance. For the above-mentioned safety reasons the following must

apply:

pu,Q > 0.5 N

For the conversion into the reference sub-criticality, the "cold temperature coefficient" and the

balance value of the reactivity worth Ppa/u is required. Since the reactor is not necessarily shut

down from the 9500C state before every measurement, furthermore the dependency of

reactivity from the hot gas temperature must be known. This allows to calculate which sub-

criticality would have existed if the reactor had been shut down from the nominal state (full

load, 9500C).

To measure the cold temperature coefficient, sub-criticality is measured at two different
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core temperatures, e.g. at 1000C and at 1300C. The temperature coefficient results as the

quotient from the measured reactivity and temperature differences. Before that the measured

reactivity difference however is corrected by the Pa change between the measurements.

In the last few operating years, the cold temperature coefficient was measured in the 100 to

1300C range up to about -10 mN/K (Fig. 11.1-2).
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Fig. 11.1-2 Measurements of the Cold Temperature Coefficient of Reactivity in the 100-

1300C Range

The reactivity worth PPa/U caused by the decay of the Pa in U 233 is determined in a shut-

down period by sub-criticality measurements that are as far apart as possible. To be exact,

during this time frame all isotope conversions and their effect on the reactivity level are

recorded; for simplicity reasons this is described as the reactivity worth PPa/U"
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In order to have to correct little, both sub-criticality values are measured at as equal isothermic

conditions as possible. The evaluation then provides a reactivity worth Ppa/u for the shut-down

time, which allows the equilibrium value for the stationary nominal operation to be calculated.

Fig. 11.1-3 shows all measured reactivity worth values PPa1u" The bottom graph indicates

when fuel elements with different thorium masses were loaded. The reactivity curve to be

expected due to the thorium mass in the reactor core is depicted as a line. The good

proportionality between measured value and thorium mass permitted a safe prediction of the

reactivity worth PPa/u"
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Fig. 11.1-3 Measurements of the Reactivity Worth PPa/u

The temperature coefficient with a hot reactor can be determined experimentally with

knowledge of the "hot shut-down rod curve" if during reactor operation at constant power the
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hot gas temperature is modified. The hot gas temperature is lowered by retracting the rods.

During this process reactor power is kept constant by raising the blower speed. The reactivity,

which is bound by retracting the shut-down rods, referred to the affected change of the hot

gas temperature, is a measure for the "hot temperature coefficient" (Fig. 11.1-4).
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Fig. 11.1-4 Development of the Hot Temperature Coefficient

The "hot shut-down rod curve", or more exactly reactivity binding of all four shut-down rods

with a hot reactor as a function of the retraction path, is determined as follows: The reactivity

of the entire rod stroke is determined for a hot reactor through the rod drop measurement

(inverse kinetic measurement), the shape of the curve is determined for a cold, shut-down
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reactor through the period measurement with reactivity compensation. Contrary to the

previous described counter-rod measurement, reactivity compensation with the counter-rods

is not possible here. Instead the neutron absorber N2 is fed into the reactor vessel at a

pressure of 9 bar for reactivity compensation purposes.

The measured sub-criticality that has been standardized to the reference state is only little

greater than the required minimum sub-criticality. This can be attributed for one to the weak

design of the shut-down rods, and secondly to the increase in the designed value for the

mean hot gas temperature to 9500C. Only the inclusion of absorber pebbles, which can be

circulated in very long shut-down periods, and the increase in the reference temperature from

room temperature to 130'C create the operationally necessary distance from minimum sub-

criticality, here called the permissible reactivity reserve ApAs (see also Fig. 11 .1-1):

APAS = Pu,oo - 0.5 N

The permissible reactivity reserve APAS generally amounts to 200 to 300 mN. It is by this

amount that the reactivity potential of the reactor can be increased by loading fuel without

dropping below the minimum sub-criticality level of 0.5 N required for safety reasons. This

reactivity reserve APAS is compensated by partially retracted shut-down rods in the operating

state.

With the help of this reactivity reserve operating malfunctions of the loading system can be

bridged.

During power operation and a resting loading system fissile material is consumed and thus

reactivity reduced. By extending the shut-down rods appropriately this reactivity loss can be

compensated for several days until the completely extended state has been reached. It is

only then that with continued power operation the hot gas temperature drops if the
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malfunction is not eliminated by then. In order to maintain the reactor power constant, the

coolant gas blower speed must be increased accordingly. It is only when the maximum speed

has been reached that the power also drops continuously.

Regulating Reactivity

This section describes how in practice the respectively required or permissible reactivity is

adjusted.

Proceeding from the sub-criticality measurements during a shut-down period the reactivity

reserve APAS for a hot gas temperature of 9500C is determined.

If in the subsequent period of reactor operation no change in the loading strategy is planned, it

can be assumed that the reactivity behavior of the reactor also will not change. The reactivity

reserve ApAS may therefore be exhausted in the subsequent running period.

If in the subsequent operating period a change in loading is scheduled, e.g. by adding fuel

elements with a different heavy metal content than was the case before, then a change in the

reactivity conditions is to be expected. Since this change is usually unknown for a new

loading situation, the progression over time of the reactivity reserve is estimated

pessimistically and checked at short intervals, e.g. after each addition of 5000 fuel elements of

the new type, by measuring sub-criticality, and the pessimistic estimate is corrected if

necessary. The brief shut-down periods required for this are coupled with other work

(changes in experiments, maintenance, repairs) so that no additional impairment in availability

occurs.
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During reactor operation the set-up of the pebble bed can be changed through the feed and

burn-up measuring systems and thus reactivity can be influenced. Normally the following

loading type is performed:

" The pebbles fed to the reactor core, including addition, are distributed among the
interior and exterior zones at a ratio of 1:1, also called load ratio 1.

" The addition of fresh fuel elements occurs in the exterior zone, the highly burned-
up fuel elements are conveyed back to the interior zone. Via the burn-up
measuring system the fissile material masses are distributed such that the fissile
material mass ratio of the interior to the exterior zone is about 0.4.

" In one circulation step (it comprises 1800 pebbles) 10% of highly burned-up fuel
elements are removed and just as many fresh fuel elements are added.

Within the framework of the specified standard conditions the reactivity of the reactor core is

regulated in the permitted interval by the speed at which the pebble bed is circulated during

operation under load:

* circulation speed 0 pebbles/day, i.e. standstill of the loading system: reactivity
drops by 40 mN for each day under full load

* circulation speed 500 pebbles/day: consumption and reactivity addition are
approximately equal, the reactivity level remains constant

* circulation speed > 500 pebbles/day: The reactivity of the reactor core increases
and can be raised as long as the permissible reactivity reserve ApAs is
compensated by the partial retraction of the shut-down rods.

Regulation through the circulation speed changes the configuration of the reactor core the

least and is used in emergencies. The following measures affect a stronger influence on the

core configuration:
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* Change in the number of spheres in the reactor core: Especially during shut-down
periods the fuel element removal process is used to adjust reactivity accurately,
this resulted in a reactivity decrease of 200 mN/1000 removed fuel elements.

* Change in the number of fuel elements added in each circulation step: To go easy
on the loading system the addition of fresh and the removal of burned-up fuel
elements was increased from 10% to 16.7% of circulated pebbles. As a
consequence the equilibrium circulation speed dropped from 500 pebbles/full load
day to 300 pebbles/full load day. Of course this also changed the fuel
concentration in the axial direction, making the addition of a new shut-down rod
curve necessary.

The strongest influence on the core configuration is caused by a change in the load ratio. In

1972, in preparation for the temperature increase, the load ratio was raised to 2.66, i.e. the

interior zone of the reactor core was enlarged. In model calculations this resulted in a

flattening of the radial power and temperature profiles -and thus in lower fuel element

temperatures. In the course of the addition of fuel elements with low enriched uranium, load

ratio 1 was reinstated after 1982. With the measuring method applied on the AVR, a change

in the shut-down reactivity could not be proven without a doubt. Also measurement of the fuel

element temperature, except with the very cost and time intensive temperature monitoring

elements, was not possible so that the success of regulation through the load ratio could not

be quantified experimentally.

In the 21-year operating time of the AVR reactivity loading of the reactor core was regulated

with the above-described method and always maintained within the range of stipulated safety

requirements.' Although the available control range, the reactivity reserve, amounts to only

about 3% of the entire reactivity demand at full load and 950'C and was subjected to
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changes additionally through experimental requirements and the use of various fuel elements,

the practice of the AVR shows that this small range and the experimentally obtained values

suffice for controlling the reactivity of the reactor core.

Additional Reactivity Binding Possibilities

Apart from the shut-down means listed in the above, there are additional possibilities for

binding reactivity:

* maintaining a core temperature > 1300C through self-heating via nuclear decay
heat

* feeding nitrogen up to a pressure of 1 barabs

* introducing additional absorber pebbles beyond the quantity that is required for
binding PPa/U

These means must not be taken into consideration when establishing the permissible

reactivity reserve. However they can be used to maintain the criticality condition of the shut-

down reactor instead of the above-mentioned shut-down means. For example the utilization

of decay heat for keeping sub-criticality can be more favorable during operation than the

addition of absorber pebbles in circulation.
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11.2 Numerical Simulation Method

Introduction

Section 11.1 described that it is possible to adjust the load state of the reactor only with

experimental methods such that a safe shut-down is possible at all times and at the same time

the desired operating states can be run. This applies in particular for a balanced core, where

the isotope concentrations and the temperature and flow distribution levels change only little.

For other situations, which occur frequently above all in an experimental reactor, however

theoretical pre-calculations are very useful and together with the experimental measurements

provide a very reliable basis for the respectively desired operating states. Such special

situations included e.g.

* the retraction phase with graphite pebbles and poisoning through boron pebbles

" the use of over 20,000 THTR fuel elements (with double thorium content)

* the use of over 53,000 LEU fuel elements (with low-enriched uranium, without
thorium)

* the expansion of the interior core in preparation for the hot gas temperature

increase to 9500C

These changes can exercise considerable influence on the temperature coefficient of

reactivity and the effectiveness of the shut-down rods and thus on the mean hot gas

temperature achievable without violating the shut-down criterion. Furthermore it resulted in

changes for important variables such as the axial and radial distribution levels of the BE (=

fuel element) central temperature, the BE surface temperature, the hot gas temperature, the
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thermal and fast neutron fluxes and fluences. The latter distribution levels are not accessible

to direct measurement.

Already during the 1st quarter 1968, i.e. at the beginning of power operation, it became clear

that build-up processes may occur: The spheres fed to the core, which were supposed to

compensate for deviations, are initially located on the core surface, i.e. in an area with low

neutron flux and thus low possibility for influence. In order to achieve effects, accordingly

many pebbles must be added. At the time this included fuel elements, graphite pebbles and

boron pebbles. These pebbles reached the location for their greatest influence on the chain

reaction only after a longer period of time that is dependent upon the radius of the load

location (scope of several months) and then led to over-compensation.

For this reason the AVR set up its own calculation team already in 1968, whose objective it

was to develop suitable calculation models for the simulation of reactor operation in close

cooperation with BBK and the Institute for Reactor Development of the KFA. The large

computer at KFA was able to be used for the simulation.

The Calculation Model

In the pebble bed reactor apart from burn-up also the continuous processes of pebble loading,

pebble movement in the core and pebble removal or pebble recirculation must be discretized.

This requires networks with such high mesh numbers that memory capacities and computing

times of the systems available back then made the application of three-dimensional models,

which would actually be desirable due to the AVR geometry, appear completely out of

question.
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Fig. 11.2-1 Model Geometry AVR 70 and AVR 80
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The use of a 2-D diffusion code forces the model geometry depicted in the left half of Fig.

11.2-1. The core surface is assumed to be even. The hollow chamber, which diffusion-

theoretically cannot be treated, above the core and the actual top reflector are replaced with a

simulated homogeneous 7.5 cm thick top reflector through a keff adjustment. Additionally the

pebble bed (fill factor 0.6), the bottom zones with their coolant gas lines and the environment

of the pebble removal pipe (KAZR), into which boron-containing plates have been installed,

are homogenized. The graphite nose rings visible in Fig. 11.2-1 represent the graphite noses

of the shut-down rods. Especially the model geometry of the shut-down rods was difficult. It

was selected to be an arrangement of absorber rings, which was basically never satisfactory.

When the computer system later on had considerably greater memory capacity, 3-D codes

were used to record the effectiveness of the shut-down rods as well as for gas current and

temperature calculations.

For the simulation of pebble flow the pebble bed core is divided into 5 concentric, cylindrical

current pipes (channels). The shape of the current pipes is known from flow experiments on a

glass pebble model. It is furthermore assumed that all spheres in one channel require the

same amount of time to flow through. Overall there are thus 5 flow times. Now each channel

is divided into regions, which within a channel have the same size such that the number of

regions within the channels are to each other as their flow times. With a total number of 100

core regions this demand can largely be met (Fig. 11.2-2). With each circulation step (WB =

re-loading) the pebble contents of the regions are reloaded into the next lower regions in the

same channel.
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Fig. 11.2-2 The AVR 5-Channel Model

The regions bordering the pebble removal pipe are unloaded into said pipe and the regions

bordering the core surface are filled with fresh spheres appearing on the end of the pebble

removal pipe based on desired distribution ratios. Such a re-loading process corresponds to

the conveyance of 7,200 pebbles and is the smallest step that can be executed in the model.
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In the now resting pebble bed, for each re-loading step the reactor-physical values are

determined based on conventional methods. To determine the energy and location

dependent neutron flux as well as the effective multiplication constant keff with the diffusion

theory for one knowledge of the isotope vector in each point is required, and secondly

knowledge of the fuel and moderator temperature fields is required. However these numbers

can be calculated only when the power density field is known, which in turn results from the

fissile material, temperature and flow distribution values. Since the energy and location

discretized diffusion equation cannot be solved in one step, iterative methods are applied.

In the spectral calculation the energy dependent neutron flux is calculated in 43 micro-

energy groups for the spectral regions comprised of several regions. For this, the microscopic

activation cross sections are multiplied with drawback factors and the diffusion constant is

multiplied with a hollow space correction factor in order to take heterogeneity in the zone into

account. The drawback and hollow chamber correction factors are determined with the help

of transport-theoretical methods. The subsequent diffusion calculation must forego the

inclusion of the 43 energy groups because too much calculation time is involved. For this, the

entire energy range is divided into 4 so-called macro-energy groups. For these groups the

mean cross-sections are calculated, which then are available as coefficients for the neutron

diffusion calculation.

The diffusion calculation based on the multi-group diffusion theory through a two-

dimensional diffusion code provides the neutron flux in the 4 macro-energy groups via the

axial cross-section. It furthermore provides the keff value, power density distribution and

corrected macro group bucklings for the next iterative step.
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With the help of the power density values now the temperature calculation is conducted to

determine the gas flow and the temperature distribution also with a 2-dimensional code.

The fuel element burn-up calculation finally provides the respective burn-up state of the

core, which is characterized by the location-dependent burn-up distribution. For this, the burn-

up differential equation system for 25 isotopes must be solved.

After all values are available, the next re-loading step takes place and the next calculation with

the new values etc.

The entire calculation cycle has been employed under the term "AVR-70" during the time from

1969 until 1981 [11.2-1] and [11.2-2]. During the course of the years on one hand new

demands have been placed constantly on the calculations, on the other hand considerable

progress was made in the field of reactor theory. Finally also the available computer systems

have been improved considerably with regard to their memory capacity and calculating speed.

Therefore parallel to the calculations continuous work was performed on an improved "AVR-

80" program cycle, which as of 1981 replaced the old model [11.2-3]. From the numerous

improvements that were achieved it should only be mentioned that the geometry above the

core is no longer simulated with a 7.5 cm thick top reflector resting on top, but that the real

geometry with hollow chamber, ceiling reflector and carbon bricks bridge can be used since

now a method is available that can take the flow-compensating properties of a large hollow

chamber into consideration also from a diffusion-theoretical point of view (right half of Fig.

11.2-1).

The computers, which with regard to memory capacities and calculating time have become

more and more powerful, later on permitted the use of even more complex calculation

programs.
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Finally a program cycle with the description HTR-2000 was developed, which through the

extensive use of 3-D programs takes the complex geometry of the AVR core with its graphite

noses for the shut-down rod guidance into consideration. In addition, the number of channels

for the pebble flow was raised from 5 to 9 [11.2-4] and [11.2-5].

Results

Pre-calculations were performed for all scheduled modifications to the loading strategy,

especially when they affected the fuel composition, the poisoning of the core, the diameter of

the interior core or the pebble circulation speed. The calculated data then allowed the

respectively most favorable one to be selected among usually several possibilities. As nature

has it, this very complex work often had to be performed under great time pressure. The

change-over from operation with high-enriched fuel to the operation with low-enriched fuel

shall be mentioned here as only one of many examples. This change-over began in July 1982

and took place without any restriction to the power operation whatsoever. Until the end of the

operating period in December 1988 about half of the high-enriched fuel elements had been

replaced with such of low-enriched uranium.

On the other hand verification calculations of the reactor operation were performed

continuously based on the actual performance history and the registered sphere circulation

data. The results were recorded annually in the "Compilation of Reactor-Physical Data" and

permitted valuable insights into the respective physical state of the reactor core.

The following tables and figures reflect examples of some results from the 1981 Annual

Report [11.2-3]. Here the "AVR-80" calculation cycle was applied for the first time. Therefore
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in some cases the values calculated with the old and those calculated with the new program
cycle are listed next to each other. Where this is not the case, the values apply for the "AVR-
80".

Variable Number Value Dimension
AVR-70 AVR-80

Mean Total Flow 1.051 * 1014 1.077 9 1014 cm-2 *s-1

Mean Thermal Flow 0.525 o 1014 0.546 - 1014 cm 2 s1

(E • 1.9 eV)

Mean Fast Flow 0.526 o 1014 0.531 0 1014 cm-2 s1

(E > 1.9 eV)

Mean Fast Flow 0.177o 1014 0.198o 1014 cm-2 0 s-1

(E > 0.1 MeV)

Leakage Reactor Model 16.26 8.13 %

Conversion Factor in Cycle 0.330 0.329

Moderation Ratio in Core 8,343 8,620

Fertile Material to Fissile Material Ratio 13.9 14.3

Fissile Material Quantity in Core 42,539.5 41,171,4 g

Fissile Material Quantity in Cycle 47,210.1 46,731.3 g

Fissile Material Density Ratio IC/AC 0.579 0.528 _
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Variable Number Value Dimension
AVR-70 AVR-80

Maximum fast dose in the nose 7.14 9.24 1021 cm-2

graphite

Mean fast dose in the nose graphite 3.93 4.64 1021 . cm-2

Maximum fast dose in the radial 5.39 6.63 1021 a cm-2

deflector

Mean fast dose in the radial deflector 0.96 0.89 1021 . cm-2

Maximum fast dose in the ceiling 0.51 1.21 1021. cm-2

reflector

Mean fast dose in the ceiling reflector - 0.14 1021 o cm 2

Table 11.2-2 Fast Neutron Dose (E > 0.1 MeV) of Reflectors and Graphite Noses on

12/31/1981
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Fuel Element Fima Fifa MWd/tS Fast Dose

(BE) % % M (E > 0.1 MeV)

Description 1021 . cm"2

GK Maximum Value 19.0 114.2 174,600 > 5.02

Minimum Value 16.95 102.6 156,100 3.86

GO-1 Maximum Value 17.0 102.4 156,500 3.89

Minimum Value 7.62 45.9 70,200 0.97

GLE-1 Maximum Value 9.0 128.0 81,800 2.97

Minimum Value 8.19 115.6 74,500 2.57

GFB-1/2 Maximum Value 9.0 100.7 83,800 2.68

Minimum Value 8.5 95.1 79,100 2.47

GO (THTR) Maximum Value 8.0 94.5 74,400 2.39

Minimum Value 7.5 88.6 69,800 2.15

GFB-3 Maximum Value 9.0 54.2 82,900 1.21

Minimum Value 6.7 40.4 61,800 0.81

GFB-4/5 Maximum Value 7.0 42.2 64,400 0.87

Minimum Value 4.52 27.1 41,600 0.50

Table 11.2-3 Burn-up and Dose of the BE on 12/31/1981
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Absorption Rate (s-1) Percentage
Absorber AVR-70 AVR-80 AVR-70 AVR-80

Heavy Metal 2.325* 1018 2.309 * 1018 80.90 71.60

Moderator 0.083 * 1018 0.086 ° 1018 2.89 2.67

Fission Products 0.241 . 1018 0.335, 1018 8.38 10.37

Control Poison (BlO) -0.0 -0.0 -0.0 -0.0

Graphite Contamination -0.0 - 0.0 - 0.0 - 0.0

Reflectors 0.225 * 1018 0.496 ° 1018 7.83 15.36

Total 2.874 * 1018 3.226 * 1018 100.00 100.00

Table 11.2-4 Flat Absorption Balance of Neutrons (WB 240)

Number Value Dimension
AVR-70 AVR-80

Thermal Reactor Power 46 46 MW

Mean Gas Intake Temperature 265 265 0C

Mean Gas Outlet Temperature 850 850 0C

Maximum Pebble Performance 1.52 1.29 kW

Mean Pebble Performance 0.48 0.48 kW

Mean Moderator Temperature 644 626 0C

Mean Fuel Temperature 662 642 0C

Maximum Gas Temperature 893 934 0C

Maximum BE Surface Temperature 940 989 0C

Maximum Fuel Temperature 1,002 1,041 0C

Pressure Drop of Coolant Gas in Core 0.049 0.060 bar

Table 11.2-5 Thermodynamic Calculation Results (WB 240)
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Fuel Element Power Portion Mean Pebble Max. Pebble Max. Surface Max. Fuel

(BE) Type % Power Power Temperature 0C Temperature

kW kW °C
GK 7.43 0.17 0.31 944 950

GO-1 49.27 0.60 1.29 989 1,041

GLE-1 1.86 0.59 0.82 961 989

GFB-1/2 2.12 0.37 0.54 950 964

GO (THTR) 15.05 0.39 0.57 952 967

GFB-3 7.69 0.62 1.00 965 1,018

GFB-4/5 16.59 0.76 1.17 970 1,006

Table 11.2-6 Fuel Element Temperatures and Power Levels (WB 240)

Basis : L 4r. MW,.
T LA = 850 'C
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9000 AVR - 70
/

IC/AC - Gr-enze

700 II1I
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[IC/AC - Grenze = IC/AC Limit]

Fig. 11.2-6 Radial Course of the Gas Outlet Temperature Profile (WB 240)
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AVR-70 AVR-80
Reactivity Worth of the Absorber Rods (cold: T = - 8.873 - 9.060 Nile*

1300C; Xe-1 35 = 0)
Excess Reactivity of the Core for:

TGA = 850 0C; TGE = 265°C 7.143 6.448 Nile

T,, = 950'C; TF = 2550C 7.422 6.771 Nile
Hot Temperature Coefficient of Reactivity at:

TGA = 850 0C; TGE = 265'C -5.299 10-5 - 5.94 10-. K-1

TGA = 950°C; TGE = 2550C -4.71 10-5 - 5.60 10-5 K-1
Cold Isothermal Temperature Coefficient of Reactivity

•* -14.20 10.5 -12.69 10' K1
Reactivity Amount Bound by Xe-1 35 at:

TA = 850°C; Ta,. = 2650C - 2.73 - 2.67 Nile
Reactivity Amount Bound by Sm-149

(T = 1300C; Xe-135 = 0) -0.692 - 0.655 Nile
Reactivity Amount Released by the Decay of Pa-233 -

> U-233 after Shut-Down 0.847 0.856 Nile

(T = 130)C; Xe-135 = 0)
Mean Moderator Temperature at:

TGA = 850 0C; TGE = 2650C 644.2 625.7 OC

TA = 950'C; Ta, = 2550C 700.4 680.3 _C

Table 11.2-7 Important Values for the Reactivity Balance (WB 240)

TGA =

TGE =

1 Nile = 1 % Ak/k
with retracted shut-down rods

mean gas outlet temperature
mean gas intake temperature
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12 Cooling Gas Contaminants

12.1 Non-radioactive Gaseous Contaminants

Introduction

The chemistry of the primary circuit of a helium-cooled high temperature reactor is

determined by the following parameters:

" The cooling agent is highly purified helium. The partial pressures of the

contaminations fluctuate within the pbar range.

" The fuel element casings and the built-in components of the core are made
of graphite. The surface temperatures are between 300 °C and 1200 'C
(measuring pebble test).

" On the metallic built-in components is located the steam generator in the hot
part of the primary circuit. The metal temperatures are predetermined by the
water and steam temperatures and fluctuate between about 150 'C and 550
0C.

The high temperatures mean that high purity requirements must be demanded of the
helium, since many contaminants cause a corrosive attack on the graphite and the
metallic built-in components. The necessary high degree of purity of the helium
requires also particularly sensitive analysis devices and a very careful sampling

technique.

The essentially inactive gaseous contaminants are:

• H20, H2, C02, CO, CH4, N2, and argon; elementary oxygen is not detected,

because it reacts with graphite above approximately 250 'C.
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In the following are listed the most important of these contaminants in cumulative

formulas, that is, without taking into consideration intermediate steps:

2C +02 - 2 CO

C +H 20- H2 +CO

C + C02 - 2CO

C + 2 H2  - CH 4

C02 +H2 - CO+H 20

In many cases, the transformations occurs, in particular at high temperatures, so rapidly

that only the reaction products can be measured.

As sources of the contaminants are considered in particular:

" water leaks from the steam generator into the cooling gas circuit,

" hydrogen diffusion from the steam generator into the cooling gas,

• introduction of adsorbed gases (02, N2, H20, CO 2) when adding fresh fuel

elements,

" penetration of seal fission gas (helium with high moisture content) into the
cooling gas during switching operations on the gas circuits,

" air leakages, for example, when working on the feeding equipment during

operation,

" oil leakages (from the cooling gas blowers or due to rupture of the membrane

of the oil-driven membrane compressors),

* control gas leakages (N2).
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The amount of the contaminant concentrations depends from the constructive

conditions of each reactor, for example, from the size of its helium purification plant.

Limit values were set for the H20 and CO 2 concentrations to limit the corrosion of the

graphite for the continuous operation, and therefore, if these values are exceeded, the

cooling gas temperature must be lowered. The concentrations of the other
contaminants can be noticeably increased even for longer periods of time without

affecting the operation.

Water

Water, above all, corrodes the graphite of the fuel elements and the built-in

components of the core. Therefore, with every occurrence of higher water

concentrations, it must be checked if a water leakage, possibly even a steam generator

leakage, has occurred.

A regular supply of water takes place by the addition of fresh fuel elements, so that an

adsorbed water quantity of 25 mg/pebble must be expected. This water supply

delivers, in theory, with a fuel elements supply of 50 pebbles/day, a contribution to the

water concentration of 0.18 pbar. Instead, the formation of water from the hydrogen,
which diffuses from the steam generator into the cooling gas and could react there with

the existing CO (radiologically influenced reaction), could be considerably less.

The measurement of such small water particle pressures is very difficult. The

conformance between this observation and the measured value of < 0.5 pbar in

stationary operation is therefore to be considered as satisfactory.
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During construction, large quantities of charcoal were arranged around the reflector for

insulation. This charcoal contained also large quantities of water, which diffused slowly

into the cooling gas circuit and, in this way affected, the reactor operation for over a

year. In the succeeding project THTR, which did not use any charcoal, it was shown

that lower concentrations of water could be achieved in this way in a much shorter time.

During all the work carried out on the primary circuit, wherein there was a possibility that

air with the moisture contained therein could penetrate into the primary circuit, this was

confirmed after the restart by the higher moisture values. Therefore, the cooling gas
temperature must very often be brought to lower values.

Hydrogen

The regular supply of water with the fresh fuel elements (50 x 25 mg H20/day) allows to

expect a computed H2 pressure of 11 pmbar in the stationary operation. However,

partial pressures of 50 to 110 pbar were actually found in the stationary operation. The

great difference can be explained by a diffusion from the water-steam circuit. At this

location takes place, as in the water-steam circuits of all power plants, a constant

production of hydrogen according to the general equation

3Fe +4H 20 - Fe 304+ 4 H2

Since the reaction occurs on the oxide surface and the hydrogen is first available in

atomic form, there is the possibility that a part of the hydrogen diffuses through the

steam generator wall toward the helium side. From the measured values it can be

estimated that the diffused hydrogen quantity amounts to about 0.4 I/h. On the other

hand, it is estimated that the total hydrogen
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production rate of the steam generator is 1.2 I/h, that is, about a third of the hydrogen

produced in the steam generator diffuses through the steam generator wall into the

cooling gas. Since the water-steam circuit of the AVR power plant corresponds in its

design to those of a modern conventional power plant, this result should also be

applicable for such plants.

In high temperature reactors occurs also a hydrogen diffusion from the cooling gas into

the water-steam circuit, as shown by the tritium measurements. However, the diffusion

mechanism is completely different, and also the diffusing quantities are considerably

less. It can be assumed that these two processes are independent from each other.
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Legends to Fig. 12.1-1:
theoretischer Verlauf, nur He-Reinigungsanlage = Theoretical curve, only He

purification plant

Fig. 12.1-1 H2 partial pressures after an H2 injection feeding
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A particular property of the hydrogen in the primary circuit of a high temperature reactor

is the adsorption on the graphite of the fuel elements and the built-in components.

Fig. 12.1-1 shows as an example the measurement results of the hydrogen partial

pressure after a hydrogen injection feeding in comparison to the curve that would result

if only the gas purification plant was effective. The strong reduction of the measured

concentration is caused by the sorption of hydrogen. Therefore, the graphite acts as a

buffer for the hydrogen concentration in helium. The continuous hydrogen feeding

experiments showed that, after completion of the feeding, increased hydrogen

concentrations were measured even after several weeks.
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Fig. 12.1-2 H2 and CO partial pressures after a reduction of the gas purification flow rate.
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The buffer effect of the graphite can also be seen in Fig. 12.1-2. It shows the curve of

the hydrogen concentration after the reduction of the gas flow through the helium

purification plant of 60 m3 i. N. to 14 m3 i. N.. With a source that remains constant, the

hydrogen concentration would have to increase. Actually, the value remains the same

within the scope of the measurement accuracy. Hydrogen is also increasingly

adsorbed. The carbon monoxide concentration, which is also shown, does not have
this behavior. After the reduction of the gas purification flow, the carbon monoxide

concentration increases steadily, which was to be expected.

Other realizations about the behavior of the hydrogen are supplied by the tritium

measurements. After each hydrogen feeding is observed a spontaneous tritium

release. In the case of an adsorption of hydrogen, the other hydrogen is

simultaneously desorbed. The adsorption and desorption processes can also take

place during the undisturbed normal operation at constant helium purification flow and

without additional hydrogen feeding.

It is assumed that the ratio of tritium to hydrogen in the gaseous phase has the same

value as the adsorbed condition. Therefore, it has been attempted to obtain

estimations about the adsorbed hydrogen quantities from tritium profile measurements

on exfiltrated fuel elements and graphite pebbles. With the found value of 5.5 106 Bq/g

graphite, which was measured on a graphite pebble that had been in the circuit for

about 7 years, is obtained for this graphite pebble a hydrogen concentration of about 80

ppm. In a graphite inventory of the fuel elements of about 20 t results a hydrogen

quantity in the fuel element graphite of 1.6 kg, which faces a hydrogen quantity in the

gas chamber of 11.9 I equal to 1.06 g. The quantity of 1.6 kg hydrogen in the fuel

elements is probably added in excess, since the hot fuel elements contain less

hydrogen and tritium. On the other hand,
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the graphite built-in components are not taken into consideration, which have also

adsorbed hydrogen and tritium.

Methane

Aside from the rare oil ingresses, the occurrence of methane is explained via a

radiolytic formation from hydrogen:

C+2H2 - CH 4

This radiolytically induced process is a complicated event. The radiation energy is not

transmitted directly but by means of excited helium atoms.

The excited helium atoms do not only react with hydrogen, but also with the other

helium contaminants. Thus, it was found in the AVR that, with nitrogen partial
pressures of more than 3000 pbar, the methane concentration fell under the detection

limit. All the excited helium atoms were apparently scavenged by the high nitrogen

concentrations.

The radiolytic formation of methane counteracts its heat decay.

CH 4 - C+2H 2

This effect could be demonstrated directly on the AVR reactor since therein the average

gas discharge temperature can be varied between 770 0C and 950 0C at a constant full

reactor output. Since with the same reactor output exists also the same radiation
intensity, it would have been assumed at first that the methane formation rate would be

constant at the mentioned temperatures. It was shown, however, that the

hydrogen/methane ratio increased from about 10 at 770 0C to about 100 at 950 0C.

The cause is the higher heat decay of methane at higher temperatures.
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The graphite corrosion by methane formation is lower by several orders of magnitude in

comparison to the corroding attack of water or oxygen and has practically no
importance with respect to corrosion. Of interest is, instead, the possible dust formation

during the chemical decay of the methane in the hotter areas of the core. Also, when
designing the helium purification plants should be expected the occurrence of tritated

methane.

Carbon Monoxide, Carbon Dioxide

The sources of carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide contaminants are water and air

ingresses:

C+H 20 - H2 +CO

2C+02 - 2CO

C+02 - C02

Aside from the mentioned primary reactions, the following secondary reactions occur:

Boudouard reaction

C+C02 - 2CO

Homogenous water gas reaction or water shift reaction

H20 + CO H 2 + C02

Both reactions are influenced by radiation and adsorption on graphite. In numerous
C02 feeding experiments it was discovered that a considerable part of the CO, up to

about one third, is adsorbed:
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C + C0 2 -- CO + (CO)ads

The Boudouard reaction is particularly influenced by radiation in the lower temperature

range of a high temperature reactor circuit. The reaction takes place similarly as in the

radiolytic methane formation via excited helium atoms.

The thermodynamic equilibrium of the homogeneous water gas reaction is also

displaced by radiation, so that the C02 yield increases.

During the reactor operation over many years it was not possible to assign a fixed

CO/CO 2 ratio to a specific hot gas temperature. Only during shorter time periods,

possibly a few weeks, was discovered a generally almost constant CO/CO2 ratio during

constant operation. In the following Table 1 are listed the bandwidths of the CO/CO2
ratios for the different hot gas temperatures.

Hot Gas Temperature CO/CO 2 Ratio

770 0C 10-20

850 0C 20-50

900 0C 40-60
950 0C 50-150

Table 12.1-1 CO/C02 ratio at different hot gas temperatures

The cause for the relatively great diffusion could be a different allocation of CO in the

graphite surfaces.

The CO concentrations in the cooling gas of AVR were quite high with respect to the

other high temperature reactors. This is probably caused by quite high overall

purification levels and by the high hot gas temperature. The overall AVR operation has
not been considerably affected thereby.
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How much the Boudouard reaction for dust production amounts to is not exactly known.

The reaction runs through a metallic catalyst in the temperature range of < 600 OC. At

the steam generator has probably taken place first a low carbon deposition. The

additionally forming thin iron carbide layer, however, has a self-inhibiting effect on the
Boudouard reaction and prevents in this way a further carbon deposition. It will be

informative to examine the steam generator pipes with respect to this after the steam

generator has been dismantled.

Nitrogen

Nitrogen can reach the circuit in large quantities through air and control gas ingresses.

When nitrogen enters due to air ingresses, argon and also the activation product Ar 41

can be always detected by gas-phase chromatography because of the argon content in

the air. Another important reaction of the nitrogen is the radiological C14 formation.

N14 (n,p) C14

Therein, not only the nitrogen originating from air and control gas ingresses is
important, but also the portion introduced with the fresh fuel elements. This can be

seen in Fig. 3. The figure shows the C14 profile on an exfiltrated pebble surface
graphite pebble. It can be seen that the C14 activity directly at the surface of the

pebble is the highest. The activity is apparently caused by nitrogen from the gaseous
phase. Aside from this, however, the C14 activity in the inside of the pebbles is also

considerable. It supplies the essential part for the total equilibrium of the C14 in the

core.

From the C14 content of the fuel elements can be determined the ratio of the adsorbed

nitrogen with respect to the nitrogen in the gaseous phase. While taking into

consideration
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the dwelling time in the core is calculated from the C14 profile of the pebble in Fig.

12.1-3 a N2 concentration in the graphite of 16 ppm. With 100,000 fuel elements in the

core is obtained a nitrogen quantity in the graphite of 320 g, in contrast with about 19 g

N2 in the gaseous phase if an average nitrogen partial pressure of 100 pbar is used.

The nitrogen content of the graphitic built-in components is not taken into consideration

in this simple estimation, so that the portion of adsorbed nitrogen is in reality quite
higher.

"C-Anteil Oug d*, R~ckton "C(n.,P'C

Eflhfemoog nn der O~od~bohe/nv,

Legends to Fig. 12.1-3:
14C-Anteil aus der Reaktion 13C(n,y) 14C = 14C portion from the reaction 13C(n,y) 14C;

Entfernung von der Oberflche / mm = Distance from the surface / mm.

Fig. 12.1-3 C 14 profile of a graphite pebble (A3 matrix)
after approx. 1500 full-load days

The nitrogen and hydrogen contaminants lead also to a low radiolytic ammonia
formation.

N2 +3H 2 - 2NH3

In some analyses were found particle pressures of 1-2 pbar. The reaction is of
subordinate importance due to its low yield and was therefore not investigated
systematically.
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Measurement Technology

To detect the inactive helium contaminants are used the following measuring

instruments and apparatus:

" Hygrometer (H20)

" Infrared analyzers (C0 2, CO)

" Gas-phase chromatographs (H2, CO, C02, CH4, 02, Ar, N2)

" Copper oxide beds with furnace (H2, tritium)

Some of the mentioned devices are suitable for continuous measurements, others are
used only for discontinuous determinations. All the devices are offered by different
manufacturers. Suitable devices with different measuring principles are available in the
market as hygrometers.

Gas-phase chromatographs can be equipped with different detector types. For the
measurement of traces in particular within the concentration range of less than approx.
100 pbar are suitable in particular high-frequency ionization detectors. However, this
detector type has the disadvantage that the display is linear only within relatively narrow
concentration ranges. This unfavorable property can although be self-compensated in
part by differently large sample volumes in the gas-phase chromatograph. However,
the accuracy is however greatest if the same sample volumes of calibration and sample
gas are used in the chromatographs. Accordingly, the calibration gas used for the
chromatograph should contain the gases to be measured in the same concentration
range as the sample gas. Another disadvantage of the high-frequency ionization
detectors is the relatively strongly fluctuating sensitivity under operating conditions.
However, this characteristic can be compensated by several calibrations, which take
only a small amount of time.

The detection limit of the chromatographs with high-frequency ionization detector can
be adjusted via a corresponding adjustment for each component to be measured
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to values < 5 pbar, in nitrogen even < 1 pbar. However, these exact determinations

require generally an individual measurement for each component. Since, on the one

hand, however, such an accuracy is not required for the operational monitoring, a mean

setting for the chromatograph can suffice, wherein one must make do with one
measurement for all the components. The detection limit is in this case at < 10 pbar, in

N2 and CO at < 50 pbar. Moisture for which a higher detection sensitivity is necessary

is not measured with gas-phase chromatographs.

The gas-phase chromatographs with heat conductivity detector show a greater

constancy of the display, and also a considerably better linearity, than devices with a

high-frequency ionization detector. This is, however, connected to a lower detection

sensitivity, which can be increased in any case by enrichment. A special disadvantage

of this detector type for measurements in high temperature helium reactors is the

similitude of the heat conductivity coefficients of hydrogen and helium, so that the
hydrogen measurements are relatively inaccurate. For an operation monitoring wherein

only the observance of the standard values is required, a heat conductivity detector is

always sufficient also for the measurement of hydrogen.

During reactor shutdown, the concentrations of individual contaminants can also

increase up to the percentage range. For the determination of very large contamination

concentrations must therefore also be available suitable devices.

The measurement of the extremely low humidity concentrations of < 1 pbar, which

occur during normal reactor operation, is quite difficult as was shown by the operational
experiences. Phosphorus pentoxide and aluminum oxide hygrometers
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of different manufacturers were used. The disadvantages of the aluminum oxide

hygrometers are relatively large measurement errors in the lower concentration range, a

difficult calibration, as well as an aging of the measuring cells, which after a few months

makes necessary a recalibration. Furthermore, the measuring cell must be

thermostatized. These disadvantages are eliminated in phosphorus pentoxide

hygrometers. A calibration is also not necessary in devices of this type because of the

measuring principle, but the cell constants must be tested at specific time intervals.

The sample gas cannot contain substances that react with phosphorus pentoxide, for

example, ammonia. For these reasons, phosphorus pentoxide hygrometers are not
suitable for primary gas measurements in the THTR, wherein NH3 is injected into the

helium to reduce the friction when introducing the control rods.

In the DRAGON reactor was developed a phosphorus pentoxide hygrometer, which

was suitable for the special conditions of high temperature reactors, with which

satisfactory operational results have been achieved with the DRAGON and AVR

reactors.

The accuracy of all the gas analyses depends upon the quality of the carrier and

calibration gases. Particular purity and accuracy requirements are demanded of the

carrier and calibration gas-phase chromatographs and infrared analyzers. Helium is

supplied, for example, under the designation ("HeN60") with a degree of purity of

99.99990 %, which is generally sufficient for the operational measurements of a high

temperature reactor. In calibration gases it must be noted that the composition can

change already within a few weeks, for example, oxygen can react with the surface of
the steel cylinder or with the carbon monoxide component of the calibration gas.
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Contaminants Required Attained Measuring

Detection Limit Detection Limit Process

H20 5 pbar 1 pbar P 20 5 and A120 3

Hygrometer

H20 < 5000 pbar 10 pbar

Ar 2 pbar

N2  not 30 pbar Gas-phase

chromatography

CH4  specified 3 pbar

CO 50 pbar Gas-phase

chromatographs

and

C02 5 pbar 2 pbar infrared analyzers

Table 12.1-2 Detection limits and measuring process for the different cooling gas contaminants

Table 12.1-2 shows the detection limits for the different contaminants, which are

required for the power operation of the AVR reactor as well as those actually attained

during the operational measurements.

In trace analyses, the accuracy depends to a great extent from the type of sampling.

For the sampling system of a helium circuit, the following viewpoints have a particular

importance:

" The contaminants are adsorbed on the surfaces of the entire circuit and also

of the analysis system.

° The sample gas is radioactive.
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0 The measurement of all the gas contaminants takes place in a bypass to a

flushing pipe. The flushing flow should be as large as possible.

0 The measuring lead for the moisture measurement should be as short as

possible.

* Special measures should be provided for malfunctions.

Adsorptions on measuring leads which cause an adulteration of the measuring result or

via which a reliable analysis result can be obtained only after relatively long time

periods, occur predominantly with polar molecules such as H20 and CO 2. To reduce
the adsorptions, the analysis leads should be made of stainless steel.

The measuring gas must be collected due to its radioactivity and returned to the circuit.

This is carried out due to reasons of economy to minimize the helium losses. To
provide a protection from activity leakages on eventual leaky valves, flow meters, the

actual measuring devices, or other non-weldable parts must also be taken precautions,
for example, an encapsulation or accommodation of the analysis systems in a glove

box with a suitable monitoring. Aside from the insulation from the outside, also a
tightness against the inside should be ensured because valves can become leaky due

to different reasons. The tightness must therefore be regularly checked, for example,
by pressure level tests. A greater assurance of tightness is provided also by double or
triple armatures.

Since gas analyses are made at different locations of the circuit, for example, also in

the secondary circuits or in the helium purification plant, all the analysis leads should be

conducted separately but directly before the measuring devices to keep the flushing
time as short as possible, as well as also to prevent any conceivable error sources due

to a mixing with sample gas of other measuring locations.

A gas analysis must be possible in each reactor condition, also during shutdown,

wherein the cooling gas blowers are out of operation. For this reason,
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an auxiliary pump should be installed in the sampling system, for example, a gas-tight
membrane pump.

Particularly important analysis leads should be available in pairs.

Water reacts very rapidly at high temperatures with the graphite of the fuel elements
and the built-in components of the core. In the case of a greater water ingress, the
reactor must therefore be shut down quickly. The cooling gas moisture is measured
continuously for this reason.

Because of the great chemical reactivity of the core, a small leak of a few grams of
water/h is difficult to detect. For this reason, a continuous measurement of hydrogen,
one of the reaction products, is desired. In the hydrogen measurement should,
however, be taken into consideration the great sorption capacity of the graphite for
hydrogen and a correction factor resulting therefrom. A tested process for continuous
hydrogen measurement is based on an indirect method. The hydrogen is oxidized to
water in a furnace in a copper oxide bed corresponding to CuG + H2 - Cu + H20 and
the water is measured with hygrometers. The values obtained in this way coincide well
with the gas-phase chromatographic results.

Oxygen reacts also so rapidly with graphite because of the high temperature
predominantly carbon monoxide that practically only the reaction products carbon
monoxide and carbon dioxide can be detected. Just like when there is a water ingress,
the reactor must be shut down rapidly if there is a great air ingress. For this reason, a
continuous carbon monoxide measurement is required, for example, with an infrared
analyzer.

At temperatures of under 300 0C with the reactor shut down, the oxygen reacts only
partially with the graphite and can be measured directly with gas-phase
chromatographs.
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However, oxygen and argon are not separated in the molecular sieve separating

columns commonly used in chromatographs. The argon portion of the simultaneously
available nitrogen quantity can be estimated if it is assumed that the nitrogen in the

circuit originates only from the air ingresses. In this case, the argon quantity amounts
to 1 % by volume of nitrogen. More accurate is, however, a chemical separation of the

oxygen from the gas-phase chromatographic analysis. A proven process is the
oxidation in a copper bed at 400 'C in accordance with Cu + 0 - CuO. Copper beds in

suitable dimensions are offered as additional devices for gas-phase chromatographs.
The oxygen concentration in the helium results from two directly succeeding gas-phase

chromatographic analyses, one of these with an upstream copper bed.

Oil ingresses are detected by continuous hydrogen measurement. Therefore, an oil
ingress can be easily distinguished from an eventual water ingress if, at the same time,
the continuously measured carbon monoxide concentration is also taken into

consideration. In the case of a water ingress, the carbon monoxide concentration
would also increase.

Gas Feeding Experiments

The behavior of the different contaminants in the cooling gas is determined in a

complicated way via their interactions with the graphite and charcoal, with the material
of the steam generator, and with the remaining cooling gas contaminants as well as via
the corresponding operating temperature, via the effect of the gas purification plant, and
via the radiation dependent from the reactor output. Therefore, as was mentioned often

already, it was made extensive use of the possibility of detecting the effect of the

individual parameters via targeted feeding of foreign gases in defined output states of

the reactor.
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For injection feedings was first started the desired reactor operating condition, then it

was awaited until all the gas contaminants had reached a stationary equilibrium state

before the feeding took place. The concentrations of the fed gases and their reaction

products are then tracked carefully until after 1 to 2 days later the new equilibrium is

achieved. Constant feedings take place continuously at a constant rate. The time

duration until the new equilibrium is reached could amount to a few weeks.

The following gases were fed: CO 2, CO, H20, H2, CH4, N2, NH3, as well as mixtures of

these gases. During the years from 1969 to 1988 were carried out a total of 69 gas

feeding experiments, of which 54 were injection feedings and 15 were continuous

feedings.
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12.2 Radioactive Gaseous Contaminants

The continuous monitoring of the release of fission products from the fuel elements is

an urgent task for the reactor operation. A particular part is played by the release

behavior of noble gases.

Model Presentations

Under normal operating conditions, the noble gas fission products are almost

completely retained by the pyrocarbon layer of the coated particles. If, thus, no
fractured particles are present, the release is caused by the manufacturer-induced

heavy metal contamination of the fuel elements alone. Depending upon the fuel

element type, a fraction of the heavy metal of 10'3 to 10-' is located outside of the

coated particle.

The primary fission products of the heavy metal contamination are injected into the

grains of the graphite matrix by recoil. The fission products or their daughter products

arrive in correspondence to their diffusion behavior from the graphite grains into the

pore system of the graphite matrix and the fuel-free casing up to the surface of the fuel

element and can then pass into the cooling gas.

An direct measure of the retention capacity of a fuel element for the fission gases are

the so-called R/B values (release/birth). The R/B values indicate the ratio of the
released activity with respect to the overall produced activity for each isotope.
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Measurement of the Noble Gas Activity in the Cooling Gas

Primary gas is conducted via a measuring lead through a measuring chamber, which is

arranged outside of the containment. The delay time, that is, the time that the cooling

gas needs from the intake location up to the measuring location, amounts to about 5

seconds, so that also short-lived noble gas isotopes such as krypton 90 or xenon 139
can be measured with sufficient accuracy. A continuous measurement is carried out,

on the one hand, in a P-scintillation chamber, on the other hand, with a germanium-
lithium-gamma detector with connected multichannel analyzer, which makes possible

up to 50 measurements/day.

From each measurement are computed the circuit inventories of the individual noble

gas isotopes. By summation via the individual inventories is obtained a single value for
the current noble gas activity. The R/B values are also computed for the individual

isotopes.

Nuclide Radioactive Activity R/B

Half Life [1010 Bq]

Kr85m 4.48 h 12.6 6.2.10-6

Kr87 76.4 m 18.1 4.4-106

Kr88 2.8 h 18.2 3.4.10-6

Kr89 3.18 m 7.8 1.2-10-6
Kr90 32.3 s 2.0 0.3-10-6

Kr9l 8.6s 0.07 0.02-10-6

Xe133 5.29 d 10.9 4.3-10-6

Xe135 9.17 h 20.1 2.6-10-6

Xe135m 15.3 m 3.6 1.4.10-6

Xe137 3.83 m 6.6 0.8-10.6

Xe138 14.1 m 3.3 0.4-10-6

Xe139 39.7s 1.1 0.2-10-6

Cumulative Activity 104.4

Table 12.2-1: Results of a nuclide-specific activity measurement at 46 MWth and 950 'C hot gas

temperature
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Table 12.2-1 shows the result of such a measurement with a thermal output of 46 MW
and a mean gas discharge temperature of 950 'C.

If the R/B value is compared to the above-mentioned heavy metal contaminations of the
fuel elements, it can be seen that only a fraction of the activity which originates from the
heavy metal outside of the coated particle reaches the cooling gas. This applies even
for the long-lived isotopes.

The Power and Temperature Standardization of the Measured Noble Gas Activity

The interpretation of the measured variables for the noble gas cumulative activity is
made more difficult by the influence of the changing operating variables such as the
thermal output and hot gas temperature. By standardizing to a reference state (46
MWth and 950 0C hot gas temperature) can be eliminated these distorting influences.

The standardization to the thermal output takes place by simple linear interpolation.
The temperature dependency was determined experimentally between 720 0C and 950
0C. With the results can be determined the apparent activation energies of the release

for each isotope as is indicated on Table 12.2-2.

It should be taken into consideration that these apparent activation energies apply for a

corresponding specific mean gas discharge temperature. The graphite temperatures
that are decisive for the noble gas release cover therefore a wide temperature range, at

a hot gas temperature of 950 0C, for example, the range from 300 0C to 1250 0C.

Therefore, these apparent activation energies cannot be compared directly to the
measurements of the individual elements in laboratory experiments, which are carried
out correspondingly at a fixed predetermined fuel element temperature.
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It can be seen that relatively low apparent activation energies occur throughout. This

can be explained by the fact that a pore diffusion is essentially decisive for the

discharge of fission gases. The diffusion from the fuel element and graphite grains

occurs so slowly that the noble gases decay therefore for the most part. Merely the

long-lived Xe133 appears to still play a part in the core diffusion aside from the pore

diffusion.

Nuclide Activation Energy

[J/mol]

Kr85m 26.9 ± 1.8

Kr87 26.1 ± 1.9

Kr88 25.9 ± 1.6

Kr89 24.3 ± 1.9

Kr90 29.2 ± 2.2

Xe133 37.2 ± 4.4

Xe135 22.7 ± 1.7

Xe135m 23.0 ± 1.5
Xe137 13.4 ± 1.6

Xe138 13.4 1.6

Xe139 19.7 1.8

Table 12.2-2: Apparent activation energy of the noble gas releases

The Influence of Inactive Contaminations on the Noble Gas Release

In numerous feeding tests with CO, CO 2, hydrogen, methane, and nitrogen could not be

measured any appreciable influence of the contaminant concentrations on the noble

gas release. A very strong effect occurred, however, when moisture was present.

Depending on the moisture concentration and the corresponding hot gas temperature,

the noble gas cumulative activity could therefore be multiplied under certain conditions.
If the moisture reached again its normal values, then also the noble gas activity

returned to its usual values.
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A conceivable explanation is the hydrolysis of carbidic fuel. The AVR fuel elements

contained at the start of the operation exclusively (uranium-thorium) carbide particles.

They were gradually replaced from 1971 to 1984 with fuel elements with oxidic

particles. In the elements with carbidic fuel, the fraction of heavy metal outside of the

coated particle amounts to about 10-'. Also this released heavy metal was available in

the form of uranium or thorium carbide. These heavy metal carbides were destroyed by

hydrolysis and the fission products contained therein were released.

It can be precluded that the particle coatings were destroyed by hydrolysis. In this

case, namely, the increased noble gas concentrations would not have returned to their

normal value after the reduction of the cooling gas moisture.

Measurement Results

In the first operation phase, the noble gas activity was measured only with a 13-

scintillation chamber. Summation values were determined starting at just under 3.7

1013 Bq. These high values are caused by the high heavy metal contamination of the

first fuel elements (about 103) and the high cooling gas moisture in the first operation

phase (up to 1000 pbar). Much later it was also determined that the P3-scintillation

chamber could indicate highly increased values. This was caused by the difficulties in

calibration and above all also the accumulation of graphite dust with solid fission
products adhered thereto, which simulate a higher noble gas activity.

Also gamma-spectrometric measurements were carried out in the beginning of 1969.

They showed values for the noble gas cumulative activity of between 1.8 1012 and 3.7

1012 Bq with a thermal output of 38 MW and a mean hot gas discharge temperature of

750 °C.
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With a decreasing cooling gas moisture and with the improvement of the fuel elements,

that is, here with the decreasing content of free heavy metal, decreased also the

cumulative activity of the fission noble gases. Toward the end of the operating time

was measured an activity of about 7 1011 Bq with 46 MWth and 950 0C hot gas

temperature in the normal operation.

All the measured values, even those that were initially very high, were not important

with respect to the safety. The design of the reactor allowed namely a cooling gas

inventory of up to 3.7 1017 Bq, since originally fuel elements had to be expected, which

did not contain the fuel in the form of coated particles. Nonetheless, the cooling gas
activity was always carefully monitored, because it is a very sensitive indicator of the

occurrence of particle damage of the fuel elements.

During the entire operating time, only one fuel element charge showed systematically
occurring particle damages before reaching its final burnup. The details to this respect

are described in Section 13.2. The fuel elements (GLE-1) were added in the fourth

quarter of 1973.

The noble gas activity started increasing starting approximately in the middle of 1975. It

reached values of up to 6.3 1012 Bq in the first half of 1976. As these pebbles were
removed in targeted manner in the further circulation of the reactor core, the activity

could be brought again back to normal values.

This process demonstrated that even systematically occurring particle damages

(possibly an off-specification charge) can be controlled.

Figure 12.2-1 shows the curve of the standardized noble gas cumulative activity for the

latest nine years of operation. The represented time period starts with the first increase

of the hot gas temperature of 8500C after a water ingress in May of 1978. In the first

three years, the value are
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are clearly increased due to the only very slowly receding cooling gas moisture. The

concentration peaks, which occur over and over were also caused by the increased

cooling gas moisture, which was observed regularly after working in the primary circuit

with pumping out of the helium.

It should be noted that here the "standardized" noble gas cumulative activity is

recorded, that is, the activity which would have occurred during operation at 950 'C and

full load. In actuality, particularly with higher moisture values, the hot gas temperature

had to be reduced to prevent a corrosion of the fuel elements. The actually measured

noble gas activity was therefore clearly lower at these time points. The representation

of the standardized noble gas cumulative activity has, however, the advantage that the

individual measured values can be compared directly to each other independently from

the corresponding reactor process. The figure shows, for example, the strikingly lower

activity level in the last year of operation. This is a consequence of the considerable

reduction of the manufacture-induced heavy metal contamination in the modern TRISO

fuel elements used lately in large numbers.
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12.2 Radioaktive gasfbrmige Verurreinigungen
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Abb. 12.2-1 Die norrnierte Edelgassummenaktivitait in den Jahren 1980 bis 1968

Legend to Fig. 12.2-1 :
The activity was standardized to TGA --950 °C and Pth = 46 MW.

Fig. 12.2-1 The standardized noble gas cumulative activity in the years 1980 to 1988.
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12.3 Dust and Solid Radioactive Contaminants

Introduction and Problem

Aside from the radioactive fission noble gases, also condensable radioactive

substances, which are present in solid form in the lower temperature range, can be
found in the cooling gas. These are mainly fission products such as Sr, Ag, J, and Cs.

Aside from these, also activity products such as Fe, Co and Sc appear. The

concentration of solid activities in the cooling gas is about 5 to 6 orders of magnitude

below the activities of the fission noble gases. They deposit over time in the circuit due
to their, for example, great radioactive half lives and due to their solid physical condition

and can in this way accumulate to a considerable height over the service life of the

power plant to a considerable height. The existing graphite dust plays an important part

in the accumulation and transport of these substances.

The source of the solid fission products are the released heavy metal outside of the

coated particle or the cores of particles with damaged coatings. The intact particle
coatings represent an extraordinarily good barrier for the solid fission products. This

can be seen in the example of Cs in Fig. 13.2-3. In the profiles of the Cs137

concentration can be seen that in the fuel element with undamaged particles the
transport takes place from the outside to the inside, while in the damaged particles the

transport takes place from the inside to the outside. An exception is constituted by Ba
and Sr, which diffuse measurably outwardly in carbidic particles with BISO coatings at

very high temperatures.

The fission products reach by diffusion up to the fuel element surfaces and vaporize
there mainly at high temperatures into the cooling gas flow. They can then deposit

element-specifically on the surfaces (plateout) in accordance with the corresponding

boundary conditions along the primary circuit. If
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the cooling gas penetrates then with its residual concentrations again into the reactor

core, the concentrations are reduced by adsorption again at the fuel element surfaces

in the lower "colder" region of the pebble bed until the hot regions are reached, in which

a concentration of the cooling gas by vaporization of the fission and activation products

takes place.

This transport of the free activities is overlapped by the transport of contaminated dust.

The dust is produced predominantly by abrasion when the fuel elements are circulated.
It is transported, deposited, and occasionally again remobilized in dependence upon

the grain size, the corresponding flow conditions, and the composition of their surfaces.

A continuous monitoring of the low concentrations of solid fission and activation

products in the cooling gas is not metrologically possible. Therefore, the activities must

be concentrated in a filter up to a measurable amount. The testing times required for
this amount normally to 2 to 4 weeks.

To determine the activity and dust concentrations and the accumulation behavior in the
circuit were designed, built, and operated the following measuring and testing devices
in collaboration with the Institute for Reactor Elements (IRB) of KFA [12.3-1], [12.3-2],

[12.3-3]:

" Hot gas loop VAMPYR I

• Hot gas loop VAMPYR II

* Cold gas filter

" Dust experiment

With these devices can be taken gas flows at different locations of the cooling gas

circulation and can be conducted through accumulation sections and filters to the

accumulation
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of dust and activities (Fig. 12.3-1). During the generally week-long measuring time, the

reactor conditions, above all the output, the hot gas temperature, the blower engine

speed, and the steam flow rate are held constant to ensure clear measuring

parameters.

© Vam~pyr' I

Katgasf itter

Ectelgasm'essung

0
0
0

Vamipyr II
Perm~eations-

Tr'itium'f i±er
Stciubexperiment

Legends to Fig. 12.3-1:
Kaltgasfilter = Cold gas filter; Edelgasmessung = Noble gas measurement;

Permeations-Tritiumfilter = Permeation tritium filter; Staubexperiment = Dust

experiment.

Fig. 12.3-1 Cooling gas extraction for measuring and testing purposes
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Measurements in Hot Gas

The measuring device VAMPYR I is built according to the pattern of the hot gas loop

DRACULE of the British Dragon reactor which was commissioned in 1972 (Fig. 12.3-2).

It extracted the cooling gas with the aid of an already existing jacket tube for thermal

elements between the carbon stone bridge and the steam generator, thus at the hottest

location, a gas flow of 15 Nm3/h and guided this flow through a tube, the so-called

testing section with absolute filters connected downstream thereof to the gas

purification plant. Therefore, the carried fission and activation products accumulated for
the most part on the interior of the tube surface. The rest were collected in the filters.

The testing section and filters were exchanged after each test. The testing section

could be produced of different materials to determine their influence on the plateout

behavior. The filters consisted of metal sieves, quartz paper, molecular sieves, and

active charcoal. The very complex further examination of the testing sections and filters

took place in the IRB of KFA.

It soon turned out to be disadvantageous that the internal end of the testing section was

exposed to a high neutron flow and therefore to a stronger activation. The handling and

the measuring accuracy were limited thereby. In many tests, the testing section was

therefore made completely of titanium or at least in the region of the high neutron flow.

The plateout behavior could then, however, no longer be detected on the materials of

interest, the test served then only for the measurement of the concentration of the solid

fission and activation products in the hot gas.
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innere tW~ere

Legends to Fig. 12.3-2:

innere = inner; auRere = outer; Behalterwand = Vessel wall; Thermoelementrohr =

Thermal element tube; Gaseintritt = Gas inlet; VorkOhlung = Precooling; FilterkOhlung =

Filter cooling; Kugelhahne = Ball cocks; Gasaustritt = Gas outlet; Transportrohr =

Transport tube; zur Gasreinigungsanlage = to the gas purification plant.

Fig. 12.3-2 Hot gas extraction loop VAMPYR I

Because of the experiences with the VAMPYR I, the measuring device VAMPYR II was

commissioned in the beginning of 1987. It extracted from the cooling gas at the same

location a flow of 50 Nm3/h. A dry loaded carbon piston compressor ensured a defined

flow rate. The testing section was no longer in the neutron flow. The arriving cooling

gas flow was heated to the desired temperature by means of a heating ahead of the
testing section. The desired temperature profile could be adjusted by heating along the

testing section. A dust filter could be connected upstream and a so-called fission

product filter could be connected downstream of the testing section (Fig. 12.3-3).

The VAMPYR II served essentially for the measurement of the depositing behavior of

solid fission and activation products and of dust. It was unsuitable for measuring the

concentrations of cooling gas and was therefore complemented very well by the
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parallel operated VAMPYR I. The evaluation of the testing sections and filters as well
as the settings for the operation took place via the IRB of KFA. Up to the adjustment of
the reactor operation could be carried out a total of 4 experiments with the VAMPYR I1.

Abb. 12.3-3 Heirlgasentnahmeloop VAMPYR II (Quelle: KFA - IRB)

Legends to Figure 12.3-3:
Entnahmestrecke = Extraction section; Bio-Schild = Bioshield; Heifgas-Absperr-Armatur = Hot gas shutoff device; Heiflgas-
entnahme = Hot gas extraction; innerer = inner; 6ulferer = outer; Reaktorbeh~lter = Reactor vessel; Kompressor = Compressor;
Reaktor = Reactor; Gasreinigung = Gas purification; Kuhlwasser = Cooling water; ZwischenstOck = Transition Piece; Heizstrecke =

Heating section; Teststrecke = Testing section; Testrohr = Reference tube; Teststab = Testing rod; Isolation = Insulation;
HeiflgaskOhler = Hot gas cooler; Absolutfilter = Absolute filter.

Fig. 12.3-3 Hot gas extraction loop VAMPYR II (Source: KFA - IRB)

Measurements in Cold Gas

Already since the commissioning of the power plant there were always tests made for
utilizing the helium flow to the gas purification plant with its 500 Nm3/h to collect and
analyze the carried dust quantities in filters. Above all, it was shown to be however
quite expensive and difficult to obtain representative samples of the very finely grained
dust for quantitative measurements from the filter mats. In large filters, which have
been used for a long time, must also be handled quite large quantities of activity. The
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experiences obtained therewith and the advances in the y-measuring technology lead
finally to the development of the so-called cold gas filter. It served above all to

analyze rapidly the fission and activation products adhered to the accumulated dust.

The cooling gas flow rate amounted to 8 Nm3/h, the accumulated activities were after a
14-day operation at below 3.7 - 106 Bq (100 p Curie). The filter consisted of a metal
sieve, quartz papers, and active carbon and was suitable for fully retaining dust-bonded

and free activity. The decomposition and the y-spectrometric evaluation could take

place in the AVR itself.

If the dust should be examined with respect to its chemical analysis and the grain size

distribution, this took place in the IRB of KFA.

The dust experiment, which was also to be operated in the cold range with a flow rate

of 35 Nm3/h, served to investigate the interactions between free activities and dust
particles as well as determining the fractions of free and dust-bonded activities. Two
differently designed filters were arranged parallel, in one should be collected only the
free activity, in the other only the total activity. The design and construction of this
device as well as the experiment planning and evaluation took place via the IRB of

KFA. A series of experiments of different duration and at different hot gas

temperatures were carried out. The very complex evaluations required a very long time

and could therefore still not be taken into account in the following described
measurement results. The results should above all serve to verify the computation

program PATRAS developed in the IRB, which should compute mathematically the
interactions between dust and free activities as well as the deposits behavior of dust

and activities in a cooling circuit of a high temperature reactor.
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Measuring Results

With the above-described measuring devices were carried out overall 49 VAMPYR I

experiments, 4 VAMPYR II experiments, 52 cold gas filter measurements, and 15
measurements with the dust experiment. If one considers that each experiment change
was only possible with the power plant shut down, these numbers provide an idea of
how much effort was required just for operating these plants, even though it was sought

to carry out these experiment changes in parallel and together with the other power

plant shutdowns. The effort for the additional evaluation, which took place at the IRB of

KFA (exception: activity analysis on the cold gas filter inserts) was comparable in size.

Nuclide Hot Gas Cold Gas

[Bq/Nm 3] [Bq/Nm 3]

Sr90 70 45

Agll1Om 347 45
J131 324 45

Cs134 301 45
Cs137 555 92

Table 12.3-1 Concentrations of solid fission products

Table 12.3-1 shows as example the activity concentrations in hot gas and in cold gas as

measured in the present case with the VAMPYR I and at the same time with the cold
gas filter at full load and operation at 950 °C. The difference between the hot gas and

the cold gas values indicates that it comes to large depositions in the steam generator
and in the cold gas return line of the circuit. From experiment to experiment can appear

large fluctuations as can be seen in Fig. 12.3-4 for the isotope Cs137 for a time
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period of 12 years. In the first years has built up slowly an activity level that, after the

temperature increase of 1974 from 850 0C to 950 0C, has increased even further and

has again decreased with an increasing improvement of the retention behavior of the

fuel elements. The peak values in the years 1976 to 1978 were presumably caused by

the damaged fuel elements of the charge GLE 1.

Legends to Fig. 12.3-4:

Jahr = Year; Kaltgasfilter = Cold gas filter.

Fig. 12.3-4 Cs137 Concentrations in Hot Gas and Cold Gas

A marked dependency of the measured concentration from the corresponding driven

hot gas temperature could only be found for a few isotopes. Fig. 12.3-5 shows the

latter for the values of Ag 11 Om measured in the hot gas.
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Also Iodine131 shows such a dependency, but with clearly greater dispersion.
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Legends to Fig. 12.3-5:
Mittl. Heifgastemperatur = Average hot gas temperature.

Fig. 12.3-5 AgI 10m concentrations in hot gas in dependence upon the hot gas temperature (VAMPYR I

results) (Source: KFA - IRB)

The dependency of the activity concentrations in the cooling gas results overall to be
quite confusing. This is, however, understandable if it is considered that there are free
activities (atomic or molecular) as well as also activities bonded to the graphite or
metallic surfaces. The bonded activities can be fixed (reflector, steam generator, etc.)
or movable (fuel elements, dust particles). Because of the drifting between locations
with high and low temperature it can thus come time and again to evaporations and

condensations.
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Legends to Fig. 12.3-6:

Jahr = Year

Fig. 12.3-6 Dust concentrations in the cooling gas

In Fig. 12.3-6 are shown the dust concentrations measured over a longer time period.
They cover with one exception the range from 1 to 40 pg/Nm 3. (The values designated

with T1 and T2 refer to the transient tests, which will be described later). It is assumed

that the great dispersion of the values of about one order of magnitude is caused by

small disturbances such as the fuel element charging or low vibrations, for example, of

the steam generator during the 2 to 4 week collection time of the filtering devices. The
dust consists essentially of fuel element abrasions with a low metallic content. The

following details are provided for the characterization:
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Metal weight proportion 5-15%

Particle size 0.5 - 40 pm

Frequency maximum

Production rate

Deposited dust mass

<1 pm

approx. 3 kg/a

approx. 60 kg

The finely grained content of dust is clearly greater than was originally expected. Fig.
12.3-7 shows a typical distribution curve of the grain sizes. As the measurements

show, the distribution is independent from the extraction location of the specimen.

Extraction Location Date Co60 Ag11Om Cs137 Sr90

Fuel element surface 1978 1.8 0.054 1.0 2.7

1988 0.03 0.005 0.13 0.9

Steam generator 1986 5.1 27.0 74 360

Cold gas range 1978 0.67 1.6 30 250

1988 1.6 0.64 5.9 50

Charging plant 1978 0.07 0.093 0.15 -

Control rods 1987 0.43 0.19 13

Table 12.3-2 Activity concentration of AVR dust in 10 6 Bq/g

Even though the concentrations in the cooling gas are very low, the dust plays an
important part as activity carrier. The contamination is composed of an initial activity
dependent from the location of origin and a fraction that is determined by the
interactions with the free activities during its dwelling time
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in the cooling gas flow and at different deposition locations. Therefore, activity

concentrations of dust that are highly dependent on location and time result as shown

in Table 12.3-2 for selected nuclides and dust specimens [13.3-2].

LO

Qo

0.5

0,0

0.1 1 pn 10

-X,.X

Fig. 12.3-7 Typical grain size distribution of the dust in the cooling gas (Source: KFA - IRB)
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Legends to Fig. 12.3-8:
Jahr = Year.

Fig. 12.3-8 Specific dust activity in the cold gas filter (Source: KFA - IRB)

Fig. 12.3-8 shows for the example of Cs1137 the activity allocation of the dust deposited
in the cooling gas filter.
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Fig. 12.3-9:

Fig. 12.3-9 Fission product activity inventory released and deposited in the circuit

With the aid of the measuring results of VAMPYR I, the cold gas filter, and the dust
experiment were calculated the core source rates for the release of solid fission
products, which then were extrapolated for the times without experimental operation.
By integrating the source rates over the operating time, taking into consideration the
corresponding radioactive decay, is obtained then the activity inventory that was
released and deposited in the circuit shown in Fig. 12.3-9. With strontium must be
assumed a certain inaccuracy, because due to the high analysis complexity much less
measuring values are available. The high strontium release is caused by the initial fuel
elements with carbidic particles and BISO coating, which have released strontium
increasingly at average hot gas temperatures of more than 900 'C (see Section 13.2).
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The measurements described until now were all carried out under stationary flow

conditions in the cooling gas circuit. Since 1986 were also adopted tests of the

transient flows. The reactor is shut down during these tests. To collect the dust were

used the devices cold gas filter, dust experiment, and VAMPYR I, whose gas flow rate

before and after the tests was kept constant. The flow transient of the cooling gas in

the primary circuit was initiated by a rapid blower engine speed increase (approx.

40/min - sec). The final engine speed, which is higher by a factor of 2 to 2 1/2 was

maintained until a stationary dust concentration was reached. To determine the time

behavior of the dust concentration, the time behavior of the activity concentration in the

dust filter was registered online. Therefore, it was assumed that the specific dust

activity remains constant in time for the test duration of a few hours.

Fig. 12.3-10 shows the concentration characteristics with two different blower engine

speeds (from 1500/min to 3000 or 4000/min). The strong influence of the final engine

speed on the maximum value and on the subsequent decay behavior can be seen

clearly. The maximum concentrations are up to three orders of magnitude higher than
the values measured under stationary flow conditions. From the curve characteristics

can be derived the plateout factors. They amount to 0.5 % at n = 4000/min and 1.7 %

at n = 3000/min per primary circuit cycle.

The grain spectrum of the dust does not differ from that under stationary flow

conditions. The specific activities point to a quite similar dust in all the transient tests.

However, they differ from the values under stationary conditions because in the
transients also older dust, which was already deposited for a long time is swirled, in

which already a decay of the short-lived activities has become noticeable.
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These realizations were of importance for the malfunction "sudden depressurization of
the primary circuit" and the planned test HTA-6 (activity emission by depressurization),
which however was no longer carried out (see Section 16). They should be, if possible,
completed by measurements of the amount and distribution of the deposited dust, if the
final decommissioning of the power plant is to take place.

Fig. 12.3-10 Characteristic of the dust concentrations with change of the blower engine speed
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13 Testing of Components

13.1 Graphite and Charcoal

Fig. 13.1-1 Built-in components of graphite and charcoal

The reflector that encloses the core, which consists of approx. 100,000 fuel elements,

and which to improve the neutron equilibrium should reflect the neutrons in the core has
an inner diameter of 3 m and a cylindrical height of 3.5 m. The cylindrical part of the
reflector consists, like all the other reflector rocks, only of very pure graphite. It has in

radial direction a thickness of 0.5 m and is surrounded for heat insulation by an also
0.5 m thick charcoal jacket. The reflector has 4 recesses called noses offset by 90 'C,
bored in the longitudinal direction,
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in which the shutdown rods run. The bottom reflector is configured in the shape of a
cone. It has a slope angle of 500 mm diameter, through which the pebbles flow into the

pebble extraction tube. The upward end is formed by a three-layered cover. The lower

layer (the cover reflector) consists of graphite. The material of the two layers lying
thereon is charcoal. Each layer consists of 24 parts, similar to cake pieces. The slits

between these parts, through which the hot gas flows from the core toward the steam
generator, are displaced from layer to layer to reduce the radiation to the steam
generator. To insulate the walls of the hot part of the steam generator, a cylindrical
jacket of charcoal material is placed on the ceiling. It has a height of 3.6 m (see Fig.
13.1-1).

The part of the ceiling reflector facing the core and the upper part of the side reflector
were exposed to a high temperature and a high neutron radiation.

While the temperature stress for graphite does not represent a problem, the radiation
with rapid neutrons leads to a shrinkage of the graphite. This effect was investigated in
the sixties in several irradiation tests by Dounreay, Petten, and in the Dragon. Since
the radiation stress cannot be homogeneously distributed in the graphite, this shrinkage

leads to tensions in the graphite rocks, the so-called neutron-induced tensions.

Considerations of remodeling the AVR research power plant into a plant, with which the
possibilities of generating and utilizing nuclear process heat were to be investigated,
lead in the year 1984 to the inspection of the ceiling and
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upper side reflectors. In this way, it was detected that the condition of these main

components allowed such an investment. The above-described neutron-induced
tensions as well as the fears that the reflector could corrode due to the contaminants in

the cooling gas, that is, it could be damaged, were important decisive reasons for the

inspection.

ý-28 m

22.3 m

-- 9.8 M

i-8.2 m

ý4IinriererI Reaktorbeh~fter

4d~erer 10.1 rn

/Vorschuoeirnricfltung

Legends to Fig. 13.1-2:
Kamera = Camera; Beleuchtungsk6rper = Light fixtures; Kugelhaufen = Pebble bed; Rohrbefestigung =

Tube attachment; innerer = inner; Reaktorbehtlter = Reactor vessel; Muaerer = outer;
Vorschubeinrichtung = Feeding device.

Fig. 13.1-2 Inspection of the reflector through the feeding tubes of the charging plant
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This inner viewing was carried out with video cameras, which were pushed through the

feeding tubes of the charging plant into the core. As preparation, the power plant was

shut down, the core was cooled to 50 °C, the reactor vessel was evacuated and filled
with nitrogen. The elevator was dismounted. The camera and lights were introduced

into the feeding tubes through its housing with a device especially produced for this

purpose by the Noell company. First, the five feeding tubes were inspected with the

video camera, in which an illumination device was integrated. A height difference of 25
m had to be overcome with the camera (extended length of the feeding tubes approx.

30 m). The elbows of the feeding tubes produced arranged side by side an angle of

approx. 970 0. The narrowest elbow has a radius of 200 m (see Fig. 13.1-2).

After it was ensured that the core could be reached with the camera, lights were

introduced into the core through the outer tubes and the actual viewing was undertaken
through the central feeding tube with a video camera, whose optic could be pivoted and

focused.

The evaluation of the comprehensive imaging material resulted in no indications of

damage to the ceiling reflector or the upper side reflectors. There was neither a
material abrasion by corrosion nor additional cracks were visible. In the evaluation

were included for comparison pictures that had been taken during the assembly of the
built-in components of the core. Characteristic pores and clusters of cracks could be
found again (see Fig. 13.1-3). (Graphite is a material that is affected by small cracks by

nature due to the manufacturing process).
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Sit

Fig. 13.1-3 Part of the ceiling reflector

a. during assembly,
b. during inspection.
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13.2 Fuel Elements

One of the essential tasks of the AVR research nuclear power plant was the testing of

spherically shaped fuel elements, which had been newly developed and were used

here for the first time. This testing in the AVR differs from the previously carried out

irradiation tests in materials testing reactors in that here the fuel elements produced in

series were used here in large numbers. It took place under the real operation

conditions of a nuclear power plant. To these belong in particular the mechanical

strains caused by the charging plant, the chemical interactions with the cooling gas

contaminants, under certain conditions accelerated by the catalytic effect of the fission
products. To these belong, however, also the change of temperature and output due to

the load change of the power plant and as a consequence of the multiple passage of

the fuel elements through the reactor core.

As small testing plant, the reactor was also suitable for testing different fuel element

types, which were developed over time. Because the plant did not pursue a

commercial objective, but had a purely research-oriented character, also specific risks
with respect to the behavior of these test charges could be accepted. These risks,

however, should never impair the safety of the plant, but could possibly have as a

consequence a limitation of the operation. This case, however, has never occurred.

Stress of the Fuel Elements in the Reactor

During feeding, circulation, and extraction, the fuel elements are mechanically

stressed. The pebble bed is circulated at a rate of an average of 500 pebbles per full

load day. Thus, the pebbles travel through the reactor core
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13.2 Fuel Elements

and the pebble extraction tube via reducers, separators, burst interceptor, and the

dosing wheel to the elevator (Fig. 13.2-1).

The burnup of each fuel element is determined. This took place originally in the dosing

wheel by means of a neutron transmission measurement. This method has not been

successful, however, despite a few attempts at improving the measuring arrangement.

Legends to Fig. 13.2-1:
Schutzbehalter = Containment; Zugaberaum = Feeding chamber; Reaktorkern = Reactor core; Zugabestrecke =

Feeding section; Kugelabzugrohr = Pebble extraction tube; F6rderrohr = Feeding tube; Verweniger = Reducer;

Kugelventil = Ball valve; Zahlspule = Counting coil; Vereinzelner = Separator; Entnahmestrecke = Extraction section;

Bruchabscheider = Burst interceptor; Bruchbehtilter = Burst vessel; Dosierrad = Dosing wheel; Entnahmeraum =
Extraction chamber; Abbrandmessung = Burnup measurement; Rechner = Computer; Hohenf6rderer = Elevator.

Fig. 13.2-1 Principle schematic of the charging circuit

Therefore was finally constructed and erected a new device located in the elevator.
There, by measuring the gamma radiation of Cesium 137, was determined the burnup

of each individual
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fuel element. If it is a fuel element without thorium or with 5 g or 10 g of thorium is

detected by measuring the gamma radiation of protactinium 233. (The operating

principle and the results of the new burnup measuring device are described in detail in
Section 13.3). The fuel elements with the highest burnup are extracted and replaced by
fresh ones, on average about 50 per full load day. Of the returned fuel elements, those

that are less burned up off are fed into the outer zone of the core reactor (the outer
core). The strongly burned up fuel elements reach the center, the so-called inner core.
This two-zone core structured in this way serves for comparing the output density and

therefore the flattening of the radial temperature profile. The differentiation of the fuel
elements and these pebbles, which do not contain fuel (graphite pebbles, boron

pebbles, etc.) takes place by measuring the gamma radiation intensity. This

differentiation measurement has had from the beginning a problem-free operation.

The strongest stress by temperature occurs at the beginning of the irradiation history of

a fuel element, if it is located in the Upper quarter of the pebble bed. The highest fuel

element temperatures (at an average hot gas temperature of 950 'C) can reach 1300

°C. The highest surface temperatures are only a few degrees below. Measurements
with temperature monitoring pebbles, which were carried out during the last operation

phase (see Section 16, Measurement Technology, HTA 8) showed that at least a few

fuel elements could have even reached clearly higher fuel temperatures (above 1350
'C). Due to the construction completely of ceramic of the fuel elements, these values

still do not represent a severe stress.

Higher heavy metal burnup and a high dose by irradiation with fast neutrons can
impair the retention capacity of the coated particles for fission products. The heavy

metal cores swell due to the high burnup. The fission gases produced thereby also

build a high inner pressure. Some fission products react chemically with the coatings.

The irradiation with fast neutrons caused grid damages in the
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coatings. It should be ensured that these events do not impair the retention capacity for

the fission products during the service life of the fuel element.

An oxidation can take place by contaminants containing oxygen in the cooling gas, for

example, H20 or C02, on the surfaces of the fuel elements. The contaminant level is

therefore constantly measured during the operation of the reactor. If it is too high, the

operating temperature of the reactor may have to be lowered.

Anzahl G0.TItTR 2%/fmo 6%tima 9 %faa 10%fima mor.Abbrand

i.m Core

Restex lsand fur wettere
frprobung

50200 ,oeo e orarbeit
6 W4

U I 7S 76 77 I7.I -I-0-- o 4 f -t" I I I 9, ' q -l" -88 I-
79

Z Puckhthrung ouf Auflenrore (AW) 1C (j nlnohme uzu ruk RU(jkttdrung ouf IC

A9 "uflnnencore IC)

Legends to Fig. 13.2-2:

Anzahl = Number; max. Abbrand = max. burnup; Restbestand fOr weitere Erprobung = Remainder for

further testing; Reaktorarbeit = Reactor energy; Zugabe to AC = Addition on AC; R~ickfahrung auf

Aurfencore (AC) = feedback to outer core (AC); Entnahme u. zurdck auf Innencore (IC) = Extraction and

return to inner core (IC); R~ickfuhrung auf IC = Return to IC.

Fig. 13.2-2 Use of THTR elements in the AVR

The life history of a fuel element in the reactor will be shown based on the example

of a THTR element (0.96 g U235 and 10 g thorium). These fuel elements originate

from the production of the THTR. About 20,000 of them were first introduced in the

outer core as test charge in 1974 and in the first half of 1975. Up to 1982 took place a

feedback during the circulation also to the outer core. Thereafter, they were returned to

the inner core.
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Since the fuel elements pass more rapidly through the inner core, they come more

often to the core outlet and can be rapidly extracted when needed.

Fig. 13.2-2 shows the use history of this test charge. The value of 10 % fima (fissions

per initial metal atom) (that corresponds to 90,000 MWd/tSM) is reached after a
utilization time of about 10 calendar years, which corresponds to 7 full-load years. In

the same utilization time, the burnup of an element with a heavy metal content typical of

the AVR (1 g U235 and 5 g thorium) would adjust to a maximum of 18 % fima (160,000

MWd/tSM). During this time, both fuel elements received a dose of fast neutrons of

more than 5 1021 cm 2 . In the years 1983 - 1985, the THTR elements were gradually

extracted until a residue of about 2,000 elements remained, which were guided over

and over to the inner core for further testing by circulation. During about 1/3 of their

utilization time the AVR reactor was operated with hot gas temperatures of between

900 and 950 'C. This represents a particularly high stress for the THTR elements

because the THTR is planned for an operation at 750 0C hot gas temperature.

Types of Fuel Elements

Since the start of the operation were used a total of 14 different types of fuel elements

up to high burnups. They show the entire development of the pebble-shaped HTR

elements since about 1960. The development of coated fuel particles stared back then

in Great Britain, Austria, and the United States of America. The fuel elements of the
AVR first core and the first recharges were graphite pebbles, which were produced in a

lathe from graphite blocks. The coated particles and graphite powder were filled and

the pebble was closed with a graphite plug.
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Thereafter, only compressed fuel elements with 60 mm outer diameters and a 50 mm

inner fuel zone were produced, in which the coated fuel particles are embedded. Until

now above all 2 main lines of fuel element development have been pursued:

" Starting in 1969, a total of 50,000 compressed fuel elements with carbidic

fuel have been used. The uranium was applied in highly enriched form as
HEU fuel (Highly Enriched Uranium).

The carbidic fuel was replaced starting in 1971 with fuel elements with oxidic

HEU fuel. A total of about 100,000 oxidic fuel elements, including 35,000 fuel

elements of the THTR production, were used. All the particles had a coating

of 2 pyrocarbon layers (BISO).

* The second testing line targeted fuel elements for subsequent plants, which

were suitable in particular also for the high temperatures in HTR's which

produce process heat. For these requirements, the coated fuel particles have

an additional layer of SiC (TRISO particles).

For future HTR's is also provided the use of less enriched uranium, LEU fuel
(Low Enriched Uranium). Therefore, the SiC-coated fuel particles were

tested with Th-U mixed oxide as well as also uranium with low enrichment in

the form of U0 2.

Table 13.2-1 provides an overview of all the fuel element types that were used. It

contains, aside from the above-mentioned types, also a few other variations.
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Fuel Element Type Fuel Core-o Enrichme Coating SM Charge [g] Quantit Use
Jm] nt y Started

U235 [%] U235 Uges Th

First core FE carbide (U, Th) C2  200 93 HTI-BISO 1.00 1.08 5 30,155 Jul 1966

Carpet FE, carbide (U, Th) C2 400 93 HTI-BISO 1.00 1.07 5 7,504 Oct 1968

GK (U, Th) C2 400 93 HTI-BISO 1.00 1.08 5 50,794 Apr 1969

C)

E

21

GO-1 (U, Th) 02 400 93 HTI-BISO 1.00 1.08 5 72,463 Dec
1971

GLE-1 U0 2  600 15 LTI-BISO 1.40 20 - 2,400 Dec
0.7 1971

GFB-1 U0 2  200 93 LTI-BISO 1.00 1.08 10 1,440 May
ThO 2  600 1974

GFB-2 U0 2  200 93 LTI- 1.00 1.08 10 1,610 May
ThO 2  600 - TRISO 1974

LTI-BISO

THTR (U, Th) 02 400 93 HTI-BISO 0.96 1.03 10 20,167 Sep
1974

GFB-3 U0 2  200 92 LTI- 1.00 1.08 5 6,076 Dec
ThO 2  500 - TRISO 1977

LTI-BISO

GFB-4 UC 2  200 92 LTI-TRIS0 1.00 1.08 5 5,860 Jul 1980
ThO2  530 - LTI-BISO

GFB-5 UCO 200 92 LTI- 1.00 1.08 5 5,354 Dec
ThO2  500 - TRISO 1977

LTI-
TRISO

G0-2 (U, Th) 02 500 93 LTI- 1.00 1.08 5 17,933 Feb
TRISO 1981

GLE-3 U0 2  500 10 LTI- 1.00 10 - 24,611 Jul 1982
TRISO

GLE-4 U0 2  500 16.7 LTI- 1.00 6 29,090 Feb
TRISO 1984

THTR
(KAHTER)

(U, Th) 02 400 93 HTI-BISO 0.96 1 1.03 10 15,248 Sep
1986

Sum of all the fuel elements that were used 290,705

Table 13.2-1 Fuel element types used in the AVR

Explanations:

SM

GK

GO

LE

FB

THTR

THTR (KAHTER)

heavy metal

isostatically compressed fuel element with carbidic fuel

isostatically compressed fuel element with oxidic fuel

low enriched fuel

feed breed, elements with separate burnup and breed particles

fuel elements of the production for the THTR

THTR fuel elements, which were previously used in the 'KAHTER' (= critical experiment of KFA)
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HTI 'high temperature isotropic' = pyrocarbon layer deposited from methane at high temperature
LTI 'low temperature isotropic' = pyrocarbon layer, deposited from propene or acetylene/propene mixed

gas at low temperature
BISO fuel core, coated with a porous and a highly dense pyrocarbon layer
TRISO like BISO, but an SiC layer is embedded in the highly dense pyrocarbon layer

Results of the Test

While the fuel elements are located in the reactor, no information with reference to the

individual fuel elements could be obtained. Only after the extraction of the fuel
elements is such an information possible. Therefore, the irradiation behavior of the fuel

elements was determined by way of 2 methods:

" The content of noble gas and solid fission products of the cooling gas was

determined. It supplied an integral information about the retention capacity of

all the fuel elements located in the reactor core.

* After extraction from the reactor took place measurements on individual fuel

elements. These investigations were mainly carried out in the hot cells of the

Juelich nuclear power plant.

The content of fission noble gases in the primary circuit was measured continuously

(see 12.2) and would have allowed to recognized immediately if a particle failure had

begun in a fuel element charge. If the particles are intact, the total noble gas activity in

the circuit is naturally dependent from the driven gas temperature. At constant

temperature it is practically only determined by the manufacturer-induced heavy metal

contaminants of the fuel element graphite. In the earlier fuel elements with carbidic fuel

and BISO particles existed a fraction of 10. of heavy metal outside of the coatings. In
the following fuel elements with oxidic fuel and BISO particles, the heavy metal

contamination amounted only to about 10'. In the modern TRISO particles, the value

could be lowered again by the factor 10 to 10-5.

The concentration of solid fission products was measured in the hot gas and in the

cooling gas. The 5 mm thick fuel-free casings of removed fuel elements were also

examined in a random mode. Of interest are in particular
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the long-lived cesium, silver, and strontium isotopes. They deposit on the graphite

surfaces and are therefore transported with the graphite dust that is present in the

cooling gas. At the hot locations of the reactor core takes place a partial evaporation of

this isotope.

Fig. 13.2-3 shows with reference to the example of cesium 137 the typical radial activity

distributions in the fuel-free casing for

* a fuel element with oxidic LEU fuel and intact BISO coating, and

" a fuel element of the same type with defective particles.

The activity on the fuel element surface is caused in colder core zones by condensation

of the fission product available in vaporous state and is therefore in both cases
approximately identical. The activity concentration in the deeper lying layers provides

information concerning if a fission product release from the particles does or not exist.

When, in February 1974, the mean cooling gas discharge temperature was increased

from 850 'C to 950 'C, a large number of highly burned up fuel elements with carbidic

fuel and BISO coatings were still located in the reactor. These elements cannot retain

to the desired extent at the high temperatures the fission products strontium, barium,

and europium. Therefore took place considerable releases of these substances into
the primary circuit, where they deposited on all the surfaces, predominantly on the
graphite, and as a consequence are transported with the extremely fine grained
graphite dust, which float in the cooling gas. This had as a consequence that for the

entire residual operation time considerable difficulties occurred with any work on the

open primary circuit. Responsible for this was mainly the isotope Sr90 due to its
radiologic importance and its long radioactive half life (28.5 years).
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Furthermore, strontium is a pure 13-radiator and can therefore not be detected with y-

spectrometric methods. The consequences with respect to the radiation protection are

described in Section 15. As mentioned above, the increased strontium release

occurred only in fuel elements with carbidic fuel and BISO coating (UCC, carpet and GK
elements) and at hot gas temperatures > 900 0C. All the fuel element types that were

used later had an excellent retention capacity for these fission products also at the
highest temperatures. However, the once available Sr90 contamination of the primary

circuit could not be made retroactive due to the long radioactive half life.

The oxidation of the graphite of the fuel elements can be neglected if, as is usual in

the undisturbed operation, the partial pressure of the water lies at _• 0.5 pbar and that of

C02 lies at 5-30 pbar. Occasionally occurred however also higher contamination

concentrations, for example, if the primary gas chamber had to be opened for repair
work in a shutdown pause. To limit the loss of graphite of the fuel elements, the hot

gas temperature had to be kept low until the concentrations had dropped again to a

normal measure with the aid of the gas purification plant. To control the graphite

oxidation took place in random mode a weight measurement on the burned up fuel

elements.
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Legends to Fig. 13.2-3:
Aktivit.t = Activity; defekte Partikel = defective particles; BE-Oberfl~che = Fuel element surface;Eindrehtiefe = Screw-in depth.

Fig. 13.2-3 The distribution of Cs 137 in the fuel-free zone

During the entire dwelling time in the reactor resulted on average per pebble a weight
loss of •< 0.35 %. Since the oxidation rate can be strongly influenced by the
contaminants, the extracted fuel elements were checked regularly in the standardized
test.

In Fig. 13.2-4 are shown the measured rates (measured at 1000 0C and I % watervapor in the carrier gas helium). As abscissa serves here the reactor energy. The
measurements were carried out by the HRB company in the hot cells of the Juelich
nuclear research plant.
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Legends to Fig. 13.2-4:

Oxidationsrate = Oxidation rate; Temperaturerhohung = Temperature increase;

Dampferzeuger-Leck = Steam generator leakage; carbidischer Brennstoff = carbidic

fuel; oxidischer Brennstoff = oxidic fuel; Reaktorarbeit = Reactor energy.

Fig. 13.2-4 Oxidation rates of the extracted fuel elements

Since 1976, thus for about 2 years, after the hot temperature was raised to 950 OC, the

corrosion rates of all fuel elements showed a rising tendency. Values which were

higher by a factor of 5 were even found, initially exclusively in the fuel elements with

carbidic fuel. After 1978, this could also be found on fuel elements with oxidic fuel. In

the further examinations of these fuel elements were found 2 reasons for the increased

oxidation rates:

As described in the previous paragraph (Concentration of Solid Fission

Products), it came as a consequence of the temperature increase to 950 °C

to a diffusion-induced release of strontium, barium, and europium from the

carbidic fuel elements, which lead to a considerable contamination of all the

fuel element surfaces. Due to the catalytic effect of strontium and barium
occurred only a slight increase of the mean oxidation rate of all fuel elements.
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" The carbidic fuel elements with very high corrosion rates showed in the fuel-

free casings particularly high strontium and europium concentrations. These

fuel elements were exposed to high fuel temperatures during their time in the

reactor, which lead to an increased release.

" The steam generator damage of 1978 lead to the bursting of a few thermal

element sleeve tubes (Inconel-600 material). As a consequence, a number

of fuel elements were contaminated with traces of iron, cobalt, and nickel.

The oxidic elements were also affected by these.

As can be seen in Fig. 13.2-4, the high oxidation rates were retrograde and

approximated again the normal values because

" with the complete extraction of the carbidic fuel elements also the source of

fission product contamination was eliminated. However, a specific strontium

contamination of the entire primary circuit remained;

" the fuel elements that were contaminated by the burst thermal element

sleeve tubes were removed in increasing numbers from the reactor core

during the following years of operation.

Mechanical damages of the fuel elements can occasionally be produced in the

functional parts of the fuel element charging plant. Damaged pebbles were sorted out

by the burst interceptors and arrived to the area where they were extracted.

The sorted pebbles had generally smaller burst areas in the fuel-free graphite casing.

More rarely were also found pebbles that were broken up into several fragments. In the

cracked pebbles it could be seen that the coatings
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of the fuel particles remained undamaged, so that no additional fission products release

resulted.
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Legends to Fig. 13.2-5:
Zerdruckkraft = Crushing force; schnelle Fluenz = fast fluence.

Fig. 13.2-5 Crushing force in dependence upon the fast fluence

The charging plant has fed more than 2.4 million pebbles. The fracture rate was 10' on

average over the total operating time. Improvements in the plant resulted for the last
two operation years in a fracture rate of _< 2 - 10-. These values have not affected the

reactor operation in any way. An assumption of the friction-free conveyance of the

pebbles is their mechanical integrity and their dimensional stability. How these
properties change under the influence of the neutron radiation was also determined in

the further investigations in the Juelich nuclear research plant.

Fig. 13.2-5 shows as example the crushing force of the compressed fuel elements

with 6 g of heavy metal applied over the fluence of rapid neutrons. An impairment of

the crushing force by the neutron radiation was not detected.
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Legends to Fig. 13.2-6:

Durchmesser = Diameter; schnelle Fluenz fast fluence.

Fig. 13.2-6 Fuel element diameter in dependence upon the fast fluence

Fig. 13.2-6 shows the change of the fuel element diameter for the two graphite matrix

types with the designations A3-3 and A3-27 that were used. The diameter change of

about 0.5 mm during the fuel element service life has no importance for the reactor

operation.

The irradiation data reached for the different fuel element types - Burnup and Fast

Neutron Dose - are compared in Fig. 13.2-7 to the target values for the subsequent

projects, inter alia, the THTR and HTR modules. The target values for the THTR were
reached rapidly for the neutron dose and were widely exceeded for the burnup. The

value of the fuel elements for modular reactors (LEU, TRISO) reached the target values

for burnup and most of the target values for fluence.
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Legends to Fig. 13.2-7:
Dosis = Dose; Zielwerte = Target values; Modul = Module; Abbrand = Burnup.

Fig. 13.2-7 Achieved irradiation data of the fuel element types that were used

During the entire operating time, only one case of systematic particle failure occurred.

In the years 1973 and 1974 was added the test charge GLE-1, which consisted of 2400

fuel elements with particularly pronounced properties (see Table 1). Noticeable are

particularly the high heavy metal load of 20 g, the large particle core diameter of 600 p,
and above all the very high fission substance content of 1.4 g, that is, 40 % more than

in the normal fuel elements. Mathematically it can be determined that these pebbles

reach temperatures of up to 1280 °C, while the hottest GO only reached 1200 'C.

Starting in the middle of 1975, the noble gas cumulative activity in the cooling gas

started to increase and, in the first half of 1976, it reached up to 6.3 1012 Bq. Initially,
the cause for this activity increase was naturally unknown. The routine further

examinations
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of irradiated fuel elements in KFA directed soon the suspicions toward the GLE-1. In

March 1976, therefore, all the types of fuel elements were extracted, and a heating test

was carried out at different temperatures.

During the heating to 1250 0C, the GLE-1 at about 3 % fima showed strong, at the time

sudden fission gas releases, which lead to the conclusion that there was a bursting of

the particles. The pressurized fission noble gases were released suddenly when the

coating ruptured. The bursting was very highly dependent upon the heating

temperature. Below 1200 0C, practically no bursting was detected in the GLE-1, at

1250 0C started the particle bursting, which extended to about 10 to 20 particles. After

the heating to 1500 0C were found in the ceramography about 25 % destroyed

particles. In the GO (about 12 % fima), which were examined at the same time, was
found only a very rare bursting at 1250 0C (about 1 to 2 particles per pebble), which
was to be expected according to the previous experiences. Therefore, it was confirmed

that only the GLE-1 elements were the cause of the activity increase, since they were

the only pebbles which had reached temperatures of over 1200 0C in this phase of the

reactor operation.

The particle bursting in this context occurs normally only with considerably higher

temperatures than 1250 0C, and it is assumed today, after further comprehensive tests

that were carried out at the time also in the Austrian Seibersdorf re3search center

[13.2-3], that two reasons can probably be considered:

The density of the inner buffer layer had a value of up to 1.4 g/cm 3 (desired

are values of a maximum of 1.0 g/cm3 before irradiation). With an

excessively high buffer layer density, the radiation-induced core swellings

cannot be sufficiently intercepted, so that the outer layer is stressed

excessively.
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The extraordinarily high heavy metal content can lead to damage to the

coatings ahead of use (during manufacture) when the pebbles are

compressed, which could have then lead to a fracture under radiation stress

during the reactor operation.

After the GLE-1 was recognized as the cause, the extraction of the fuel elements of this

type coming out of the pebble removal tube was started at the end of March 1976. Up

to October of that year could be extracted 549 of these fuel elements. Then, it was

determined with the old burnup measuring facility that the GLE-1 could not longer be

differentiated from the fresh THTR and GO-1 elements. Since also the cooling gas

activity had no longer increased but was retrograde and also did not represent an

operational impairment, it was decided to delay the further extraction of GLE-1 until the

commissioning of the new burnup measurement facility. This facility can determine the

burnup very accurately, not only by means of the Cs137 measurement, but can also

determine the Th content of the pebbles in view of the Pa233 line. The GLE-1

extraction was therefore adjusted at first. After a new longer delay had occurred due to

a steam generator damage, the further targeted extraction was initiated starting in 1982

and it was concluded for the most part in the beginning of 1983.

In the beginning of 1972 were found for the first time carbidic fuel elements with, in part,

large surfaces of scaling on the pebble surface, the so-called pelleting effect, when

examining random specimens of extracted burned-up fuel elements. The scaling was

0.1 to 0.3 mm thick. The pellets had lost on average a weight of 1.3 g in comparison

with the intact irradiated carbidic fuel elements, but otherwise do not differ therefrom.

Since there was a suspicion of a corrosion damage, also oxidation tests were carried

out on the affected pebbles, which however did not show increased oxidation rates.

Fig. 13.2-8 shows on the left a photograph of the surface, on the right the

photomicrograph on a radial section.
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In close collaboration with the KFA and the companies HOBEG and HRB it was

attempted to determine the cause of the damage. Irradiated and non-irradiated as well

as preoxidized pebbles were exposed to different mechanic strains, for example, in the

fall test (fall height 2 m on steel plate), in the fall drum (fall height approx. 10 m on steel

piping), or in the friction test (rolling of 20 pebbles in a cylindrical drum). In this way, is

was finally succeeded in producing so-called "secondary pellets," whose appearance

corresponded to that of the primary pellets.

At that time point, the extraction of the burned-up fuel elements aimed toward the

extraction of the first charge, the UCC elements. The burnup measurement facility

could not differentiate the pebbles according to burnup but only according to their

carbon content. The UCC pebbles, which were somewhat lighter than the compressed

elements, can therefore be easily sorted out, and the extraction pots contained only

relatively less compressed carbidic elements (approx. 15 %). Under these were

especially, however, many pellets due to their graphite loss, so that at first an

alarmingly high rate of pellets was confused with the compressed carbidic elements (20

to 50 %). Only the systematic examination of statistically - also without measurement -

extracted random specimens showed a rate, which increased from 1972 with 6 % to

1974 with 10 %, and then slowly decreased.

The pelleting effect occurred only in compressed carbidic elements. The UCC and

carpet elements produced from graphite hollow pellets showed no indications thereof.
It was initially believed that the beginning pelleting effects started in compressed oxidic

elements. These are oxidative attacks on small surfaces which, as was determined,

occur also in compressed carbidic pebbles and cannot be evaluated as beginning

pelleting effect.
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The burnup of the pellets took place within a relatively narrow interval and increased

continuously with the time of operation. From this it could be deduced that these

pebbles had been produced from a partial quantity of compressed carbidic fuel

elements, which had been added to the reactor at the end of 1970 and beginning of
1971 as fresh fuel elements. With this determination, the events of May 11, 1971 gain

particular importance. At that time, a great amount of air had been pumped ahead of
the gas purification plant during flushing processes on the charging plant, which could

not be retained and reached the cooling gas.

The observations made with respect to the pellets lead overall to the following

hypothesis:

The compressed carbidic fuel elements freshly added to the outer core were

located at the time of the air ingress in May 1971 into the core region at a high
pebble surface temperature. The strong oxidation that set in took place mainly in

the hot pebbles and there only on the outermost surface layer, which in this way

became porous and soft. This porous layer was compressed by way of a

compression into the pebble bed and in addition by way of impact and rolling

processes in the charging plant. Under further irradiation, this layer showed

another shrinkage behavior than that of the basic material. At the boundary

formed cracks, which lead then to flat burst areas.

It could also be estimated that a total of about 4500 pellets had been produced, of

which until mid 1975 about 1500 had been extracted. The remaining 3000 pebbles
were also removed over the following years within the scope of routine extraction.

Additional pellets did no longer occur.
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Legends to Fig. 12.2-8:
Original-Oberfliche = Original surface.

Fig. 12.2-8 Pelleting effect on compressed carbidic fuel elements
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Since 1977 were carried out malfunction simulation tests on fuel element pebbles in

the hot cells of the KFA. In these tests was investigated the behavior of elements in
very extreme HTR malfunctions such as the decompression of the cooling gas circuit

with simultaneous loss of all heat sinks. Depending on the size of the reactor, fuel

element temperatures of between 1500 0C (HTR module) and 2500 0C (HTR 500) can

then occur.

Fuel elements of different types, which were used predominantly in the AVR up to the

desired burnup, were slowly heated to the malfunction temperatures (1400 0C - 2500
0C) and were held at this temperature for a long time (50 - 1000 hours). During this

time was measured the discharge of the fission noble gases Xel 33 and Kr85 as well as

the solid fission products Cs134, Cs137, J131, Sr90, and Ag1 10m. After the test, the

fission product distribution in the fuel elements was also measured and a

ceramography of the particles was carried out.

These tests, which are intentionally aimed at producing an extreme overloading of the

elements, showed what enormous safety measure reserves were still available despite
the previous strains, some of which lasted for several years, in the reactor at operating

temperatures.

About the results of these very complex and extensive test cannot be provided further

information at this point. However, it was confirmed in a convincing manner that also

under these extreme conditions there was still a considerable retention capacity for

fission products. Fig. 13.2-8 shows as an example the appearance of 4 particle types

after heating to different temperatures. These interesting investigations are shown in

summary in [13.2-2].
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Legends to Fig. 13.2-9:

Partikeln aus = Particles of; bzw. = or; bis = up to; BE = Fuel elements;

Abbrandpartikeln aus = Burned-up particles of.

Fig. 13.2-9 Photomicrographs of particles of irradiated fuel elements after heating to malfunction

temperatures
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Summary

The results of the fuel element testing in the AVR can be summarized as follows:

The fuel elements with carbidic fuel and BISO coating show also at hot gas

temperatures of up to 900 °C a good retention capacity for all fission

products. No coating damages occur even at the highest burnups.

In hot gas temperatures of more than 900 'C is released strontium. In this

way, the maintenance work on the primary circuit was made more difficult in

particular on the charging plant and the corrosion rate of the fuel elements

was increased.

Fuel elements with oxidic fuel and BISO coating show an excellent behavior
also at hot gas temperatures of up to 950 'C. Very scarce coating damages

were observed with burnups of _Ž 15 % fima, which however did not lead to a
measurable fission product release. In particular the fuel elements of the

THTR production used- since 1974 fulfill the expectations.

In 1982 began the testing of fuel elements with low enriched oxidic fuel with

TRISO coating. At the end of the operation, approximately 50,000 of these

fuel elements were in the reactor core. The maximum burnup of the GLE-3

fuel elements (U235-enrichment 10 %) amounted to about 11 % fima. As

minimum burnup were sought 10 % fima. The GLE-4 fuel elements with their
16.7 % enrichment reached even a maximum burnup of about 14 % fima.

The extraordinarily low release from these fuel elements at
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hot gas temperatures of up to 950 0C was confirmed by the particularly low

noble gas activity in the cooling gas within the last few years.

More than 290,000 fuel elements or, expressed otherwise, more than 6 billion coated

fuel particles were produced and used in the AVR. The fuel elements have passed the

test in the reactor with very good success also at hot gas temperatures of 950 'C. The
result indicates a very good fuel element concept, a reliable production, and an

effective quality control. It also creates the assurance that future high temperature
reactors will have available fuel elements that are based on the experiences of an

approximately 30-year development.

In the operation of the AVR power plant are utilized, insofar as they are feasible and

promise good success, the possibilities for testing and further developing the HTR fuel

elements.
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13.3 Fuel Charging Plant

13.3 Fuel Charging Plant

This plant makes possible the circulation of the pebbles in the core (extraction of

pebbles from the core via the pebble extraction pipe and feedback via the feeding pipes
to the core), the supply of fresh pebbles to the core against the full helium pressure of

10 bar, and the supply of pebbles from the system during the output operation. The

feeding section and the extraction section are each divided by five pebble valves into
four lock areas and a transition pipe. To prevent damage to the valves, catches are
provided ahead of the valves. The circulating section starts with the pebble extraction
pipe, which has an inner diameter of 500 mm to prevent the formation of bridges. It

ends in a slotted disk, the so-called reducer. By rotating this disk, the pebbles fall in

groups into the storage container of the separator. This separator is a scoop wheel that

lifts the pebbles from their container and feeds them to the burst interceptor. Here, the

defective pebbles and fragments are sorted out. The undamaged pebbles arrive via the
dosing wheel in the elevator, in which the type and burnup of the pebbles are

determined. (During the first year of operation, the type of pebble and the burnup were
determined in the dosing wheel). A computer decides then in each individual case, in
view of the measuring results and inputted control data, into which of the five sectors of
the core the pebbles are returned, or if they must be removed from the circuit. The

feeding of the pebbles into the core takes place with gas, which is taken from the
pressure side of the cooling gas blower. If this pressure is insufficient, then the pebbles

are conveyed with the pure gas from a buffer container. The transport through the

addition and extraction section as well as through the remaining charging facility takes
place by the force of gravity. This system has the advantage that the burnup during the

operation can be compensated continuously by adding fresh fuel fission products. The

plant was built by the
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Heraeus company of Hanau and developed for the AVR without model. It consists of

the components:

1. Reducer

2. Separator

3; Burst interceptor (burst vessel)
4. Burst pot

5. Dosing wheel

6. Elevator

7. Feeding pipes

8. Ball valves

9. Catches

10. Counter coil

11. Differentiation and burnup measurement

12. Charging computer

13. Addition box

14. Extraction chamber and circular railway

15. Drives for the movable components

See Fig. 13.3-1. A report about the experiences with a few important components will

be provided below.

The plant was plagued by defects, which was to be expected in a plant that was the first

of its kind [13.3-1]. For example, the changing friction conditions under pure helium
were not taken into consideration in the construction of the plant. The higher friction

coefficients that amounted to 'about 0.7 under pure helium were the fundamental

reason for the initial failures of the charging plant. For this reason, the rpms for driving

the individual components
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Legends to Fig. 13.3-1:
Verweniger = Reducer; Vereinzelner = Separator; Absperrventil (Reparaturventil) = Check valve (repair
valve); Bruchabscheider = Burst interceptor; Bruchkanne = Burst pot; Dosierrad = Dosing wheel;
Hohenforderer = Elevator; Brennelementkanne = Fuel element pot; Ringkanal = Annular channel; Reaktor

= Reactor; Reaktorkern = Reactor core; Fcrdergas = Feeding gas; Kugelzugaberaum = Pebble addition

chamber; Kugelzahlspule = Pebble counting coil; Brennelemententnahmeraum = Fuel element extraction

chamber.

Fig. 13.3-1 Fuel charging plant
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had to be increased considerably over the course of the years. The higher friction lead
in part to jamming of different pebbles or pebble columns, which had to be moved

against the friction. Deposits of graphite dust in the pipes of the extraction section

having a lesser inclination lead also to jamming and clogging. Also disadvantageous
was the fact that the movements of the pebbles and the filling levels could not be
monitored in the components of the plant because no display devices were available,
so that an overfilling could only become noticeable when a jamming of the components

occurred.

Despite these flaws, the plant showed overall a satisfactory operational behavior. A
total of 370,595 pebbles were conducted to the core, 257,055 pebbles were extracted
from the system, and 2,408,974 pebbles were circulated. All the malfunctions of the
plant could be eliminated in an adequate time with low radiation stress for the

personnel. These repairs were carried out predominantly during the power operation.
This was possible because (up to the reducer and the separator) the components of the

charging plant could be separated through repair valves from the primary circuit. (The

power operation had to be interrupted to work on the repair valves). Only less then 3 %
of the time during which the power plant was not available was caused by the charging
plant.

Reducer

The reducer is a slowly rotating, slotted double disk at the end of the pebble extraction

pipe. When this disk is rotated, differently large groups of pebbles fall statistically

distributed into the storage chamber of the separator arranged underneath thereof (see
Fig. 13.3-2).
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Legends to Fig. 13.3-2:
1 Motor; 2 Gear unit; 3 Friction clutch; 4 O-ring; 5 Oil seal ring; 6 Multiport swivel; 7

Copper seal; 8 Bearing part; 9 Reducer disk; 10 Pebble extraction pipe; Sperrspalt =

Seal gap; Beton = Concrete; zum Vereinzelner = to the separator; Sperrgas = Seal gas;

Ansicht = View.

Fig. 13.3-2 Reducer

A jamming of the reducer occurred after starting the plant due to chemical changes in
the pebble extraction pipe. The pressure on the reducer wheel became so great due to
different contractions of the pebble extraction pipe and the pebble column that it could
no longer be overcome by the drive. This problem could be solved administratively.

During the shutdown and standstill of the power plant, the reducer was rotated for a
short time at predetermined time intervals. Via the extraction of a few pebbles from the

pebble extraction pipe which was connected therewith could be loosened the pebble

column ahead of the reducer and jamming could be prevented.

The malfunctions of the reducer werepEtA A%()DIF ,FZLI R A . Yv
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Since the reducer had failed many times due to overload, the rpm of the friction clutch

was set to the highest value in February 1969.

The drive motor of the reducer failed at the end of January 1971. Since the seal gas

chamber of the reducer is connected without sealing capabilities to the seal gap, the

plant had to be shut down for repair and the two reactor vessels had to be pumped.

Water penetrated when dismounting the seal gas hood of the reducer. In the seal gas

hood had collected 12 I of water due to condensation. The seal gas chamber of the

reducer is the coldest location of the seal gap. The driver motor and gear unit were
.exchanged.

The motor and the friction clutch in the reducer gear unit were exchanged in August

1972. The old motor had a connection to ground; the maximum transmissible rpm had

reduced at the old coupling due to material fatigue.

In October 1974, no more pebbles were conveyed from the reducer to the separator

even though the reducer was working without report of malfunction. The cause was a

shearing off of the driving cam in the cyclogear of the reducer drive. The cam was
retrieved and the gear unit was repaired. The power plant had to be shut down for this

repair and the reactor vessel had to be pumped.

In May 1976 were checked the reducer drive, the overload end switch, and the friction

clutch, and the rpm of the friction clutch was increased. The reason for these measures

were frequent overload messages reported by the reducer drive.

In July 1976, the reducer could no longer be rotated. After shutting down the power

plant, pumping of the reactor vessel, and dismounting of the seal gas hood it was

determined that the bearing shield of the motor had become loose and the winding
column hung loose on the anchor.
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It was also determined that a wire was jammed on an overload circuit. Therefore, the

friction clutch was able to penetrate uncontrolled, which apparently had lead to the

loosening of the bearing shield. The motor was exchanged and the overload circuit was

connected.

In the planned shutdown interval (B) that started in mid January 1977, a new friction

clutch was installed in the drive of the reducer and adjusted to a clearly higher factor of

380 Nm (before 125 to 375 Nm).

A stiffness of the reducer started occurring in June 1977, which in August 1977 lead to

the shearing off of a feather key in the reducer drive. The feather key was exchanged.

However, some stiffness started showing soon after this repair, which made necessary
the dismounting of the reducer drive in September 1977. The bearings of the reducer

disk were dirty and worn. They were exchanged (see Operation Year 1977,

Malfunctions 2 and 4). The reactor had to be shut down for both malfunctions and the

reactor vessel had to be pumped.

In December 1981, the reducer drive no longer turned. The cause of the malfunction
was corrosion in the reducer drive. Water due to condensation had collected in the seal

gap chamber and the reducer. The seal gap was drained and the reducer drive was

repaired. This work took place in parallel with repair work on the Vampyr II loop, so that

no additional shutdown time was required.
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Separator

In July 1987 occurred a stubborn jamming when the charging plant was restarted,

which was released only after multiple sliding of the coupling.
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Legends to Fig. 13.3-3:

vom Verweniger = from the reducer; Bruchkanal = Burst channel; ersetztes Blech =

Replaced plate; Schopfrad = Scoop wheel; zu entfernendes Blech = Plate to be

removed; eingeschlossene Brennelemente = Encased fuel elements; Schnitt = Section;

zum Bruchabscheider = to the burst interceptor.

Fig. 13.3-3 Separator

The pebbles, which fall in groups from the reducer into the storage container of the

separator, are conveyed individually with the separator wheel from this container
through a channel to the burst interceptor (see Fig. 13.3-3). To prevent jamming in this

channel, a stripping plate is provided at the entrance thereof.
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Between the separator and the burst interceptor is arranged a repair valve, with which

the successive components can be separated from the primary circuit.

The problems with the separator were caused by the following effects. The number of

pebbles that fall into the storage container of the separator through the slit of the
reducer disk when the reducer rotates are subjected to great fluctuations. A filling level
measurement in the storage container of the separator (ultrasound measurement),

which should switch off the reducer when a certain level is reached to prevent

overfilling, did not work from the very beginning. Instead, object sound microphones

were installed to be able to follow the pebble movements acoustically. The operating

personnel were instructed to switch off the reducer if pebbles had fallen into the storage
container and to only switch it on again when all the pebbles had been conveyed out of

the separator. Despite these measures, a frequent overfilling, and as a consequence a

jamming of the separator, occurred in the storage container. This jamming could in part
be solved by rotating the separator in the opposite direction. It also came to jamming if
a drainage of the separator could not be ensured when the burst interceptor was shut

down or the repair valve did not fully open. To eliminate this jamming, the burst

interceptor roller had to be dismounted in most cases and the jamming was eliminated

from below. To prevent malfunctions of this type, the control was changed so that the

separator, controlled by a time relay, could only run for a limited time. In addition, y
detectors were installed between the separator and the burst interceptor. An increased
V level should provide an indication of several fuel elements in this area.
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The malfunctions were in detail:

A jamming of the separator in both rotation directions, which occurred at the end of July

1969, was solved by dismounting the drive and rotating the separator by hand.

In September 1970 occurred a winding slippage in the drive motor of the separator.
The motor was replaced.

The separator was dismounted in parallel with the installation of a hot gas loop in the

2 nd quarter of 1972. Occasionally perceived grinding noises and a plate piece found in

a burst pot that was removed at the end of 1971 had lead to the concern that the

separator might be damaged. When inspected, aside from traces of grinding on the

separator wheel and the housing, no other damage was found. The grinding traces

were repaired.

On 06/06/1972 jammed the separator as well as also the burst interceptor. The
separator had apparently been continued to be driven with a stopped burst interceptor,
which had lead to a jamming of both components. After the burst interceptor was

released on the following day, also the separator was able to rotate again.

In August 1972 occurred increasing running. noises and overload messages in the

separator. The locking between the bearing part and the bearing plug had become
loose, so that the bearing part could be displaced axially. The locking was repaired, the

ball bearing of the drive was exchanged, and a new multiport swivel was installed. This
work was carried out in parallel with work on the hot gas loop.

In January and March 1973 occurred in both occasions a jamming of the separator,

which was caused by an overfilling of the separator. It had occurred due to
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an uncontrolled falling of pebbles through the reducer. In the attempts of releasing the

jamming, also the section between the separator and the burst interceptor was

overfilled. While the malfunction in January could be solved by rotating the

components in the opposite direction and changing the gas pressure in the. malfunction

area, to eliminate the malfunction in March, the reactor had to be shut down, the reactor

vessel pumped, and the burst interceptor dismounted. The jamming was eliminated

with auxiliary tools.

At the end of 1974, the separator jammed due to overfilling. Approximately 200

pebbles coming from the reducer had fallen into the storage container of the separator.

After dismounting the drive, the pebbles could be conveyed to the burst interceptor by

rotating the separator wheel manually.

The separator became blocked in November 1974. The power plant was shut down

and the reactor vessel was pumped. After dismounting the seal gas hood, the

separator could be released. At that time were heard metallic grinding noises. The

separator was emptied by manual rotation. 60 pebbles were in the storage container of
the separator. A pebble bridge was created during this process between the separator

and the burst interceptor, which made it necessary to dismount the burst interceptor.
The bridge was removed. 8 pebbles fell thereby into the burst pot. In a test run after

emptying the separator were detected again metallic grinding noises. The separator

was dismounted. Two plates of approx. 130 x 70 x 3 mm were found in the separator.

These parts, which had caused the formation of rings on the front side of the separator

wheel, were part of a shield above the storage container. The parts were not installed
again because, on the one hand, the shield no had influence on the function of the

separator and, on the other hand, the welding would have
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been connected to considerable difficulties. The parts were removed, the separator

wheel was repaired, and the separator was mounted,

In May 1975, the ball valve between the separator and the burst interceptor, which

closes when fresh fuel elements are added, did no longer open after the addition. In

this way, it came to a jamming of the separator. After opening the valve, the jamming

toward the separator could be released by a rapid pressure change in the area of the

burst interceptor. To release the separator itself, the drive had to be dismounted and

the separator wheel had to be turned manually. This work was carried out in parallel

with the power operation.

In September 1976, the separator jammed due to overfilling of the storage container.

308 pebbles were found in the separator. The jamming was released after a short time.

The cause of the overfilling remained unclear.

In April, May, and July 1977 fell 118, 245, or 150 pebbles into the storage container of

the separator, even though the reducer had very probably not been operated. When

extracting the pebbles from the separator it came many times to a jamming, which

could be released by turning in the opposite direction.

After damage occurred on 05/13/1978 on the steam generator and the charging plant

was drained, 2,000 fuel elements were removed during the period between 07/11/1978

and 08/22/1978. During this process, on 07/19/1978, it came to a jamming of the

separator. After dismounting the drive, the separator was able to rotate, but no pebbles
were conveyed from the burst interceptor to the dosing wheel. The repair valve

between the separator and the burst interceptor could neither be closed nor

dismounted. The burst interceptor was then dismounted. A pebble bridge had formed

in the access
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to the burst interceptor. The bridge was released with auxiliary tools, the pebbles were

collected, and filled again into a shielded container. 4 or 5 pebbles fell thereby into the

burst pot. Under the separator were found 15 pebbles and one fragment. In the

connection thereto was used again the burst interceptor roller and 8 pebbles were

conveyed by manual operation of the components without problems up to the dosing
wheel. In the trial run after the installation of the separator and the burst interceptor

had been completed, no pebbles could be conveyed to the burst interceptor. The

cause was, as was shown later, graphite slack coal, which had deposited on the inner
wall of the pipe between the separator and the burst interceptor during water ingress. It

was possible with a few difficulties to dismount the repair valve between the separator

and the burst interceptor, and the pebbles could be further conveyed toward the burst

interceptor with the aid of rods in the malfunction area. To release the baked-on

graphite sludge, the pipes were sprayed with weapons oil. After assembling the plant,

the removal was continued.

In July 1979 occurred a jamming of the separator by overfilling. 30 pebbles were in the

storage container at the time. After dismantling the drive, the jamming could be

eliminated manually.

The drive was repaired in March 1980. The bearings of the individual components were

exchanged.

In March 1981, the separator no longer rotated. After opening, no pebbles were found

in the separator. The cause of the malfunction was a defect in the electric plant. It was

eliminated.

In January 1982 occurred a jamming between the separator and the burst interceptor.

The burst interceptor and the ball valve between the separator and
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the burst interceptor were dismounted and the jammed pebbles were released and

removed with auxiliary tools and a suction arrangement. A total of 19 pebbles, 23
fragments, slack coal, and dust were removed and filled into the fuel element pots. 2

pebbles fell into the burst pot and 16 were conveyed into the core. The jamming had

occurred because pebbles from the separator had been conveyed to the stopped burst

interceptor. Even though the electric control prevented that the separator could be

operated with the burst interceptor switched off, when the burst interceptor, which was

switched on, was stopped by releasing the motor protection, however, the locking was

ineffective. The control was modified so that, even if the motor protection of the motor

of the burst interceptor was released, the separator could be stopped.

In October 1982 it came to a jamming below the separator in conjunction with a
malfunction at the burst interceptor. The repair valve under the separator had

apparently not completely opened. After shutting down the power plant and pumping

the reactor vessel, the repair valve was dismounted. Above as well as underneath the
valve were found jammed pebbles. They were released and removed with the aid of

auxiliary tools. After installing all the components and filling the reactor vessel, the

operation was resumed on 11/03/1982.

The separator become locked in November 1982. The separator had to be

dismounted. Since after dismounting the drive an increased radiation was measured,

extensive shields had to be erected. After dismounting the separator wheel were found
through a lead glass window in the shield 42 pebbles and a loose plate in the storage

container of the separator. The pebbles were conveyed individually to the burst
interceptor and from there to the dosing wheel. The plate that was found was the
stripping plate at the entrance of the pebble channel, which had become loose (see Fig.

13.3-4). It had settled in front of the
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separator wheel and had impaired in this way the further flow of pebbles. It was welded

again under very difficult conditions. During this malfunction, pebbles arrived also into a

chamber behind the pebble channel, which could not be completely removed.

Fig. 13.3-4 View through the shield window into the storage container of the separator

In January 1983 occurred a jamming of the separator, which could be released by

rotation in the opposite direction.
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In February 1984 occurred anomalous running noises at regular intervals. The intervals
between these noises became greater and finally disappeared completely. In the
planned shutdown phase, which started on 04/01/1984, the separator was dismounted
and inspected. The cause for the noises could however not be found.

After the charging plant was restarted in the beginning of August 1984 (the elimination

of the side reflector had been undertaken previously) occurred a jamming of the
separator, which had been caused by a backing up of pebbles underneath the
separator. The downstream repair valve had apparently not opened completely. To
eliminate the malfunction, the reactor had to be shut down and the reactor vessel

pumped. The valve was dismounted and repaired.

At the end of January 1985 occurred a jamming of the separator, which was resolved
by a repeated turning in the opposite direction.

In July 1985 occurred a stubborn jamming of the separator, which was eliminated by a
repeated turning in the opposite direction. Thereafter occurred unusual running noises,

which later diminished and then disappeared completely.

In January 1986 occurred a jamming of the separator, which could not be resolved by a
turning in the opposite direction. The power plant was shut down and the reactor
vessel was pumped. After dismounting the separator it was determined that the
stripping plate, which had been welded on again under very difficult conditions in
December 1982 after a similar malfunction, had become loose and had caused the
jamming. The stripping plate was attached with a screw connection this time.
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In August 1986 occurred a jamming of the separator, which could not be released by

repeated turning in the opposite direction. The power plant was shut down and the

reactor vessel was pumped. After dismounting the separator it was determined that a

welded seam in the separator housing had torn. A guide plate had become loose

thereby and had jammed with the fins of the separator wheel. The plate was welded

back. In addition, a ring was welded onto the separator wheel, which would prevent a

locking with the separator wheel in case the guide plate became loose again.

Burst Interceptor and Burst Pot

'u, Bruchkonne

Legends to Fig. 13.3-5:

vom Vereinzelner = from the separator; zur Bruchkanne = to the burst pot; Kalibrierring

= Calibration ring; zum Dosierrad = to the dosing wheel; Fuhrungsleiste = Guide strip;

Rampe = Ramp.

Fig. 13.3-5 Burst interceptor
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The burst interceptor has the task of separating defective pebbles and pebble

fragments from the circuit and to convey the same to the burst pot located underneath

the burst interceptor. It consists essentially of a very slowly rotating roller, on whose

surface are welded conveying fins and a toothed guide strip, which is arranged

somewhat offset above the roller parallel to the conveying direction. At the end of the

roller is located a pipe through which the good pebbles roll toward the dosing wheel.

This pipe is configured in the inlet area in the form of a shell, is slotted underneath, and

provided with a calibration ring.

ore, Bruchabscheiuer Anirnebswelie ZuM Sperrgns- licube

Anpressen der &ruchionne
I Abschinrtscheibe Verschmuristo•pfen

/I \ Greifer Pb Abschlirmuflg \AvSbousloplen

halt erung "Bruchk nnne

Legends to Fig. 13.3-6:

vom Bruchabscheider = from the burst interceptor; Antriebswelle zum Anpressen der

Bruchkanne = Drive shaft for compressing the burst pot; Abschirmscheibe = Shield;

Verschlugstopfen = Locking plug; Sperrgas-Haube = Seal gas hood;

Bruchkannenhalterung = Burst pot holder; Bruchkanne = Burst pot; Greifer = Bucket;

Pb-Abschirmung = Lead shielding; Ausbaustopfen = Dismounting plug.

Fig. 13.3-6 Burst interceptor

Underneath the roller is located a funnel, which collects the separated pebbles and

fragments and guides them to the burst pot. Around the neck of the burst pot
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was arranged an induction coil, with which the filling level of the burst pot was to be
monitored. (See Figs. 13.3-5, 13.3-6, and 13.3-7).

( ) feste F'Ohruncs -

Kleines
BruchstOck

Wcizze

"ugelmt

Abo ittuno

/

'Auswurfhebel

Aufoeplatzte
zu orofle Kugel

Legends to Fig. 13.3-7:
Walze = Roller; Gute Kugel = Good pebble; feste FOhrungsleiste = Fixed guide strip; Kleines Bruchstick = Small fragment; Kugel
mit Abplattung = Pebble with plateout; Kalibrierring = Calibration ring; Auswurfhebel = Eject lever; Aufgeplatzte zu grole Kugel =

Burst to large pebble.

Fig. 13.3-7 Operating mode of the burst interceptor

Pebbles, which fall on the roller coming from the separator, arrive first in a somewhat

deeper-lying pocket. From there they are pushed with the first fin of the roller along a
ramp ahead of the guide strip and conveyed by the transversely running fins on the

roller slowly toward the end
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of the roller, where they fall into the shell-shaped processed pipe, which leads to the

dosing wheel. At each one of the teeth of the guide strip, the pebble is somewhat tilted,
so that it rolls off on another large-scale circuit. If the pebble arrives in this way with the

plateout side on the roller surface, it is taken by the roller due to the higher friction and

thrown into the funnel. Smaller fragments fall through the gap between the roller and

the guide strip and arrive also in the funnel. Slightly burst or excessively large pebbles
remain ahead of the calibration ring in the inlet area of the discharge pipe. An ejector

lever mounted on the roller, which runs through the slot in the inlet area of the pipe,

ejects these pebbles also into the funnel.

The malfunctions at the burst interceptor had fundamentally the following causes: It was

possible that the pebbles were delayed due to jamming in the inlet area and then

conveyed at short intervals by the burst interceptor roller. Because the fins of the roller
were arranged so that pebbles could be ejected into the discharge pipe at four locations

of the periphery, but only one ejector lever was provided on the roller; it could happen

that, if a pebble remained ahead of the calibration ring, a second pebble could be

conveyed into the inlet area of the discharge pipe before the ejector lever had reached

the inlet area, which would then eject the two pebbles at the same time into the funnel.
It was most likely that these pebbles would form a pebble bridge at the funnel

discharge. Since the filling level of the funnel cannot be monitored, such a malfunction

will only be noticed when the funnel is overfilled and the burst interceptor roller can no

longer be turned. Another malfunction cause was the increased friction in the pure
helium. It has lead to jamming between the first fin on the roller and the ramp above all

in the area of the inlet pocket. Therefore, undamaged pebbles can jump over the roller

into the funnel under the roller. The increased friction was also the cause why
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dust, slack coal, and fragments remained in the flat part of the funnel, which has also

lead to clogging of the funnel discharge.

The malfunctions were, in detail:

In February 1969 were undertaken first modifications in the area of the inlet pocket due
to frequent jamming of the burst interceptor, which however were unsuccessful.

Frequent messages of "burst pot filled" turned out to be erroneous messages.

In the second quarter of 1969 was installed a new burst pot with modified filling level

monitoring. In the upper part of the pot were arranged two electrodes, which should

emit the full message when coming into contact with any pebbles. In addition, an

electrode of spring steel was mounted in the neck of the pot, with which the individual

pebbles and larger fragments should be counted.

The burst pot was exchanged in August 1969. In an examination of the pot in the hot

cells of the KFA were found seven pebbles, among them four fuel elements, and some

,graphite slack coal. Fragments or severely damaged pebbles were not found.

In the first quarter of 1970, the burst interceptor was dismounted a total of five times

due to different reasons. The objective of the first dismounting was the control of the

burst pot (plated-out monitor pebbles had been added in August 1969, which had been

separated by the burst interceptor and should have been collected in the burst pot.

These pebbles had, however, not arrived in the burst pot.). During this dismounting it

was determined that the burst pot was empty, but that approx. 350 pebbles had

collected in the funnel underneath the burst interceptor, among them also some plated-

out monitor elements. The cause for the jamming at the outlet of the funnel was initially

not discovered.
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In addition, it was inquired why the burst interceptor had ejected pebbles that were
intact. It was presumed that the pebbles had jammed in the area of the inlet pocket

and that pebbles which had then fallen from the separator had jumped over the top of
the roller into the funnel. The pebbles were removed with a suction arrangement

produced for this purpose and were filled into fuel element pots. The second

dismounting was required due to frequent overload messages. The cause for the
overloads was the stripping of the ejector lever in the slot of the pipe toward the dosing

wheel. Via this stripping, a sharp edge had formed on the slot of the pipe. This sharp

edge acted as a narrowing of the calibration ring and prevented the passage of the

pebbles toward the dosing wheel. In this way, more and more pebbles were ejected by
the ejector lever into the funnel and the above-described case, wherein two pebbles or

one pebble and a fragment could be simultaneously ejected by the ejector lever into the

funnel and could form a pebble bridge at the outlet of the funnel, could happen again.
In this dismounting process were found again 75 pebbles in the funnel of the burst

interceptor. They were removed in the same manner as in the first dismounting. The

ejector lever and the sharp edge at the slot were removed. A pebble, which was stuck
in the calibration ring, had to be ejected backwardly. The third and fourth dismounting

were caused by overloads, which were caused by jamming in the area of the inlet

pocket. They were used to optimize this area. The ramp and the first fins of the roller

were modified and also an additional interceptor plate was mounted. The fifth

dismounting was required because, due to a mounting error in the previous

dismounting, a pebble backup up had occurred which extended up to the separator. In

this dismounting process it was determined that the roller of the burst interceptor was

out-of-round. A new roller was manufactured and installed. Therefore, the angle of the

first fin on the roller was modified once more. In addition, a rotation monitoring for the

burst interceptor was installed,
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with which it was to be ensured that the separator could only be operated with a rotating

burst interceptor.

The burst pot was dismounted in the beginning of July 1970 during operation to remove

plated-out monitor pebbles. With the monitor pebbles was to be investigated the flow

behavior in the core. The dismounting was impaired by pebble fragments that had

fallen from the pot neck. It could not be explained if the pebbles had been damaged by

the dismounting of the pot or during the circulation in the charging plant. In the pot

were found 23 entire pebbles, of which 6 were plated-out monitor pebbles.

The burst pot was again exchanged during operation at the end of August 1970. In the

pot were found 12 plated-out monitor pebbles and 3 fuel elements.

In October 1970, four pebbles jammed in the inlet area of the burst interceptor. They

could no longer be conveyed with the aid of the burst interceptor. The area of the burst
interceptor and the elevator was separated by closing the repair valve from the primary

circuit and filling in a higher pressure level. Thereafter, the repair valve was opened by

the burst interceptor. The jamming was released by the flow of escaping gas.

During the burst pot exchange in February 1971, 8 plated-out monitor pebbles, 1 fuel

element, and one marked test pebble were found in the pot. The test pebble was

conveyed on 01/19/1971 through the addition section ahead of the dosing wheel and

was then ejected backwards through the burst interceptor into the burst pot. The

dismounting was impeded by the failure of a limit switch. The limit switch was newly

adjusted. The counting device in the neck of the newly adjusted burst pot was

improved. Also a spiral coil was located in the burst pot,
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which allowed to detect in what order the monitor pebbles had fallen into the pot.

In May 1971, the electrode arranged in the pot neck produced a constant signal, which

lead to the conclusion of an overfilling of the pot or a backing up in the pot neck. The

valve over the burst pot was dismounted and the downward pipe to the burst pot was

inspected. It was shown that it was filled with pebbles up to 80 mm below the valve

seat. The dismounting of the pot was very difficult. It was finally achieved to lower the

pot, push aside one of the monitor pebbles protruding from the pot neck, and push the

pebbles upward with a rod in the downward pipe. When the pot is lowered, a slider in

which the closure cover of the burst pot hangs, slides automatically via a lever system

under the end of the downward pipe. The five pebbles that were still left in the

downward pipe were held in this way. The pot was dismounted and the pebbles, which

had been pushed aside, as well as the pebbles left in the downward pipe, were

removed. A new burst pot without spiral coil was installed. While the work was being

carried out it came to an air ingress in the flushing gas system of the charging plant.

The reactor had to be shut down and the pressure in the reactor vessel had to be

reduced.

The burst pot was exchanged in October 1971 because 23 pulses had been counted

from the counting device 23. A burst pot comprises a maximum of 27 undamaged

pebbles. The exchange took place without problems.

On 10/31/1971, all the pebbles coming from the separator fell into the burst pot. The

cause was a pebble that had become stuck in the calibration ring. Via repeated

backward firing of a pebble that had been conveyed ahead of the dosing wheel for this

purpose could be released the jamming. A total of about 15 pebbles had fallen into the
burst pot. Since the exact number, however, was uncertain,
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the burst pot was exchanged as a preventive measure. Also this exchange took place

without problems.

The burst pot was exchanged in November 1971. Upon examining the pot in the hot

cells of the KFA were found 14 undamaged fuel elements, 1 undamaged graphite
pellet, 2 damaged fuel elements, and approx. 40 cm 3 of coal slack.

The burst pot was exchanged in March 1972 because the counting device had
registered 31 pulses. The exchange was delayed due to a defect in the locking

mechanism of the dismounting bell. The locking mechanism was dismantled and

repaired. Upon examining the pot in the hot cells of the KFA were found 1 monitor

pellet, 10 damaged fuel elements, 1 damaged graphite pellet, 4 UCC cores, 13
fragments, and approx. 200 cm 3 of graphite coal slack.

The separator as well as also the burst interceptor jammed on 06/06/1972. The

separator had apparently continued to be operated with the burst interceptor stopped,

which had lead to a jamming of the two components. After dismounting the drive, the

burst interceptor could be released manually on the following day after several
attempts. The released pebbles fell into the burst pot. 15 pulses were registered

therein.

The cause of the malfunction was the simultaneous failure of the rotation monitoring,
which had been installed in the first quarter of 1970, and the overload switch. It this

way, it was possible for the separator to continue running despite the jamming burst

interceptor.
Even though the torque needed for the rotation of the burst interceptor had increased

somewhat after releasing the burst interceptor, the charging was continued initially to
recover the charging residue. Up to 06/20 were circulated about 12,000 pebbles,

without any pulses being counted in the burst pot.
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Since, due to the experience obtained until now, an average of one fragment per 3,000

circulated pebbles could be expected, the counting device was checked first, but no

errors were found therein. Thereupon, a marked graphite pellet was introduced ahead

of the dosing wheel and shot from there to the burst interceptor, from where it should

have rolled into the burst pot. However, it did not reach the burst pot. This meant that

the connection between the burst interceptor and the burst pot was clogged. The burst
pot was dismounted thereafter to be able to see the connection pipe from below. A

pebble bridge, which had apparently formed when the burst interceptor was released,
was found with the aid of a technoscope under the outlet of the funnel under the burst

interceptor. The pebble bridge could be released from below and the pebbles were

removed.

In June, July, and August 1972 was undertaken exchanges of the burst pot. In the first

pot were located 8 undamaged fuel elements, 4 undamaged graphite pellets, 4

damaged fuel elements, and 6 large fragments. In the second pot were found 1 fuel

element, 26 monitor pebbles, and no fragments. In the third pot were found 18 monitor

pebbles, 2 undamaged fuel elements, 4 undamaged graphite pellets (of which 3

graphite pellets had been conveyed as a test to the burst pot), and one damaged fuel

element.

The burst interceptor was dismounted in August 1972 to exchange the fins in the inlet

area of the roller for rounded fins. In laboratory tests it had been shown that the

pebbles could be damaged during their fall on the sharp fins. Two pebbles fell into the

burst pot during the dismounting process. They had apparently fallen on the burst
interceptor during previous repair work on the separator. After the dismounting, it was

determined that the two ball bearings in the bearing plug were highly abraded. Deep

wear traces had occurred because of this on the shaft of a transition piece. The

defective bearings
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were exchanged and a third ball bearing was installed as reinforcement. The transition

piece was repaired. The rotation monitoring of the burst interceptor was also repaired.

Exchanges of the burst pot was undertaken in the beginning and at the end of 1972,

respectively. In the first pot were found 9 monitor pebbles, 2 undamaged fuel elements,

1 undamaged graphite pellet, 1 damaged fuel element, and 4 large fragments. The

second dismounting process was required because, when shooting back pebbles

during a malfunction, a bridge had formed in the funnel on the dosing wheel under the

burst interceptor, which had become loose from the burst container chamber. In the pot

were found 2 damaged fuel elements and 2 large fragments. The pebbles had a

reddish coating.

An overfilling of the section between the separator and the burst interceptor occurred in

January and March 1973, while attempting to release a jamming of the separator, which

had occurred because of an uncontrolled running of pebbles through the reducer.

Work had apparently continued on the separator while the burst interceptor was

stopped. While the first jamming of the burst interceptor could be released with a

repeated turning in the opposite direction, the burst interceptor had to be dismounted to

eliminate the second jamming. Since the repair valve between the reducer and the

burst interceptor could no longer be closed due to an overfilling, the reactor had to be

shut down, and the reactor vessel pumped. After dismounting the burst interceptor, a

pebble bridge was found in the inlet area over the burst interceptor. It was released
with the aid of rods. During this process, 6 pebbles fell into the previously closed funnel

under the burst interceptor. While operating the repair valve, another 9 pebbles fell into

the funnel. The separator could be turned manually after this. While turning, another 2

pebbles fell into the funnel. The 17 pebbles were lead into the burst pot. After

reinstalling
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the burst interceptor, the separator was emptied. 62 pebbles were located in the
storage container of the separator.

The burst pot was exchanged in the beginning of January 1973. It contained 1

damaged fuel element, 11 large fragments, and 141 g of coal slack. Small metallic

objects of unknown origin were also found in the pot. A reddish coating was found on 2

fragments and in the coal slack.

Because of the pebbles that had been introduced during the above-mentioned
malfunction into the burst pot, the burst pot had to be changed again. In the pot were
located 14 undamaged fuel elements, 5 undamaged graphite pellets, and 7 damaged

fuel elements.

In mid June 1973 occurred a helium leak at the seal gas hood of the burst interceptor.

After dismantling the hood, it was determined that the hood was hitting against the
attachment screws of the components lying behind it. The screws had been
erroneously provided with spring rings during the previous repair. The spring rings were

removed.

The burst pot was exchanged in mid December 1973. In the pot were found 9 monitor
pebbles, 16 damaged fuel elements, and a large number of fragments. The exchange
was delayed a little due to problems with the repair valve between the separator and

the burst interceptor.

The roller of the burst interceptor was modified in July 1974. In the roller that had been

manufactured and installed in 1970 had been left out triangular segments ahead of the
fins. These were welded on again. The missing segments were the cause why not all
the used plated-out monitor pebbles had separated from the burst interceptor after the
first passage through the core.
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On this occasion, also two ball bearings were replaced by titanized ball bearings in the

bearing plug.

At the end of August 1974, pebbles coming from the separator fell into the burst pot

because a pebble backup had formed ahead of the calibration ring. After dismounting

the burst-interceptor, two pebbles were found and removed ahead of the calibration.

The burst pot had been filled due to this malfunction. It had to be exchanged. In the

pot were found 4 monitor pebbles, 11 undamaged fuel elements, 2 undamaged marked

graphite pellets, 2 damaged fuel elements, 5 fuel element cores, 22 fragments, and 389

g of coal slack.

At the end of September 1974, due to a malfunction of the separator, a column of

several pebbles was conveyed from the dosing wheel into the funnel under the burst

interceptor and in part into the burst pot. In the funnel formed a pebble bridge. The

burst pot was exchanged in the beginning of October and the pebbles in the funnel
were removed from below-with the aid of auxiliary tools (8 pebbles and one fragment).

In the pot were found 4 undamaged fuel elements, 4 damaged fuel elements, one fuel

element core, 19 fragments, and 169 g of coal slack.

The filling level measurement of the burst pot was measured in January 1975, because

no pulses had been registered since November 1974. A defective insert of the

electronic was found. After repairing the insert, the message "burst pot full" was

emitted. The burst pot was exchanged. After the exchange, 2 pebbles and 2
fragments were found in the burst container chamber. The burst pot was apparently

overfilled. In the pot were located 1 monitor pebble, 22 undamaged fuel elements, 1

undamaged graphite pebble, 3 damaged fuel elements, 3 fuel element cores, 34

fragments, and 616 g of coal slack.
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The burst pot was exchanged in April 1975 due to an existing message of "burst pot

full." However, only 1 undamaged fuel element, 2 graphite pebbles (which had been

shot back as a control of the filling level monitoring), 1 fuel element core, 8 fragments,

11 g of coal slack, and approx. 100 cm 3 of water were found in the pot. The message

was probably caused by a short circuit between the electrodes due to graphite dust.

Before reinstalling the new pot, the path between the burst interceptor and the burst pot
should be controlled. A little water ran into the burst container chamber when the

pebble valve between the burst interceptor and the burst pot was opened.

Another exchange of the burst pot took place in June 1975. In the pot were found 1

monitor pebble, 6 undamaged fuel elements, 2 undamaged graphite pellets, 10

damaged fuel elements, 19 fragments, and 412 g of coal slack. A pebble bridge was

detected in the funnel of the burst interceptor during the exchange. It could be removed
from below with the aid of auxiliary tools.

After an exchange of the burst pot at the end of September, 1 monitor pebble, 6
undamaged fuel elements, 7 undamaged graphite pellets, 12 damaged fuel elements, 5
fragments, and 272 g of coal slack were found.

In the beginning of 1975 was started the elimination of the pebble bridge in the funnel
of the burst interceptor, which had been produced by the loosening of the dosing wheel

due to the backward shooting. 12 fuel elements were removed while attempting to
released the bridge from below. The removal of the pebbles became, however,

increasingly more difficult, and also the contamination of the burst container chamber

increased, so that the work at this location had to be interrupted. At the end of October,

the burst interceptor was dismounted and the pebble bridge was released with the aid
of rods. During this process, the pebbles that had been reinserted fell into the burst

pot. After the path between
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burst interceptor and the burst pot was free, the charging plant was reassembled.

The burst pot was exchanged in November 1975 after the message "burst pot full" had

been received. The dismounting of the pot was impeded by a defect in the dismounting

bell. The bell had to be repaired.

The burst pot was changed in June 1976. New difficulties occurred with the

dismounting bell at this time. In the pot were found 8 undamaged fuel elements, 1
damaged fuel element, and 8 fragments.

Pebbles no longer arrived at the dosing wheel due to a pebble backup ahead of the

calibration ring at the end of October 1976. Five pebbles coming from the separator fell

one after the other into the burst pot. The jamming could be eliminated by blowing
through the pipe between the burst interceptor and the dosing wheel. Another pebble,

which had been picked up by the separator to determine if the section was free, fell into

the burst pot and produced the message "burst pot full." The burst pot was exchanged

in the beginning of November. There were difficulties with the dismounting bell during

this process. In the pot were found 1 monitor pebble, 1 undamaged graphite pellet, 8

partially slightly damaged fuel elements, 3 fragments, and 535 g of coal slack. After the

burst pot was exchanged, a graphite pebble was introduced via the addition section

ahead of the dosing wheel and conveyed from there with increased gas pressure to the

burst interceptor. The pebbles could be shot away ahead of the calibration ring by way

of this measure.

In mid November, the drive of the burst interceptor was dismounted and the limit switch

of the rotation monitoring was adjusted.
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The burst pot was exchanged at the end of February. On this occasion, the leads and
contacts for the filling level monitoring in the burst container chamber were repaired.

On 05/18/1978 was transmitted the message "burst pot full." Water had run into the

burst pot due to damage on the steam generator. This was confirmed with an

observation on the following day after the dismounting of the repair valve by way of the

burst pot. This water was pumped out of the pot and analyzed. The pot was

exchanged only in April 1980.

After the water that had penetrated into the reactor had been removed and the charging
plant had been drained, during the period from 07/11 to 08/22/1978, 2,000 fuel

elements were extracted. After the observation of a malfunction of the separator during
this time, the torque necessary for turning the burst interceptor increased at a constant

rate. The burst interceptor was finally dismounted. After a decontamination in the KFA,

the bearings and sealing rings were repaired. In parallel thereto, the pipe between the

separator and the burst interceptor was cleaned with a wire brush shaped as a face
wheel. After this repair was completed, the approx. 750 fuel elements, which had still to
be extracted, were extracted within a short time without further problems.

The rotation monitoring of the burst interceptor failed in May 1980. After dismounting
the seal gas hood, the limit switch was reset.

In August 1980 occurred difficulties at the filling level measurement of the burst pot,

which did not lead, however, to a dismounting of the pot.

In January 1981, the burst pot was inspected with a mirror after dismounting the repair

valve via the burst pot. It was almost empty. However, a backing up inside the pipe
above the repair valve was found. The backup was released with the aid of auxiliary

tools.
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4 pebbles and one fragment were found and conveyed to the burst pot.

The repair valve was dismounted again on 03/30/1981. This time it was determined

that the burst pot was overfilled. The dismounting procedure was connected with

considerable difficulties. The burst pot became loose from the bucket of the

dismounting bell, so that it had to be closed with the aid of auxiliary tools and pulled into
the shield bell. It was brought into the pebble extraction chamber and hung in the

circular railway. Due to the overfilling of the pot, pebbles and fragments had fallen into
the burst container chamber whose removal also presented problems due to the

radiation.

The burst pot was exchanged in November 1981. The affixing of the cover on the filled

pot presented difficulties. A filling plug was dismounted and the cover holder had to

pushed manually.

After working on the elevator, in mid October 1982, the pebbles should have been

introduced one by one toward the elevator. After first, no pebbles arrived at the dosing

wheel, then the burst interceptor jammed. After dismounting the drive, the jamming

was released. However, only 2 pebbles could be conveyed to the dosing wheel. No

pebbles came thereafter from the separator, which shortly thereafter became jammed
(see Separator). After eliminating also this malfunction, the power plant was again

started on 11/03/1982.

After it had been determined that the time that the individual pebbles required to run

over the burst interceptor roller had clearly increased, the burst interceptor was

dismounted in October 1983. A control of the burst interceptor resulted in that the

screw that connects the bearing part and the roller had been torn off. After the repair
thereof, the burst interceptor was again started.
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The burst pot was exchanged in the beginning of November 1983. On this occasion,

the cable routing for the filling level monitoring was modified. The cause for this were

the low insulation values of the glass routing.

In the beginning of January 1984 was received again the message "burst pot full."

Pebbles coming from separator had been thrown by the burst interceptor into the burst

pot due to a jamming of pebbles ahead of the calibration. To remove the pebbles

ahead of the calibration were introduced a total of five pebbles one by one ahead of the

dosing wheel, and from there conveyed with increased gas pressure to the burst

interceptor. Afterward, the section was free again.

In July 1984, before the reactor vessel was refilled after the removal of the ceiling

reflector, the fuel elements located in the funnel under the burst interceptor were

removed and the burst pot was exchanged.

After the charging plant was restarted on 08/02/1984 occurred at first a jamming of the

burst interceptor and, on 08/04, a jamming of the separator (see Separator). To

eliminate the pebble backup produced between the separator and the burst interceptor,

the power plant had to be shut down and the reactor vessel pumped.

Upon restarting the charging plant after a shutdown pause in June 1985, the repair
valve over the burst interceptor could no longer be moved. At the inlet of the burst

interceptor had formed a pebble bridge. The power plant had to be shut down, the

reactor vessel was pumped, and the burst interceptor roller was dismounted. The

pebble bridge was released with the proper auxiliary tools and the pebbles were

removed.

In the second quarter of 1985 were also found nine pebbles in the burst interceptor

funnel after the repair valve under the burst interceptor had been dismounted
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and these pebbles were removed with the aid of auxiliary tools. No damage was visible

on the pebbles.
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Legends to Fig. 13.3-8:

Kugelbruch [Anzahl der Kugeln] = Pebble fragments [number of pebbles]; St5rungen
bei Zugabe frischer Brennelemente = Malfunctions during the addition of fresh fuel
elements; Kugelverklemmungen am neuen Dosierrad = Jamming at the new dosing

wheel; Stolempfindlichkeit der gepreRten Brennelemente = Impact sensitivity of the

compressed fuel elements; Umgewaltzte Kugeln [Anzahl in Mio] = Circulated pebbles

[number in millions].

Fig. 13.3-8 Characteristic of the pebble fractures

During the planned shutdown pause from the beginning of April to mid May 1986, the
repair valve between the burst interceptor and the burst pot was dismounted, because
no fracture had been registered for 80,000 circulated pebbles. The funnel under the

burst interceptor and the
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burst pot were inspected through the housing of the dismounted valve. The funnel was

free and empty. The burst was only filled to about 1/3. The counting device showed no

errors. The fragmentation rate had considerably diminished. A considerable part of the

reduction of the fragmentation rate was caused by the latest improvement of the dosing

wheel. Fig. 13.3-8 shows the characteristic of the pebble fragmentation for a specific

number of circulated pebbles.

In November 1987 there were again doubts about the proper functioning of the counting

device. The repair valve between the burst interceptor and the burst pot was

dismounted. In the additional inspection it was determined that the outlet of the funnel

below the burst interceptor was clogged, and in each pipe between the valve and the

pot were found approx. 10 pebbles. The valve was reinstalled and the burst interceptor

was dismounted to remove the pebbles from there. In the funnel were located 10

pebbles, of which only one was damaged. They were extracted by suction. In addition,

the repair valve under the burst interceptor was opened and the pipe under the valve

was suctioned. From this area were removed 11 pebbles, of which 3 were damaged,

and 12 small fragments and coal slack. Thereafter, the burst pot was emptied by

suction. In the burst pot were found, aside from one pebble, only fragments and coal

slack. The 21 undamaged pebbles were apparently blown out during the previous part-

load operation from the dosing wheel into the burst interceptor. Since in the part load

the pressure drop at the blowers was insufficient to convey the pebbles, it was

conveyed with pure gas from the buffer container. If the pressure in the buffer is

somewhat too high, the pebbles located ahead of the dosing wheel can be conveyed

back into the burst interceptor. The burst interceptor was repaired before being

reinstalled.
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Dosing Wheel

The dosing wheel had the task of stopping the pebbles coming from the burst

interceptor and transmit after measurement the type of pebble and the burnup

individually to the elevator.

z.m Hbhentorderer
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Legends to Fig. 13.3-9:

vom Bruchabscheider = from the burst interceptor; festes Mittelteil = solid center part; Uberlauf = Overflow; zum

Hohenforderer = to the elevator; Schnitt = Section; kritischer Punkt = critical point; vor der Anderung = before the

modification; aufgeschwei~tes Blech = welded plate; nach der Anderung = after the modification.

Fig. 13.3-9 First embodiment of the dosing wheel (old dosing wheel)
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It consisted of two mutually connected rotating disks with inlet and outlet pockets and a

fixed part between these disks with a connection channel (see Fig. 13.3-9). The inlet

pocket was rotated ahead of the pipe that comes from the burst interceptor. The

pebble that had entered was driven into the first measuring position by the rotation of

the dosing wheel, in which the type of pebble was determined via a gamma

measurement. Through a further rotation of the dosing wheel, the pebble arrived

through the connection channel of the fixed part into the outlet pocket of the second

disk of the wheel and further to the second measuring position, in which the burnup was

determined by a neutron absorption measurement. After this measurement, it arrived
then via another rotation into the outlet position, from which it could run into the pipe to

the elevator.

The concept and the embodiment of the dosing wheel had considerable weak points.

The differentiation and burnup measurement functioned very insufficiently. It was

substituted later with another technique. The inlet pocket was designed too deep, so

that the next pebble reached into the pocket, which lead to the jamming of the wheel

and the backing up of the pebbles.

The development of the dosing wheel was, in detail:

After several failures of the drive due to overload, the dosing wheel was dismounted in

February 1969. Traces of abrasion were found at the rear disk of the dosing wheel,

which indicated that a jamming had occurred on occasion between the connecting

channel of the fixed part and the rear disk. To prevent this jamming, the disks were
rotated opposite to each other. The abrasion traces were smoothed out and lubricated

with Molykote (MoS 2).
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Due to the occasional overload messages of the dosing wheel, the moment of the

mechanical friction clutch was increased in July 1970.

In September 1971 it came to a blockage of the dosing wheel, which could also not be

released by dismounting the drive and rotating manually. The dismounting of the

dosing wheel was made more difficult by the fuel elements in the dosing wheel. When
the dismounted dosing wheel was inspected, were discovered abrasion traces on the

rear disk and two worn friction bearings. The bearings were replaced. After installing

the dosing wheel was detected an offset by approx. 600 between the dosing wheel and

the cam for the position indicator. The cause of the offset could not be found at first.
The cam was correspondingly displaced to operate the limit switch.

The brake surfaces of the magnetic brake were repaired in the beginning of March
1972 because the positions of the differentiation and burnup measurement could not

always be correctly accessed. In mid March, the limit switch in the dosing wheel had to

be offset by 80.

In the second quarter of 1972, the dosing wheel was dismounted for inspection. At the

rear disk were again traces of abrasion, which were repaired. In the bearing plug were

discovered three defective bearing pebbles. They were exchanged. To improve the

burnup measurement, the dosing wheel was modified. The construction was started.

In September 1972, the dosing wheel locked so stubbornly, that it could only be

released manually after dismounting the drive. After dismounting the dosing wheel, the

cause of the jamming was not immediately discovered. The measuring of the inlet

pocket resulted in that the pocket was too deep, so that the following pebble reached

approx. 4 mm into the pocket and had to be pushed back by the dosing wheel. As an

aid, a 3 mm thick plate was welded on the
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bottom of the inlet pocket. When reinstalling the dosing wheel, it was determined that
the plastic teeth of the clutch between the rotation feed through and the bearing plug

were damaged. A new clutch with reinforced teeth was installed.

On 10/21/1972, no pebbles reached from the dosing wheel to the elevator anymore. By

feeding more pebbles finally 18 pebbles were located ahead of the dosing wheel. They
were shot back into the funnel below the burst interceptor. Of these pebbles, only one

pebble arrived in the burst pot. In the funnel had formed a pebble bridge, which had

been released from below after dismounting the burst pot with auxiliary means. Two

other pebbles were conveyed ahead of the elevator, even though the dosing wheel
could be rotated without problems. The dosing wheel was dismounted thereafter.

Aside from the two pebbles conveyed ahead of the dosing wheel, one fuel element was

found in the inlet pocket, which as shown by the examination in the hot cells of the KFA,
had a thick reddish coating on the surface. This coating had apparently prevented the

overflow of the pebbles from the inlet pocket into the connection channel of the fixed

part and therefore the further circulation of pebbles to the elevator.

In the beginning of May 1973 occurred a jamming of the dosing wheel, which could be

loosened after dismounting the drive manually. Two days thereafter, the position for

the burnup measurement had to be newly adjusted.

In July 1973 appeared new problems in the positioning of the dosing wheel. The drive
was dismounted and the magnetic brake was repaired.

At the end of December 1973, the dosing wheel jammed, but could however be

released via a repeated rotation in the opposite direction. Ahead of the dosing wheel

had formed a pebble backup,
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which prevented the pebble flow to the dosing wheel. It was eliminated by shooting the

pebbles back toward the burst interceptor.

In March 1974 it came, presumably due to an error in the pebble count, to an overfilling

of the section between the dosing wheel and the elevator. 22 pebbles, which should
have still been ahead of the dosing wheel according to the counter levels, were found in
this pipe section. They were conveyed by the elevator into the core.

In mid June 1974, the dosing wheel was dismounted and the housing was screwed off

to install the new dosing wheel. Since the inner diameter of the housing was smaller

than was shown in the drawings, at first the old dosing wheel had to be adapted and

reinstalled.

At the end of September 1974 it came to a jamming of the dosing wheel in connection
with a malfunction of the separator. Too many pebbles had apparently been conveyed

ahead of the dosing wheel. While attempting to loosen the pebble column ahead of the
dosing wheel by way of a gas flow, the pebbles fell into the funnel under the burst

interceptor and in part into the burst pot. In the funnel, they formed a pebble bridge.

The dosing wheel could thereafter be rotated again. The burst pot had to be

dismounted.

In the beginning of April 1975 was completed the installation of the new dosing wheel

(see Fig. 13.3-10). However, frequent jamming occurred if more than
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five pebbles lay before the dosing wheel. The number of pebbles ahead of the dosing

wheel was limited to a maximum of five via a modification in the control. It also
happened that two pebbles passed simultaneously the dosing wheel.
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Legends to Fig. 13.3-10:
vom Bruchabscheider = from the burst interceptor; zum H6henf6rderer = to the elevator; Erste Kugel rutscht beim nachrollen der
Kugels~ule zum Teil in den Uberlauf. = The first pebble slides in part into the overflow when the pebble column is rolled; Grund:

Druck der Kugelsiule und Gasstr~mung = Reason: Pressure of the pebble column and the gas flow; Verhinderung der Storung:
max. 5 Kugeln vor Dosierrad = Prevention of malfunction: max. 5 pebbles ahead of dosing wheel; Ansicht = View; scharfe Kante =

sharp edge.

Fig. 13.3-10 Second embodiment of the dosing wheel

In the beginning of the shutdown phase in June 1975, the pebbles that had fallen

during the previously described loosening of the separator were conveyed ahead of the

dosing wheel. (An overfilling of the separator should be prevented). When the

charging plant was restarted, the
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dosing wheel could not be rotated. The drive of the dosing wheel was dismounted and

the dosing wheel was released manually. During the attempt to loosen the pebble

column ahead of the dosing wheel by way of a gas flow and conduct the pebbles to the

elevator, 15 pebbles could be conveyed via the elevator into the core. The remaining

pebbles ended up in the funnel below the burst interceptor.

In the beginning and middle of August 1975 occurred a jamming of the dosing wheel.

Due to a defect in the counting electronics, more than 5 pebbles lay ahead of the

dosing wheel. The defect in the electronics was caused by the high ambient
temperature. Both jamming occurrences could be released via a strong gas flow. In

both cases, the pebbles fell into the funnel under the burst interceptor.

In February 1976, due apparently to a defect in the pebble count, 14 pebbles were

conveyed ahead of the dosing wheel. The dosing wheel locked and could only be

released after dismounting the drive. 13 pebbles were thereafter conveyed to the core
via the elevator. The fourteenth pebble remained stuck in the section between the

dosing wheel and the elevator. After being shoot backward twice with an increased
pressure, the pebble fell into the elevator. It was conveyed to the pipe 3 and remained

stuck in the pipe. By recovering a second pebble that was then conveyed with
increased gas pressure into the pipe 3, finally the two pebbles could be conveyed to the

core.

Because the position of the burnup measurement cannot be accessed sufficiently

accurately, the dosing wheel was extensively reworked in the second quarter of 1976.

After installing the new dosing wheel in April 1975, it was determined that the dosing
wheel could jam if more than five pebbles lay ahead of the dosing wheel. Tests in May

and June 1977 showed that the malfunctions did not occur if the rpm of the cooling gas

blower was below 3500 Upm.
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During the planned part-load operation from mid November to the end of December

1977, the pebbles had to be conveyed with pure gas from the buffer container because,

due to the low rpm of the cooling gas blower, the normal conveyance was not possible

via the pressure drop of the blower. During this part-load operation occurred a frequent

jamming of the dosing wheel, which had the following reason: a bypass existed from the

pressure side of the blower over the pebble extraction pipe, the burst interceptor, the

dosing wheel, and the elevator, through the conveying pipes towardthe hot gas

chamber over the core. This bypass flow, which depends from the rpm of the blower,

pushes normally the pebbles coming from the burst interceptor toward the dosing

wheel. Due to the low rpm of the blower, the bypass flow was so strongly reduced that
the pebbles ran too slowly into the dosing wheel, so that they became jammed between

the inlet pocket and the housing.

At the end of November 1977 it came to a jamming of the dosing wheel. 23 pebbles

were found ahead of the dosing wheel. Via a gas flow with increased pressure, the

pebble column ahead of the dosing wheel could be loosened and the dosing wheel

could be released. While conveying these pebbles via the dosing wheel to the elevator

and into the core, 2 pebbles arrived simultaneously in the elevator. They were

conveyed with an increased pressure into the core. The cause of the malfunction was

the fact that the new dosing wheel occasionally conveyed 2 pebbles at the same time,
whereby the pebble count was disturbed and the control of the separator no longer shut

down if more than 5 pebbles lay ahead of the dosing wheel. The control was modified.

In June 1980 occurred a malfunction of the differentiation measurement in the dosing
wheel. It had been caused by corrosion of the electric connections of the counting

pipes. The connections were repaired.
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In July 1980, within the scope of a leak search in the seal gas II system, the seal gas of

the dosing wheel was blocked for about 24 hours. During this time occurred 85 times

the message: "dosing wheel overload."

In September 1981 could be released a jamming of the dosing wheel after dismounting

the seal gas hood manually. Due to a defect -in the electronics, 15 fuel elements lay

ahead of the dosing wheel.

In March 1982, due to an operator error, 14 pebbles were added simultaneously. This

lead to a jamming of the dosing wheel, which could be released manually after

dismounting the drive. The pebbles, however, did at first not arrive at the elevator. By

closing the repair valves, pumping the space between the repair valves, and an

additional opening of a suitable repair valve was produced a gas flow that released the

backup, so that the pebbles could be conveyed into the core.

During the planned shutdown pause from the beginning of April to mid May 1986 was

installed a new simplified dosing wheel (the third embodiment). This constructively

simple solution (see Fig. 13.3-11) was made possible after the differentiation and

burnup measurement had been relocated from the dosing wheel to the elevator. It had

contributed fundamentally to the reduction of the fragmentation rate. During function
tests, it was determined that even with 25 pebbles ahead of the dosing wheel jamming

no longer occurred. The bypass flow from the side of the blower pressure through the

charging plant to the hot gas chamber had, however, increased. It was occasionally

observed that pebbles were conveyed by the elevator into the core even before opening
the conveying valve. This problem did not occur, however, if several pebbles lay before

the dosing wheel and the bypass flow was reduced in this manner.
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In the second quarter of 1987 was installed a seal between the dosing wheel and the

housing to reduce the bypass.
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Legends to Fig. 13.3-11:
vom Bruchabscheider = from the burst interceptor; zum Hbhenfcrderer = to the

elevator; Ansicht = View; angerundete Kanten = rounded edges.

Fig. 13.3-11 Third embodiment of the dosing wheel
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Elevator
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Legends to Fig. 13.3-12:
Forderrohr zum Core = Conveying pipe to the core; Verteilerrad = Distributor wheel; Abschirmwand = Shield wall;
Kugelzulauf von Dosierrad = Pebble inlet from the dosing wheel; F6rdergas = Conveying gas; BE = Fuel element;
Abbrandmelkanal = Burnup measuring channel; Buhne = Platform; Detektor = Detector; Rohr = Pipe; Gaskammer =

Gas chamber; BE in AbbrandmeIposition = Fuel element in burnup measuring position; Schnitt = Section.

Fig. 13.3-12 Elevator

The elevator is a conveying T-switch, which allows to convey pebbles through six

different conveying pipes into different areas of the reactor core or into the extraction
section (see Fig. 13.3-12). After a pebble enters into the wheel of the elevator, the
wheel is rotated by an automatic control toward the target pipe and the pebble is

conveyed by way of the helium flow.
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The target is determined by a computer due to the measured burnup and differentiation

values as well as control data inputted into the computer. For a more exact positioning

of the elevator wheel, it is provided with a grid ring, which contains bores in accordance

with the positions of the six conveying pipes. A pebble that is pressed by a spring

against the grid ring should ensure the exact position. To keep gas leakages of
conveying gas low, the elevator conveying wheel is provided with friction clutches,

which should seal the remaining conveying pipes.

Most malfunctions at the elevator were caused by jamming of the grid ring, which

occurred frequently. Attempts at solving this problem by treating the pebble and the

grid ring with sliding lacquer and modifying the material pairing had only limited

success. Only later was it realized that a self-inhibition had to occur due to the
increased friction in the pure helium and the force ratios in the grid pebble after the

lubricating film had rubbed off. The grid ring was then removed and replaced with an

electric positioning.

The malfunctions of the elevator were, in detail:

In March 1969, the grid ring was exchanged during a shutdown pause (A) because the

torque required to rotate the elevator had increased. The holes of the new grid ring
were gripped and the layer thickness of the surface hardening was reinforced. The grid

pebble was lubricated with Molykote (MoS 2).

In the beginning of June 1969, the elevator locked again and had to be dismounted.

Scuffing traces were found again on the grid ring and the grid pebble. The grid pebble
was repaired, the spring behind the pebble was loosened, the scuffing traces were

smoothed out, and all the parts were lubricated with Molykote.
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The elevator locked again in June 1969. After it was dismounted, scuffing traces were

found again on the grid ring and on the grid pebble. The scuffing traces were smoothed

out, the grid pebble was exchanged, the spring behind the pebble was loosened, and

both parts were thoroughly lubricated with Molykote (MoS 2).

In the third quarter of 1969, the elevator was dismounted due to stiffness. The grid ring

and the grid pebble were exchanged. The spring force of the spring was reduced

again.

In April and November 1970, the elevator was dismounted again to repair the grid

system.

In the beginning of January 1972, the position of the conveying pipe 3 could no longer

be reliably accessed due to a defective limit switch. The limit switch was exchanged.

In the second quarter of 1972 the error occurred again at the conveying pipe 4. The

limit switch also had to be exchanged on this occasion.

In the beginning of 1973, the elevator had to be dismounted due to a jamming. The

bearings in the bearing plug were replaced with new bearings treated with MoS 2. A new

etched grid ring also treated with MoS 2 and an unlubricated grid pebble were installed.

At the end of January 1973 occurred again a jamming. The grid ring was

experimentally exchanged for a ring coated with titanium carbide. A possible friction

welding was supposed to be prevented with the coating.

The elevator jammed again already in mid February 1973. The coated grid ring was

dismounted and the old grid system was installed. All the parts of the grid system - also

the pebble - were previously etched and treated with MoS 2.
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In August 1973, the elevator did no longer access exactly the positions of the conveying

pipes. Two limit switches had to be exchanged.

In mid September 1973 occurred a clogging in the conveying pipe 3. It could be

eliminated by conveying with increasing gas pressure.

In March 1974, a limit switch was newly adjusted, since the position of the conveying

pipe 3 could no longer be accurately accessed.

In the third quarter of 1974 occurred a pebble backup between the dosing wheel and

the elevator. The pebbles coming from the dosing wheel were counted by the counting

coil, but did not arrive at the elevator. The pebbles could be conveyed to the elevator

and from there into the core by closing the corresponding valves and blowing with

increased gas pressure. Five pebbles were located in this area.

On 12/30/1974, due to unexplained reasons, 4 to 5 pebbles collected in the elevator.

Only with great difficulty was it possible to convey the pebbles with increased gas

pressure into the core.

The elevator was dismounted at the end of February 1975 and the grid ring as well as

the grid pebble were exchanged. A ball bearing in the bearing part was also exchanged

for a ball bearing coated with titanium carbide.

In the beginning of 1975 occurred a clogging in the conveying pipe 3, which had to be

eliminated by shooting a pebble with increased gas pressure.

At the end of July 1975 occurred the same malfunction again. Also in this case it was

eliminated by shooting a pebble with increased gas pressure.

In the fourth quarter of 1975, the limit switch was newly adjusted, since the position of

the conveying pipe 3 could not longer be accessed accurately.
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In December 1975 occurred three pebble jamming incidents between the dosing wheel

and the elevator, which could be eliminated via an increased gas flow.

In the beginning of January 1976 occurred difficulties at the inlet of the elevator. One or

two pebbles, which had passed the dosing wheel, could only be conveyed into the core

after several trips of the elevator.

Starting in February, 3 conveyed pebbles fell back through the pipe 3 into the elevator

without even reaching the counting coil. Only by shooting with increased gas pressure

could the pebbles be conveyed into the core.

In the entire first quarter there were difficulties with the pebble conveyance via the

conveying pipe 1. It occurred that one pebble remained stuck above the counting coil
so that it was registered as conveyed by the control. When conveying the next pebble,

two pebbles were then located in the conveying pipe or in the elevator. The pebbles
could only be conveyed then via other conveying pipes or with an increased gas

pressure. The cause was the low rpm at that time of the cooling gas blower. It

amounted to between 3150 and 3200 Upm. In the normal operation, the pebbles were
conveyed by the pressure difference between the outlet of the blower and the reactor

core.

On 04/05 and 04/22/1976, the pebbles had to be conveyed with an increased gas
pressure via the pipe 3, because the pebbles could no longer be conveyed by the

normal conveying gas pressure.

Due the previous difficulties in the pebble conveyance, the elevator was dismounted in

July 1976, and the sealing plates, with which the adjacent conveying pipes were sealed,

were adjusted. The grid ring was also reconditioned
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and the grid pebble was exchanged for a pebble with a titanium carbide coating.

In the fourth quarter of 1976, the position of the pipe 6 could frequently not be accessed

'accurately. An adjustment of the limit switch did not help. As cause was suspected the

increasing friction at the grid ring.

In the planned shutdown pause (B), which started in mid January 1977, the elevator
was dismounted and reworked. The coating of titanium oxide had chipped at the grid

pebble. Since also the service life of the coated grid system amounted to only about 2

years, a non-coated grid system was used again.

In May 1977 occurred again frequent difficulties with the positioning of the elevator. An

adjustment of the corresponding limit switch brought only a short-lived improvement.

At the end of July 1977, the elevator had to be dismounted because the individual

positions could not longer be accessed. Apparently, due to stiffness, a pin in the

cyclogear of the drive had sheared off. The pin was replaced, the grid ring and the grid
pebbles, as well as two ball bearings in the bearing part were exchanged.

The pin of the cyclogear sheared off again in mid August 1977. The elevator had been

driven manually beyond the stop. The sheared off pin, a bushing, was exchanged for a

cylindrical pin with 4 mm D.

Before installing a new differentiation and burnup measurement, the elevator had to be

measured. For this purpose, the elevator was dismounted on 10/11/1977. On this

occasion, the ball bearing of the bearing part,
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the grid ring, and the grid pebble were cleaned and lubricated with Molykote.

After the steam generator damage that occurred on 05/13/1978, the elevator was

dismounted to drain the charging plant and was again reinstalled after being reworked

in the beginning of July 1978. The test operation was satisfactory.

At the end of August 1979, a few pebbles that had accumulated when the reducer was

loosened, were to be conveyed to the pipe 3. The operation of the elevator was

possible only with a high torque after dismounting the drive.

At the end of January 1980, the mechanical parts for the new burnup measurement

were installed in the elevator. After the installation, considerable work was still

necessary for an accurate adjustment of the measuring position. It was shown in this

way that the positioning of the elevator through the grid ring was not exactly correct.

In January 1981, the elevator modified for the new burnup measurement was

dismounted to undertake the correction of the settings and undertake repairs. The grid
ring, among other things, was exchanged and the rotation lead in the drive was

replaced.

The elevator was dismounted after jamming in July 1981. No damages were found.

The grid ring was cleaned and treated with MoS 2, a new grid pebble was installed, and

the rotation lead in the drive was exchanged again. The installation work required for

this work was difficult and time consuming because the limit switches (they were

mounted directly behind the elevator wheel) could only be reached after dismounting a

few parts of the drive. The construction was modified so that all the limit switches were

directly accessible after dismounting the seal gas hood. On
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10/02/1981, the installation work of the new system was finally concluded, including the

commissioning by the Technical Supervisory Association.

On 10/12/1981 occurred a jamming of the elevator, which, as was shown later, was

caused by a screw of the elevator wheel that had become loose. After a few ineffective

attempts at eliminating the jamming, the elevator was directed toward pipe 3 manually

so as to be able to charge until the next planned shutdown pause, which was supposed

to start on 10/23/1981. The elevator was then dismounted, disassembled, reworked,

and reinstalled during the shutdown pause.

In the beginning of 1982, the elevator was dismounted and repaired due to increasing

stiffness. The grid ring and the grid pebble as well as the ball bearings in the bearing

plug were exchanged and the front side of the elevator wheel in the area of the pebble

inlet was reworked. Scuffing traces had been found therein.

The conveying positions were no longer correctly accessed by the elevator at the end of

January 1983. The cam, which operates the limit switch, was readjusted. In the

beginning of February 1983 it was not possible to convey a pebble through pipe 3 with

a normal conveying pressure. The pipe was blown free with a highly increased

conveying gas pressure.

In the second quarter of 1983, the gear for the position indicator of the elevator was

repaired. One of the pinions had become loose. Also two limit switches were

exchanged.

In the beginning of August 1983, the elevator had to be dismounted because of

stiffness. The screw, which connects the elevator wheel and the bearing part, had

become loose due to a broken spring ring. Within the scope of the repair,
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the conical connection between the wheel and the bearing part was newly ground, and

the ball bearings in the bearing part were reconditioned.

Due to a defect in the friction clutch, the overload message of the elevator could no

longer be shut down at the end of August 1983. The friction clutch was repaired after

the drive was dismounted.

In September 1983, the elevator was dismounted again due to a stubborn jamming.

Since no other defect could be found, the grid ring and the grid pebble were etched and

treated with Molykote.

Already in mid November 1983 occurred another jamming of the elevator. Theoretical

analyses lead to the realization that self-inhibitions had to occur between the grid ring

and the grid pebble due to the increased friction ratios under helium after the lubricating

film had rubbed off,. The grid ring and the grid pebble were then experimentally

dismounted. A magnetic brake was installed on the motor of the elevator to maintain

the exact position.

In March 1985, the gear for controlling the limit switches in the drive of the elevator was

repaired. A bushing for attaching a pinion was sheared off. The bushings at both
pinions were reconditioned, two limit switches were exchanged, and a ball bearing was

exchanged.

At the end of July 1985, the motor of the elevator, on which at the end of 1983 a

magnetic brake had been installed, was exchanged for an original brake motor.

In the second quarter of 1986, the control of the elevator was modified. Instead of the

old control with switching protections was used a stored-program control. In connection
therewith, the limit switches for positioning the elevator wheel were dismounted. They

were replaced with
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a pulse generator connected to the wheel and a fixed pulse counter. Thereafter, the

positioning of the elevator could be carried out from outside with considerably less

effort.

Valves, Latches, and Pipelines

The ball valves in the fuel charging plant have, on the one hand, the task of forming

locks in the addition and the extraction sections, so that the pebbles can be introduced

against the pressure of the primary circuit or can be extracted out of the reactor, which

is under pressure. On the other hand, during malfunctions of the charging plant, the

malfunctioning location of the primary circuit should be able to be sealed off and
pumped without having to pump the entire primary circuit. This applies, however, only
to the area behind the separator. The pebble extraction pipe (D 500 mm) and the pipe

between the reducer and the separator (0 200 mm) cannot be blocked due to the large

diameter. A ball valve consists of a rotatably arranged bored insert, which has the

same inner diameter as the conveying pipes, as well as two valve plates, which are
vertical to the bore (see Fig. 13.3-12). These parts can be moved via a drive and a

knee lever so that during a closure process at first the insert is rotated by 90' and the

plates are then pressed via corresponding gears and knee levers against the valve

seats at the end of the connection pipe. When a valve is opened, the plates are first
pulled back, and the valve seat is then rotated by 900, so that a pebble can run through

the bores of the insert. Fig. 13.3-13 shows the design of a pebble valve.

The running time of a valve between the positions "open" and "closed" amounts to

approx. 10 to 12 seconds, while in the so-called high-speed valves it amounts to 3 to 4

seconds. Originally not only the valve seats, but also the plates were of metal, so
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that metal had to seal against metal. Already in the beginning of the operation it had

been shown that these valves are not tight. In some lock valves were therefore used

successfully plates with soft seals of Viton. Because at the time only a few experiences

were available as to the radiation resistance of the plastic Viton, in the beginning of

1969, a piece of Viton was installed in a valve and was again dismounted and

inspected after one year of irradiation. Only the hardness had increased very slightly,

otherwise no changes were detected. Thereafter, Viton seals were installed in all the

ball valves.

/,-Viton -DiChluny j

Stellung " Zu" Stellung "Auf"

Legends to Fig. 13.3-13:
Viton-Dichtung = Viton seal; Stellung "zu": Position "closed"; Stellung "auf" = Position
"open".

Fig. 13.3-13 Ball valve of the charging plant

The holding latches consist of a lock of flat steel, which can be inserted via an

electromagnet into the conveying pipes ahead of the ball valves, so that the pebbles

that run into the lock do not fall directly on the valve and cannot damage the same.

First, if the valve is opened, the latch should be retracted and the pebbles should run

through the valve to the next lock.
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The lines through which the pebbles are introduced, removed, and conveyed via the

charging plant or into the core, consist of seamless straight ferritic steel pipes with an

inner diameter of 62 mm. In some areas of the locks and between the dosing wheel

and elevator, the inclination of the pipes amounts to 15'.
A large part of the malfunctions in this area has been caused by the low inclinations of
the pipes. Due to the dust and coal slack that deposits in the pipes, pebbles remain in

the pipes. When conveying further pebbles it can come to the overfilling of the

corresponding locks, so that when closing the valve lying ahead thereof, there were still

pebbles therein and could damage the same. Also not completely retracted holding
latches lead to similar malfunctions. Other frequent malfunction causes are the failure

of limit switches and the incomplete opening of valves, which was caused by

contamination and abrasion. Often the connected valves had to be overworked

repeatedly, because different parts had become stiff due to abrasion, or the final

position could not be completely reached.

Differentiation and Burnup Measurement

The first measuring device for determining the pebble type and the burnup of fuel

elements was arranged in the dosing wheel. It consisted of two parts. In the first part,

the differentiation measurement, was determined the gamma radiation that is emitted

by the pebble to be measured. Fuel elements that had once circulated through the core

emit a clearly higher gamma radiation than the graphite pellets or boron pellets. In the

second part of the measuring arrangement was determined the neutron absorption of

the pebble to be measured. The arrangement consisted of a neutron source and two

chambers for determining the neutron flow, one behind the pebble to be measured, the

other behind a reference
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section. It was assumed that fresh fuel elements absorb more neutrons than burned up

fuel elements due to the higher uranium content.

The measuring principle presupposes that the fast neutrons of the neutron source are

moderated sufficiently ahead of the actual measuring section, because the neutron

capture occurs via U235 on the thermal neutrons. Due to the very limited space
available it was impossible to install sufficient moderator material (first graphite, later

water), so that the measuring effect is extremely poor. Small differences in the graphite

content of the fuel elements were of great influence on the yield of thermal neutrons.

This effect overlapped the actual measuring effect so strongly that a burnup

measurement was practically not possible.

Insofar as the development of y-detectors of deep-cooled Germanium and the

corresponding electronics permitted, a new burnup measurement was installed, which
is based on the measurement of a y-line of Cs137. Cs137 is a fission product with a

radioactive half life of about 30 years. The Cs137 concentration is therefore a good

measure of the burnup. In addition, this arrangement allows to differentiate different

thorium contents by measuring other y lines between fuel elements.

In the first half year of 1980, the mechanical parts, which are required for the new

burnup measurement were installed in the elevator. In parallel to the drive of the

elevator was installed a collimator, through which a ray bundle of a pebble lying ahead

of the collimator is conducted to a y-detector set up ahead of the elevator and cooled

with liquid nitrogen (see Fig. 13.3-11). The pulses of this detector are collected in 1,000

different channels by the electronic in dependence upon the energy so that the y-lines

could be measured with a very accurate resolution.
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After having had difficulties with the detector, which made necessary a return to the

manufacturer several times, and after a comprehensive pretesting, the detector was

introduced into the protection vessel and set up ahead of the elevator. In the fourth

quarter of 1981, the new burnup measurement was started. It brought forth

extraordinarily good measuring results. However, difficulties still continued to occur on

the detector and its cooling with liquid nitrogen.

The old differentiation and burnup measurement in the dosing wheel was first operated

in parallel.

In March 1982, 66 fuel elements, whose edges had been determined with the new

device, were extracted and examined in the hot cells as to their burnup. A very good

coincidence was shown. The overall insecurity derived from the measurements

amounts to ± 2.5% with respect to the measured value.

A Eu 152 source of 15 pCi was installed in the beam path of the burnup measurement in

May 1983. This source was used for the standardization of the measuring signals when

the sensitivity of the detector decreased.

This new burnup measurement device has proven itself extraordinarily well during

operation. It was demonstrated that the plant can also be used under the type of

conditions that can be expected in a module reactor.

Extraction Chamber and Circular railway

The extraction section through which the pebbles coming from the elevator are

extracted ends in a filling and sealing station in the extraction chamber. The pebbles

are filled into pots. (The pots comprise a maximum of 50 pebbles). The full pots are

closed off with a cover and driven and suspended with a pivoting arm toward the

circular railway. The locking plug of the transport bell is first taken over by the pivoting

arm.
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It has a holder provided with grid pebbles, which is driven into the base of the pot or

which must be pulled out when the pot base is suspended. The pots in the circular

railway remain in the hot cells of the KFA until they are transported away. When it is

transported away, the pot is then lifted by the pivot arm from the circular railway and

driven into the transport bell placed above the extraction chamber. The function of the

pivot arm in the extraction chamber can be observed within a limited area through an
optical arrangement. The circular railway consists of a ring of 42 interconnected carts,

which run attached to a rail in a toroid annular channel over the foundation of the
reactor building. In each cart can be suspended 4 pots, so that a total of 168 filled pots

can be accommodated in the circular railway. (Since the cover on the empty pots had
to be placed loosely and there was only space for this arrangement at two locations of a

carriage, a maximum of 84 empty pots could be suspended in the circular railway). To

dissipate the afterheat, the annular channel was provided with a cooling. However,

because of the low heat development of the fuel elements extracted from the pebble

extraction pipe it was never operated. In the following will be described the

fundamental malfunctions during this operation and their causes.

Malfunctions occurred at the limit switches in the extraction chamber during the entire
time of operation. The limit switches had to be constantly readjusted or dismounted.

The causes were, on the one hand, abrasion due to radiation and high stress and, on

the other hand, an unsuitable construction of the mechanical drives.

Due an operator error in the operation of the pivot arm in January 1971, three empty

fuel element pots fell from the circular railway into the extraction chamber. For this

reason, the
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mechanism for driving a limit switch was damaged and had to be repaired.

In the fourth quarter of 1972 occurred increasing noises when driving the pivot arm.

Two bronze bushings and the nut of the jackscrew were reconditioned and the

lubrication of the jackscrew was improved. In this connection, the nut became stiff in

the upper area. The jackscrew was dismounted and reconditioned again in February

1973.

In the third quarter of 1973, while operating the pivot arm, two empty pots fell again
from the circular railway into the extraction chamber. To reduce the probability of a

recurrence of these malfunctions, the control of the pivot arm and circular railway were

modified. In November 1973, an empty pot was pushed off the circular railway,

because due to an error in the control, when the pivot arm was pivoted out, the circular

railway had not been accessed.

In January 1974 occurred a malfunction in the filling and sealing station in the extraction

chamber. The cover of the pot became loose from its holder due to a fast pressure

reduction in the last lock and fell on the pot located in the station. (The gas pressure

behind the cover could not be reduced so rapidly due to the small outflow cross

sections). By an intervention in the control drain it was prevented that the fuel

elements, which had rolled out of the lock and lay before the cover, could fall into the
extraction chamber. The pot was exchanged, the cover removed, and the pebbles filled

into another pot. To prevent this malfunction, the last lock was only pumped and was

no longer discharged via the valves. In the control, which would have had to prevent

the opening of the last valve after the cover had fallen off the holder, was found a

defect. It was corrected.
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Legends to Fig. 13.3-14:
Schnitt = Section; Mannloch = Manhole; Boden Entnahmeantriebsraum = Bottom extraction drive chamber;
Ringwand =Annular wall; Lage der Ringbahnschlitten = Position of the circular railway carriage; Ausschleusoffnung

= Discharge opening; Rutsche = Slide; Karruselwand = Carousel wall; Karussel = Carousel; Ring bahnverlauf =

Annular wall course; Schwenkarm = Pivot arm.

Fig. 13.3-14 Extraction chamber with pot drip tray

While empty cans that have fallen off the circular railway into the extraction chamber

can be reinserted again manually without difficulty, a pot filled with fuel elements must

be placed on the pivot arm with auxiliary tools from the chamber above the extraction

chamber and then reinstalled again. In such a case, to be able to bring the fallen pot

into an area that cannot be reached with auxiliary tools, a pot drip tray was installed

during the shutdown pause in January 1974 in the extraction chamber. It consists of a

rotatably arranged knob, which widens at the
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corresponding locations in a funnel shape, so that the pots that have fallen off fall in
any case into the pot and can be rotated in an area that can be reached by the auxiliary
tools (see Fig. 13.3-14). The installation already proved its value in February 1974
when twice a filled pot had fallen into the extraction chamber.

On 03/05/1 974, the circular railway jammed and could no longer be driven. As was
discovered layer, the drag chain had torn at several points. The cause were
deformations of the circular railway in the area of the suspension position, in which the
carts running in the circular railway had jammed. The deformation of the circular
railway had occurred due to forces that were produced when suspending the pot in the
circular railway. When the pot is suspended, it must be pulled away with the pivot arm
from an attachment with grid pebbles at the locking plug of the transport bell. Since the
extraction chamber could not be accessed due to a pot filled with 10 fuel elements that
hung 1.5 m away from the pebble extraction chamber, considerable protection
measures had to be carried out first. A rubber ball was introduced from outside into the
annular channel, which was filled with approx. 600 1 water, and a shield of 10 cm thick
lead blocks was placed before it. In addition, a wall of heavy concrete blocks was
erected. Thereafter, two defective carts and parts of the drag chain were exchanged in
the area of the circular railway drive and the rail of the circular railway was aligned. In
addition, the circular railway could be driven into a specific area by manual operation.
In the exchange, defective circular railway parts were exchanged, and pots were
extracted from the extraction chamber. After all the pots had been extracted, the
circular railway and the drive were carefully reworked. The chain links of the drag chain
were reinforced. When reworking the drive it was found that the friction clutch could
transmit an excessively high torque because of a defect. On 05/17/1974, the circular
railway was
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again taken into operation. It is remarkable that during the malfunction, the power

operation including the charging could be continued. The extracted fuel elements were

extracted during the night shift and were transported away in the morning to the hot

cells in the KFA.

At the end of May 1974, a pot filled with fuel elements suspended in the circular railway

jumped out of its position while another pot was extracted by the pivot arm. While

attempting to hang it up it again with the pivot arm, it fell into the extraction chamber.

With the aid of the installed pot drip tray it could be removed safely and without

problems.

In October 1974, an empty pot fell (approx. 2 to 3 m from the extraction chamber) from

the circular railway into the annular channel. It had apparently not been hung correctly.

When the circular railway was traveled on, the next pot suspended in the railway struck

against the fallen pot and fell also from the railway. To be able to reach the pots, four

other pots had to be pushed out of the railway. The pots were pulled with long hooks
into the extraction chamber and were extracted from there.

In December 1974, due to pressure fluctuations in the first lock, the cover fell off its

holder on a filled pot in the filling and sealing station. Since the drive of the cover

holder was defective, the cover was taken off the pot with long auxiliary tools and

pressed on the pot. The drive of the cover holder was repaired.

By abrasion of the two friction bearings in the pivot arm, the arm had leaned over so

much that it could not longer reach all the switches. The friction bearings were

exchanged in the first quarter of 1975.
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Also in the first quarter of 1975, the actuating cam at the cart had to be exchanged,

because difficulties had arisen when attempting to access the different positions.

In April 1975, 0.5 1 of water had run from the extraction pipe when a test pebble was

introduced. When weighing two pots filled with fuel elements in the hot cells of the

KFA, an overweight of 1000 g and 600 g was detected, which was caused by the water
that had penetrated. Both observations lead to the suspicion that water had penetrated

into the seal gas circuit of the charging plant. The water that had entered at the filling

and sealing station had lead to corrosion of some parts, which were eliminated.

In July 1975, there were again difficulties with the circular railway and the pivot arm,

which were caused by stiffness of the circular railway and high forces when extracting

the pots from the pivot arm. After 27 filled pots, which were suspended in the circular

railway, had been transported to the hot cells of the KFA, the circular railway and the

pot holder on the pivot arm were reworked. The rail of the circular railway was aligned

and all the actuating cams were checked. The drag chain drive was retightened again

in the fourth quarter of 1975.

When picking up an empty pot from the circular railway with the pivot arm in March

1976, one of the pots filled with fuel elements fell from the circular railway into the

extraction chamber. The pot was replaced on the pivot arm with the aid of auxiliary
tools and extracted. When hanging this pot it was observed that, by pulling off the

locking plug on the pivot arm, the pot had jumped from its position. The holder at the

locking plug was cleaned and newly lubricated and the pivot arm was newly aligned.
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In March 1976 it came to a malfunction in the filling and sealing station when filling a

pot equipped with a spiral coil, because the spiral coil projected excessively into the pot

neck. When pressing the cover down, a pebble was destroyed and three fuel elements

as well as fragments fell into the extraction chamber. These were gathered with the aid

of auxiliary tools and filled into a pot.

In the first quarter of 1977, the drive of the cover holder in the filling and sealing station,

with which also the cover was pressed on the filled cans, was repaired. Ball bearings

and the rotation lead were replaced.

In the fourth quarter of 1977, the extraction chamber and the circular railway were

reworked. The mechanical parts were lubricated and the limit switches adjusted.

Since a repeated jumping of pots as they were suspended in the circular railway was

observed, the holder at the locking plug was cleaned and newly lubricated in March

1978.

In February 1979, water was pumped into the extraction chamber due to a faulty switch.

The water in the extraction chamber stood at a level of 20 cm and lead to the failure of

the electric control. After extracting the water, the pot filled with 31 fuel elements that

was located in the filling and sealing station was suspended by manual operation in the

circular railway. A few limit switches had to be replaced.

Because the position report for the cover holder no longer functioned, the filling and

sealing station was dismounted, disassembled, decontaminated, and reworked in

September 1979. The sensing device for the position display was defective and was

exchanged.
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In November 1979, a pot was thrown off the circular railway into the extraction chamber
when the pivot arm was driven. It was replaced on the pivot arm with the aid of auxiliary
tools and extracted.

In December 1979, the extraction chamber was cleaned and all the limit switches in the
extraction chamber were replaced. The ball bearings and sliding surfaces of the

circular railway were lubricated.

In June 1980, the individual positions of the pivot arm could no longer be correctly

accessed. Because of the high ambient moisture, the mechanical devices for

controlling the limit switches had rusted. The devices were reworked.

In September 1980, the extraction chamber was again thoroughly reworked.

On 06/05, 05/07, and 06/23/1981, the circular railway ran by one instead of two
positions in the automatic pivoting of a pot with the pivot arm, whereby in turn a pot was
pushed out of the circular railway, and fell into the extraction chamber. A defective
relay was exchanged.

In July 1981 and March 1982, the bearings and sliding surfaces at the circular railway
were each reworked and lubricated one more time. The settings were also tested and

adjusted.

In March 1982 it was determined that the pivot arm, when hanging filled cans in the
circular railway, occasionally hit against adjacent pots. A time relay was adjusted.

In June 1983, the pivot arm could no longer be operated due to a defective cable. The

cable was exchanged.
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In the shutdown pause that started on 04/01/1984, all the parts of the extraction

chamber and the circular railway were tested and reworked.

In the first quarter of 1985, while suspending a pot in the circular railway, the mounting

bracket of the circular railway was highly deformed due to the extraction of the pot from

the locking plug. Because of this, the driving of the circular railway was only possible in

one direction. All the filled pots were taken off the circular railway, extracted, and
transported to the hot cells of the KFA. The circular railway was then aligned and

reinforced with additional angle irons.

On 06/24/1986, one of the pots filled with the fuel elements tipped out of the circular

railway into the annular channel approx. 4 m ahead of the extraction chamber. With a

video camera it was determined that the pot lay in the annular channel aligned in such

a way with the bottom of the extraction chamber that it could not be touched by the pots

suspended in the circular railway when the circular railway was driven. After a few

preparations, the pot was pulled into the extraction chamber with the aid of a

manufactured dragging device suspended in the circular railway and it was extracted

from there. To be able to monitor if the pots suspended in the circular railway had been

correctly suspended, a video camera was installed in the extraction chamber. Due to

the low radiation resistance of the electronics, it failed shortly thereafter.

Due to the high dose rate in the area of the filling and sealing station, the extraction

pipe was cleaned in the fourth quarter of 1986. For this purpose, the two last valves of

the extraction section were dismounted. They were also cleaned and reworked. After

dismounting the pot drip tray, the extraction chamber and the tray itself were

decontaminated, and the valves as well as the pot drip tray were reinstalled.
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In the first quarter of 1987, the video camera, which had been installed in the extraction

chamber half a year earlier and had failed shortly thereafter, was repaired and

reinstalled. A shield was also mounted.

In July 1987, all the positions of the circular railway were again tested. The actuating

cams and limit switches were reset in part.

In June 1988, the filling and sealing station had to be dismounted, because the

grapplers in the mounting bracket had jammed. All the sliding surfaces and contact

locations were cleaned and lubricated.

Also in June 1988, a new transition piece was installed in the drag chain and the chain

was retightened.
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13.4 Cooling Gas Blowers
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Legends to Fig. 13.4-1:

Sperrgas = Seal gas; Zuregelung = Inward adjustment; Abregelung = Outward

adjustment; Legende = Legends; Welle = shaft; Elektromotor = Electric motor; Laufrad

= Carrying wheel; Labyrinthdichtung = Labyrinth seal; Lager = bearing.

Fig. 13.4-1 Cooling gas blower

Two blowers are arranged in opposite directions along a horizontal axis on the lower

part of the inner reactor vessel, the so-called blower dome for the circulation of the

helium in the primary circuit. They consist of an asynchronous motor with a mounted
flying blower wheel (see Fig. 13.4-1).

The motors are supported by friction bearings and lubricated with oil. The oil is made

available by an oil supply, which consists of storage containers, filters, pumps,
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and monitoring devices. It is accommodated in containers which are located in the

containment. To prevent the penetration of oil from the blowers into the primary circuit

and from the cooling gas into the blowers, the shafts of the blowers are provided with

labyrinth seals, and the interior of the blowers is divided into chambers. Through these

chambers is fed helium (seal gas), wherein the inward flow is somewhat greater than

the outward flow. The difference escapes from the blowers via the labyrinths into the

primary circuit and prevents in this way the penetration of cooling gas into the blowers.

The outward flow takes place from the chambers, in which the bearings are located,
while the inward flow into the chambers takes place outside of the storage chambers.

The gas flow in the storage chambers produced in this way prevents the escape of oil

from the storage chambers.

The engine speed of the blowers can be changed without any steps between 400 rpm

and 4,400 rpm. This occurs via the electric supply of the motors with a corresponding

frequency and voltage. The frequency inward former necessary therefor consists of a

synchronous generator, which is driven by a direct current motor, which in turn consists

of a 6-phase rectifier, a phase control, a throttle coil, and the corresponding control. If
the frequency converter fails, the blowers can be supplied directly from the power

system. They run then at just 3,000 rpm and allow a part-load operation. The engine

speed cannot be changed in this case.

Originally, during planning, because difficulties had been feared with respect to the

supply of helium, it had been assumed that a helium-neon mixture (22%/78%) would be

used as cooling gas and the output of the blowers and the drive were set to 220 kW per

blower. However, there have never been no supply difficulties for helium. The reactor
was operated with pure helium for the entire operation time. At full load (Pth = 46 MW),

at a cooling gas absolute pressure
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of 10.8 bar and an average gas outlet temperature of 950 0C, the engine speed of the

blowers amounted to 3,200 rpm and the power consumption amounted to 50 kW. With

reference to the helium operation, the blowers and the drive were overdimensioned

approximately four times. The mechanical and thermal stress of the blowers was

correspondingly low, but contributed essentially to the very good operational behavior

[13.4-1], [13.4-2].

The conveying capacity of both blowers together amounted in the above-described full-

load operation to approx. 13 kg/s. The cooling gas temperature in the area of the
blowers amounted to approx. 260 to 270 0C. The blowers were designed for a
temperature of up to 350 0C.

During the first period of operation occurred, aside from a few small defects in the

control, above all problems at the collector of the direct current motor and at the

mercury arc rectifiers. Also the carbon brushes of the synchronous generators in the

frequency converter lead occasionally to malfunctions. They could be eliminated for the

most part by selecting suitable carbon brushes.

In the year 1972, the motor was exchanged for a direct current motor of another

manufacturer, because also after several repairs (in part at the manufacturer's plant),
frequently occurring fires between the brushes and the collector could not be

extinguished. After the exchange of the motor, this defect did no longer occur.

In the year 1976, the existing mercury arc rectifiers, which were very expensive to

maintain, were replaced with thyristor controllers. The electric control could be kept

after a few adaptations of the thyristor controllers. After the exchange of the mercury

arc rectifiers for the thyristor controllers, the rectifier system worked without

malfunctions.
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In May 1978 occurred a damage of a pipe at the steam generator, during the course of

which both blowers were filled with water up to their axes (see Chapters 10.3 Steam

Generator Damage and 10.4 Blower Damage). Both blowers had to be drained and

dried over a nine-week long evacuation period. The oil supplies for the blowers were

also drained and reworked. A bolted joint at the oil cooler for blower 1 had not been

correctly tightened due to the conditions at that location so that water could penetrate

into the oil storage for blower 1. Because of the water, during a test run of the blower,

the lubricant film tore in a friction bearing and the bearing temperature rose. The

blowers were immediately switched off. Blower 1 was dismounted and the bearings

were exchanged. The blower running wheel was decontaminated within the scope of a

test program. The blower motor was cleaned and inspected. During this blower repair

resulted the following essential findings:

* the rear thrust bearing had been struck and had to be exchanged;

* 270 I of water were found in the oil storage;

* the running wheel was highly contaminated. The decontamination turned out

to be very expensive;

* the windings and other parts of the blowers were in good condition;
* the feared graphite dust erosion at the running wheel could not be confirmed.

With respect to blower damage, decontamination, and effects on the HHT projects see

Chapter 10.4 Blower Damage.
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Distribution of the Blower Malfunctions
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Legends to Fig. 13.4-2:
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Fig. 13.4-2 Distribution of the Blower Malfunctions

After reinstalling the blower and different test runs, both blowers ran without problems
or malfunctions, which could have been caused by a defect in the blowers, up to the

end of the power operation on 12/31/1988 and beyond. Fig. 13.4-2 shows the quantity

of blower malfunctions distributed over the years of operation. In 25 of all 40 cases,
these malfunctions lead to a shutdown of the power plant. Only one of the
malfunctions, which had been caused by a water ingress into the oil storage system of

the blowers in the year 1979, affected the blowers themselves (see Chapter 10.4

Blower Damage). The main reason for the malfunctions were defects in the frequency

converter, the rectifier system, operating errors, and malfunctions due to undervoltages
in the RWE power supply. All seven malfunctions were caused by such malfunctions of

the RWE power supply.
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Operation Stage over Engine speeds
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Fig. 13.4-3 Time of operation over engine speed of the cooling gas blowers

The cooling gas blowers were in operation during the time from 11/01/1967 to

12/31/1988 for approximately 142,000 hours. They were driven for the most part at

high engine speeds. In Fig. 13.4-3 are shown the operation times in days over the

engine speeds of the cooling gas blowers.
If it is taken into consideration that the cooling gas blowers worked without malfunctions
and without maintenance over the entire operation time, even though they had stood

under water as a consequence of the steam generator damage, and the bearing

damages at one blower occurred due to water ingress from outside and were not
caused by the blower itself, it can be established that the cooling gas blowers have

shown a very excellent operational behavior. This is caused, above all, because they

were loaded only with about 25 % of the design load. (They were, as mentioned above,

designed for a helium-neon mixture as cooling gas).
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13.5 Main and Bypass Valves

During the normal power operation, the energy transport from the core to the steam

generator takes place by way of the gas flow, which is conducted, coming from the

cooling gas blowers, over the two open main pass valves through the core to the steam

generator and from there back to the blowers. During this operation, the two bypass

valves are closed. It is, however, also possible to operate the blowers and the steam

generator for the purpose of cooling, without extracting energy from the core. In this

case, the gas flow coming from the blowers passes by the core to the steam generator

and is conducted from there back to the blowers. The main pass valves are then

closed and the bypass valves are opened (see Fig. 13.5-1).

L

I ]•kotMWP~en

Legends to Fig. 13.5-1:

Dampferzeuger = Steam generator; Kuhlgasgeblase = Cooling gas blowers;
HauptpaRklappen = Main pass valves; Bypal'klappen = Bypass valves.

Fig. 13.5-1 Primary circuit with main and bypass valves
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The two main pass valves are elliptically-shaped disks. They are arranged in the lines

on the pressure side of the blowers (diameter 600 mm) and are connected via gas-tight

rotation leads to the drives, one per rotary piston motor. The two bypass valves are

similarly designed. The diameter of the bypass lines amounts to 350 mm. To close or

open, the valves must be rotated by an angle of approx. 70'.

The valves were operated for the most part without maintenance during the entire

period of operation. In the area of the valve drives occurred the following malfunctions:

At the end of 1973, to investigate the shutdown behavior, the main pass valves were to

be closed rapidly. It was shown at that time that one of the main pass valves (valve 1 in

the containment position 900) did not close completely. In the planned shutdown pause

of June 1974 to August 1974, the drive of the valve was dismounted and inspected. In

this way, it was determined that the rotary vane of the rotary piston, which had shrunk

on a shaft, was rotated by approx. 30'. The cause was a manufacturing defect. The
bore in the rotary vane was too large. The rotary vane and the shaft were connected in

form-tight manner via two cylindrical pins. The sealing strips of the rotary vane were

reworked. The switching gas pressure was also reduced from 14 to 15 bar to 6 to 8

bar.

In October 1977, the reactor was operated in bypass operation for the removal of a gas

sample. One of the bypass valves (valve II at 1800) could not be opened completely.

An inspection after dismounting the drive showed that the rotary vane on the front as

well as also the jacket surface had produced grinding traces and were stuck. The

rotary piston motor was reworked and reinstalled.

In April 1980, the rotary piston motor of the second main pass valve (valve II at 2700),

was dismounted and inspected. Also here, the rotary vane was over-rotated
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with respect to the shaft. Like in the repair of the first main pass valve in the year 1974,

in this case, the rotary vane and the shaft were also pinned (diameter of the cylindrical

pins 16 mm) and the sealing strips were reworked.

The second bypass valve (valve I at 00) was dismounted and reworked from the end of

October to the beginning of November 1981, because the gas pressure needed to
switch the valve had increased greatly. The sliding surfaces of the rotary piston motor

were smoothed out, and the rotary vane was preventively pinned to the shaft.

Thereafter, the valve could be switched like the others with a switching pressure of 4

bar.

In May 1985, the bypass valve II at 180', including the valve shaft, was dismounted and

reworked due to stiffness. As a precaution, the rotary vane was pinned to the valve

shaft. In this way, all four rotary vanes of the main and bypass valves were pinned.

During the planned shutdown pause in the first quarter of 1987, the drives of a

respective main pass valve and bypass valve were dismounted and reworked. The limit

switches for the setting indicator were exchanged.
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13.6 Control Rods

I Sperrspelt - Faolrohr Legends
1. Control rod
2. Counter rod

- h 27bcr 3. Toothed rod
2-. 4. Pinion

5. Ball bearing
3)zu den i ibigen Siben 6. Guide strips

6n 7. Claw coupling
0C- 8. Gear

9. Drive motor
10. Pressure spring

7 10 11 8 9 20 11. Chamber
Schutzbeho-lter I12. Damping piston

17 - -12--------- ------ 13. Discharge slot
2_ 14. Discharge bore13 /i15. Sleeve
ause- rib n eine-16. Damping spring

17. Pin

18. Limit switch
14 19. Counter disk

20. Inductive sensor
1Wrte 21. Luminous display22. Counter

Legends to Figure 13.6-1:

Sperrspalt-Fallrohr = Seal gap-falling pipe; Stabpufferbeh. = Rod buffer vessel; zu den

Obrigen Staben = to the remaining rods; Schutzbehalter = Containment; Stab = Rod;

ausgefahren = withdrawn; Stabantrieb in Betrieb = Rod drive under operation;

eingefahren = inserted; Warte = Control room.

Fig. 13.6-1 Drive of the control rods

The reactor has four control rods, which can be inserted from below into the bored

reflector compounds. The bores in the noses are arranged offset by 90 'C on a

semicircle of 2 m diameter. (The rods do not drive into the pebble bed!). The reactor

can be shut down and be maintained subcritical by at least 0.5% at the reference
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temperature of 130 0C with the control rods. The reactor does not have regulation rods.

The power regulation takes place via the engine speed of the cooling gas blower. See

Chapter 14 Operational Behavior. Each rod (length approx. 20 m) has an absorber

part, a transition piece, and a drive part provided with a toothed rod. The absorber part

consists of a supporting tube (inner pipe) and a jacket tube (outer pipe) between which

the neutron absorber is located, which in turn consists of a copper double pipe, that is

filled with a mixture of 25 % boron carbide, 2.5 % tantalum carbide, and 72.5 % copper.

The amount of tantalum carbide increases the absorption of the fast neutrons). The

drive part of each rod, which is provided with a toothed rod, is connected to a heavy

counter rod via a pinion. The pinions are driven via couplings and gas-tight rotation

leads of electric motors. The traveling speed of the rods amounts to approx. 1 cm/s. In

case of necessity (scram), the couplings open into the drives. The heavy counter rods

are inserted downward in dependence upon gravity and displace the absorber rods

over the pinions from below into the reflector compounds (see Fig. 13.6-1). The time

for the insertion of the rods amounts to approx. 10 s. The travel path of the rods

amounts to 4 m. The drives are provided with pulse generators for the setting indicator

of the rods. The pulses are counted as positive or negative in dependence upon the

travel direction and are indicated on the console of the control room.

The control rods worked without malfunctions during the entire time of operation, even

though they had been filled up to the drive with water during the steam generator

damage in the year 1978 [13.4-2]. Within the scope of a damage elimination were

removed approx. 4 m2 of water from the sleeve tubes. Even during the time of flooding,

the rods could be driven without problems. After the plant was drained and dried in

connection with the steam generator damage, the bottoms of the control rod sleeve

tubes were modified. Moisture detectors and drainage devices were installed.

In the first quarter of 1980, the drives of all four control rods were dismounted,

inspected, and reworked. While the pinions did not show any damage, cracks were

found in the bellows of the couplings. The expected service life was reached because
of the driven load change. A new
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bellows was welded in place. Also the ball bearings of the drives were exchanged.

In November and December 1980, all four control rods were dismounted once more,

because one of the rods had not plunged in during a periodical test on 10/31/1980.

After dismounting, it was determined that the concerned coupling was stiff and had not

opened widely enough. The cause of the stiffness was the insufficient play between the

pressure spring and the coupling and the stay tube. When the stay tubes were

unscrewed, the play was enlarged by 2 mm between all the four couplings and the feed

path of the couplings was enlarged by reworking the movable parts. All four couplings

were adjusted. When reassembling the drive, the flexible connection hoses for the

connection gas were damaged. They had to be exchanged.

At the end of 1986 and beginning of 1987, two limit switches were exchanged at the

corresponding control rods and the bottoms of the control rod sleeve tubes were

cleaned. Graphite dust had lead to ground connections at the limit switches. The limit

switches could no longer be operated, since the entire free space was filled with dust.

During the time of operation, the pulse generators for the settings indicator and the

corresponding counters in the control room were exchanged many times and were

adapted to the state of the art. The mechanical counters were replaced with electronic

ones, because the counter pulse could be swallowed up in a frequent change of the

travel direction if the switching took place at an unfavorable time.
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13.7 Gas Purification Plant and Cooling System

J

a

o

Fig. 13.7-1 Maximum allowable surface temperature of the fuel elements in dependence upon the C02

and H20 concentrations in the cooling gas

With the introduction fresh fuel elements into the core, through small leaks in the
cooling system, and experiments as well as maintenance and repair work on the
components of the primary circuit penetrated inevitably generally small quantities of air
and water into the primary circuit. To keep low the cooling gas contaminants and
therefore the oxidation of the hot fuel elements, the cooling gas was purified
continuously in a
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bypass flow. For the same reason, also the maximum allowable surface temperature of

the fuel elements dependent from the CO2 and H20 levels was limited. Fig. 13.7-1
shows the maximum allowable surface temperature of the fuel elements in dependence

upon the CO 2 and H20 concentrations in the cooling gas.

Speicher

He

H20 H20

Legends to Fig. 13.7-2:
Sperrgas = Seal gas; Speicher = Memory; Puffer = Buffer; Primer-System = Primary
system; Kompressor = Compressor; Trockner = Dryer; Katalysator = Catalyst.

Fig. 13.7-2 Schematic of the gas purification plant

For the gas purification, a partial flow of approx. 800 m3/h was taken from the primary

circuit on the pressure side of the cooling gas blower, conducted through the gravel bed

filter, and conducted again into the primary circuit at the intake location of the cooling
gas blower. The gas purification plant consisted of two parallel phases. In them should
be intercepted via coolers any floating particles and, in the case of a greater water

ingress, water.
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The coolers in the gas purification plant were not traversed during the normal operation,

to prevent an unnecessary cooling of the cooling gas. They should be connected

automatically via safety switches when a limit value for the cooling gas pressure is

exceeded.

From the helium prepurified in this manner was taken a partial flow of approx. 50 m3/h
and pumped with compressors through two parts of the gas purification plant connected

in series. The compressors were arranged between these two parts. The two parts
consisted of silica gel dryers and active carbon adsorbers, which were cooled with liquid
nitrogen. In the silica gel dryers were retained moisture and CO 2 and in the active

carbon adsorbers of the first system essentially the fission noble gases. This first part

of the system was driven with a service life of about 3,000 hours. The service life of the

second part amounted on average to ten days. The nitrogen, which had passed
through the first time due to the longer service life, was retained herein. Between these
two parts was located a catalytically acting oxidation stage, in which H20 and CO were

oxidated to H20 and CO 2. Both contaminants were not retained by the adsorbers of the
first part due to the excessively short delay times. The oxidation products were retained

then in the silica gel dryers of the second part. Both parts of the purification system
consisted of respectively two equal routes arranged in parallel (see Fig. 13.7-2). After

loading a route, it was switched over to the route arranged in parallel. The loaded
routes were regenerated by heating after a decay time. The gas desorbed thereby was

pumped into the storage vessel, where it was retained for so long until the
predominantly larger part of the short-lived noble gases had decayed. The purified

helium was fed again via the pure gas storage to the helium circuits.
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At the components of the gas purification were not observed any changes during the

entire time of operation. In particular no increase of the depressurization could be

determined at the gravel bed filters, which could have pointed toward an occupation of

the filters by larger quantities of dust.

A water separation had not taken place at the coolers even during the steam generator

damage, since due to the relatively small hole in the steam generator the limit value of
the cooling gas pressure at which the coolers would be switched on automatically was

not reached.

After the power plant was commissioned, the contaminants in the primary circuit
through the quantities of air and moisture adsorbed in the graphite and the coal were

still quite high. During this time it came to occasional malfunctions due to freezing of
the CO2 at the entrance of the gas purification plant. The frozen C02 deposited in the

valves at-the entrance of the plant and prevented the flow. These malfunctions were

not observed later. The gas purification plant was operated for the most part without

malfunctions and without problems. From the operational point of view, a large flow

rate through the purification system and therefore a more rapid purification would have

been desirable.

There were, however, problems with the compressors, which were to pump the gas
through the purification system (see Chapter Gas Compressor) and with the cooling
system, which was supposed to produce the liquid nitrogen for the cooling of the

adsorbers.

The cooling system which like the gas purification plant was built by the Linde company,

produced liquid nitrogen by liquefaction and decomposition of the air. Worm

compressors at the entrance of the plant compressed the air to high pressures. The air
was cooled via heat exchangers and by expansion. An essential component of the

plant was a gas-mounted
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expansion turbine, which was connected to another compressor. The driven gas

energy was extracted via this turbine, whereby a considerable cooling of the gas

occurred.

At the worm compressors as well as also at the expansion plant occurred constant

malfunctions. A part of the malfunctions at the expansion turbine was caused by

freezing contaminants in the storage gas of the turbine.

To relieve the cooling system, a cryogenerator was installed at the end of 1971, with
which the gaseous but still very cold nitrogen that flows out of the gas purification plant

could be liquified again. Even though this cryogenerator, a Stirling machine, had to be

serviced and reworked at regular intervals, it considerably reduced the expense for the
nitrogen generation. Despite this relief it came constantly to failures of the cooling

system, so that liquid nitrogen had to be purchased. In November 1978, the use of the

cooling system was permanently discontinued. From the economic point of view it was

shown that the purchase of liquid nitrogen was more economically advantageous than

the own production.
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13.8 Gas Compressors

To pump out helium from the reactor vessels in the bottle storage as well as to

transport gas through the gas circuits and the gas purification plants and from there into
the pure gas storage were installed a total of 10 membrane compressors in the

containment and in the reactor annulus. The compressors had different sizes and

worked in part with oil and in part with water as hydraulic liquid. Eight of the ten
machines were series devices. Two compressors with which helium was pumped

through the gas purification plant were especially manufactured by the Hofer company.

Because of the desired conveying capacity at this location they were clearly larger than

the other compressors, and to prevent a contamination of the gas purification plant with
oil during membrane failures, they worked with water. These two membrane
compressors were installed on the 21 m platform in the containment.

While the series compressors working with oil ran with satisfactory services lives, the

membranes of these compressors had to be exchanged often in the gas purification
plant. So that the power plant did not have to be shut down for each exchange of a

membrane, shortly after the power plant was commissioned, a shield wall for the

reduction of the radiation stress on the personnel and a crane for accelerating the work
were erected on the 21 m platform.

To reduce the mechanical stress of the membranes in the large compressors, the
shape of the compressor heads and punched plates of these compressors was
modified in the beginning of 1969. The conveyance volume per stroke, which was

slightly reduced in this way, was compensated by the increase of the engine speed. It

was also observed that the corrosion products, which formed in the gas chamber as
well as also in the water chamber of the compressors at the heads and punched plates,
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collected in the gaps between the membrane and the head or between the membrane

and the punched plate. Since these corrosion products apparently supplied an

essential contribution to the failure of the membranes, additional heads and punched

plates were coated with plastic.

Even though these measures were able to clearly improve the service life of the
membranes, the behavior of these membrane compressors remained unsatisfactory.

In the reactor annulus was installed a dry running piston compressor of the Sulzer

company, which was started in April 1969. It was used instead of the large

compressors for the gas transport through the gas purification plant. This machine
showed a very good operational behavior. The necessary maintenance work could be

fixed ahead of time and could be carried out during the planned shutdown pauses.

After a three-year operation was detected a contamination of the cooling water

chambers in the compressor, which was eliminated by acid cleaning. To prevent this
problem, the water quality of the cooling water was improved. In the beginning of 1974,

during an inspection by the manufacturer, the cross head guiding mechanism was

reworked and the piston rings were exchanged.

Because of the good experiences with this machine, in the second quarter of 1970, a

second dry running piston compressor was installed in the containment. It substituted a

smaller series compressor that worked with water. This series compressor was

dismounted, modified for oil, and was installed in 1972 in the bottle storage, which is

arranged in the reactor annulus. This compressor was used for an additional pumping

of the reactor vessel. In this way, the time necessary for pumping could be reduced by

8 hours.
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The membrane compressors that work with oil were provided with an optical monitoring,
which in the case of a membrane failure switches off the compressor and supplies a

warning message. Due to a contamination of this device, a membrane failure was

noticed too late at the end of 1971 during the pumping of the seal gap. About 1 to 2 I of

oil reached the pipelines to the bottle storage. The pipelines had to be cleaned with

great effort. Oil separators were installed thereafter behind the membrane

compressors operated with oil.

In the fourth quarter of 1974 was found a crack in the compressor head of a standard

compressor operated with water. A new head had to be obtained. In 1977, this fault

was repeated at the same compressor. Thereafter, the head of cast iron was

exchanged for one made of an austenitic, less brittle material. Later on, in the first half

of 1985, the cast iron heads of the compressor working in parallel were also exchanged

for heads of austenitic material, because also here had occurred cracks in the heads.

In 1977, a third dry running piston compressor was installed in the containment. It was

provided for the operation of the Vampyr-II loop, but could also be used for operational

tasks. It was started after the conclusion of the prescribed tests in December 1977. In
the second quarter of 1983, it was determined during an inspection that the piston of

the first stage had struck the cylinder head. A new cylinder head had to be obtained. It

was exchanged in the second quarter of 1984.

In the fourth quarter of 1982, was started the planning of the installation of another

piston compressor for the dust experiment. It was installed in the second quarter of

1984 in the containment at the location of a previously dismounted large
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membrane compressor that had been operated with water. Also this compressor could

be used for operational purposes, above all for the gas transport through the gas

purification plant.

All the compressors were regularly serviced and checked during the entire time of

operation. On the membrane compressors had to be carried out frequent exchanges of
the membrane. Aside from this, defects also occurred on the check and safety valves

as well as on the drive units.

In summary it can be said that the dry running piston compressors behaved clearly

better than the membrane compressors and that the membrane compressors working

with oil showed a better operational behavior than those operated with water. The

worst operational behavior was observed in the large membrane compressors working

with water, which had been especially built for the AVR research power plant.
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13.9 Steam Generator and Steam Generator Valves

Turbine

Legends to Fig. 13.9-1:
Hauptabsperrschieber = Main gate valve; Hauptaustrittssammler = Main outlet header;
Druckhalteventil = Pressure sustain valve; Sicherheitsventil = Safety valve;

Systemaustrittsammler = System outlet header; Rohrschleifen = Pipe loop;
Einspritzsammler = Injection header; Mischkuhler = Mixed cooler; Haupteintrittssammler

= Main inlet header; Speisewasserpumpe = Feed-water pump.

Fig. 13.9-1 Steam generator with valves
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Steam Generator

In the construction of the steam generator had to be taken into consideration the

following requirements:

" The steam generator was a heat exchanger, in which water was converted into

overheated steam, wherein the required heat was emitted by the gas heated in the

reactor.

" The highest operational safety was demanded, since the steam generator was not

accessible due to the radiation in the inner reactor vessel.

" In case of damage, there should be a possibility of repair outside of the reactor

vessel. Therefore, after the damage was detected, the damaged pipe should be

able to be separated outside of the reactor vessel at the inlet and outlet and welded.

* The full superheated steam temperature should be able to be held from the

minimum load to the maximum load of the steam generator. The full steam

temperature should also be reached with a change of the gas type or the gas

temperature.

" The requirement for the smallest water content was made so that, in the case of a

pipe bursting, as little steam and water as possible would penetrate into the interior

of the reactor vessel.

Due to the previously mentioned reasons, the steam generator was constructed as a

forced cycle boiler with four parallel forced cycle systems. During the operation, feed
water flowed coming from the feed-water pump at approx. 110 °C and 120 bar to the

main inlet header. There, the feed-water flow was divided for the four systems and was

conducted via check and control gate valves to the four inlet headers and from there to

the first parts of the steam generator systems (economizer, evaporator, and

superheater). This first
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part consisted of five parallel pipe loops per system. They were conducted separately

through leads in the covers of the reactor vessels into the reactor vessel to the actual

tube bundle of the steam generator and thereafter again separately via leads out of the

reactor vessels to the four injection coolers. Here, the temperature control of the steam

was provided by water injection. Thereafter, the steam flowed at approx. 360 0C to the

second parts of the steam generator systems (primary superheater and end
superheater). They consisted of ten parallel pipe loops each, which were also

conducted individually into the reactor vessels and again out of it to the four system

outlet headers. From the system outlet headers, the steam flowed at approx. 500 0C

and 72 bar by way of check and bypass valves to the main outlet header, from where it

arrived via the prepressurizing control to the turbine or via the bypass device to the

start-up flash tank. When there were malfunctions of the steam generator (pipe bursts),

each system could be blocked individually at the inlet and outlet and could be

discharged via the bypass valves into the mixed coolers. A pressure sustaining valve in

the line to the mixed cooler, which was closed by spring force at a prepressure of

<25 bar (15 bar over the cooling gas pressure), ensured that no cooling gas could reach
into the mixed coolers via the defective steam generator. The steam generator was

secured against overpressure via a full-stroke safety valve. The steam flowing from the

safety valve was also conducted into the mixed coolers (see Fig. 13.9-1). The 40

connection pipes between the injection cooler and the primary superheater (10 per

system) were configured as support pipes, on which the entire steam generator was

supported.
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Fig. 13.9-2 Cover of the inner reactor vessel with leads to the steam generator pipes

The steam generator consisted of a total of 60 pipe loops, which were guided

separately into and out of the reactor vessel (120 leads per reactor vessel, see Fig. 13-

9-2). The proportion of overheat pipes on the entire heating surface of 1,762 m2

amounted to about 5 %.

To prevent energy losses due to possible failures of the pipe loops as much as

possible, the steam generator was designed with a heating surface reserve of 10%.
The pipes of the steam generator consisted of ferritic steels, which are conventionally

used in boiler construction (see Table 13.9-1).

They are bent to evolvents and transferred to horizontal planes to be able to utilize well
the round cross section of the reactor vessel and to obtain a uniform flow resistance

over the cross section (see Fig. 13.9-3).
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Heating Surface Material Chemical Composition in %

C Mn Cr Mo

Eco I and Eco 2 St 35 8 0.17 0.70

Pre-evaporator and after- 15 Mo 3 0.15 0.60 0.3

evaporator

Support pipes 13 Cr Mo 44 0.13 0.50 0.08 0.45

End superheater 1 and 2 10Cr Mo 9 10 0.10 0.50 2.40 1.00

Table 13.9-1 Material of the steam generator pipes

Fig. 13.9-3 Steam generator (tube bundle)
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The steam generator had operated during the entire time of operation of approx.

125,000 hours. After 72,000 hours of operation occurred a leak in one of the end

superheater pipes, through which penetrated approx. 27 t of water into the primary

system, which collected in the lower part of the inner reactor vessel. The repair of the

steam generator and the elimination of the damage required approx. 15 months (see

Chapter 10.3 Steam Generator Damage). After it was restarted and up to the end of

the power operation, no further damage occurred at the pipes of the steam generator

[13.4-2].

Headers

The headers of the steam generator, which were arranged over the reactor vessel,

consisted of ferritic materials (see Table 13.9-2). They were subjected in

correspondence to the frame plan to regular internal inspections for periodical tests.

Header Material Chemical Composition in %

C Mn Cr Mo

Main inlet header St 35.8 0.17 0.70

System inlet header St 35.8 0.17 0.70

Injection header 15 Mo 3 0.15 0.60 0.30

System outlet header 13 Cr Mo 44 0.13 0.50 0.80 0.45

Main outlet header 13 Cr Mo 44 0.50 0.80 0.45

Table 13.9-2 Material of the headers of the steam generator

In the beginning of February 1971 occurred a steam leak on the inspection duct of the

main outlet header. The inspection duct, which was closed with a blind flange,
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was exchanged for a welded duct. In April 1974 occurred again a steam leak at this

duct. The duct was again highly washed out (see Fig. 13.9-4).

The cause for the washing out was the condensation and turbulence formation in the

duct. After a discussion with the manufacturer, a new duct with plates arranged in
cross shape was installed in the interior (turbulence brake). This effect did not occur

any longer thereafter.

L

40 5 CM

Fig. 13.9-4 Eroded inspection duct of the main outlet header

After an internal inspection in 1981, because of the repeated internal inspections,
wherein each time the duct had to be separated and rewelded, it was no longer

possible to reweld the duct to the header. The main outlet header was entirely

exchanged for this reason.
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At the remaining headers did not occur any defects during the entire time of operation.

Valves

The emergency check valves at the inlet of the steam generator and the superheated
steam slide gates behind the steam generator were configured as double block parallel

slide gate valves. The space between the block plates was impinged with pressurized

air in the case of an emergency closure. In addition to the emergency check slide gates
there were also check valves with independent and different drives in the feed-water

lines ahead of the system inlet headers. Aside from electrical drives, these valves had
control water drives. Also the superheated steam slide gates had also a pneumatic

drive aside from the electric drive. The emergency changeover valves were

pneumatically operated.

All the drives had to be reworked repeatedly. The control piston of the emergency

check valve was exchanged in the first quarter of 1969 for a piston of bronze because,
due to an unfavorable material pairing, the piston had pitted in the cylinders.

In the second quarter of 1970, the pneumatic drives of the changeover valves also had

to be rebuilt, since the valves often did not switch properly due to the leaky collars in the

drives.

In connection with the requested power increase, the exhaust line of the steam

generator safety valve was increased from 55 t/h to 65 t/h in the year 1970 in the

manufacturer's plant.

The full-stroke safety valve of the steam generator had, aside from the usual spring, a
pneumatic drive. In the normal case, a closing force was also generated by the spring

via "load air." When the triggering pressure was reached,
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"stroke air" was given to the drive via a pneumatically working control device, so that the

valve was driven over the full cross section. This pneumatic control device, which was

arranged in the containment on the 34 m platform, had again lead to malfunctions. The

cause of the malfunctions were, on the one hand, the high temperatures at the

installation location and, on the other hand, oil in the pressurized air with which the

control device was supplied. To solve this second effect, an oil separator was installed

in September 1981 in the pressurized air supply.

The feed-water control valves in the four steam generator systems suffered from noises

and irregularities already soon after the power plant was commissioned, which were

caused by undermining of the valve seats and erosions at the pins of the valve

spindles. The seats and spindles were exchanged several times. The high wear in the

control valves was caused by the relatively high depressurization at these valves. In

November 1980 were installed new feed-water control valves. Instead of the spindles

with parabolically shaped pebbles, the new valves contained spindles with basket

cones (see Fig. 13.9-5). The inflow that took place from below in the old valves was

changed. The inflow into the basket cones was from above. Due to the greater
construction length of the new valves, the manual check valves had to be displaced.

The new valves showed at first a high noise development. Even though this noise

development was clearly reduced by unscrewing the basket cone by 5 mm, the problem

of the high wear could not be solved. In July 1982, therefore, after a previous

agreement, an additional control valve was installed in the feed-water line ahead of the
main inlet header, so that the depressurization to be controlled was distributed over two

steps. The control worked without problems after this modification.
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Fig. 13.9-5 Cone of the feed-water control valves

a. parabolic cone,

b. basket-shaped cone.
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13.10 The Chemistry of the Water-Steam Circuit

Introduction

For the steam generator configured as a cycle boiler were used as materials exclusively
steels, with which positive experiences had been had for years in conventional power
plants. Low alloy ferritic materials and no austenite were used. The maximum steam

temperature and the maximum steam pressure were limited thereby. This was,

however, taken into consideration to avoid the risk of stress corrosion cracking.

Plant Part Material

Steam generator

- Economizer

- Evaporator

- Superheater

Fresh steam line

St35.8

15Mo3"

1OCrMo91O, 13CrMo44

13CrMo44

Valve cone and valve plates welded stellite hard facing

Turbine blades X20Cr1 3

CuZn28SnCondenser

Table 13.10-1 Materials in the water-steam circuit

The most important materials that were used in the water-steam circuit are listed in

Table 13.10-1.
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The condensate was completely purified via the cartridge filter, pore width 10 pm. The

degree of effectiveness of the fresh filter cartridges was at approx. 50 %. A partial flow

of 10 % of the condensate was desalinized by way of a ion exchanger. In this way, a

cation and a mixing bed filter were connected in series.

For the chemical operation mode were strictly applied the VGB guidelines.

The Conditioning of the Water-Steam Circuit

Before the commissioning in 1967, an alkali conditioning, that is, the treatment of the

feed water which with ammonia and hydrazine was used, which was usual back then.

In the following years it was discovered on conventional power plants that a "combined

conditioning" avoids for the most part the disadvantages of the "alkali" and "neutral"
conditioning known until then, but that the advantages are maintained.

Alkali Conditioning

1967-1983

Combined Conditioning

1983-1988

pH value

N2H4 mg/I

02 mg/I

Fe mg/I

9.0

0.1

Cu mg/I

0.001

0.0001

0.010

0.005

to 9.1

to 0.2

to 0.005

to 0.003

to 0.0006

to 0.015

to 0.010

8.5

0.001

0.0001

0.010

0.005

to 0.002

to 0.0006

to 0.015

to 0.010

0.2 to 0.3

SiO 2 mg/I

Na mg/I

Table 13.10-2 Chemical data of the water-steam circuit measured in the feed water

After it was checked that the oxygen conditioning of the feed water, an essential feature

of the combined conditioning, did not counteract the specifics of a nuclear power plant,

this new
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chemical treatment type was introduced in the first quarter of 1983 in the AVR reactor.

In Table 13.10-2 are listed the chemical data of the water-steam circuit, measuring

location feed water, for both conditioning types. However, the concentrations of all the

feed water contaminants increased greatly. For example, for iron was measured a
value of a maximum of 0.028 mg/I, according to < 0.003 mg/I ahead of the changeover.
The highest copper concentration amounted to 0.024 mg/I according to < 0.0003 mg/I.
A similar picture was shown also for the radioactive feed water contaminants Fe 59, Co
60, and Zn 65. The mentioned peak values were measured only in the first days after
the changeover, slightly higher values were measured instead during the course of the

entire following year. Only thereafter did the concentrations return to the original
values. Similar observations were also made in conventional power plants. The
increased concentrations were explained by the rearrangement processes in the oxidic
protective layer. The bivalent iron is in part oxidized by the oxygen in the magnetite

grid. In this way is produced hematite, which builds as a thin layer over the magnetite.

During this rearrangement of the oxide layer, metal ions of all kinds, which had become

part of the oxide layer, were apparently released in large quantities. As a cause is
assumed a low solubility of the hematite with respect to the earlier exclusively existing

magnetite.

The new conditioning type had, as also in other power plants, a direct economic

advantage. The service life of the cation resins of the condensate preparation plant
was clearly extended. The service life of the cation resins of the condensate
preparation increased by about 7 times with a reduction of the pH value and the

reduction of the .ammonia content connected thereto by about 1/8 of the original content.
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Radioactive Contaminants

The steam generator is arranged over the reactor core and is not particularly well

shielded against the radiation from the reactor core by the ceiling reflector of coal and

graphite. The thermal neutron flow is reduced by the ceiling from about 51013 n/cm2.s

to about 5.1011 n/cm2.s. It is therefore possible that the materials of the steam

generator and the ingredients of the feed water are activated.

Due to the low detection limit of radioactive substances, contaminants were also found

in the water-steam circuit, which should occur with the same materials in the

corresponding circuits of boilers heated with fossil fuels, but which could not be

detected with the conventional analytical methods.

In Table 13.10-3 are listed the contaminants that were detected by y-spectroscopy.

Sodium reaches via ion flow from the full desalination and condensate preparation plant
into the circuit; copper and zinc arrive as corrosion products from the tin condenser into

the circuit; arsenic and silver are trace contaminants of the condenser tin; ammonia is a
component of the pump seals; and cobalt comes also from the stellite hard facings at

the control valves. The concentrations of most contaminants are so low that they also

cannot be detected during the normal operation after enrichment. Only after start-up

and shutting down processes were found these substances. The dominant activities

were sodium 24 and manganese 56. Due to the short radioactive half-value times of

these isotopes there were no operational difficulties.
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Isotope Half Value Time

Na 24 15.0 h

Cr 51 27.8 d

Fe 55 2.7 a

Fe 59 44.6 d

Mn 54 312.2 d

Mn 56 2.6 h

Co 60 5.27 a

Cu 64 12.7 h

Zn 65 244.0 d

As 76 26.4 h

Mo 99 66.0 h

Ag 110m 250.4 d

Sb 122 2.7 d

Sb 124 60.3 d

Table 13.10-3 Radioactive contaminants in the water-steam circuit

Isotope Feed Water Fresh Steam

Fe 59 Bq/m 3  < 10 to 50 < 5 to 30

Co 60 Bq/m 3  100 to 1000 10 to 100

Zn 65 Bq/m 3  50 to 2000 20 to 200

Table 13.10-4 Radioactive contaminants in water-steam circuit at normal operation

Iron 59, cobalt 60, and zinc 65 are detected in all operating states in the feed water and
in the steam. In the start-up and shutdown processes, the concentrations were often

higher by one or two orders of magnitude than in the normal operation. Table 13.10-4

shows the values in the normal operation, which are very low as can be seen.
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Gas Analyses

The concentrations of hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen were measured with different pH

values and without oxygen or hydrazine doting.

pH 8.5 pH 8.9 pH 9.3 with pH 9.1 with

70 Ig/1 NH3 200 tg/I 600 tg/I 02 dot. N2 H4 dot.
70 pg/ 250 pg/I with 02

NH 3  NH 3  doting

without 02 doting

H2  22 to 25 13 to 15 35 to 40

pg/kg

02 70 to 90 300 to 50 to 70
pg/kg 350

N2  30 to 40 70 to 80 130 to
pg/kg 150

Table 13.10-5 Gas concentrations in the fresh steam in the different feed water conditioning types

In Table 13.10-5 are listed the different measured values. Without 02 doting, the H2,

02, and N2 concentrations are dependent upon the pH value. Since the feed water in

the driving style without 02 was completely degassed (measured 02 concentration < 5
pg/I), the N2 and 02 concentrations can only be caused by radiolytic processes. This is

understandable due to the arrangement of the steam generator in the radiation field.

Nitrogen is generated by radiolytic fission from ammonia

2 NH3 -+ N2 + 3 H2

An indication of a partial decay of the ammonia resulted also from ammonia

measurements in the feed water and in the steam. The ammonia concentrations in the

steam were considerably lower.
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The increase of the nitrogen concentration with the 02 doting was not related to the

radiolytic processes, but was caused by the operation management in the combined

conditioning. In the alkali mode of operation, without 02, in a thermal degassing, aside

from oxygen also nitrogen was expelled from the feed water. If the degasser was

closed, the nitrogen remained also in the constantly fed back deionate in the feed

water.

The hydrogen comes from different processes. Aside from the radiolytic decay
reactions of the water and the ammonia, the iron-water reaction also delivers hydrogen:

3 Fe + 4 H20 -- Fe 30 4 + 4 H2

An easy estimate by using the G values for the hydrogen formation resulted, in that the

measured hydrogen concentration of 22-25 mg/I, in the alkali mode of operation without
oxygen doting, produced each time a third of the water radiolysis, the ammonia

radiolysis, and the iron-water reaction.

The hydrogen concentration was clearly depended upon if oxygen was doted or not into
the feed water, The hydrogen produced in the different processes was apparently

partially recombined with the doted oxygen into water. It was interesting that the

quantity of doted oxygen had only a small influence on the hydrogen concentration. By

increasing the oxygen concentration in the feed water from 250 to about 700 pg/I, the

hydrogen concentration in the steam was reduced only by about 2-3 pg/kg.
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Tritium

In the boilers fired with fossil fuels it is known that one part of the hydrogen, which is

produced in the water-steam circuit in the iron-water reaction, diffuses through the

steam generator walls toward the flue gas side. It was a disagreeable surprise, as was

discovered in the AVR operation, that the water-steam circuit contained tritium. This
tritium can only be produced by diffusion in the other direction, that is, from the cooling

gas into the water-steam circuit.

In the helium circuit is produced tritium by activation reactions with Li 6, He 3, and B 10.

The tritium produced in nuclear fission is completely retained in the coated particles

within the scope of the measurement accuracy.

About 90 % of the tritium in the helium circuit is present as tritated hydrogen, HT. The

tritium diffuses in atomic form through the steam generator walls and recombines on

the water/steam side with OH ions to HTO.

Metallic oxide layers represent an effective barrier against the tritium permeation. This

became clear in the start-up and shutdown processes, when cracks occurred due to

thermal stress in the oxidic protective layers, and the tritium concentration in the water-

steam circuit increased. The intact protective layer could be improved even further via

the oxygen doting in the feed water. Directly after the start of the oxygen doting, the

tritium concentration fell in the fresh steam from about 8.10' Bq/m3 to about 2.5.10'
Bq/m3 . During the course of the following year, the concentration decreased even more

to about 1-10' Bq/m 3. This means visibly that the rearrangement processes in the

oxidic protective layer extended for more than one year. On power plants fired with

fossil fuels, wherein the feed water conditioning was modified similar as in the AVR, the

tritium is missing naturally as sensitive indicator of the morphologic processes of the

protective layer formation. Due to the comparable
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chemical/physical conditions, it can be deduced from the results obtained with the AVR,
that also in power plants fired with fossil fuels the new formation of a protective layer

requires about one year.

Final Conclusions

The operational results with the water-steam circuit confirm basically the experiences

which were to be expected from the forced cycle boiler with careful water treatment.

Furthermore, knowledge was obtained from the radioactivity of the circuit which was

interesting from a general point of view for the feed water chemistry. This applies, for

example, to the measurement results in the combined conditioning, the hydrogen/tritium

permeation, and the behavior of the trace elements zinc and cobalt. After the

decommissioning and dismantling of the power plant can be expected further

interesting results based on further suitable investigations.
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13.11 Cooling Water Circuits

A task of the cooling water circuits was to cool the components and chambers in which

heat was produced .or into which heat was introduced from outside. The dissipated

heat was transferred via the cooling towers to the atmosphere. To prevent a release of

radioactive substances in the case of leaks in the coolers, all the components in which

the cooling water was only separated by a wall from the primary gas, such as, for

example, the coolers of the blowers, were joined into one closed first cooling water

circuit. The heat was transferred from this first circuit to a second, also closed cooling

water circuit via heat exchangers. By way of this circuit were cooled all the components

that came into contact with less active components or which were separated from the

primary gas by at least two walls. The heat of a third circuit was transferred via heat

exchangers, which lead the heat directly to the cooling towers, and transferred the

same there directly to the atmosphere. A fourth cooling water circuit cooled the units of
the secondary circuit in the machine housing, in particular the condenser of the

turboset. Also this circuit transferred its heat via the cooling towers to the atmosphere.

The cooling medium of the first and second cooling water circuit was deionized water.

To prevent corrosion, approx. 300 mg/I of hydrazine were added to these circuits, and

the vessels were impinged with a nitrogen cushion. The cooling water circuits, which

are open toward the cooling towers, were operated with industrial water. The cooling

water of the two inner cooling water circuits was fed to the consumers from expansion

tanks by way of a distribution station. The outflowing cooling water was conducted by

way of adjusting valves into collection tanks and from there it was pumped back with
the aid of pumps by way of heat exchangers into the expansion tanks. To be able to

continue operating the important components of the
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primary circuit also after a failure of the cooling water pumps and to be able to shut

down safely the power plant, a water tower was arranged on the reactor building (on the

biological shield 2), which stored a total of 475 m3 in three separate chambers. In case

of necessity, the water is conducted by force of gravity via safety loops to the expansion

tanks of the two inner cooling water circuits. The cooling could in this way be safely

maintained for the time of the start-up. The safety loops consisted of U-shaped leads

placed between the circuits. They should make possible, on the other hand, the

opening of corresponding valves of the water supply of neighboring cooling water circuit

and, on the other hand, prevent the gas exchange between the circuits.
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Legends to Fig. 13.11-1:

Schutzbeh~lter = Containment; Berieselungsanlage = Sprinkler system; Hochbeh~lter = Elevated tank; Ausgleichsbeh~lter =

Expansion tank; Auffangbeh~lter = Collection tank; K~lhlt~rme = Cooling towers; Kondensator = Condenser; K~hlwasserpumpen =

Cool water pumps; Pumpenhausbecken = Pump housing basin; Hochbeh~llterpumpen = Elevated tank pumps.

Fig. 13.11-1 Schematic of the cooling water circuits
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The heat exchangers between the second and third cooling water circuit and the

cooling water consumers of the third circuit were fed with the water of a cell of the

elevated water tank over the distribution station. The outflowing water was conducted

to cooling towers, from which it flowed into a basin in the pump housing and was

pumped back into the elevated tank.

To be able to cool the containment in the case of a malfunction with an escape of

steam into the containment, a sprinkling system was arranged over the containment,
which was supplied from another cell of the elevated tank. This arrangement was

switched on just a few times during the entire time of operation to test the system.

There was never a need for its use.

Another separate cooling water circuit was provided for the cooling of the annulus, in

which the pots of the burned up fuel elements are intermediately stored. The afterheat

development of the burned up fuel elements was, however, too low, so that this cooling

did not have to be operated at any time during the time of operation.

The main problem of the cooling water circuits was the cooling water circuits open

toward the cooling towers. In the cooling towers themselves collected dust and pollen,

which had washed out of the air. On the walls and pockets of the cooling towers

formed algae above all in the spring and summer. Both effects were promoted by the

nearby woods and the vegetation in the immediate vicinity of the cooling towers. The

cooling towers had to be regularly switched off and cleaned.

The contaminants of the industrial water (mineral and organic) lead to deposits and

corrosion in the ferritic pipes of the heat exchanger between the second and third

cooling water circuit, a heat exchanger in the
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secondary circuit, the so-called experimental cooler, which was also equipped with

ferritic pipes, and to deposits in the pipes of the condenser. The pipes of the

condenser were made of special tin. These deposits prevented the heat transfer

considerably and deteriorated the effectiveness of the turbine. Because of the

corrosion of the ferritic heat exchanger pipes it came to leaks between the second and
third cooling water circuit. As long as only a few pipes were affected, these pipes could

be sealed. When the number of affected pipes increased, the loss could no longer be

tolerated at the heat exchanger surface. The heat exchanger had to be exchanged and

the defective pipe bundle was disposed of as radioactive residue. In the year 1983 it

was decided to exchange the pipe bundles of the heat exchanger between the second

and third cooling water circuit and the experimental cooler in the secondary cooling

circuit for austenitic pipe bundles, even though there were doubts expressed

concerning this decision. The considerations against the exchange pointed toward the

sensitivity of the austenitic heat exchangers with respect to chlorine ions in industrial

water. The experience with these heat exchangers, instead, had been excellent. No

pipe damage was observed at the exchanged pipes, and the deposits of contaminants

took place considerably slower. The higher financial expense for the austenitic pipe

bundle was more than only compensated by the low maintenance expense and the low

disposal costs.

As already mentioned, the deposits in the condenser pipes lead to a considerable

deterioration of the turbine effectiveness. In December 1970 was therefore installed an
automatically working purification plant of the Taprogge company. With it, rubber foam

pellets were constantly fed ahead of the condenser and were sifted out again behind

the condenser. The pellets, whose diameter corresponded to the inner diameter of the

pipes, were in part covered with
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corundum grains, whereby the cleaning effect of the pellets in the pipes was reinforced.

After the installation of the plant, the condenser was opened and cleaned only

occasionally.

The fission pipe pumps in the closed cooling water circuit are operated normally during

the entire time of operation. Due to the installation of experiments and additional dry

running compressors, whose coolers were looped into the first cooling water circuit, the

pump performance had to be increased in this circuit. In the second quarter of 1984

were installed stronger fission pipe pumps and in addition a pressure increase pump.

The pumps in the open cooling water circuits showed, aside from the wear that was to

be expected, also problems with the water-lubricated rubber bearings. By installing the

rotating compressor components in these pumps should be conducted sufficient

lubricating water to the rubber bearings. It was shown, however, already early that this

lubrication was insufficient and lead to an excessive wear of the bearings. In May 1969

were installed additional lubricating water pumps to provide a sufficient supply from the

pumps with lubricating water.

The pumps and valves working in the area of the industrial water, in particular those

that were arranged in the ground, showed also signs of rot.

To prevent corrosion, the cooling water lines between the cooling tower and the

condenser were coated internally with asphalt. Malfunctions occurred due to a partial

loosening of this coating. The loosened parts deposited in the condenser chambers

ahead of the cooling pipes and reduced their effectiveness.
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To be able to compensate for the changes in length due to thermal effects,
compensators were installed in the cooling water lines between the cooling tower and
the machine housing, which were moved in part into the basement of the machine

housing. A leak occurred in December 1982 at one of these compensators. The
compensator had come into contact with a support and had been abraded through by
the movement of the line. The defect was only noticed when the basement of the
machine housing was filled with water almost up to the ceiling. The basement was
emptied by pumping and the compensator was initially temporarily repaired. After
obtaining a new compensator, the defective compensator was exchanged.
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13.12 Safety Circuit

The safety-relevant measuring variables were monitored via instruments with limit value

monitors. When a first limit value was reached, an acoustic warning signal and a
corresponding indicator lamp were excited in a rapidly blinking order. By operating an

acknowledgment key, the message was acknowledged. The acoustic signal became

silent and the indicator lamp changed from a rapidly blinking light to a steady light.

After the normalization of the measuring variable (below the limit value), the steady light

of the indicator lamp changed to a slowly blinking light. By operating a release key, this

slow flasher light could be extinguished. If the measuring variable, however, changed

again in the critical direction when another limit value was reached, then automatic
protective functions were started. Also this occurrence was indicated acoustically and

via rapidly blinking indicator lights.

The important measuring values were monitored via several measuring phases

arranged in parallel and configured identical (redundant monitoring). The limit value

monitor of these measuring phases was summarized in the selection circuits. In this

way, for example, the protective functions, which were derived from the neutron flow

measurement, were triggered when two of the three identical limit value monitor had

responded (2 of 3 circuit).

This alarm system had the disadvantage that the indicator lights were distributed over

all the parts of the control room and that the acoustic warning signal was the same for

all the notifications, independently from the safety-relevant importance. There also

existed the danger that, with notifications occurring at the same time, one notification

would be overlooked.

For these reasons, the important notifications that made necessary an immediate

intervention by the operating personnel were summarized on one side of the control

room
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and connected to a special acoustic signal. The acoustic signals were later again
differentiated. Therefore, for example, for malfunctions in the electric installations and
for notifications from the fire protection system were used special signals.

Another disadvantage of this system was the fact that the time at which a notification

was triggered, was not registered, so that with almost simultaneously occurring
notifications, the chronological order in which the notifications were triggered could not
be detected. Because when there are malfunctions in the plant and a protective
function is triggered very often a variety of other notifications occur in a rapid
succession, it could often not be detected which of the existing notifications had been
triggered by the malfunction.

To diminish this problem, rapidly running multiple line recorders were installed in the

control room, with which the limit values of a few more important measuring variables
were monitored. However, only a few measuring variables could be monitored. The
chronological triggering was also insufficient with the line recorders, so that the problem

persisted.

In connection with the steam generator damage in the year 1978 (made possible by the
computer development), an operational computer was installed on which approx. 100
important measuring values could be added. The computer was able to record and

register limit value excitations with high chronological triggering. It was also very useful
in the analysis of malfunctions.

The concept of the safety circuit, that is, the scope of the monitored measuring values
and the protective measures derived from each exceeding of the limit values, showed to
be very practical and was not modified during the entire time of operation, except for a

few exceptions.
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The monitoring of leaks on the steam generator was, however, found to be insufficient.

The monitoring of small leaks should take place by way of the measurement of the
water vapor partial pressure in the cooling gas. The corresponding moisture sensors

were installed with a high detection sensitivity for moisture in the cooling gas. They
should shut down the power plant if a limit value of 100 vpm is reached. However,
there was considered insufficient that the penetrating moisture in the hot core was

decomposed into H2 and CO.

H20 + C -UH2 + CO

The H2 content in the cooling gas was measured discontinuously with gas-phase

chromatographs, but an automatic protective function could not be derived from these

measurements.

After the damage to the steam generator was installed an additional H2 monitoring. It

consisted of moisture sensors with a catalyst connected upstream thereof, in which H2

was oxidized to H20, so that the sensors detected the sum of H2 and H20. The limit
value monitors of this measuring device were looped into the safety circuit.

The monitoring for large leaks of the steam generator took place via the pressure

measurement in the cooling gas. The reactor should be shut down in stages and the
steam generator was discharged into the mixed coolers. This safety circuit had not
responded in the case of the steam generator damage in the year 1978, because the

water had penetrated through a relatively small hole for a longer time into the reactor,

so that it could not come to an increase of pressure.

In addition, a measuring device was provided, with which the flow rates and pressures

in the four steam generator systems should be compared to each other with the aid of a

diode selection circuit. A leak in one of the four systems
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should be recognized by way of the deviations in comparison with the other three
systems and the defective system should be shut down, while the reactor should be

cooled again with the remaining three systems. This circuit was from the beginning
affected by great inaccuracies and was not looped into the safety circuit.

J1 x Nullanzeige

3 x Abweichungen
vom Maximal-

wert

I Maximaiwert

Legends to Fig. 13.12-1:

Geber = Detector; Maximalwert Maximum value; Nullanzeige = Zero indication;
Abweichungen vom Maximalvalue = Deviations from the maximum value.

Fig. 13.12-1 Principle of the diode selection circuit
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14 Operational Behavior

Power Regulation

The reactor has no control rods with which the power could be adjusted. The power

adjustment takes place by way of the blower engine speed. By modifying the blower

engine speed is changed the helium flow rate and therefore the energy intake from the

core. The temporary temperature change caused in this way effects by way of the

negative temperature coefficients the automatic correction of the power. The power

changes only until the average temperature of the core has assumed the original value

and there is a balance between the produced and the extracted power.

The temperature in the core is determined by the effective reactivity. It is dependent

upon the load of the core with fuel elements and upon the position of the control rods.

The rough adjustment of the temperature took place by way of the charging plant. The
control rods were used for a fine adjustment.

The steam produced by the steam generator was conducted to the turbine. The latter

was equipped with a prepressure regulator. This means that it had always taken

exactly the steam quantity that was offered by the steam generator. The steam

temperature was adjusted manually by adjusting the feed-water flow rate (to the control

valves of the four steam generator systems). The temperature adjustment worked in

such a stable manner that the original predetermined temperature control by water

injection in the injection collector had not been used since the commissioning of the

power plant.
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Legends to Fig. 14-1

Abschaltstabstellung = Control rod adjustment; Reaktorleistung = Reactor power; Gastemperatur = Gas

temperature; Geblsedrehzahl = Blower engine speed; Speisewasserstrom = Feed water flow; Wasser-
/Dampftemperatur = Water/steam temperature; Beginn Stibe ziehen = Begin to withdraw rods; Reaktor

kritisch = Reactor critical; Generator am Netz = Generator to the network; Generator Endlast = Generator

final load.

Fig. 14-1 Start-up diagram

Start-up of the Power Plant

Essentially two limitations were to be taken into account when starting up the power

plant from the cold condition. The first limitation resulted from the physical properties of

the coal bridge over the core. To prevent that the tensile stress exceeded the allowable
values when heating the interior of the rocks, the hot gas temperature could only be

increased once by a maximum of 3 k/min. The second limitation resulted from the
stability considerations for the steam generators. To ensure that the evaporation did

not start in erroneous areas of the steam generator, the steam production was only
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started when the helium penetrating into the steam generator had an average
temperature of more than 600 'C.

From these boundary conditions resulted a start-up procedure divided into five phases

(see Fig. 14-1).

In the first phase, the reactor was made critical by withdrawing the control rods.

Therefore, it had to be taken into account that the change of the neutron flow remained
below the prescribed limits because otherwise an automatic shutdown would take

place.

In the second phase, the reactor power was increased to 12.5 MW by increasing the

blower engine speed. The steam generator could be maintained just within the water

operation at this power with a maximum water flow rate.

By withdrawing the control rods, the average gas outlet temperature was increased to

600 0C in the third phase with the mentioned transients of 3 k/min. The reactor power

could be held constant at 12.5 MW via a simultaneous reduction of the blower engine

speed.

If the average gas outlet temperature had reached 600 0C, the fourth stage was started.

By increasing the blower engine speed and another withdrawal of the control rods were

increased the power and the average gas outlet temperature. At the same time, the

feed water flow rate was reduced, and the evaporation was started in this way.

In the fifth phase were adjusted the reactor power, the hot gas temperature, and the
steam temperature to the desired values. The hot steam line and the turbine were

preheated, the turbine was started and synchronized with the power system. When the

turbine was accelerated, the limitations had to be taken into consideration one more

time, which resulted from the material stress of the turbine. An undisturbed start-up

from the cold state required approx. 4 1/2 hours from the beginning of the
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control rod withdrawal to the synchronization of the generator to the power system.

Start-up of the Reactor

- Mittlere AbszhQItstabstellunq

n ebldsedrehzmhiP:ý - Reaktidetstung

s0"
A

A

I

I

Legends to Fig. 14-2:

Mittlere Abschaltstabstellung = Average control rod adjustment; Geblasedrehzahl =

Blower engine speed; Einfahren der Abschaltst~be = Insertion of the control rods;

Gebl~se-Abschaltung = Blower shutdown.

Fig. 14-2 Characteristic of the neutron flow after the shutdown of the reactor
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For the shutdown of the reactor were available three different procedures (see Fig. 14-

2):

Scram (Automatic Rapid Shutdown)

With the maximum allowed neutron flows or the maximum allowed neutron flow

change or with unacceptably great deviations between the redundant phases of the

neutron flow instrumentation took place an automatic rapid shutdown by scram.

The couplings between the shutdown drives and the drive pinions were opened and

the rods fell by way of the force of gravity into the core. In parallel thereto, the

cooling air blowers were disconnected and the turboset was separated from the

power system. After such an automatic rapid shutdown, the control rods were

withdrawn manually up to half their length to be able to keep low the thermal stress

on the rods. For cooling the reactor system, the feed water flow rate was adjusted

to approx. 40 % of the full flow rate.

" Insertion of the Control Rods

In all the remaining excitations took place an automatic insertion of the control rods

from the reactor protective circuits in connection with the shutdown of the cooling

gas blowers and the shutdown of the turbine. Also after such a shutdown, the rods
were driven out up to half their length and the feed water flow rate was adjusted to

about 40 %. To accelerate the heat dissipation from the core, approximately about
three hours after such a shutdown, the cooling air blowers were started again by

phases.

* Shutting Down the Cooling Gas Blower

The third process was the shutdown of the cooling gas blower. It was the gentlest

and slowest shutdown of the reactor. It was used always when
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the reactor was to be shut down in a targeted manner. In this way, the control rods

remained at first in their position. Only when the reactor was considerably cool, the

control rods were inserted. As in the other shutdown procedures, the feed water

flow rate after the shutdown was adjusted to 40 % and, to cool the reactor, the

cooling gas blowers were started one by one after approx. 3 hours.

Load Change

NeufronenflufR - Schreiberstreifen
vom 14.02.1984

1600-

8: 0%*;!

RP2 i : i 16 .18 "3

I -I - 9 , l :

15.4i. '- ..

14-1Gebkdse~drehz~nh-

• I 0i % /' f :.

, , 1 i0% H , . ,.I 10D.

143o1 Dd

Reaktorleisfung
0 100%

Legends to Fig. 14-3:

Neutronflug-Schreiberstreifen von 14.02.1984 = Neutron flow strip recorder of
02/14/1984; Geblasedrehzahlerh6hung = Blower engine speed increase; Zeit = Time;

Geblsedrehzahlverminderung = Blower engine speed decrease; Reaktorleistung =

Reactor power.

Fig. 14-3 Time characteristic of the neutron flow during a load change test
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The load changes are caused by a corresponding adjustment of the blower engine

speed. They are connected only to a few temperature adjustments in the core and in

the reflector. The load changes can therefore be carried out very rapidly. A limitation

of the changing speed results only from the maximum possible engine speed change of

the cooling gas blowers.

Load changes of 100 % to 50 % were carried out in two minutes. Fig. 14-3 shows the

characteristic of the neutron flow recorded by a recording device during such a load

change. The power change can take place equally rapidly in both directions. When the
power increases, however, it must be taken into consideration that, due to the inevitable

overshooting of the power, the limit value for the maximum allowed neutron flow should

not be exceeded and therefore the reactor should not be shutdown automatically by

way of the safety circuit. The overshooting of the power is caused by the fact that, due

to the change of the blower engine speed, at first only the withdrawn energy quantity is

changed. The power of the core is controlled automatically by the temperature and the

negative temperature coefficients of the reactivity. Due to the heat storage in the core,

this post-regulation takes place with a time delay, so that it comes to an overshooting of

the power.
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15 Radiation Protection and Treatment of Radioactive Substances

The tasks of the internal protection of the AVR consisted, during the time of operation,

in the monitoring of

• the personnel doses,

" the emissions of gaseous radioactive substances to the atmosphere,

" the emissions of liquid radioactive substances to the KFA,

* the radiation protection areas in the AVR premises, and

" the work on the radiation protection areas.

The immissions monitoring of the environment was carried outby the radiation

protection of the KFA.

Other tasks were the planning and preparation of the work under the special viewpoints
of the radiation protection and the treatment of radioactive residual substances.

Personnel Monitoring

The personnel monitoring by the radiation protection was carried out until the year 1986

with the rod dosimeters known until that time and with film stickers. Starting in 1986,

digital dosimeters were used instead of the rod dosimeters. In the first few years, these

dosimeters were evaluated monthly. Starting in 1982, the rod dosimeters and later the
digital dosimeters were read after each use and the values were documented, so that in

case of necessity an allocation of doses was possible for different types of work.
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Because of the P3-contamination in the primary circuit (Sr 90), which had been caused

by the failure of the carbidic fuel elements with BISO coating at high burnup, additional

partial body dosimeters were carried at the critical body parts during work in these

areas.

Year Total Number Number of the Effective Dose Effective Dose Average Dose Maximum

of External in mSv of the External Stress for all Yearly Dose
Occupationally Company Persons in Persons for one Person

Exposed Coworkers mSv Exposed to in mSv

Persons Radiation in

mSv

1968 145 23 895.0 71.0 6.17 43.41

1969 167 36 1003.6 28.0 6.01 36.22

1970 183 50 1288.0 31.0 7.04 46.65

1971 143 19 555.7 7.0 3.89 15.99

1972 145 34 585.7 13.0 4.04 18.97

1973 136 4 451.0 4.2 3.32 15.36

1974 169 31 560.4 15.2 3.32 17.56

1975 139 6 543.5 0.9 3.91 17.67

1976 133 5 453.6 0.8 3.41 12.62

1977 173 44 407.3 19.9 2.35 13.34

1978 180 54 909.8 133.2 5.05 40.74

1979 189 62 778.3 144.0 4.12 33.20

1980 197 65 824.0 165.2 4.18 32.38

1981 186 57 658.9 57.7 3.54 26.35

1982 170 43 517.9 41.4 3.05 16.93

1983 194 66 548.0 113.2 2.82 24.00

1984 249 113 375.0 92.4 1.51 7.59

1985 277 148 193.9 59.9 0.70 8.12

1986 286 150 171.5 48.6 0.60 5.63

1987 279 146 124.4 44.7 0.45 3.99

1988 299 163 117.6 28.0 0.39 10.16

Tab. 15-1 Personal Doses

A representative part of the persons exposed to radiation were examined routinely for

possible tritium incorporation. After work in areas with tritium-contaminated

atmosphere, these targeted examinations were expanded. This work, like all the work

carried out on the components of the primary circuit or implying a particular
incorporation danger, was basically carried out wearing a full respiratory protection.
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In Table 15-1 are shown the personal doses of the own and external personnel, which

were employed during the time of operation. The limit values for personal doses were

never exceedeed during the entire period of operation. It is to be noted that the total

doses decreased constantly during the last years of operation. This occurred

particularly because during the first years of operation, to eliminate small malfunctions,
the containment was frequently under load. With the reduction of the frequency of the
malfunctions, the dose was also reduced. On the other hand, the Minimization

Command in § 28 (1) 2 of the Radiation Protection Ordinance of 10/13/1976 caused a
more conscious applications engineering.

Exhaust Air Monitoring

The research power plant was originally only equipped with devices for monitoring

aerosol and noble gas in air. These systems could be used selectively for monitoring
the exhaust air or to monitor the atmosphere in the containment. Each of the two

systems consisted of a filter strip system and a flow ionization chamber connected

downstream thereof. A partial flow of the atmosphere to be measured was conducted

through the filter strip, moving slowly passed the intake location, with which the activity

of the deposited dust was determined (instant measuring location for detecting short-

lived nuclides). A second end window counter pipe was arranged so that it was passed
from the filter strip approx. 7 hours after dusting (delayed measuring location for

detecting long-lived nuclides). The gaseous activity was then determined with the flow
ionization chamber connected downstream. The detection limit (for Xe 133) amounted

to approx. 0.4 mBq/cm3 ).
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With these devices were determined the activity concentrations in the containment and

in the exhaust air. Together with the exhaust air quantity was also determined the

activity emission to the atmosphere.

Radionuclide or Max. Allowed Activity Emission

Radionuclide Group Yearly Weekly

Noble gases 3.7 1012 Bq 1.85 1011 Bq

Tritium 3.7 1012 Bq

Iodine 131 1.8 107 Bq 1.0 106 Bq

Carbon 14 2.0 1011 Bq

Aerosols (T, > 8 d) 3.7 107 Bq 2.0 106 Bq

of these:

Strontium 90 2.8 107 Bq

a-emitter 2.8 105 Bq

Bromine 82 3.7 107 Bq

Tab. 15-2 Limit values for the activity emissions with the exhaust air

In the year 1979, the KTA regulation 1503.1 "Measurement and Monitoring of Gaseous
and Aerosol-bonded Radioactive Substances," was approved and applied to the AVR

on 01/01/1980. In accordance with this regulation, the devices with which the activity

emission of radioactive noble gases and aerosols, J 131, Br 82, Sr 89/90, H 3, C 14,

and a-emitters could be detected were to be retrofitted for a balanced monitoring.

The limit values of the emission of radioactive noble gases to the atmosphere valid until
1979 resulted from the free limit for noble gases according to the first Radiation

Protection Ordinance and the exhaust gas of 4.3 Ci/month. This limit value was
increased in 1979 for the AVR to 100 Ci per year. At the same time, the limit values for
the emission of H 3 were set to 100 Ci per year and for C 14 to 10 Ci per year. With the

first amendment of the Authorization Notification No. 7/17 of
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02/24/1988, the limit values were formulated differently (see Table 15-2).

Year Noble Aerosols Sr 90 Sr 89 H 3 C 14 J 131 Br 82 Exhaust

Gases [Bq] [Bq] [Bq] [Bq] [Bq] [Bq] [Bq] [Bq] Air [M3]

1968 5.81 Eli < DL n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. 1.75 E8

1969 6.55 Ell < DL n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. 1.75 E8

1970 11.32 Ell < DL n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. 1.75 E8

1971 9.92 Ell < DL n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. 1.75 E8

1972 10.95 Ell < DL n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. 1.75 E8

1973 8.99 Ell < DL n.m. n.m. 3.70 Ell n.m. n.m. n.m. 1.75 E8

1974 3.70 Ell < DL n.m. n.m. 8,14 Ell n.m. n.m. n.m. 1.75 E8

1975 7.40 Ell < DL n.m. n.m. 9.25 Ell n.m. n.m. n.m. 1.75 E8

1976 9.55 Ell < DL n.m. n.m. 7.77 Ell n.m. n.m. n.m. 1.75 E8

1977 11.10 Ell < DL n.m. n.m. 6.29 Ell n.m. n.m. n.m. 1.75 E8

1978 7.55 Ell < DL n.m. n.m. 1.48 E13 n.m. n.m. n.m. 1.75 E8

1979 6.18 Ell < DL n.m. n.m. 3.02 E12 n.m. n.m. n.m. 1.75 E8

1980 4.69 Ell 5.86 E3 4.26 E5 1.11 E5 1.23 E12 7.33 El0 2.37 E5 2.91 E5 1.79 E8

1981 15.30 Ell 2.05 E4 1.30 E5 3.04 E5 2.17 E12 8.47 El0 1.74 E5 2.33 E5 2.23 E8

1982 6.89 Ell 1.73 E4 3.59 E5 1.50 E5 1.62 E12 7.43 El0 5.97 E4 3.16 E5 2.18 E8

1983 5.25 Ell 1.55 E3 1.03 E5 3.69 E4 2.39 E12 5.07 El0 5.40 E3 7.76 E5 2.44 E8

1984 9.37 Ell 2.63 E4 4.27 E5 2.02 E5 2.56 E12 7.76 El0 < DL 2.33 E5 2.98 E8

1985 5.91 E11 2.00 E4 3.31 E5 1.59 E5 2.62 E12 6.31 El0 3.62 E4 1.16 E5 3.27 E8

1986 4.77 Ell 1.61 E4 1.56 E5 3.09 E5 1.71 E12 3.38 El0 1.62 E4 4.65 E5 3.22 E8

1987 2.20 Ell 8.33 E3 4.75 E4 8.55 E3 1.66 E12 3.83 El0 2.03 E3 7.60 E5 2.97 E8

1988 2.78 Ell < DL 1.17 E5 1.05 E4 1.70 E12 4.42 El0 <DL 8.79 E5 2.89 E8

DL = Detection Limit
n.m. = not measured

Table 15-3 Emission of radioactive substances to the atmosphere

In Table 15-3 are shown the emissions of radioactive substances to the atmosphere.

The allowed limit values were never exceeded during the entire time of operation.
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Emission of Liquid Radioactive Substances
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Headings to Table 15-4 from left to right:
First row: Year; From the Secondary Circuit to the Storage Basin; From the Wastewater Collection Systems.

Second row: Quantity [m3]; Alpha Emitter [Bq]; Beta Emitter without H 3 [Bq]; H 3 [Bq] [repeated three times].

Table 15-4 Transfer of radioactive waters to the KFA
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Weakly radioactive waters, for example, desludging waters from the secondary circuit

were conducted by way of a special channel to the storage basin of the

Decontamination Department in the KFA. Waters, which could possibly be highly

contaminated, were collected and brought with special tanker carts to the

decontamination in the KFA, where they were decontaminated or evaporated or, if their

activity content was only low, conducted by way of the special channel to the storage

basin.

The water produced during the steam generator damage (see Chapter 10.3) was

collected in a container with a holding capacity of 30 M 3, and transferred to the

Decontamination Department of the KFA. It contained 1.5 1012 solid fission products

and 1014 Bq tritium.

Radioactive Residual Substances

During the first years of operation, the radioactive waste was discharged in accordance

with the first Radiation Protection Ordinance to the state collection facility within the

KFA. After the new version of the Radiation Protection Ordinance in the year 1976,

wastes from plants that were authorized according to § 7 of the Nuclear Law, could only

transfer to the state collection facility with the express approval of the competent

authority. Thereafter, an assembly bay from the time of the construction of the plant

(the so-called Krupp Bay) was remodeled for the storage of waste barrels and the

approval for the storage of radioactive waste in this bay was requested.

The collected radioactive raw waste (see Table 15-5) was thereafter transferred to the

KFA for compaction by combustion.or compression and then stored in 200 liter rotating

barrels in the Krupp Bay. Metallic residues such as, for example, exchanged heat

exchanger bundles were, insofar as possible, sent to the Siempelkamp company for

melting or
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stored as radioactive waste in the Krupp Bay. After concluding the power operation on
12/31/1 988, there were stored in the Krupp Bay 779 200-1 rotating barrels with different
contents (see Table 15-6).

Year Combustible Wastes Non-combustible Scrap Metal Construction Waste
Compressible and Sludges

Wastes

1968 1 0 0 0

1969 28 13 1 0

1970 46 21 2 0

1971 125 57 4 0

1972 102 46 4 0

1973 82 37 3 0

1974 86 39 4 0

1975 131 59 5 0

1976 121 54 5 0

1977 184 83 7 0

1978 60 210 9 0

1979 42 311 2 0

1980 63 238 8 0

1981 307 258 15 0

1982 272 205 0 28

1983 368 174 85 121

1984 464 93 23 115

1985 420 52 43 7

1986 410 56 36 3

1987 350 147 21 3

1988 238 80 5 2

Sum 3,900 2,233 273 279

Table 15-5 Number of 200-1 barrels with radioactive raw waste

It was to be expected that after combustion or compaction of the raw waste approx. 550
waste barrels would be left, which were to be delivered to the federal disposal facility as
soon as possible.

Aside from these wastes, also 240 200-I rolling barrels with "decaying wastes," were
stored at
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the KFA site, of which it could be expected that the radioactivity would decay so much

within a foreseeable time that it could be disposed of as normal waste.

Quantity Type of Waste

80 Raw wastes (combustible)

60 Raw wastes (compressible)

228 Raw wastes (construction waste)

90 Ash (uncompressed)

190 Pellets (which occurred due to the compaction)

131 Concrete

Table 15-6 Quantity of 200-1 rolling barrels, which were stored after completion of the power operation on

12/31/1988 in the Krupp Bay

Radiation Protection Areas

The entire premises on which the research power plant of the AVR stands is an internal

monitoring area in the sense of the Radiation Protection Ordinance. Furthermore, the
reactor building including the controlled areas of the annulus annexes is also a

monitoring area. At the entrance of the reactor building as well as at the access to the

containment are installed hand, foot and clothing monitors for the monitoring of the
entering and exiting personnel. The machine housing, which should have been

originally freely accessible was restricted later on due to the activated corrosion
products (for example, Co 60), which were carried with the secondary water from the
steam generator into the machine housing. At the accesses were installed hand, foot

and clothing monitors.
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Legend to Fig. 15-1:

Spindelaufzug = Spindle-type elevator; KellergeschoR = Basement; ErdgeschoR =

Ground floor.

Fig. 15-1 Warm workshop after the expansion in the year 1984

Soon after the commissioning of the power plant it was shown that the rooms and

arrangements for treating and repairing contaminated components as well as the
showering and changing facilities at the access of the controlled area were missing.

Therefore, in the years 1972 and 1973, a warm workshop was erected and equipped

with the necessary machine tools and working places in the area of the materials gate
of the annulus annexes. It is a controlled area. In parallel thereto was also installed a

hygiene wing with showering and changing facilities at the access of the controlled

area.
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The heat workshop was considerably expanded and provided with an additional
ventilation as well as with devices for decontamination of components and small parts
in the years 1984 and 1991. Fig. 15-1 shows the plan of the reactor building with the

expansion in the year 1984.

Via dose measurements at the fence around the KFA site, which were carried out by
the radiation protection of the KFA, it was determined in the year 1972, that in the area
of the AVR research nuclear power plant, the dose values had increased on average at
all the measuring points. The cause for these increased dose values was the fact that
the reactor building was shielded worse in the upward direction than in the radial

direction. The radiation exiting upward was diffused in the atmosphere and lead to the
increase of the radiation level at the AVR site (sky-shine effect).

After this fact became known, extensive measurements were carried out to determine
the y-radiation and the neutron radiation on the AVR site. Via additional shielding of the

38 m platform and on the steam generator structure, the y-radiation could be clearly
reduced. The neutron radiation was reduced to half. A part of the state's forests
outside of the AVR site was declared as an external monitoring area in agreement with
the competent authorities.
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16 The Final Testing Program

Antecedents

In the strategies for the continuation of the high temperature reactor line, the AVR

power plant had always had its deserved position. It had been built as a research plant
for the two-circuit system with steam generator. At the time of the high temperature
reactor gas turbine project HHT it was considered to remodel it to a single circuit plant.
A study was presented for this purpose in the beginning of 1971, according to which the
steam generator would have been dismounted and replaced with a gas turbine machine

in the primary circuit. In this way, it had been intended to carry out tests with respect to
the contamination behavior, for plant diagnostic, and for the safety of such a circuit.
This proposal was abandoned in favor of a large test field HHV, which was realized

later.

Later, within the scope of the Nuclear Processing Heat Project, it was considered to
utilize the AVR plant for cost-effective demonstrations of this high temperature reactor
application. The coupling of the processing heat should in this way be tested at higher
utilization temperature. The successful increase of the gas outlet temperature in the
year 1974 to 950 'C was an important requirement for this. It was planned that the
AVR would serve sequentially as nuclear heat source for different conversion

processes, wherein the first phase of operation foresaw the methane-water vapor
reformation with a pipe fission oven. The water vapor-carbon gasification was tested in

a second phase. A plant concept was prepared, wherein the process heat circuit was
integrated in the annex and, in this way, a high flexibility and extensive accessibility
during the operation of the process heat circuit would be achieved with a minimum

modification of the AVR construction. To safeguard this project, all the important

components were examined to see if they were suitable
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for a long-term continued operation. All the results were positive. In this connection,
the inspection of the ceiling reflector by way of the pebble addition tubes, which were

more than 30 m long and wound several times, was by far the most spectacular

undertaking (see 13.1).

In mid 1985, however, due to different reasons, it was decided against the conversion.
Therefore, there was no longer a motivation for a long-term operation. It was then

thoroughly tested which questions could be further clarified by experiments on the AVR.
Together with the already running tests, this process lead to a list of a total of 21 test
projects (Table 16-1). This extensive program was the basis for the decision of the

supervisory board of the KFA and AVR to continue operating the plant until the end of
1988.

The new testing program arose great interest of national and international enterprises
that dealt with the development of high temperature reactors. The participants were:

" AVR Ltd. as operator of the plant with the preparation and execution of the

tests.

" KFA Juelich Ltd. with the Institutes for Reactor Development, Nuclear Safety
Research, Reactor Components, and Reactor Materials in accordance with
the field of activity of these Institutes and with the management of the high

temperature reactor project, which initiated and coordinated the program.

" The German reactor manufacturers HRB and Interatom, which proposed the

plant-specific requirements and evaluated the tests from the point of view of

their plant concepts.

" The Japanese research institute JAERI, which followed in particular the

safety tests, proposed high temperature-resistant neutron detectors, and
showed its interest by way of a sizable financial contribution.
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The American companies General Atomics and ORNL, also above all due to

the safety tests and with computer-supported contributions to the design and

evaluation of the experiments.

T. No. Title Status at the End of 1988

HTA-1

HTA-2

HTA-3

HTA-4

HTA-5

HTA-6

HTA-7

HTA-8

HTA-9

HTA-10

HTA-1 1

HTA-12

HTA-13

HTA-14

HTA-15

HTA-16

HTA-17

HTA-18

HBK-1

HBK-2

HBK-3

Stationary physical experiments with the AVR

Dynamic physical experiments with the AVR

Determination of the "hot" temperature coefficients of the

reactivity

Calculation and measurement of the plutonium degradation in
selected fuel elements

Simulation of cooling agent loss malfunctions

Activity emission during depressurization

Neutron and gamma fields

Determination of the maximum gas temperatures in the core

Combined thermal element-noise thermometer

Instrumental retrofitting

Hot gas extraction VAMPYR I on the AVR

Deposition loop VAMPYR II on the AVR

Dust experiment on the AVR

Dust remobilization tests on the AVR

Selective filter for tritium

Tritium measurement in the primary and secondary circuit

Gas purification by gettering

Feeding of contaminants specific of the high temperature

reactor into the primary circuit

Fuel element mass tests with THTR fuel elements

Fuel element mass tests with high enriched TRISO-coated (Th,

U)O2 cores

Fuel element mass tests with low enriched TRISO-coated UO2
cores

carried out according to plan

carried out according to plan

carried out according to plan

1 x cycle according to plan
2 x cycle not carried out

carried out according to plan

missing authorization

carried out according to plan

carried out according to plan

carried out according to plan

carried out according to plan

carried out according to plan

modified according to testing

discoveries

carried out according to plan

carried out according to plan

modified according to testing

discoveries

carried out according to plan

modified according to testing

discoveries

carried out according to plan

carried out according to plan

carried out according to plan

Burnup values (FIMA):

Target value HTR module: 10 %

Target value HTR 500: 14 %

reach in the AVR: 11 %*
* see also 13.2, Summary

Table 16-1 List of Testing Projects
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" The Chinese research institute INET, which collected experiences in

particular with respect to the high temperature reactor test module planned

therein.

" Special contracts were awarded to the Noell company, Wuerzburg

(instrumental retrofitting), to UKAEA, Winfrith (neutron field measurements),

and to OEFZS, Seibersdorf (radiochemical analysis).

Formal Balance

The final testing program according to Table 16-1 was concluded in the fall of 1985 and

was carried out for more than three years for the most part according to plan. In 15 of
the total of 21 projects were reached all the test goals. In three others (HTA-12, 15,

and 17), the goal setting was modified according to discoveries from the first test
results. Also these tests were completed according to plan with the modified goal

setting.

In the test HTA-4, the investigations as to the plutonium degradation in the fuel

elements, which had passed through the core, could be carried out as planned. For a
second passage, which would have supplied supplementary information, there was
insufficient operation time.

Also the tests as to the mass of fuel elements were successful. Herein, merely in the
elements with low enriched uranium were not completely reached the high target values

for the HTR-500.

Only one project of 21 could not be carried out. It was, however, the important series of

tests as to the activity emissions during depressurization (HTA-6). The authorization
was requested quite early for these tests. Also the positive assessment of the
independent evaluator (Technical Inspection Authority) was available in time. The

authorization was, however, only granted in April 1989, that is, after the power plant had
been decommissioned.
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In the following, the results of the experiments are shown in part as a summary and in

part in more detail, insofar as they are not described at another location of this report.

Also included is a short representation of the tests with respect to the failure of the

control rods (jamming) with a simultaneous failure of the active afterheat discharge,

which had been carried out previously, since these contribute to the better

understanding of the simulation of the loss of cooling agent.

Failure of Both Cooling Gas Blowers and Simultaneous Jamming of all Control Rods

The first tests of this kind were already carried out in 1968 and were further developed

over the course of the years. In other reactor types, the occurrence of this malfunction

combination had to be prevented at all costs by means of complex constructive
measures (several shutdown systems, redundant cooling or emergency cooling

systems). The behavior of a reactor in such a situation is essentially determined by

" the power density and the heat capacity of the core and its environment,

" the heat discharge from the core to the outside through the pressure vessel

wall,

" the probability of discharging the heat by natural convection of the cooling

agent, and

• the capacity of the core and the cooling agent of enduring temperature

flashovers without damage.

The following influencing variables and properties were combined in a very

advantageous manner in the AVR:

* The power density is very low at about 2 MW/m 3, the heat capacity is high

due to the large graphite and coal masses.
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" Under operational conditions, about 2 % of the rated output are lost due to

heat losses from the inner reactor vessel. In relation to the rated output, this

loss is small. In the malfunction considered herein, however, it must be

considered in relationship with the corresponding afterheat output, which has

dropped to this variable a short time after shutdown.

" Since the steam generator over the core was arranged in the reactor

pressure vessel, at the operational temperature and with the cooling gas

blowers stopped, approx. 10 % of the rated output is discharged by natural

convection.

" It is known from experiments, that the fuel elements during short-term

temperature flashovers of up to 1600 0C can retain well the fission products

and only show damages starting at about 1800 - 2000 'C (onsetting failure of

the coatings).

Fig. 16-1 shows a test of 09/22/1970, wherein the blowers are shut down at a thermal

reactor output of 43.9 MW and an average hot gas temperature of 760 °C, while all the

4 control rods remain in the position in which they were during the power operation.

Due to the strong negative temperature coefficients of the reactivity, the power fell
rapidly to zero. The xenon poisoning that set in made the hot reactor clearly subcritical.

The occurring afterheat was discharged without problems by means of natural

convection to the steam generator. In the core and its environment started a slow

temperature compensation: the hot regions cooled off, the colder areas were slightly

heated. At no point were measured temperatures or temperature gradients that were

unallowed. After 23.5 hours, the reactor, which had cooled somewhat by then, became

again critical due to the Xe-1 35 decay that became effective, reached an output

maximum of 1.8 MW, and leveled off during the next 2 ½ hours at a level of about 0.3

MW.
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The test was concluded herewith. During the entire time, the control rods remained in

the withdrawn condition, the blowers remained shut off.
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Legends to Fig. 16-1:
thermische Reaktorleistung = thermal reactor output; Geblaseabschaltung bei 44 MW = Blower shut off at 44 MW;
Reaktor unterkritisch = Reactor subcritical; Graphittemperaturen = Graphite temperatures; Reflektornase = Reflector
nose; Reflektormantel = Reflector jacket; Reflektorboden = Reflector bottom

Fig. 16-1 Simulation of blower failure with simultaneous jamming of all control rods

Other tests of this kind were carried out with different output and boundary conditions.
Among others, to throttle the natural convection as much as possible, the main bypass

valves in the
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pressure nozzles of the cooling gas blower were closed. A cooling gas circulation took

still place between the core and the steam generator, by way of which 1 to 2 % of the

rated output were still transported to the steam generator. For the fuel temperature,
which is accessible for measurement without problems, was roughly calculated under

the most unfavorable conditions a maximum temperature of 65 K.

Simulation of the Cooling Agent Loss Malfunction (HTA-5)

These tests represent a consequent continuation of the experiments described in

passing in the previous chapter. Here, it is also dealt with the control of the afterheat

discharged during a malfunction, namely after a depressurization in the primary circuit
with stopped cooling gas blowers. If the absolute pressure of the helium still amounts

to 1 bar, it must be assumed that the natural convection is very slow or disappears

completely. Two essential test objectives were pursued:

" The potential of the new high temperature reactor concept with small output

for the inherently safe control of severe malfunctions without complex
technology should be demonstrated in a real, complete plant.

" The behavior of the reactor with respect to the temperatures and energy

flows during the test should, if possible, be metrologically recorded. The

obtained measurement data should then serve for verification of computation
programs to ensure the transferability of the experimental experiences to

subsequent plants.

The tests should simulate as realistically as possible a cooling agent loss malfunction

(KVS). A rapid depressurization of the primary circuit during the full-load operation is,

however, not possible due to the contamination of the gas. The cooling gas must be
pumped by way of the gas purification plant into the storage container. This process

lasts for about three days. After three days, however, the level of afterheat
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has dropped considerably. The afterheat was therefore substituted by a fission output

in the test. The single experiment progressed along the following test steps:

" In the last phase of the previous power plant operation, the fuel element

charging was controlled so that at the time point of the greatest reactivity
requirement during the test the control rods were almost withdrawn.

Therefore, the power distribution corresponded practically to that of an actual

cooling agent loss malfunction.

" The reactor was shut down and the cooling gas pressure was reduced to 1

bar.

" The reactor was operated for a few days with a small output until the full-load

temperature distribution in the core could be adjusted by approximation.

" The blowers were shut off and the reactor output was controlled by way of the

control rods in such a way that the afterheat curve after a shutdown from full-
load operation was monitored. During the two last-mentioned steps, the
steam generator was operated.

During the entire test it had to be ensured that the design temperature was not

exceeded in any of the components. In particular the temperature of the fuel elements

should not exceed 1250 0C. For the control rods, the temperature limit was 700 0C

(900 °C could be allowed for a short time in the case of a rapid shutdown), the
temperature of the inner reactor vessel could not exceed 325 0C.

In pretests it was clarified which output should be driven in a depressurized reactor to

recover the original temperature distribution. It was shown that, without blower

operation, the temperatures reached the desired level, but the temperature distribution

was completely different from the forced convection. At a blower engine speed of 3000

min 1 and an output
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of 4 MW, after a few days, finally an acceptable temperature distribution was
established, which corresponded for the most part to the full-load operation with a hot

gas temperature of 800 °C.

The power measurement over the neutron flow was newly calibrated in the 4 MW range

by way of a power balance.

The simulation of the afterheat curve was checked and showed to be without problems.

However, the curve was simulated in stages due to reasons of practicability (Fig. 16-2).
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Legends to Fig. 16-2:
Beginn Stcrfallsimulation = Start of malfunction simulation; Gesamtleistung (Spaltleistungsanteil in Stufen) = Total

output (fission power component in stages); real noch vorhandene Nachwarme aus vorhergehenden

Leistungsbetrieb einschlieRlich Aufheizphase (4 MW) = actually still available afterheat from previous power

operation including heating phase (4 MW); Versuchsdauer = Test duration.

Fig. 16-2 Simulation of the afterheat characteristic during the cooling agent loss malfunction experiment

in October 1988

For the licensing process for the experiments had to be provided computerized

evidence that the design temperatures of the components were not exceeded.
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This was accomplished in a conservative manner with the computer programs
THERMIX/KONVEX (KFA-IRE) and HEATING-6 (ORNL), globally (2-dimensional) as
well as in detail (3-dimensional). Due to the two-zone core and the force convection,
the stationary output temperature profile had the temperature maximum at the pebble
bed surface with a radius of about 1 m (Fig. 16-3 left). During the course of the cooling
agent loss malfunction transients took place a redistribution to a profile with a maximum
in the core center (Fig. 16-3 right). As temperature-limiting components turned out very
soon to be the control rods, which had to partially inserted for the power regulation.
However, it could be demonstrated that the allowed temperatures were never
exceeded, neither during the normally running experiment nor with an eventual scram.

vor dem Versuch ImI waihrend des Versuches

Stotionirzustand beim Temperoturmaximum
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Deckenrefektor <- DI Teperotur-
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Keys to Fig. 16-3:
vor dem Versuch im Station~rzustand = before the test in the stationary state; w~ihrend
des Versuches beim Temperaturmaximum = during the test at the temperature
maximum; Kohlesteinbrijcken = Coal bridges; Deckenreflektor = Ceiling reflector;
Hohlraum = Hollow space; Die Temperatur-lsolinien haben einen Abstand von 50 K =
the temperature isolines have a distance of 50 K; verzerrt = distorted.

Fig. 16-3 Computed temperatUre distribution in the core during the cooling agent loss malfunction
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For the experiments was arranged a comprehensive additional instrumentation,

above all for the temperature monitoring of the inner pressure vessel. In the seal gap

circuit was installed an additional blower that could be operated if the inner pressure

vessel should heat more than expected. According to expectations, however, it never

had to be used.
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Legends to Fig. 16-4:

Beginn Stcrfallsimulation (Abschalten der KuhIgasgeblase) = Start malfunction simulation (shutoff of cooling gas

blowers); Abschaltstabnase = Control rod nose; Hohe Coremitte = Core center level; Seitenreflektor = Side reflector;

Innenseite = Inner side; Mitte = Center; AuRenseite = Outer side; Bodenreflektor = Bottom reflector; oberhalb

SKugelsch0ttung = above pebble bed; Reaktorschaltung = Reactor circuit; innerer Reaktorbeh6lter = inner reactor

vessel; Versuchsdauer = Test duration.

Fig. 16-4 Temperature characteristics measured during the cooling agent loss malfunction simulation

(October 1988, opened main bypass valves)

In May and October 1988 were carried out correspondingly 2 experiments, once with

opened and the other with closed main bypass valve. Fig. 16-4 shows the results at a

few selected measuring locations for one of the October tests. The measuring

locations lying closest to the center in the control rod noses at the level of the core

center increased by a maximum of 300 K and reached their maximum indication about

13h after the test begun. Further outwardly, the maxima occurred later. The relatively

rapid temperature reduction in the upper core area is in opposition to the long-lasting

increase of the bottom reflector temperatures, which reached its maximum of 500 0C

only after 65 h. Herein it was shown most clearly
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also in the experiment that during the cooling agent loss malfunction the temperatures

relocate and that the initially cold core area stores intermediately the greatest long-term

heat quantities. The test results with open and closed main bypass valves are almost

identical, that is, the natural convection over the cold gas lead supplied no measurable

contribution to the heat supply in the depressurized reactor.

The evaluation of the temperature measurement pebbles, which had been circulated for

the October tests into the pebble bed (see the following section "Measuring

Technology"), produced for the maximum reached core temperature a value of 1070 'C

to 1085 °C.
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Legends to Fig. 16-5:
Abschaltstabnase = Control rod nose; H6he Coremitte = Core center level; Bodenreflektor = Bottom reflector; innerer
Reaktorbehalter = inner reactor vessel; gerechnet = computed; gemessen = measured.

Fig. 16-5 Comparison of measured and computed (THERMIX/HEATING-6) temperatures (control rod

nose, inner vessel, bottom reflector)

A first comparison to the computed temperatures shows a good correlation within

the first hours. However, it is noticeable later that the temperatures drop again more

rapidly in the measurement than in the computation (Figs. 16-5 and 16-6).

The cause for this is, in part, that the computation was prepared for the application for

authorization for the cooling agent loss malfunction test, and was therefore also
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carried out under conservative assumptions. The measuring results, however, indicate

that an essential part of the heat produced in the core is transported by natural

convection from the core surface to the steam generator. This reduction is supported

by measurements of the heat discharged with the steam generator.

Legends to Fig. 16-6:
Seitenreflektor = Side reflector; Hbohe Coremitte = Core center level; innen = inside;

Mitte = Center; auIfen = outside; gerechnet = computed; gemessen = measured.

Fig. 16-6 Comparison of measured and computed (THERMIX/HEATING-6) temperatures (side

reflector)

The tests have shown that, in the cooling agent loss malfunction, the afterheat can be

discharged from the core without forced cooling, and without unallowed temperatures

occurring in the components. The largest part of the heat produced in the core was

passively discharged by radiation and convection to the steam generator.

The tests have also supplied extensive data material for the testing of computer

programs.
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Activity Contribution During Depressurization (HTA-6)

Activities are also released with the cooling gas when there is a sudden outflow of

cooling agent into the containment. The stationary gaseous and solid fission and
activity products existing in the cooling gas play therefore only a subordinate role,

because their concentration is very low (see 12.2 and 12.3). As described there, large

quantities of dust accumulate in the circuit, which are covered with considerable activity

quantities and can be carried off in part when the cooling gas flows out. This extraction

should be measured in a complex experiment. For this purpose, it was provided, with

the reactor shut down, to discharge the cooling gas by way of a safety valve and a filter

into the existing 3 mixed coolers with their water availabilities and to then determine the

discharged activities.

As was mentioned initially, this test was not carried out, because the authorization was

only granted after the decommissioning of the power plant.

Measuring Technology

Within the frame of this testing program were undertaken extensive efforts for a better

measurement of the temperatures and neutron flows:

" Through the manhole of the outer reactor vessel were installed 60 thermal

elements at the core level in the seal gap, which were used during the

simulation of the cooling agent loss malfunction (HTA-10).

" Combined thermal elements and noise thermometers in a lance were

introduced in the area of the ceiling reflector and were successfully tested

there (HTA-9).
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Japanese fission chambers with used temperatures of up to 850 0C were

incorporated into the support pipe of the steam generator, which had been

shut down. The thermal neutron flows measured between the coal bridge

and the steam generator are in part clearly over the expected values. Further

computations with newer computation programs confirmed these results.

Measurements by UKAEA with very sensitive neutron spectral detectors in

the ceiling of the AVR could also be carried out well by computerization, even
though here very complicated geometries had to taken into account (HTA-7).

In a long-term test could be determined the radial distribution of the maximum
hot gas temperature in the core (HTA-8). For this purpose, 190 monitor

pebbles were added to the core, which in turn contained 20 fuse wires with

stepped melting points between 655 and 1280 'C. After a one-time core

passage, the pebbles were extracted and examined. From the molten wires

and the knowledge obtained with respect to the pebble flows in the core could

be determined the maximum temperatures for the different core radii. At

least in a few areas, the measured temperatures were clearly higher than

expected. In these pebbles, all the wires had melted, and it can only be said
that the gas temperature there amounted to at least 1280 0C. The deviation

from the computed values is apparently a consequence of the 2-dimensional

computations for neutron physics, which can measure only insufficiently the
gravitating influence of the control rod noses. It is expected that the 3-

dimensional computations will confirm the measurements.

* For the simulation of the cooling agent loss malfunction in October 1988, this

test was repeated with 110 monitor pebbles, so as to also be able to
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check the computed maximum temperatures. According to the expected

temperature maximum, these pebbles were only added to the central core and

were included before the test approximately up to the level of the temperature

maximum. After the addition of the measuring pebbles, the reactor was

operated until the test only at a hot gas temperature of at the most 700 0C to

prevent a premature melting of the monitor wires. Only about 25 % of these

pebbles could be extracted and examined due to the operational settings. These

were, however, in particular the pebbles of interest, because the monitor pebbles

of the hottest core region had to be the first to reach the pebble extraction pipe.

They showed a maximum value of 1070 to 1085 0C, which was within the range

of the expectations.

Reactor Physics and Thermodynamics

In the sections 11.1 and 11.2 it is reported in detail about the stationary physical

experiments (HTA-1), the determinations of the "hot" temperature coefficients (HTA-3),

as well as also the operationally induced reactor-physical and thermohydraulic

computations. A particular importance was obtained by these measurements and

computations with the changeover of the reactor operation to fuel elements with a low

enriched uranium. At first there were specific inaccuracies with respect to the influence

of the bred plutonium, for example, if the positive components of the temperature

coefficients would influence negatively the reactivity of the plutonium, which until now
had had very good accuracy properties. The quality of the computation methods and

the data banks available for determining the plutonium inventory in a hot temperature

reactor core were insufficiently secured at that time point. The charging with low

enriched fuel started in July 1982 and reached up to the end of the operations a

proportion of about 50 %. A variety of static and above all dynamic experiments,
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wherein a change of the physical properties would be detected particularly well, was
carried out and successfully computed (HTA-2). Fig. 16-7 shows as example the
reaction of the reactor at full load upon the insertion of the control rods by an amount of

-60 mNiles under different load conditions with LEU fuel. It can be seen clearly that the
self-stabilization properties are fully maintained. Aside from such rod operation
transients, the transients of the cooling gas mass flow are also operated in the same
way by changing the blower engine speed, accompanied by measurements, and

evaluated with the theoretical computations. In this way, above all the 2-dimensional

dynamic program TINTE (KFA-IRE) was proven satisfactorily.
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Legends to Fig. 16-7:
NeutronenflulR (rel. Einheiten) = Neutron flow (rel. units).

Fig. 16-7 Rod operation transients (-60 mNiles of full load) with different content of LEU fuel elements

Particular mention should also be made of the tests with selected LEU fuel elements,
which once ran well defined in the central reactor core and whose heavy metal isotope

composition was analyzed back then at the Austrian
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Research Center Seibersdorf. The precomputations for this purpose indicated, even

with plutonium isotopes, only deviations of less than 5 % (HTA-4).

Tests as to the Flow Behavior of the Pebble Bed

Finally, a problematic should be described in somewhat more detail, which does not

belong to the HTA program (Table 16-1), but concerning which repeated tests were

rather carried out during the entire time of operation to obtain an explanation. A

representation of the flow behavior of the pebbles during circulation of the pebble bed

which was as correct as possible was apparently a very necessary prerequisite for a

good numerical simulation of the reactor operation over a long time because errors in

the assumptions as to the flow behavior are added during a long circulation and
therefore false core compositions are computed.

Therefore, the manufacturer had carried out flow experiments already during the
planning and construction phase on a 1:1 graphite model and a reduced glass pebble

model. Their evaluation lead to the "AVR-5 Channel Model," which was represented in

Fig. 11.2-2. There it was also indicated which boundary conditions were to be taken

into account in the discretization of the measured flow behavior.

However, there were from the beginning doubts with respect to the correctness of the

assumed flow model. For example, it was apparent that the actual friction conditions

(graphite under pure helium) in the experiments on the models could not be correctly

simulated. Therefore, it was attempted already very early on to obtain predictions about

the flow behavior via experiments on the reactor itself. For example, graphite pebbles,

which had been plated-out only on one side, were fed into the inner core, which after a

one-time core passage were separated by the burst interceptor and should have

collected in the burst pot.
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This was a very arduous process plagued by multiple failures because the test pebbles

arrived together with fragments and other damaged pebbles in the burst pots and a

chronological assignment of the test pebbles was at first not possible. A so-called
'spiral pot" was developed thereafter, which collected the discarded pebbles in their

chronological order. Also these experiments lead only to a reduced success because
the pebble counting device of the spiral pot failed frequently or the result was falsified

by malfunctions of the charging plant. The exchange of the spiral pot was also

correspondingly a very time-consuming and work-intense process. The greatest
possible number of test pebbles was desirable, however, due to statistical reasons.

Another possibility of obtaining measuring data with respect to the pebble flow resulted
from the fact that the cold core contained a considerable proportion of graphite pellets,

which had been extracted with increased burnup during different campaigns. After a

graphite pebble extraction had started, it was determined how many circulated pebbles

(uK) were required until the depleted part of the inner core appeared again on the

burnup and differentiation measurement. Inversely, after completion of the extraction, it
was determined after how many uK increased graphite pellet concentrations occurred

at the measuring point. In this way, the minimum circulation quantity for the inner core

D*icmjn could be determined. (The characterization of this variable with a star indicates

that also the circulation quantity of 13,200 uK is contained therein, which is necessary

for one pebble after its exit from the core to pass through the pebble extraction pipe).

In the upper part of Fig. 16-8 are drawn three results for D*i.m, obtained in this way with

their error breadth and the number of the participating graphite pellets.
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They coincided very well with the value obtained in the "inner core test," which is

described in the following.

The numbers for D*lc.min found in the graphite pellet extraction were also about as large

as the corresponding number for the first channel of the 5-channel model, which was

used for the numerical simulation of the reactor operation. The first channel represents

in this model the inner core. It is also assumed that, within a channel, all the pebbles

require the same amount of circulation, so that the average and minimal amounts of

circulation are equally large (D*lc.min = 7*IC). As described in the following, it was

discovered later in the "inner core test" that the circulation distribution of the inner core

in actuality is elongated and that therefore the average circulation amount 17c, which is

therefore much more important for the characterization of the flow behavior, is clearly

greater than the minimal circulation amount D*lc.min.

New possibilities are created with the introduction of the new burnup measuring device,

which was started in 1982. It was able to identify the fuel elements during the normal

circulation according to burnup and thorium content, without requiring the complex path

over the burst pot.

In July 1982 started the addition of the LEU fuel elements GLE-3 to the outer core

(outer core test). Due to the missing thorium, these pebbles could not be clearly

differentiated from all the other circulating pebbles. They were only conveyed back to

the outer core for more than 5 years. In this way, the minimal circulation amount of the

outer core up to the appearance of the first LEU fuel elements was determined in the
burnup measuring device. Further conclusions as to the circulation behavior of the

outer core can be drawn, in addition, from the frequency development of the LEU fuel

elements during the burnup measurement. However, this frequency development is not

easy
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to evaluate because here LEU fuel elements are added, of which some have passed

only once through the core, but some have passed through the core repeatedly.

In July 1985 were added 300 HEU fuel elements of the GO-2 type by way of the central

charging pipe so as to check the circulation behavior of the inner core (inner core test).
Here, the fuel elements could also be clearly recognized, since the burnup of all the

other HEU fuel elements after several years of adding LEU fuel elements had already

advanced quite far. However, the registration of these pebbles could only take place up
to a quantity of 110,000 uK because, from there, fuel elements of the same type

appeared which had been added to the outer core in October 1985 (Fig. 16-8). At this
time point, 21 of the 300 test pebbles were no longer registered. Also if one took into

account that perhaps a few of these pebbles had not been recognized because of
charging malfunctions or erroneous measurements, it was assumed that the largely

predominant part of these 21 pebbles had arrived only later for burnup measurement.

The slowly ending distribution image of the figure must conceived, therefore, shifted to
the right by several 10,000 uK. It was also quite difficult to understand why two pebbles

were already registered very early (after about 57,000 uK). They were considered as
"statistical high-speed runners" and had little influence on the overall result. More

important were the circulation amounts, at which the distribution increases massively.
The evaluation of the results produced the following values for the minimal circulation

amount D*ic.mn and the average circulation amount 51c

D*ic.min = 61,000 to 63,000 uk

0-1c = 76,480 uK

Since the pebble content of the entire core is known, the following variables can also be

computed from these numbers:
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The average circulation amount for the outer core is

9-c =139,980 uK (from the inner core test),

the pebble contents from the inner and the outer core are (without the content of the

pebble extraction pipe)

Nic = 31,640

NAc = 63,390

The evaluation of the above-described outer core test with LEU fuel elements produced

for the minimum circulation amount

D*Ic.min = 77,400 uk

01c = 136,070 uK (from the outer core test)

This value Dic has been correspondingly corrected, due to the core content (N = 95,030
without the pebble extraction pipe) that is somewhat greater in the inner core test.

The values for 17c obtained independently from each other in the two tests differ
therefore only by less than 3 % from each other.

The previously described measuring results showed clearly that the description of the

pebble flow utilized until now in the AVR computation model (Chapter 11.2) could no
longer be maintained. In Fig. 16-8 it can be seen, for example, that the value used until

now in the 5-channel model is too small by 30 % for the average circulation amount of

the inner core with respect to the measured value.
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Legends to Fig. 16-8:
Anzahl Versuchs-Be = Quantity of test fuel elements; Zugabe von = Addition of; schnellster IC-Durchlauf aus

Graphitkugel-Entnahmen = Fastest inner core passage from graphite pellet extractions; beteiligte Graphitkugeln =

participating graphite pellets; Haufigkeitsverteilung der Versuchs-BE am Kugelabzugsrohr = Frequency distribution
of the test fuel elements at the pebble extraction pipe; Haufigkeitsverteilung von AC-BE, von Typ und Abbrand her
nicht von den der Versuchs-BE zu unterscheiden = Frequency distribution of the outer core fuel elements that
cannot be differentiated form the test fuel elements based on the type and burnup; IC-Durchlauf Rechenmodell =

Inner core passage computation model; Durchwalzmenge = Circulated amount.

Fig. 16-8 Result of the inner core passage test

A new flow model was developed therefore, which

• lives up to the new measuring values,

• fulfills the continuity conditions of the flowing pebble bed,

is suitable for application in the numerical simulation (for example, the amount of
channels cannot be too great and the pebble contents of the individual channels
must correspond to integer multiples of a recharging (a WB corresponds to 7,200

uK).
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Auf-treffanteike

0.30

0l

0.15

Radius / cri

Legends to Fig. 16-9:
Auftreffanteile = Impact proportions; Durw6lzmengen und Kanalinhalte ohne

Kugelabzugsrohr = Circulated amounts and channel contents without pebble extraction

pipe; Gesamtinhalt = Total content.

Fig. 16-9 Data of the new 7-channel flow model

Among different possibilities was selected as particularly suitable 7-channel model,

whose essential characteristic variables are shown in Fig. 16-9. It shows in the upper

half the impact proportions ai in the pebble addition of the individual channels,

separately for the inner core (from the central charging pipe) and the outer core (from
the outer charging pipe). In the lower half are indicated the circulated amounts Di (in

WB =..recharges) and the pebble contents Ni of the channels. The 7-channel model
resulted actually considerably directly from the measured circulation distribution of the

inner core and from an assumed distribution of the outer core, which contains the

measured values
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for its minimal and average circulation amount. The basis for the model preparation

was therefore the basic relationship of the flow channel derived from the continuity

considerations

NiDi =-

ai

When taking into consideration Fig. 16-9, it could be recognized that the inner and outer

core overlapped considerably. In the old 5-channel model had been provided a sharp

boundary between the two.

After the preparation and testing of this new 7-channel model (around the end of 1987)

it had been already decided that the AVR operation was to be stopped at the end of

1988. Therefore, because of the very high work effort connected therewith, the

incorporation of the 7-channel model into the computation program for the numerical

simulation of the reactor operation had to be given up. The work described in this

section lead therefore to a full success, since the real flow behavior of the pebble bed

was determined with a good approximation, but it could no longer be used for the AVR

operation. There remains always the possibility of post-computing the AVR operation

completely or in part with the new flow model. This would be connected to a

considerable expense of work and computation time, as already explained.
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17 Approval Procedure

In Chapter V of the "Final Report on the Construction and the Start-up Operation of the
AVR Nuclear Research Power Plant" of J. Engelhard, it was reported in detail about the
nuclear law approval procedure for

- the location,
- the construction,

and - the operation

of the power plant.

The approval procedures extended above all with appendices and supplements to the
12 official notifications issued until then over the entire time of operation. Two new

official notifications were also issued:

" No. 13 of 01/31/1974 Power and Temperature Increase
" No. 14 of 08/16/1977 Disposal Provision

In parallel to the approval procedure was carried out the nuclear law supervision

procedure of the operation of the power plant. For this purpose was also contracted
the German Technical Supervisory Authority Rheinland Registered Society. Within the
scope of the monitoring procedure were here also considered numerous modifications
of the plant and in the operation, which were of less importance from the point of view

of safety (modification indications).

Small modifications without safety-relevant importance were numbered in chronological

order and entered in the "Modification Record."

In the following will be listed one more time all of the official notifications concerning the

location, construction, and operation with their supplements and appendices.
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The Secretary of Economy and Commerce of the state of Nordrhein-Westfalen issued

the following official notifications:

Date Plant Part

08/31/1959 Approvals of the location

12/21/1959 Approval of the construction project

The following official notifications were issued jointly by the Secretary of Labor and

Social Welfare and by the Secretary of Economy, Middle Class and Technology of the
state of Nordrhein-Westfalen:

A) For the Construction:

Official Notification Date Plant Part

No. 1 09/16/1960 Excavation work for the reactor building with

adjoining rooms

No. 2 12/23/1960 Foundation of the reactor building with adjoining

rooms

Appendix 08/30/1961

-Appendix 11/28/1962 (in Official Notification No. 5 C a) - -
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Official Notification

No. 3

Date

10/27/1961

Plant Part

Reactor building with adjoining rooms (consisting

of the containment, the second biological shield,

and the annulus annexes as well as draining

systems corresponding thereto)

1st Appendix 02/07/1966

2 nd Appendix 05/23/1966
3 rd Appendix 02/16/1967

4th Appendix 07/25/1967

(These appendices are also appendices to Official Notification No. 4)

Appendix 05/23/1962 (in Official Notification No. 4 B)

Appendix 11/28/1962 (in Official Notification No. 5 C b)

Appendix 08/05/1964 (in Official Notification No. 6 D a)

Appendix 03/29/1965 (in Official Notification No. 7 C a)

Appendix 04/26/1966 (in Official Notification No. 8 C a+b)
5th Appendix 11/29/1972 Warm workshop/expansion of hygiene wing

5th Appendix

1st Supplement 07/29/1983 Expansion of warm workshop

6th Appendix 01/22/1973 Ventilation system

No. 4 05/23/1962 a) Annular channel

b) Fuel extraction chamber

c) Concrete fixtures

d) Steel platforms in the containment

1st Appendix 02/07/1966

2nd Appendix 05/23/1966
3 rd Appendix 02/16/1967

4 th Appendix 07/25/1967

(These appendices are also appendices to Official Notification No. 3)
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Official Notification

Appendix

Appendix

-Appendix

Date

11/28/1962

08/05/1964

03/29/1965

11/28/1962

17 

Approval Procedure

No. 5

Plant Part

(in Official Notification No. 5 C c)

(in Official Notification No. 6 D b)

(in Official Notification No. 7 C b)

a) Inner and outer reactor vessel with steel

fixtures

b) Cooling gas blower with cooling gas valves

c) Ventilation systems for the annulus fixtures

and the annular channel

d) Pressurized air system

e) Elevators in the reactor building

1st Appendix

2nd Appendix
3 rd Appendix

4th Appendix

Appendix

-Appendix

10/28/1964

11/15/1965

07/19/1967

08/13/1969

08/05/1964 (in Official Notification No. 6 D c)

04/26/1966 (in Official Notification No. 8 C c)

No. 6 08/05/1964 a) Graphite and coal

b) Steam generator with instrumentation

c) Control rods, except the absorber parts and

drive units

d) Helium circuits

e) Nuclear instrumentation

f) First biological shield

g) Cooling water circuits

h) Electrical systems
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Official Notification Date Plant Part

1st Appendix 06/11/1965

2 nd Appendix 02/08/1966
3rd Appendix 03/30/1967

4 th Appendix 04/23/1969

5 th Appendix 07/20/1976

Appendix 03/29/1965 (in Official Notification No. 7 C c)

-Appendix 04/26/1966 (in Official Notification No. 8 C d) - -

No. 7 03/29/1965

Appendix

Appendix

1st Supplement

07/21/1967

04/26/1966

02/07/1980

04/26/1966No. 8

a) Fuel charging plant

b) Safety arrangement for the reactor vessel

c) Temperature measurements on and in the

reactor vessels

d) Mounting devices

e) Storage container for the neutron source

(in Official Notification No. 8 C e)

Burnup measuring system

a) Safety system

b) Absorber parts and drive units of the control

rods

c) Fuel elements beside graphite pellets

Safety system, fuel elements, boron pellets

Carpet elements

Compressed elements

Boron pellets

Oxidic fuel elements

Low enriched fuel elements

Feed-breed fuel elements

1st Appendix

2 nd Appendix
3 rd Appendix

4th Appendix

5th Appendix

6th Appendix
7th Appendix

07/24/1967

09/12/1968

02/12/1969

09/16/1969

08/26/1971

04/05/1972

01/14/1974
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Official Notification Date Plant Part

8th Appendix 09/03/1974 THTR fuel elements

9 th Appendix 11/19/1974 THTR fuel elements

10th Appendix 12/06/1974 THTR fuel elements

1 1th Appendix 05/07/1975 THTR fuel elements

12th Appendix 04/15/1982 Fuel elements of the 1 9 th filling charge

13th Appendix 12/21/1983 Fuel elements of the 21st filling charge

14th Appendix 08/06/1987 LEU fuel elements

B) For the Operation:

Official Notification Date Content

No. 9 05/17/1966 Start-up operation in the Watt range (critical

experiments)

-Appendix 03/30/1967 Power preparation

No. 10

No. 11

Appendix

Appendix

Appendix

-Appendix

08/28/1967 Start-up operation up to a thermal output of 4.5

MW

11/21/1967 Start-up operation up to a thermal output of 46

MW (rated output)

07/10/1968 Sample full-load operation

09/30/1968 Extension of the sample full-load operation,

03/28/1969 Extension of the sample full-load operation

05/30/1969 Extension of the sample full-load operation

No. 12

1st Appendix

2 nd Appendix

06/30/1969

11/24/1969

03/25/1970

Continuous output operation

Increase of the operational pressure in the

cooling gas circuit and in the seal gas circuit

Increase of the reference temperature to 130 'C
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Official Notification Date
3rd Appendix 04/13/1971

1st Supplement 02/24/1988
replaced
3 rd Appendix

Content

Discharge of the exhaust air

Discharge of the exhaust air

No. 13 01/31/1974

1st Supplement 03/19/1985

2 nd Supplement 11/30/1983

No. 14 08/16/1977

Increase of the thermal reactor output to 55 MW

increase of the cooling gas outlet temperature to

950 °C

Vampyr-II experiment

Dust experiment and compressor TK 4

Disposal provision for the AVR nuclear research

power plant

The Secretary of Labor, Health and Social Welfare of the state of Nordrhein-Westfalen

issued also the following Radiation Protection Permits.

Date Content

02/11/1977
03/18/1977

09/14/1979

11/14/1979

12/18/1979

03/07/1980

07/11/1980

Monthly freight
Monthly freight

Monthly freight

Monthly freight

Monthly freight

Tritium and carbon

Radioactive noble gases

These permits were substituted by the 1st Supplement to Official Notification No. 12 of

04/24/1988.
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18 Epilogue

This report is the continuation of the "Final Report on the Construction and the Start-up
Operation of the AVR Nuclear Research Power Plant" of Dr. Engerlhard. It deals with
matters and problems that came up during the construction and start-up and ends with
the transfer of the power plant to the operator.

Herein are explained the experiences during the power operation from 1969 to 1988
and also the experiments and tests that were carried out, which served for the further
development of the hot temperature reactor line. The report does not mention any
names. At this point should therefore be mentioned those persons that had a decisive
positive influence and a responsible position concerning the operation and tests on the
side of the AVR.

Supervisory Board Chairman:

Dr. Wilhelm Engel (from 1959 until 1965)
Dr. Friedrich Luecke (from 1965 until 1969)
Dr. Paul Schenk (from 1969 until 1978)
Michael Jonas (from 1978 until 1991)
Karl Otto Abt (from 1991 until today)

Technical Management:

Dr. Werner Cautius (from 1969 until 1979)
Dr. Chrysanth Marnet (from 1979 until today).

Dr. Werner Cautius is considered beside Prof. Rudolf Schulten and Wilhelm Engel as
one of the fathers of the German hot temperature reactor technology. He was initially
responsible for the development, construction, and start-up on the side of the
contractor. After the transfer of the power plant to the operator he continued to manage
the operation until 1976.
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Business Management:

Senator Leo B. Rohe
Dr. Peter Hartmann
Dr. Johannes Huening

(from 1959 until 1965)
(from 1966 until 1989)
(from 1989 until today)

Legal Counsel:

Assessor Fritz Wirtz
Dr. Hartmut Kroemer

(from 1959 until 1985)
(from 1986 until today)

Main Department Head T1 (Tests and Approvals):

Dr. Chrysanth Marnet
Guenther Ivens

(from 1959
(from 1966

until
until

1966)
1989)

Main Department Head T2 (Operation and Safety):

Fritz Schweiger
Dr. Hermann Knuefer
Egon Ziermann

(from 1959
(from 1969
(from 1976

until
until
until

1969)
1975)
1993)

Plant Manager:

Egon Ziermann
Dr. Manfred Wimmers

(from 1992
(from 1993

until
until

1993)
today)

Main Department Head K (Business Management):

Dr. Franz Joseph Rumler
Peter Koch
Josef Weiss

(from 1959 until 1966)
(from 1966 until 1976)
(from 1976 until 1996)
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"Tests" Department Head:

Guenther Ivens
Wilhelm Muser
Roman Gilli
Dr. Klaus Krueger
Dr. Manfred Wimmers

"Approvals" Department Head:

Dr. Wolfgang Schreckenberg
Dr. Baumann
Rudolf Kurpas
Dr. Juergen Engelhard
Rudolf Schuetten
Dr. Juergen Weber
Rudolf Kurpas

"Operation" Department Head:

(from
(from
(from
(from
(from

1965 until
1966 until
1970 until
1976 until
1989 until

1966)
1970)
1976)
1988)
1993)

(from 1960 until 1964)
(from 1967 until 1969)

(from 1969 until 1975)
(1975)

(from 1975 until 1978)
(from 1979 until 1981)
(from 1981 until 1996)

Dr. Hermann Knuefer
Werner Dering
Rainer Polzenberg

(from 1965
(from 1969
(from 1980

until
until
until

1969)
1980)
today)

"Maintenance" Department Head:

Juergen Wohler
Egon Ziermann
Joachim Koldiz
Karl Granzow
Edgar Wahlen

(from 1965 until 1970)
(from 1971 until 1975)
(1976)

(from 1976 until 1979)
(from 1979 until 1993)
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"Planning and Statistics" Department Head:

Herbert Bialuschewski (from 1971 until 1976)

"Radiation Protection" Department Head:

Juergen Wahl (from 1979 until today).

During the time of the report, AVR Ltd. employed on average about 150 workers, which
operated with power plant with a high motivation and were able to eliminate all the
difficulties the occurred with great dedication. It could be shown that this new reactor
concept was technically mature. Experiences could also be collected and a series of
questions were answered, which served for the further development of the hot
temperature reactor.

As mentioned in the report, it was one of the particular successes of the entire
company, to increase the original average outlet temperature of the cooling gas helium
in the year 1974 from 850 0C to 950 °C. This increase was carried out almost as a
"birthday present" on the day when Dr. W. Cautius completed his 75th year of life. The
AVR reactor was in therefore the hottest reactor in the world.

The AVR company had contributed a capital of 20 million DM to construct and then
operate the power plant with additional allowance of the coalition and the contractor.

The further financing of the operation was quite complicated. The electric current yield
was in no way sufficient, which was also not expected from the beginning. The
necessary means came from the public funds through the THTR Association, of which
the KFA was a legal representative. This constellation lead later to the situation that
KFA Ltd. and AVR Ltd. agreed on so-called Utilization Agreements, which ensured that
the operation costs would in the end by financed from the budget of the KFA (90 %
Federal, 10 % State of Nordrheim-Westfalen). On the contrary, the AVR stated being
willing to support one of the objectives of KFA: the requirement of high technology "hot
temperature reactor development."
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At this moment, I would like, as former technical manager, to thank all the employees
for their immense willingness to work and motivation, which showed the world that the
"hottest reactor" is able to fulfill the requirements that are placed on power plants by the
energy supply enterprises. The success of these efforts has contributed essentially to
the decision of building the "older brother" of THTR in Schmehausen, having an
electrical output of 300 MW, which was started up successfully, but which had to be
decommissioned later due to non-operational reasons. In this way, a very promising
high technology was lost.

Since traditionally the personnel of the management is provided by the main business
partner (Stadtewerke Duesseldorf) and the second largest business partner
(Elektromark Hagen), the corresponding managers were active because their main task
was the acknowledgment of the purposes of the board in the parent enterprise. Only
due to the large contribution of the main department heads was it therefore possible to
conduct the operation under these prerequisites in a successful manner and comply
with all the requirements.

I would like to especially point out the successful and fruitful collaboration with other
institutions, of which should be mentioned above all the construction company
Hochtemperaturreaktorbau Ltd., the research center Juelich Ltd. with its institutes, the
Nuclear Legal Approval Authority of the state of Nordrhein-Westfalen as well as their
experts, mainly the German Technical Supervisory Authority Rheinland.

Dr. Phil. Chrysanth Marnet

Business Manager of the Research Reactor (AVR) Ltd. Working Group
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19.Appendix

19.1 Partners of the Research Reactor (AVR) Ltd. Working Group

" City Works of Aachen Ltd.

" City of Bonn

* City Works of Bremen Inc.

* City Works of Duesseldorf Inc.

" City Works of Duisburg Inc.

" Upper Hessen Supply Companies Inc., Friedberg

" ELEKTROMARK Communal Electricity Works Mark Inc., Hagen

• Electricity Works Wesertal Ltd., Hameln

" City Works Hannover Inc.

" Electricity Works Minden - Ravensberg Ltd., Herford

" City Works Krefeld Inc.

" City Works Mannheim Inc.

• State Capital Munich

• City Works Wuerzburg Inc.

" Wuppertal City Works Inc.
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19.2 Technical Data

Interesting Time Points

Foundation of AVR

Award of contract'

Groundbreaking

Cornerstone placement

First criticality

First electric power production

Transfer of the power plant to the operator

Increase of the average cooling gas outlet temperature to 950 °C

End of the power operation

Design Data

Thermal Output

Electric gross output
MW

02/03/1959

09/13/1959

10/15/1960

11/09/1961

08/26/1966

12/17/1967

05/28/1969

02/27/1974

12/31/1988

46 MW

15

Electric net output

Gross degree of efficiency

Electric Current Production

Total produced electric energy

13

32.6

MW

1,627,025
MWh
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Fuel Elements

Quantity of fuel elements in the core
units

Diameter of a fuel element

Weight of a fuel element

Quantity of coated particles per fuel element

Heavy metal content of AVR HEU fuel elements
235

Uranium enrichment of the AVR HEU fuel elements

Heavy metal content of the AVR LEU fuel elements
235

Uranium enrichment of the AVR LEU fuel elements

Heavy metal content of the THTR fuel elements
235

Uranium enrichment of the THTR fuel elements

Maximum fuel temperature

Maximum fuel element surface temperature
oC

Max. output per fuel element

approx. 100,000

approx. 6

200

20,000 to
40,000

cm

g

units

1 gU

5 g Th 232

93 %

1 gU

9 g U 238

10 %

0.96 g U

10 g Th 232

93 %

1,250 0C

approx. 1,050

approx. 1.6 kW
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Core

Core diameter 3 m

Cylindrical core height 2.8 m

Height of funnel 0.7 m

Inner core diameter 1.8 m

Fission product mass in the core: U 233 6.9 Kg
U 235 34.5 kg
Pu 239 0.4 kg

Max. thermal neutron flow 1.6 1014 n/cm2s

Average thermal neutron flow 0.55 1014 n/cm 2s

Average fast neutron flow 0.2 1014 n/cm 2s

Power density in the reactor core 2.5 MW/m 3

Reference temperature 130 0C
(at which the core with inserted control rods must be at
least 0.5 % subcritical)

Control Rods

Quantity of control rods 4 units

Composition of absorber 25 % boron
2.5 % carbide

72.5 % tantalum
carbide

copper
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Primary Circuit

Cooling gas

Cooling gas absolute pressure

Average cooling gas temperature at core entrance

Average cooling gas temperature at core outlet

Maximum cooling gas temperature

Average cooling gas temperature at steam generator

Cooling gas content

Quantity of cooling gas blowers

Engine speed of cooling gas blowers

Engine speed of cooling gas blowers
at 9aG == 950 'C and Pth = 46 MW

Cooling gas flow
at ,GaG = 950 'C and Pt, = 46 MW

Free geometrical volume of the inner reactor vessel

Seal Gas

Seal gap gas

Seal gap content

Seal gap absolute pressure

helium

10.8 bar

270 °C

950 °C
0C

160 °C

1650 m3 i.N.

2 units

400 to min 1

4,400

3,200 min 1

13 kg/s

310 m3

helium

1200

11.0

m 3 i.N.

bar
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Steam Generator

Type of steam generator

Quantity of parallel systems

Fresh steam temperature

Fresh steam absolute pressure

Steam flow rate

Feed water temperature

Feed water absolute pressure

Diameter of steam generator

Height of steam generator

Total heating surface of steam generator

forced cycle

4

505

73

56

118

135

3.5

5.5

1,762

units
oc

bar

t/h
oc

bar

m

m

m

min-1

MVA

kV

Hz

Turbogenerator

Engine speed

Output

Machine voltage

Output factor (cos (p)

Frequency

3,000

18.75

6.3

0.8

50
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Inner Reactor Vessel

Material

Wall thickness

Diameter

Height

Design pressure

Design temperature

Free geometric volume of the inner reactor vessel

Outer Reactor Vessel

Material

Wall thickness

Diameter

Height

Design pressure

Design temperature

Free geometric volume of the seal gap (of the outer
reactor vessel)

19Mn5 + Mo

40

5.78

24.91

11.3

325

310

HSB 45

30

7.6

26.05

10.8

200

175

mm

m

m

bar

0C

m
3

mm

m

m

bar

0C

m 3
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Containment

Material

Wall thickness

Diameter

Height

Design pressure

Free geometric volume of the containment

HSB 4

4

5K

2 mm

6.0 m

[1.5 m

2 bar

)0 m34,80
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19.3 Construction of the Plant

The core of the reactor consists of a packed bed of approx. 100,000 fuel elements with

a diameter of 6 cm, which are located on a reflector pot of graphite. Above this core is

located the steam generator, which is shielded against radiation from the core by a 500
mm thick ceiling reflector of graphite and two other 500 mm thick layers of coal. The

cooling agent is helium. It is under an absolute pressure of 10.8 bar and is circulated
by two blowers, which are located in the lower part of the reactor vessel. The core is

heated from 270 'C to 950 OC. Thereafter, the helium flows through the steam

generator and emits there its energy to the water-steam circuit. The produced steam

has a pressure of 73 bar and a temperature of 505 °C. The steam is fed to a turboset.

The electrical energy produced by the generator is fed via transformers in the distributor

power supply of the RWE.

The core, steam generator, and blowers are enclosed by two concentrically arranged
reactor vessels. The intermediate space between the vessels is filled with pure helium,

whose pressure lies slightly over the cooling gas pressure. Between the cylindrical

parts of the reactor vessel is located also a first biological shield. This double vessel
system is again enclosed by a containment and a 1.5 m thick concrete tower, which

represents the second part of the biological shield.

The reflector, which consists of graphite stones, has four bulges, which are bored

through, and which project into the core space. In each these bores is arranged a

control rod. These control rods have the task of compensating the reactivity different

between the full-load state and the cold critical state
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and to hold subcritical by at least 0.5 % the reactor in cold critical state (at a reference

temperature of 130 0C).

The fuel elements are continuously circulated during the power operation and are

measured as to their burnup. The burned up fuel elements are extracted and replaced

with fresh ones.

The cooling gas is cleaned of dust as well as active and inactive contaminants in

purification plants.
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Biologischer SchiLd Oonmpferzeuger

Deckenrefte ktor

Core

Gebldse

*Abschaltstdbe

Legends to Fig. 19.3-1:

Biologischer Schild = Biological shield; Schutzbehalter = Containment; 6ugerer

Reaktorbehalter = outer reactor vessel; innerer Reaktorbehaýlter = inner reactor vessel;

Dampfzeuger = Steam generator; Deckenreflektor = Ceiling reflector; Geblase =

Blower; Abschaltstabe = Control rods.

Fig. 19.3-1 Section'through the reactor building
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